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ABSTRACT

The major thrust of the University-Urban Interface
Program (UUIP) was to study the interface between Pittsburgh
University and its urban community.. Ultimate goals were to design
ways in which relations between universities and their communities
may be enriched. UUIP studied activities in five representative
areas: Communications, Minority and Community Services, Campus
Developments Long-Range Community Goals, and University Governance
for Community Relations. The goal of Communications was to explore
the perceptions of the University held by its various publics and to
suggest ways to communicate a more realistic impression. In Minority
and Community Services, four projects were chosen and each project
was to publish analyses of the interactions among the university, the
community, and the target group..In Campus Development, UUIP
researchers attempted to identify the consequences of campus
expansion..The aim of Long-Range Community Goals was to establish a
reliable system for identifying the community's long-range goals, and
the University's relation to these goals..In University Governance
for Community Relations, data from the other, four efforts were
integrated to make recommendations on ways of improving the
University's community relations. Major conclusions cover six basic
issues: (1) the service dimension; (2) models of institutions; (3)
internal organization; (4) open access and mass education; (5)
collaboration and community/constituencies; and (6) academic
excellence and the urban dimension..(Author/PG)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

University-Urban Interface Program

The major thrust of UUIP was to study, chronicle and concurrently
evaluate the interface between Pitt and its urban community. -This
research on action programs was sponsored by a grant from the U.S.
Office of Education.
Ultimate goals are to design ways in which
these relations may be enriched, and to provide insights or guidelines for other institutions.
Early in the Program, five representative projects were selected
for study; Communications, Minority and Community Services, Campus
Development, Long-Range Community Goals, and University Governance
for Community Relations.
UUIP did not operate or finance University
activities in these areas; it studied their impact and chronicled
the progress of development.
Some thirty-five reports have been published on the Program, including studies of Pittsburgh goals, communityUniversity forums, campus development, economic impact, and images of
Pitt among groups such asalumni or neighbors. Presentations at national
meetings evoked inquiries and led to recognition that included hosting
conferences of experts called by the Carnegie Commission of Higher
Education.
The goal of Communications was to explore the perceptions of the
University held by its various publics, to measure changes in perception and to ascertain their causes, to analyze any discrepancies between
these perceptions and reality, and to suggest ways of communicating a
more realistic and accurate impression. An alumni opinion study, a
readership survey and an analysis of the economic impact of Pitt have
been completed.
The last won a top award as a program management case
study.

In Minority and Community Services, four projects were chosen and
labeled "Operation Outreach." They represent only a few of the special
programs undertaken by the University. A research aim in each project
is to publish analyses of the interactions among the three entities
involved - the University, the communi'q, and the target agency or group.
First, Project Right Start is a center for early detcction or prevention
of psychological problems in young children in Pittsburgh's Hill District.
A second, cooperative effort between the School of Social Work and a
neighborhood organization focuses on problem's in the City's North Side.
A third is a management consulting service run by Pitt businesses in
black communities.
The fourth is an innovative learning laboratory
introduced into two elementary schools by a Pitt learning theorist.
In Campus Development, UUIP researchers attempted to identify the
consequences of campus expansion, and to map the interaction within
and among University, community, and government groups. Results may
enable the University to involve its neighbors more intimately and
effectively in planning for their mutual neighborhood.

The aim of Long-Range Community Goals was to establish a reliable
system for identifying the community's iong-range goals, and the ways
in which the University, can relate to those goals most meaningfully.
To this end, UUIP completed a Pittsburgh Goals Study, in which community
leaders were asked their views on salient social issues and possible
Four UUIP sponsored forums, bringing together community
civic changes.
leaders and faculty_ members to discuss critical urban priorities, also
have been analyzed.
In University Governance for Community Relations, data from the other
four efforts were ,integrated to make recommendations on ways of improving
the University's community relations through alternative policies
and organizational configurations. The final report also discussed an
inventory of University activities in the urban field.
Major conclusions cover six basic issues:
The Service Dimension
1)
2)
Models of Institutions
3), Internal Organization
4)
Open Access and Mass Education
5)
Collaboration with Communities/Constituencies
6)
Academic Excellence and the Urban Dimension
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INTRODUCTION
''The interaction Lo::een major city-based universities and their
communitic:-1 has become a matter of i,.rent nationdl signifcaecc. On the
one hand, the inc.zeasi:-:g intc;!siLy of bur urban problenzs and the growing
public awareness of and conrIern about th e probicm,.:have givun then the
highest national domestic priority.
Almost simulraniously the major
universitie of the country have come to be viewed, more than ever before,
as powerful r4.Sonrces for solving all sorts of ostionaliproblems and for
achieving national priorities. Those two developments converge in what

can be called the university-urban interface
In 1969, the University of Pittsburgh prepared a proposal .which thus
summarized the problem and which, incidently, gave the program which is
the subject of this report its name.
The Universit-q-Urban Interface Program (PUT?) was officially launchc:o
in March, 1970." As a loj,ical site for the study of an archetypic.a1 interface between an urban university and its surrounding community, the Uftiversity
of Pittsburgh ,had seVe-ral major advantages:

The University of Pittsburgh is located in a metropolitan
area that i typically complex in its social- economic
characterits racial-ethnic diversitv, and its govern.-

(1)

mental and .institutional. variety.
(2)

The University of Pittsburgh is clearly the Comprehenive.
university to which its community looks.
It is supported by
local and private, as Well as state funds. Most of its
graduates not only come from, but remain in, the city area.

(3)

It is located in the heart of the city, contiguous to the .
area's largest "black ,ghetto.

It is a university which was, and is, officially. committed
to and deeply engaged in a multi-faceted effort to iMproVe
"social justice.,:"
Consequently It was, and is, experiencing
virtually all the internal and external pressures that the
urban crisis has spawned.

(4)

(5)
.

It was, and is in the process of major Physical expansion
which has intensified the impingeMent of university and
urban community,

Finally, and what made the' opportunity unique, is that the University
of Pittsburgh had already Prepared itself to impose a research and evaluation
design upon those of its Operations which were especiany-felevant to' the
interface of_a university and its surrounding community.

*

U.S. Office og Education Grant, Contract No.. OEC-2-9-80725-1027,,
Project No, 80725
**

See especially Albert C. Van Dusen, Prorra,:n Dovelop!en.f.: and Public.A.liTs

at the Universit-Lot_pittsigh, July, 1972,
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"Immediately following his appointment in 1967, Chancellor Wesley
W. Posvar had requested an inventory of existing University. programs relating
to urban development, and, in subsequent statements, policy directives and
budget committments, has given substance to the University's pledge to
better the welfare of the urban community in general and, in particular,
to advance the cause of social justice.
.

Early in the effort, a University Council on Urban Programs (UCUP)
had been established under the chairmanship of the Vice Chancellor for
Program Development and Public Affairs. Additionally, the Chancellor
requested faculty to examine how they could better help meet critical
urban problems and to propose new programs. In response, over one hundred
detailed proposals requiring new funding were submitted.
The offices of the Provost, the Vice Chancellor for. Program Development and Public Affairs, and the Director of Planning evaluated the proposals
and prep=ed a list of the ones they felt merited funding. Presentations
were made to potential donors, and funds were secured which enabled some
divisions of the University to move beyond mere volunteer efforts.

Despite these accomplishments, by early 1969, the University was still
seeking ways to make its committment more explicit, to determine what role
the University should ploy in the community and to 'mobilize its resources to
perform that role," (University-Urban Interface Program Brochure, 1972:1-2)
It was in this atmosphere of continuing concern with the appropriate
role for the University and the mobilization of resources to meet what has been
termed "the-urban challenge", that the University-Urban Interface Program came
"Interface" potentially covers a. very broad spectrum
into being at Pitt.
of contacts between the University and the community, and this is certainly
the case at Pitt. The University of Pittsburgh is an extremely large
institution.
In 1972, the student enrollment was over 31,000, and faculty
The complexity of the University is demonstrated
numbered more than 1600.
in part by the number of semi-autonomous divisions within the institutional
structure. Besides the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and the College of Arts
and Sciences, there are schools of medicine, law, nursing, public health,
social work, business, dental medicine, education, engineering, public
affairs, library sciences, health-related professions, pharmacy, and general
studies.
Because of this diversity the governance structure of the
institution is necessarily highly complex, involving many levels and channels
of authority and influence.
Since it would be impossible to study all forms of interaction between
this complex organization and the many groups in its urban environment, the
developers of the proposal for the University-Urban Interface Program had
to select specific areas for research out of the vast array of potential
Opportunities. After careful consideration, five priorities were selected
as a "sampling" of types of, engagement between the University and the
conanunity.
These priorities were defined as:
1.
2.

3.

Minority and Community Services
Campus Development
Communications

J.

4.
5.

Long Range Community Coals
University Governance for Community Relations

.

Only the first: area actually represents an alteration from the plans set
out in the proposal for the program.
Originally it bad been decided to
chronicle the development of the Office of Urban and Community Services,
created in 1969 to provide a liaison between the Uni,2ersity and the disadvantaged and minority groups in the community. OUCS would establish
an arm into the appropriate areas in the community to' learn about
community needs and attempt to match them with University resources_
However, the director of OUCS wished to'MObolize funds for, action in
the - community rather than research, while the Office of Education .grant
was for research on University activities. This dilemma was solved when
the Pitt agreed to put this office on "hard" money, that is, as part of
the University regular budget, and the director was freed from research
responsibilities.

A substitution (Minority and Community Services) was, therefore,
made by UUIP, and the remaining priorities were carried nut as planned.
Relatively brief descriptions of the several priorities are presented
below to provide a general orientation for the more detailed data
analysis chapters which follow.
An important distinction to be kept
in mind is that there are two elements involved in the descriptions.
On the one hand, there are the ongoing activities in the particular
project or program, an.d, on the other, there are the methods by which
research is being carried out on these activities. UUIP did not
operate or finance the projects; its function, rather, was to study
their impact and to chronicle the process of development. The
descriptions of the priorities are an adaptation from the UUIP Brochure
referred to earlier.

COMMUNICATIONS

The goal.of this research project Was to explore the perceptions of
the University held by its various publies,' to measure changes in perception
and ascertain the causes of those changes, to analyze the discrepancies
between these perceptions and the reality of the University, and then to
suggest ways of communicating to each of the University's publics a more
realistic and accurate impression.
The University's publics are many and
diverse; they include businessmen, labor unions, professionals, religious
groups, minorities, nationality groups, foundations, local government,
alumni, parents of students, and four groups within the,Univesity itself
(students, faculty, administrators,- and staff).

As the University begins to take amore active part in helping to solvesocietal problems, it requires, perhaps more than ever before, the sympathetic
understanding of those.who provide its moral and financial support.
And as
the community becomes a more active participant in University affairs, it
becomes increasingly necessary for the University to understand its assumptions

and priorities.
The University's formal communications program is intended..
to ,assist: in building this two-way-understanding. The program includes:
a.
b.

c.

d.

providing information about the University to, local and_
national mass media;
publication of a hi- weekly campus newspaper, a quarterly alumni
newspaper, a quarterly alumni feature magazine, and intermittent
newsletters for certain professional schools;
arranging for faculty members and administrators to appear on
television and radio shows and t-.() speak at meetings of professional
societies, community agencies, etc.
providing special communications--bulletins, brochures, posters,
etc.--designed to promote University programs and events, to
recruit students, etc.

UUIP analyzed these channel's of communication, assessed the information flowing
through them, and defined the publics they are reaching or failing to reach.
Staff members have systematically analyzed the content of a variety of publications-the student paper, the bi-weekly University newspaper, the quarterly. alumni
paper, the newsletter for parents of students, the commuter student paper,
news releases issued by the Office of News and Publications, and articles
about the University appearing in the eity's two daily papers--in an attempt
to determine the hinds of messages about the University seen by its various
publics. They also have conducted' several surveys among students, residents,
and alumni in an attempt to ascertain the instruments of communication upon
which they depend for information about the University and to define their
image of the University and its mission.

CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT
The necessity for universities to expand their physical facilities has
made for often explosive relations with their neighbors, not only at the
University of Pittsburgh, but at Columbia, Duke, and around the country.
Erection of new university buildings has. a major impact on the surrounding
community's aesthetic character, its commercial enterprises, its citizens,
its public transportation, and its cultural activities.
At the time UUIP began operations,' The Forbes Field Comple --a.major
physical expansion uf the campus into an area which previously housed a
stadium for the city's professional athletic teams--was already scheduled
and largely funded.
This project was naturally chosen as a target for
UUIP -esearch; others were a proposed dormitory, a building to house 'the
'nt of Chemistry, and a proposed addition to the medical complex.
Each
-he projects was in a different stage of planning--ranging from
an e!
.Lshed plan which was about to be implemented and therefore allowed
very
le latitude, to a long-range building objective in which it Was
still
:'sible for the community to collaborate.

UJIP researchers attempted to identify the consequences of campus
expansion and to map the complex interaction within and among University,
community, and government groups.

J.

Questions derived by comparing experiences with other urban schools
have been used as a framework for analyzing the University of Pittsburgh's
situation.
(1) Is campus development necessary? .(2) Did
They include:
the University make long-range plans and/or were the plans revealed to the
(3)
Is the. University sensitive-to-problems of resident relocation?
public?
Has the University planned for multi-use buildings? (5) Has the
'(4)
University made an effort to reconcile differences with the community?
How will the exemption or taxation of new development be handled?
(6)
What forms of collaborative planning work best?
(7)
ReSearch ha's been conducted by observation of negotiating groups,
attendance at public meetings, and interviews with key personnel. The
staff also exchanged. information wi th. researchers who ate studying campus
expansion at other universities.
Social area analysis of the Oakland area
also was clone.

It is hoped that the findings of these various research. projects will
enable the University to involve its neighbors more intimately and effectively in planning for their Iliutual neighl)rhood.

MINORITY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES

.

UUIP activity within this first priority concentrated on four projects
which have bean labeled Operation Outreach. These4Tojects represent: only
a few of the numerous special programs undertaken by the University. Other
major efforts--not specifically targets of UUIP reseetch--include an OffiCe
of Urban and Community Services designed primarily to serve minority
community needs; the University-Community Education Program, whose mission
is to provide academic programs for disadvantaged minorities and for parsprofessionals; and the Affirmative Action Program, which seeks to assure equitable hiring, remuneration, and personnel practices.
One of the research
aims in each of the four Outreach projects is to view the interactions among
the three entities involved--the University, the community, and the target
agency or group.
The projects are:
Outreach One:

Project Right Start

This project was stimulated through the directive from the University
administration to academic departments to submit research proposals dealing
with social or racial injustice. Acceptance of :a Psychology Department
proposal led to plans for a. program of early deteetion and prevention of
psychological proMems in young,children within-ithe Hill District, a predominantly black community.
Operations have begun on a small scale--a
director has been hired, community support has been built, and Right Start
paraprofessionals are working with a still limited number of children--and
expansion is .planned.

The UUIP staff documented the process of building Project Right Start,
largely through examination of available written materials, field
observations, and extensive interviewing of prejeci. personnel.

6.

Finally, a study was made-of Right Start's community -based organization-Taking Care Of Business (TCB)--and its attempt to institutionalize working
(TC13 is now using its experiences with Right
relations with the University.
Start to explore with other. University departments, the poSsibilities of
working jointly on additional problems of community concern.)_

Outreach Two: School of Social Work

Neighborhood' Centers Association (NCA)

The Northside of Pittsburgh has been the center of considerable turmoil
over the past few years.
Enormous sums of money have been invested in the
area--in a new sports stadium, public housing, schools, a community college,
a large 'shopping center, high-rise apartments, highways, etc.--but many of
these resources, for all their benefits, have aggravated social and economic
Conflicts among races, between .and among
probleMs for. Northside residents.
income groups, and between government and citizen's flair up continually.
Neighborhood Centers Association (NCA), a community organization funded
by the Community Chest, helps to deal with neighborhood problems such as
housing and racial conflict.
The University's School of Social Work .agreed in 1970 to work cooperatively with NCA on Northside problems because the area represented a unique
opportunity for the education of young urban professionals in. a crucible
containing critical needs, agency collaboration, and supervised field placement, The School is attempting to develop and test models of intervention in
community development projects, gather in-depth information about the special
characteristics of the Northside, learn the expectations and priorities of
commynity residents, and, finally, use all of this information to help NCA
develp policy and programs that use the School's expertise.

UU1P researchers participated with NCA for a full year, gathering data
for subsequent analysis. The results of this analysis include: an
interpretive history of NCA as a social. service agency, description of
community problems, evaluation of the successes and failures of a few
representative community projects, analysis of.the proCess,of placing
community workers in the field, and suggestions as to ways in which the
University can best assist the agency and the community in the resolution
of their problems.

Outreach Three:

Student Consultant Project (SCP)

SCP was founded in the fall of 1969 by a group of students in the
Graduate School of Business for the purpOse of providing free management
consulting services to small businessmen and industrial entrepreneurs
in the City's economically depressed black neighborhoods. The student
consultants are both black and white; their clients are almost exclusively
black. The goals of the organization Tange from the general--opening
another channel ofeommunication and cooperation between blacks and
whites and between the University and the communityto the specific-:the development of a black economic base in Pittsburgh.

In addition to providing free consulting services, SCP sponsor special
progrLalls and courses on managerial toohniques and probler,::::; refers its clinz.s
to other agt,ncies hcn
p.r.ofessionl coueLculce sees to he
for; disseminates infofmoticu to client: on ways nC
services th-r:ough governmental ageneigs and C) tncr set;recs; has em.plei:ed a
pilot study of the blaa buiness coo,f-,,uuity in the city's hill District; opd
is in the process of establishiTw: a credit union.
UUIP has collnborated in. research en the ;;;;.udent Consultont Project
Reeically interviowinp, Loy person
nel from the business school and fro.
and h-y stodying available writtyn
material.
UUTP researchers attonder, pfsjoet's staff moetingo.

by supporting analyses of operatio.

,

UUIP ha published a menoraph by F.TP members which inc2udos a desnrip.tion
of scri s history, a manual of procedures designed to facilitate the train:P.1;g
of new student consultants, and a discussion of communication control. and
record analysis within SOP intended to help improve operations.'

Other research focuses on the reciprocal relationships eyisting hetwon
SOP and community businesses and agencies.
(A WAM1,CY of 5.ndivjduals Oil
Board of Directors are involved in othor agencies and community enterpriscs,
and this interwchhing of interests has been crucial to the projcct's cyistne
from sevoIal standpoints, including financial assistance, the referral of
clients, and moral support.)
Outreach Four ;

Clarifying Environments Program (CEP)

The Clarifying Environments Program (CEP) is an innovative attempt to
introduce theory aid prrict: icc developed in the Univerity's learning research
laboratories into a ghetto school. The program focuses on the improvement
of the educational environment of the urban poor and minority groups and
the training of indigenous pataprofesional staff as administrators, and aims
at a long-range goal of developing a theory of human proble-solving and
Implementation of. the program depends upon community
social interaction.
support at both the grassroots level and within the uppe-r-echelon.
Three Cinrifying Environments Laboratories--one on the Pitt campus,
one in a black ghetto elementary school and one in a low-income white
The program was created by as
elementary school--have been operating.
learning theorist in the University'e Learning Research and Development
Center who is also a professor of sociology. CEP attempts to help children
"discover" for themselves important things about the way they learn. Their
learning activities include such thins en having their fingernails colorcoded to match the keyboard of a "talking tlypewrit", identifying letters
of the alphabet on a "wheel of furtune", watching themselves on closed-circuit
CFI.' has been funded in
Picturephone, and publishing their own newspaper.
part by several private foundations and in part by a Model Cities grant
administered by the Pittsburgh Board of Education.
UUIP examined the linkage pattersn among the University, the Pittsburgh
Board of Education, the Nodel Cities Program, ironndations, and contacts
among other community organizations, groups, and citizens ranging from local,
neighborhoods to prominent leaders.
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A napping of CU's community relntions and the general :impact of
its innoval:ive theory and techniqu,,. on the cowTenity and its institutio
also are e-zplored.
Pat,:i on the projCct was colle,::ted thro101 rc:po'As from
participar,t observos, visits to the project, and :riterviews with key
persolv in concorned or,pnizations.

CUUNITY 1MGRANCF, GOALS
,

The aim of this project was to establish a reliable -system for
identif7ing the community's lew;-rangc, g,oal and ways in which the University
can relate to those goLls most mcain,6fully.
Several. steps have becn ti-:en
toward the development of such 2 system.

In the sprins of 1971, uner UUTP sponsorship, a Pittsburgh Coals
Study was conducted in which 106 prominoni, community leaders were asked
to express their
w::s Can 2S ci-,,ic cham!es which I.Eight occur through 1975,
The main purpose of the study was to dis!:Ern any consensus as to possible
changes in LI-a city and to determine: what changes might Pont Ilhnte to
conflict.
Rsillt of the study were fed back to the lcoders themselves as
to how other community lc-ado rs view the city's future and enabled them to
gauge the (1-;:tent to which their sentiments were shared by their associates.
Another phase of this project has been the sponsorship of a series of
forums bringing toether co:cmunity loaders and faculty membc,.rs to disuuss
topics of common concern. The four forums focused on "Conflict Uanagement",
"The Administration of Justice," "Health Services," and "Community Goals
and the Goverpmeot of 14etropolis." For each of the forums, background
papers were prepared which e:-.amined the problems in detail and recomwmded
ways in which the university and community might work together to solve
them.
A summary of the proceedings of the forums was published and
circulated to participants.
The ultimate goal. was to explore ways of bridging the gap between the
University's and the communitv's perspectives on common problems. An outgrowth may be the establishment of mechanisms to more effectively cope with
urgent urban problems.
Fopefullv, the results will help to articulate better
the roles of the University, government, community organizations, leaders,.
and institutions and ill. leave a legacy of 'useful methods for dealing with
community issues.

UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE FOR CON,NUNITY RELATIONS

It is hoped that the data which are being collected in connection with
the four research projects just described will ,,Iel.:e it possible, finally,

to determine the degree of complexity with which the institution is dealing, to assess the effectiveness of Its current response, and to identify
ways of improving that response,
Consequently, UU1P's final, task was to
analyze issues in the area of governance for community relati ons and to

9.

make _suggestions on organizational confiurations so that the University's
community relations as well :its overall mission may be enhanced.
Conceptually, the UUIP program utilized an instituion-building
perspective that provides as framework for studying varir-bles-suCh as ob-

jectivs, resource allocation, personnel, leadership, and organiational
structure and linkages within different contexts. Methods used include
survey research, content analysis, regular focused interviews with key
persons, analysis of comparative programs in other institutions, social
area analysis, and concurrent evaluation.
Different methods were used in
specific projects.

Use of interim or final research results by po3 icy makers within
administrative and academic departments of the University may provide
informat:i on. on their value in. practice.
Incorporation of such recommendations
into policy-making streams is a vital topic related to zovernance, and one
which may shed light on the process of how reform and innovation occur.

One important offshoot of the governance phase of UUIP research has
been a special study of the University's economic impact upon its community.
This study was a joint undertaking of UUIP and the Educational Systems
Research Group of Washington, DC., and Toronto, .Canada.
It is modeled
on a pioneering study publiShed by the American Council on Education,
Estimating the Impact of a College. or University on the Local Economy, in
which method:: are proposed for developing a balancesheetwhich would
measure a university's real net contributions against its hypothetical
coot to the community.
The study, a. prototype application which took
several Months, spells but for the first time in dollars and cents
some of the ways in which the University pays its way in the community.

Methodology

Under the mandate from the Office of Education the major thrust of
the program was to monitor, chronicle, and concurrently evaluate ongoing operations of the University.
The University-Urban Interface grant
was to be used strictly for re'search and'not for organizing new programs
or services.
The first necessity for any research program is access to the
appropriate offices, programs, and personnel.
The appointment of the
Vice Chancellor for Program Development and Public Affairs as principal
investigator for the research program demonstrated the University's willingness to he studied. This highlevel office Constituted the organizing unit
for most of the University's formal responsibilities with respect to
community relations.' Originally, it had been planned to have research
personnel lodged in the several key offices, e.g., a researcher in News
and Publications, or the Office of Development and Alumni Lffairs
However, physical shortage of space and changing activities have made a
centralized research office more practical.
In theongoing,research,
individual assignments to cover certain project: areas have been allocated,
but the research team has bean able to keep in touch with :al aspects of
the program because its members have had their permanent base in the same
office.
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The regular research staff has been. quite small. Besides the
rrincipal Investigator, who continued. to spend rest- of his time in his
administrative duties as formally arranr.;ed, there were a Director of
Research Programs, three Research-Project Directors, .and two full-time
in addition, it Was possible to enlist the help
research assistants.
Underof one or two part-tiMe graduate students at any given time.
graduate students in the Work-Study program turned out to he very useful in doing coding or other routine tasks whci'L these were requited.
Nevertheless, the number of permanent research personnel. did not allow

fot consistent close monitoring of all the offiecprograms, and
For the outreach projects, under Minority and
projects under study.
Community Services; an alternative research strategy was developed
Some
which was consistent with the research thrust of the grant.
personnel directly involved in providing services on the four projects
functioned as participant observers for QUIP. Portions of their salaries
were paid by grant funds in exchange for information according to the
specifications of the research program and under the supervision of
members of the research team.
The - research also benefitted from regular atcesE; to interviews,
reports, and other data from key University administrators. TroM these
contacts vital information was acquired, particularly with respect to the
priority areas of communication and campus development, Similarly,
lenders in the outreach and community long-range goals projects have
been accessible and helpful, not only in ptoviding information but also
in enhancing awareness of particular facets of operations which might
otherwise have been overlooked.

There is no doubt in the minds of the researchers that there was
some resistance to the research, particularly as it conveyed an cvaluatory
The research team has been aware of certain "closed areas ".
component.
Conflicts have also been apparent between the desire to have the story
told and loyalties to certain projects, offices, or even the complete
University per se. Sometimes such evident stumbling blocks have actually
worked to advantage in getting a wider perspective.
Realizing that
obstacles were being raised from one source, the researcher looked elsewhere to fill out the data. On the whole, however, those involved in
implementing the priorities under study were highly cooperative.'
Specific techniques of data collection had-to be derived for each
of the four priority areas and then integrated for the last priority
area: University Governance for Community Relations.
The first four
priority areas were different enough from one another to call for specific
research techniques which would have been inappropriate if applied to all.
At the one extreme, the research on communication was fairly readily
approachable by standardized techniques such as questionnaire surveys
and content analysis of media.
Monitoring the Outreach Projects-, on the
other hand, required a more innovative approach. Reports from participant
observers working in the field have been combined with visits on the part
of the researchers, interviews with other project members, unobtrusive
measures such as memos, proposals, and correspondence in the project files,
With the use of several' techniques, crosschecks on the reports
and so on
.
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of participant-.. 0: :vers could be made and apparent gaps in the data filled.
The area of cam,y evelopment presented special problems in "traciAng", for
points of view developed and then altered, Regular
crises came an
Ni-ersity officials and involved community members were
discussions wit
:ast of characters "was constantly changing, special
But t
helpful.
meetings were
to occur without much notice, and new issues appeared
ired a constant vigil on the mass media and thebuildunheralded.
It
ing of a wide
network of informants to keep abreast of developments.
.--,

...

:[ties chosen for study, the long'-range community goals
a special case..
Unlike the other research areas, the
lemented as part of the Office of Education grant.
ived of as a piece-of research in itself since it

Among the 'H
project constitu
goals project
The 'project was.
aimed at survey-.

%.

...omml:,nity goals and_probing the potential for multi-'

group cooperatliw
UUIP with the

uthan problems.
For that reason, it was funded by
;: University matching funds. Operationalizing and

inipicmien Li ug Lb.:

act, however, consumed all of the available time
The research team, therefore, also attached
.0 this project to provide some additional insights
.niques for the, goals project, in addition to more
required a rather broad-based observational and
to the major-project activity--four community goals

of the project
monitoring devic,

.rs.

on the process .
conventional mc;..;.

sociometric aj
forums.

Because offrHivariety of activities under study and the need to
jues appropriate to each, the researchers very early
adopt special tfe
realized that. :11,have to develop ways of making data collection.
and analysis
ide from area to area.
This was especially crucial
since each. of
,aior researehers' was made responsible for and spent
most of his/her t...;; on one specific, priority.
The most formal, device
which was .adop
the Institution-Building model which defined major
variables for
attention..
The way in which this model was used
in this research
be discussed in the final secLion of this ch7ter.
.

More
and findings
meetings ana tb.
from particvlr
research events
a practice to
introduced to
in their own

:e,ns of ensuring that research directions, problems,
ffed were brought about by regular research staff
illation of interview protocols and draft reports
The staff meetings provided an arena in which
reliminary findings could be shared.
By making
tiff meetings weekly, at least some measure was
individual staff members from becoming so immersed
1 area that they "lost sight of the whole".

it

Another very
.

1pful means of keeping research staff up-to-date with

dna another 's a;:::
Lies and also fUrnishingfresh ideas and insights to
the program wa,:
H came to be called the Internal Consultant Seminars,.
The University--iLk
Interface Program had, from its inception a Research
Advisory Coune.0
'illiversity faculty members with particularly relevant
competencies. Members of the council participated
research intere-.
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in the planning phase of the program, and also met as a body several
times during the life of the program to discuss its progress and offer
During the Fall of 1971, a series of
advice for further activities.
seminars were instituted with members of the Research Advisory Council
and other experts in the University. This series continued until the
end of the program.
In the course of the seminars, it was possible to have prolonged
and 'extremely useful work. sessions on research problems 'with Professors

BurkhartHolzner, Paul Lazarsfeld, and Jiri Nehnevjsa,
a
all of the
Department of Sociology, and Professor JosephEaton of the School of
Social Work. Professor Lazarsfeld particularly contributed his very
valuable time on a regular hi-weekly basis for many months.
He has
aided the research staff in many areas such as exploring special
problems in access to data, comparability /of da,ta collected by different
techniques, the identification of broad integrating themes, and the
particular issues involved in concurrent evaluation. With others who
attended the Internal Consultant Seminars, it has been possible to
further the understanding of the institution-building framework in terms'
of its uses, limitations, and potential, as well as its application to the
research at hand.
Both Professor Nehnevajsa and Professor. Lazarsfeld also
participated in an all-day seminar with personnel from the four outreach
projects who were submitting reports to UUIP as part df the data collection.
In this way, outreach contributors were also made familiar with the principal
variables of the'institution-building model.
Besides Contributions to the Internal Consultant Seminars, members of
the Research Advisory Council made contribUtions to the program in a number
of other ways. Dr. Allen Pond of the School of Public Health made a special
contribution to the Urban Inventory which will he discussed in Chapter V.
Dean Steele Cow, Jr., of the School of General Studies served as Project
Director of-the Community Long-Range Coals Effort. Pe also authored several
documents fora the program and was a contributor to the original proposal..
Professor Nehnevajsa also authored a number of documents in connection with
the goals project.
The instruments used in the course of the research and the types of
data which were collected are catalogued in Appendix, D of this report.

The Institution-Building Model.

Early in the development of the University-Urban Interface Program,
it was decided that this model could serve as an organizing and synthesizing
focus for the research. How UUIP used the model for its purposes will be
described in this section.
For a more theoretical discussion of the model,
with references/tb major sources, see Appendix A.

Although the model had so far been used mainly in developing countries,
it provided a framework for studying.the emergence 'of a new organization or
the re-org'anization of an existing one which seemed suited to program needs.
The research was undertaken to monitor the efforts of the University of
Pittsburgh to implement a.community service or urban dimension on the part
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The emphasis in the institution-building model on process
and change seemed to fit in with this objective.
Also, some of the projects
and programs studied were new efforts which were ,attempting to move to an
established position. The model. stressed regular samplings and comp,Arisons
of goals and programset different points in time.
of the. University.

A second feature of the model is the identification of important
internal variables which influence the success or failure of any attempt
This set of variables
to establish a new or alter an existing framework.
is applicable not only to the. University as a total system, but also to
each of the projects, programs,' and offices chosen as areas for intensive
research. The use of a consistent set of variables was particularly
important for integrating data collection and analysis over the wide
variety of activities included in. the study.
Rash priority area has
unique characteristics in comparison with the others, yet each is consistent with the program aims of gathering information which would lead
to proposals- for amore effective approach to University-Community interaction.
Within each priority, independent leaders.Pursue their. own goals
which vary according to the perceived needs oi l the particular target group
or groups.
Systematic attention tothe-variables Specified in the model.
alsO provided a basis for assimilating findings in connection with the
fifth priority, University Governance for Community Relations.
The third element in the model which has been helpful for the research
design is the identification of external linkages.
The assumption is that
all organizations are. interdependent and must: rely on other orarization,
external groups and individuals both as sources of support,and as recipients
of goods and services.
The nature of the program research required focusing
on three types of collectivities:- Tne University, the paIticular project or
program under study, and the. community target: group or groups. The institutionbuilding model offered continuous reenforcement for paying attention to these
three foci.
It also served to specify the nature of the ties which exist
between them.
Like the internal variables of the model, attention to particular
types of external linkages provided continuity across the priority areas,
It should be noted that none of the action programs which were studied
by UUIP had specifically set out to use the institution--building, model as a
guide for establishing an organization. Rather the model was part of the
research framework, and the 'concepts were applied to the analysis of the
programs and not to their implementation.

The Variables cif the Model:
The model delineates seven basic issues in
the development (or restructuring) of an institution.
These central variables
are listed in the chart below on the vertical axis.
Before discussing the
mappings on the horizontal axis of the chart, a brief description of the
seven variables and the data used to document them is presented.
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Institution-I:uilding Variables

Normative Matting

Operating Majining

onagf igappirla

Goals and Doctrine
Programs
Leadersh:Lp

Personnel
Resources'
Organization. or
Internal. Structure

Linkages

Goals and doctrine refer to the specified objectives of the program or
organization, as well as the idcologial justification for setting the goals.
The information for this variable was usually found in written documents
such as proposals or, grant contracts, brochures, or other official papers
having to do with goal specifications. ProgTams have to do with the
mechanisms by which it :Ls attempted to put the goals into action..
Data
on program implementation ws collected by monitoring resource allocation,
interviewing staff about their activities, and observation on the scene
of the activities.
.

.

Assessing leaJershin requires attention to continuity, qualifications,
and organizational skills of program leaders.
These data were gathered in
various ways. Often there. were formal job descriptions or other means of
determining what was considered "accepted leadership style".
Other information
came from interviews, observation, media coverage, and collecting opinions
from those b6th internal and external to the program with whom top leadership had to relate. Personnel refers to the staff of an organization or
program beyond leadership.. Since some of the programs under study included
a very "mixed" staff in terms of qualifications and considerable overlap in
duties, staff interaction was given considerable attention.
In addition to
observation and informal clues picked up' in casual 'contacts, the relations
between staff members and their orientations toward both the program and its
leadership were mostly garnered through interviews with leaders and ot:Aer
personnel.
Organization or internal structure refers to the distribution of
Very often, there were formal charters
or other documents which describes the roles to be Played and the ways in
which these roles related to one another. Very often, too, for one reason
or another, the structure was altered in' actual practice.
The more formal
documents, however, provided a guide against which information from other
research.tools could be placed.
It was then possible to monitor changes in
role specifications and organizational relations and probe into the -conditions
which led to alterations in the organizational design.
Under resources,.
the necessary inputs for organizational implementation and stability are
covered. .Fer these programs, funding--the basis from which it would be
possible to hire appropri
staff, acquire needed facilities, and so on -was a major focvs.
Data
this area included measuring the actual time
responsibflitTEiT-and authority.
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spent on raising funds as compared to other effort(3, and ascertaining the
targets of proposals and more informal requests. The suceet:,s or -failure
of such efforts Was also dccuiicnted. and it was possible to talk to people
in target agencies as to their receptivity or lack of it and the reasons
for which they either accepted or turned down any given funding request.

The linkrITs were, of course, already implied when funding was
discussed above.
They have to do with external social environment in
which programs exist.
There are several types of linkages. Rhab]ing,
linkages have control over a program in the form of allocation of resources
and decision-making authority.
For most of the projects and programs monitored
tut the programs also had
by UU1P, the University played an enabling role.
11() go to other agencies, public and private, for sufficient resourCes to
implement and establish their activities.
A second linkage, normative,
has to do with the value climate in which particular efforts are received.
Public legitimation prinAdes an essential support: base for the implementation
of progrnms
Function:J.), linkages, a third type, include those other
organizations or groups which perform complementary activities or competing
ones.
To the extent that cooperative reciprocal relations can be established
with functional linkages, an organization will be facilitated in receiving
needed inputs and finding a market for its own goods and/or services.
Finally, there are diffuse linkages which have to do with the various
population aggregates which nay at any time be mobilized to support or
reject an rrganizational effort.
In times of crisis, the support which
can be mobilized from previously norganized sources may make the differencein keeping an effort going.
.

.

To study linkage relationships of the four types outlined above., data
was collected through content analysis of the mass -media, through surveys,
and through analyzing memos and. correspondence between any given program
and Outside groups or individuals. The extent to which funding or other
requests 'for assist:nnce were honored and the conditions under which resources
were granted was also documented. Finally, numerous interviews and more informal discussions were held with both internal .F,::!LT and members of relevant
outside groups about such relationships,

.

To return to the horizontal axis of the chart presented on page 21,
this axis signifies that each of the Seven variables are viewed from three
different perspectives or "mappings". The first, or blueprint, mapping
pertains to the plans developed in relation to each of the seven variables
as stated in,organizEttion charts, budgets, program specifications, and
other formal documents developed initially, or along the way, which tell
how things are "supposed to be".
The second Mapping, operations, requires
data which show whet is actually happening as attempts are made to carry
out the blueprint in the seven areas. The third perspective, image 'mapping,
takes into account the perceptions that relevant constituencies have about
each of the seven issues or variables.
The, three mappings have been very
useful for UUIP research because the purpose of the study was to find
out how people perceived university actions, in addition to chronicling
what was actually being done and how the activities measured up to the
original plans.
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To use the institution building model, the research staff developed
a work sheet based on the chart which shows the seven variables and the
three mappings, or perspectives.
These work sheets were filled in
regularly with the appropriate data.
By this v.ethod, a time perspective
could be employed on the process 'of implementation.
It also ensured that
all gaps in data collection-could be identified and filled without any
appreciable lapse in time.
In the following chapters," analysis and interpretation of the data
collected in the course of the study will be presented. The first chapter
will bQ devoted to communications. This seems appropriate since the
process of, communication is an important part of each of the other
priority areas chosen for the Univexsity-Urban Interface Program.

CHAPTER I

COMMUNICATIONS

Barbara-Jameson

with Ramsey Kleff and Liva Jacoby
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Communication Between tha University.
and its Yublig.;

Probably the most Critical dilemma for the contexorary unive;-sity in.
the United States has come to be that of defiir.ing its particular responsibilities and obligtiono both tow9r(l its inte:nal constituencies (students.
faculty, administrat).on) and its external publics at the local and national
level.
For some years, considerable attention has been paid to internal
.

issues, particularly with respect o obligations to studentsbut it. is
only very recently that the university has been pressed to articulate its
responsibilities vis-a-vis non.-merrbership groups: rTraditienally, tine
university's "business" uCS to provide higher education for an elite,
and its resources were utilized. pursuant to such go[ils as providing
adequate curricula and knowledgeable faculties so that a."liberal education" could be acquired by those few who would be responsible for
maintaining the cultural standards of the society,
Sin-2.eWorld aar II,
however, the university has been asked. to accomodate an influx of afar
greater proportion of the population, both to enlarge the spectrum of'
informed citizenry and also to orient itself to the occupational-technological needs of an industrial society in an advanced stage, Daring this
same period, the university has been increasingly assigned the task of
conducting basic, empirical research into the long-range and immediate
problems encountered in the new soc'al conditions,
In effect, the university. profe,w.or was bein pressed b. forsake his more isolated sehcaarly
stance and adopt the rather diffuse r e of both researcher and teacher,
the rationale being that expert fc.culti should be engaged in the production
as well as the dissemination of knowlede.
In the past decade, the university has been increasingly pressed to
put its accumulated hnowledge and rose revs to work on the immediate solution of proliferating social problemparticul. arly urban probloms.
Nithf
-.respect to its teaching reponsibil'rics, the university is called upon to
keep more abreast with develTomr- uS in the "real" world, and prepare its
students to understand it a
serve its practical needs.
The university,
as the chief reservoir of knowledge and expertise in society, is expected
to provide the talents and the programs which will produce the personnel
to solve acute social problems.
This is one aspect of a new service role
for the university, an aspect -which can generally be handled by an expansion
within university walls.
A second service aspect, however, reouires a More active "involvement"
in the community directly, and this aspect is more closely related to
research an
Eather than simp'.".y storing uP basic knowledge the
university is being asked to start implementing research findings through
'direct intervention program in problem areas.- Many groups are pressuring
faculty and students to make theMseive:; directly responsive to communit?,
needs through community action Of betterment actixities.
Such activities
require close. interaction between ,Jrcivey personnel and community groups
so that their ,shared knowledge can be brought to bear, rather than -ftniversity personnel giving "advice".
.
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The reciprocal relationship be ;wen the university and the community
has become strikingly evident in recent times.
The university needs strong
z3upport, morally and financially, in order to fulfill its
1ivbicnef
roles of teaching and research.
in tu_rn, the university is being called
usan to augi;.ont its Fore lat(:nt service ideolo;:v and exorcise its great
--potential by responding through acti've involvomeht in times of urban crisos.
For a community-university p%rtnership to emerge and function well,,
knowledge and understandinij of the existing probloms on both sides is
necessary.
This can be attained only -nrough good and open communications
between the two.
For its part, the university must attempt not only to
listen to its major constituoncies but to articulate its own goals and
implementation yroblems
Community groups, in turn must try to under-.
stand the variety of demands on the university as well as making clear
its own needs.
Only when a continuous two-way flow of communication has
been established, can it be expected that the university and the community
can develop an understanding which will allow them to work together to
forward their common interests.

The University of Pittsburgh meets the criteria necessary to serve as
a research situation for university-community communication analysis and
action plans.
The University has made a connitment to excellence in teaching. and research as well as.a commitment to involvement with the community
The most recent Annual Reports of the Chancellor stress the role of public
service (Report of the Chancellor, 1970; 1971; 1972),
The University has
a well-developed system of formal comunication which is vitally concerned
with the effects of its operation and has expressedwillinuness to cooperate with research staffs. The City of Pitth displays the chr.racteristics of other urban areas interns both of its problems and its int.,.-rested
citizen groups in solving Lhese problems.
These conditions are important
as one works toward an understanding of the University-community communication process not only as it effects the University. of Pittsburgh but with
findings that will be goneralizable to other universities in the country
-as they strive to meet the new challenges.
Although only one of the five priority areas chosen for UniversityUrban Interface Program (UUIP) research is designated as "Communications".
it rapidly becameapParent that, in fact, each of these priorities reouired
an understanding of the problem of communications between the University
and one or more of its major constituencies. For -Nample:
Minority and Community_Services depends heavily on the establishment of productive-communications with the black 'community
with
both individuals within that community and, with social agencies and
organizations such as Model Cities PACE, and.t'ie United Black Front.
Campus Developrii.e.nt depends on the establish sent of productive

communications bet-Teen the University and those uho are affected
by its eamous expansion plans
community-;
idents and business
people ; ethnic groups blacks ; the commun:Usy 'laming or gani 7,0 45: en
and displaced or inconvenienced property
,

s

Community Long-R:mF:eCoals cautions -,71.s that comtmmicabion nee6.s
like a communjty's needs and gwas, are con1lLantly shifting and new
Thus lines of communications must be
configurations are emerging.
able to reach not only present influential and.. ricision7makers within
the CO=A113 but extend to roach. future infloentials as well.
.

.

Governance presents the problem of communications as an internal
There is a need for internal communias well as:an external problem.
cation among -persohnol of the University as well as external communication. between the University as a eorpora!;c entIty and: its publics.

Communlieions demands not only that we reach the traditional

"majoiiTrencies of a univeosity; i,e., ardamvi, government
bodies, students, faculty, corporations, but RiSO that we monitor
and interpret correctly the incoming messages from these constituencies.
Communications i always a two-way street. Failure of the
flow in either direction can seriously jeopardize the success of
any interface.

Communications, moreover, may take many forms. Communication takes
place not only through forilal media, such as the ?printed word, radio,
.television, and formal speeches, but also informally through casual
conversation,- grapevine, rumor and simply- keeping one' s eyes and ears open.
In addition, there is more to communication, than the sending and
receiving of umessr,T,ee. It is a matter not only of information given

and received, but also of the perceptions that form as this information
is interpreted.

With a subject matter so broad and complex, the research problem
quickly became one of focus; how to study and understand communications
and their impact 'in some sort of manageable way.

kgeneral.nlan and many specific ideas were suggested in the original
proposal to the Office. of Education (Proposal for Continuation of a UniversityUrban Interface Program, Decr.:mber, l976-9). Thilt docUment suggested that the
research should concentrate on three kinds of problems:
1.
To ascertain whether specific communications which were
intended to convey information did in fact convey that information
accurately.

2.
To discover whether specific communications which are
intended to change or to reinforce a particular attitude did or did
not do so.

To systematically collect information about the channels
through which communications are sent and received in order tObegin
to map the structures which do and which do not facilitate the flow of
effective communications. Since, from the noilit of view of Univity
operations it is as important for communications to floc rom th
community into the University as it is for communications -Lobe'
transmitted to the community, these three problems will be inves
gated by giving systematic attentidn to movement in both direcfi:
3,
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In.addition to looking at the accuracy,.attitude reinforcement, and
channels of communication, it was also deemed important to explore the
expectations people have of the University. By uncovering and evaluating
the present perceptions various publics have toward the role of a university, recommendations could be made to university administrations in term:;
of discrepant expectations between publics and misunderstandings of present
*aisles. Such information could also be useful in determining the areas
in which the allocation of communication. resources might be applied to
clarify university positions or interpret university activity.
.

Data has been collected for study of communication between the
University and the community within the framework of. the inStitution-.
Organization charts of the Office of News and. Publications
building Model.
and the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs were used as a basis
for a blueprint mapping of the formal media structure between the University
and the community. , Interviews with administrators o± these offices and
other relevant personnel aided in the mapping of the "actual operations"
of their offices.
Questions were included in surveys toascertain which
channels of communication various groups were using to both receive and
send news between the University and the community-.
The major emphasis, however, has been placed on "imago mapping".
Communication is a key 'factor in the formation ofperceptions that people
have of the. University.
The research sought to discover not only how
informativeness
people,assess the communication process per se (ex.:
and accuracy of University papers) , but also ha they interpret activities
ofthe University (ex.:
campus expansion, minorities programs, student
Therefore, communications is viewed as a process which is -comevents)
plementary to the structural development of all of the interfacing programs.
.

The "Publics" of the University
A first task in the development of a research design for the study of
communications was to clarify the concept of "publics" and to identify
which specific pulaics are most relevant to a study of the Universitycommunity communication process.
"Publics" of the University are groups of people. -Oho can be identified by certain social characteristics as having a special relationship
to the University. One way to categorize-these publics is in terms of a
functional relationship with the University.*
The most salient categories
for the University would. be:
1.

University decision-makers (high level administrators,
Trustees).

2;

Program implementors (faculty and staff)

3.

"Clients" (those whom the University directly serves, such
as students, community project recipients, medical clinic
patients)

}The categories are suggested -by -a working paper of jiri Nehnevajsa,
"Methodological .Issues in Institution-Buiiding Research," Pittsburgh, Pa.:
University of Pittsburgh, March 29, 1964.

4.

Effectors (those who are external to the organization
structure but have some authority, ^ttcll as financial donors.
alumni, legislators, union leaders, and city government
officials)

5:

Community influentials ('politicians, business leaders,
minority group spokesmen, newsmen)

6.

The general public (ranging from those who are directly
affected by University 'actios, such as local residents
and businessmen to less directly affected, such as tax payers, parents, and voters)

These categories of publics point up the roles different groupings, perform
ranging from those who formulate policy and
vis-a-vis the University,
carry out the programs; those who have veto power, either directly or
through influence; and these who ..are directly served by the University.
.

These publics' relationship with the University vary over time in
intensity .and significance.
Their degree of contact with University
activities also varies, some having 'formal, ongoing relations and others

having most contact through exposure of the public media.
The nature of
the relationship is such that the expectations and images which these
different publics have of the University will vary according to the needs
of each role: administrators will want policy implementation to run
smoothly,-but effectors will protest if their special interehts arc not
met; faculty want to maintain high academic standards, but traditionally
disadvantaged groups demand access to higher education; scholars wish
to pursue special research, but legislators want the teacher in the
classroom; and there are calls for owered tuition., increase of students
and special programs, higher salaries, and a balanced buget.
.

These conflicting needs-and expectations point up the-importance of
reaching a better understanding of the views of these publics on present
policies of the. University and the impact of the media on these views.
In addition to viewing the publics in terms of their functional
relationship to the University, the publics can also be seen in terms of
their postion in the structure of the University. Some of these publics
specified in the above schema are part of the internal structure of the
University, others are external, and a third group we have labeled
crisscross'. This third group designates roles which have major :organizational ties both within and outside of the University and serve as a
bridge between the internal and external publics. Public; would fit
into these three categories as follows:
Internal Publics
Students
Faculty
Administrators
Staff

.Criss-Cross Publics
Trustees
Alumni

External Publics
Legislators
Coinmuni by Leaders

General Public
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One public from each of the three broad categories was selected for
Students and alunmi were surveyed by mailed questionnaires
in depth study.
as follows:*
SJAPle

Return.

_......_.4..._

Student I

900

Student II

293-panel
135 dorm

Alumni I

.51%

68.9%
56.3%

March. 1, 1971

52

October, 19 70

March 1, 1971

Printed in.

Alumni Times

Alumni II

October 1, 1970

32%

3,000.

May, 1972

The views of segments of the general public were surveyed during.* the
Summer of 1972 through sixty hour-long interviews,'using.both an open-ended
and forced-choice format.
rive different groups -of-Pittsburgh residents,
were identified by their .relationship to Pitt and their geographic and
racial affiliations,
Those groups_ were Oakland:Businessmen, Oakland Resi
dents, Hill District Blacks, Blue-collar Non-Oakland Residents, and White
Suburbanites.

One major criterion for the identification of those groups was the
degree of their involvement with the University. The Oakland. Businessmen,the Oakland-Residents, and the Hill District Black Residents were more
involved with Pitt, due to the proximity of their residence to the campus.
or the location of their place of business in, Oakland.' In other words,
those three groups of the general publics were close neighbors to Pitt.
The other -two groups represented those who have the least daily
physical contact with the University. The Non-Oakland Blue-Collar ethnic
residents were chosen to match'as closely as possible theOakland residents
sample, thus keeping as the major difference their proximity to Pitt.
The White Suburbanites were to represent those of the middle class, who
may work in the city yet center most of their social and cultural interests
in their own suburban neighborhoods.
'.

Datato assess the images of other publics were gathered in staff-.
conducted interviews,. the. daily monitoring of news articles, and the use
of a variety of secondary data. Another source of data was provided by
questionnaires sent to community agency decision-makers as part of the
Community Goals area of.the UM-) program.. This program also conducted a
series of forums dm:which communit y and University people ekohanged ideas
about community needs and what role the University might play in relation
to these needs.
UUIP observers gathered syStematic data from these forums,
and a follow -up questionnaire further assessed the viability of this
approach to problem-solving and communication between publics; A study of
University governance (Carroll, 1972) provided information on faculty and
administration views,. and a survey of trustees gave substance to other
material on this policy-making public.

*See page 59 for references to published results of these surveys
and other. studies noted in this section.
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A Model of the Communication. Process
One of -the tasks the research staff -undertook early in Phase II was
This model
the development of a, model of the communication recess
serve:.; both af;1 a'clarifier of the process and as a means to systematize
the research data and set boundaries for the scone of research. The
process was first concentualized as .taking place in-three sectors:'
(1) the University; (2) media organiations; and (3) in the commul-:;i.

The University provides the subject matter for the messages with
which we are concerned. Although not all massages originate within the
University, they are'aboutithe University or reaction to the University,
The communication that flows between the University and the community
is both facilitated and modified by various agents of communication such
as the University Office of' Pews and Publications or the desk of a city
editor. Messages have some explicit, or implicit targets among the many
Publics to which they night be directed, These publics might be internal
to the University, soch as students or faculty, or external to the
University in the form of occupational, political interest, ethnic, or
geographical groupings which can form a special interest group or public,
This original simple conceptualization was developed to include the
actors about which the messages are primarily concerned and the activity
reported in the message.
This content information was then supplemented
by the notions of image projection, A message not only has--Lnformation
content, but it projects some sort of image, whether intended by the Seli:'ier
or not.
This image will not be perceived by all publics in the same -way.,
either in the sense of interpretation of the message or evaluation as a
positive or negative image.
..

Besides the content and image projection of messages, the model also
includes the concept of "flow of the message" or "channelG of communication".
This aspect is also relevant to problems of Un!%versity-urban interface.
On the next page, a chart is presented which reuresents our conceptualization of the communications process, followed by a brief explanation
to facilitate interpretation. of the chart.
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Expaanation of Chart

The University and the publics are positioned at op-Losite ends of the
chart to 'depict th.idea that a nonage about the University moves to
reach. publics.
The lines contain arrows designatlng the flffa of a message,
Certain of these lines depict a direct connection oe..tween the University
and publics, while others show Messages going through various "agents of
communication", such as University publicatons and the public press.

Many messages originate in the University sector and move out to the
public directly.
Other messages concerning the University 'actually originate Within :the public sector and move toward the University. A circular
flaw of communication is shown by the continuous direction of the outer
solid arrows connecting source and target. The broken lines designate
feedback from target to source.
The inner solid lines and broken lines
depict the various pessfble.channels a message might flow through within
the various agents of communication.
A message which originates in some department of the University might
be picked up by a News and Publications reporter, be written in the form
of a news release, sent to the press, ricked up-by a reporter, go through
an editor's desk, and reach the public in a news article.
Public reaction
might take the form of information input and image impression or could
take more overt form and move back to the soarce via a phone call to the
University, a 'letter to the editor" in the public press, or the formation
of some pub.lic action group which then collectively gives feedback. to the
University.
.

The Data

This model of the communication process served as a guideline for
the design of the communieation project's study of the actual process as
related to the University of Pittsburgh and its publics.
The chart on the
following rage shows how specific sources of data relate to various areas
of the Model of the Communication Process.
A comprehensive content analysis was done on all articles dealing
with Pitt which were published in the newspapers, both University-affilited
and local (during 1970-1971). The responses to the Goals Questionnaire,
which was administered to some community leaders, were also content analyzed
as were the results of the participations in the Goals Forums.
This
content analysi.s; gave us information about the 'message", such as channels
of communication used, their content, accuracy, etc.
Interviews with Unlyersity personnel, two student auestionnaires and
an alumni survey, a study tapping the opinions about the University held
by commnity influentials, and intervieW7.i ,,:fith five categories of the

general Pittsburgh public (see page 26) were undertaken. No attempt was
made to directly interview faculty or staf-l-blAt,certain findings in the
-Carroll report dealing with this specific area were used in order to
complement the general overall communication study.

Faculty

Staff

Administrators

Governance Study (Carroll)

News articles and in-house
newsletter

Interviews with University
personnel

Trustees

Trustee Questionnaire (Nelson)

Community Leaders
Community Leaders
Legislators
General Publics

Goals Questionnaire
Forums

News Articles

Survey of General Publics

External Publics

Alumni

Alumni Questionnaire I and II

Criss-Cross Publics

Students

Internal Publics

Recipiekt of Message

The MessageIand the Receiver

Student Questionnaire I and II

Source for Information
About Recipient of Message
(ex.:, attitudes, expectations, etc.)

Source of Data for Communication Project

Table 2

Surv,-.7 of General Publics

Content Analysis of Press and
Post-Gazette, Pitt Parent
Goals Questionnaire
Participatibn in Goals Forums

Alumni Questionnaire I and II
Alumni Times (Content Analysis)

University Times
Special Hiner° analysis
tudent Questionnaire

Magic :Bus

Pit t News

N. & P News Releases

Content. Analy:sis

accuracy,etc.)

Source for
Information About Message
(ex.:
channels, content,
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Those surveys, questionnaires, and other _observation techniques gave
information about the recipient of the "message', their attitudes,
expectations, hopes and complaints, as well as suggestions both to general
and specific topics the Univelsity mir4ht be involved with..

Channels of Commlmication.

Certain portions of the above-mentiOned surveys and Questionnaires
dealt specifically with the 'channels of communication.
Table 3 shows
how student8, alumni, 0116. segments of the general yab_iic rated the
J-.). in -learning about news of he University.
importance of specific

Table 3

Ranking oi Litierent
News Media
_
By Order of impotance
p
information About _ae Universii.v to Difierent Publics
_

.

PUblic$

University
Publications

Local
Papers

T.V.

_
Radio

Friends
i
..

A.11.11Mli

1.

2

3

5

1.

Students

1

3

4

5.

2

3

2
1

3

Geneal_Pittsbur,;h Public.
Oakland Busin-67::aen
Oakland. Residents-

Hill District Blacks
Hon-Oakland Blue-collar
White Suburbanites

2
1

4
5

4
.-

3

5
5
2
2

2

3
3
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These results show that in our sample the publics who are most clobely
associated with the University, i. e
alumni and students, relied on the
University Publications to get their information about Pitt. .Local papers,
television, radio, and friends were also indicated as .being used for news
about the UniversitY, although to a different degree between the. two groups.
Hawever, ill contrast to the alumni and students, the results of the
general public survey were significantly different. Each sub group of
the general Pittsburgh public ranked differently the different media in
td.n?ms of its importance to them in communicating news about Pitt. An
intevesting finding in this area was that most Hill District black residents
indicated that University publications were-their most :important source of
news about Pitt, and mzeie little
of city newspaper. In the survey
report, it was sugges bed that this May be due to the-availability- of those
free publications in the University recreation facility used by the
neighboring Hill District children and the-lack of pc.blicTress newsboys
in the ghetto area.
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Another area that was 'studied in the general public suxvey and alumni
questionnaire was the feedback channels seen open and usable to the reswnTable 4,beirm shows the perecntage.of the sample which chose one of
dents.
five options suggested'to the alumni.

Table 4
Question:

Trustees is to
One of the responsibilities of the
These
sent the views of alumni to University officials.
are most anxious to learn more about alumni opinion. Of
to communicate listed below, which one would you be most
rake use of to communicate your views?

repretrustees
the ways
apt to

,

Open

. _

Meetings (%)

6.8

Association

Alumni

Meetings (%)

Surve.k(%)

5.9

72.5

Letter to
Trustees %)
10.8.

Telephone
Alumni Ofe(%)
4.o

Although the questen does not dealith formal media, the responses point
out that the alumni favored a formal proces's such as a questionnaire over
more Thersonal.contact means such as attending meetings or telephoning.
University officials.
The general pliblie survey, on the other hand, asked about preferred
means of communicating to the University in an open-ended Question, The
The variety of usage of both
responses were coded as shown in Table 5,
University and non- University media can be grouped into three general
direct face-to-face, formal use of the media, and contact
categories:
through Organized groups.

The Oakland residents predominantly indicated they favor the direct
method of feedback- either phoning, writing, or talking face-toface with
somebody who is 'identified with the University hierarchy. The Hill District
blacks, on the other hand, indicated they would make use of the 'different
formal media, both University and non7University; and only a few favored
direct contact as a method to relay their .ideas to the University,. The
bluecollar residents resembled the -0ahlandresidents in that they faVored
direct contact, yet they indicated. a narrow range of potential contacts
at the University and indicated some measure of making Use of coMmunity
leaders as one alternative in the direct approach.
The white suburbanites
also indicated their: choice of direct feedback, while some answers mentioned
specific non-University media,. i.e., television and newspapers. 'The Oakland.
bupinessmen's answers offered one interesting facet. Most indicated their
Choice of direct contact with the Chancellor, but an equally large number'
of answers were either of the '!do not know" or "what's the use, nobody will
listen" category., This may reflect actual experiences in communication
With the University or. a real lack of knowledge as to how to make their
opinions and needs knownto,the.University.
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lable 5
4-1
(1)

H

Hays to Communicte with
Frequ6ncy

4 )

'0 0

the., University:

r:

LO 'ti

of Pi.csppne by 5 SegnI.ants of the
Cleneral.Poblic

Question:

H r4
0 4?)

0 rf;

'0
o
0

-a would you use to got your ideas (suggestions,
complaints or praise) to people at the University of
Pittsburgh?

Chf-AnCellOr --Call or write
Talk to University administrator3

Co in person and talk to University public relations or cOmplaint
department
Talk to professors' spokesman
-x.

Send letter to University (general)
Call up and tell (general)

Talk to students who would present it to administrators as a petition

This survey--publish it pUblically alld in t:61Vity_news
Contact television and radio (editors or newsmen)
Talk on television (60-second messages)
Write to city papers (Pittsburgh Press and. Post-Cazette).

Write to University publications and Oakland News
Action work with citizens (meetings, etc.)
Write to Mayor or legislators
initiate seminars and meetings with University staff and national
and state figures
Initiate.. Meetings with University staff and community leaders

Raise the issue in the chamber of Commerce

No usenobody will listen
Do not know

-X-

VI

0 f;-1

What.

Talk to people at Student Union

V.1

o

e:

r-I

vi

4)

rl

c5

:.11

ía
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sunmiary, it NaS found that the basic. chart of the communication ..
Ii
flow between the University -and its publics- clad indeed provide an adeouate
model that fits the actual experiences of the daily interaction. Houover,
certain points should be stressed- so as to represent the actual perception
of thc situation from the point of view of the publics, mainly in the
perceived feedbaoh- a'Alities Of those publics and their dependence on
The
different types of media to get. information about the University.
alumni, whom we havc conceptualized as in a "criss-cross" relationship

between the University and the community, are a potential resource for
both expanding University information input to the community and forming
a bridge hotween the University and its external publics. As Table 6'
shows, the Pitt alumi do read University pulT.lications, do participate in
University activity, and over six per cent nTite to their legislators.
Such. an involved alumni can be an invaluable resource for increasing th.e
level of information the community-has about the University and for making
community expectations 'known to the University.

Table 6
Question:

Which of the following University of Pittsburgh-related activities
do you do fairly regularly?
or ,es
Yes D ,,esponses

Read University publications,
See Pitt alumni friends

55-6
.30.6

,

Attend athletic events ... .. : . .. ,........ ...,..... ...

.

Talk with students, faculty, or staIT members
Attend professional organization meetings held
at. Pitt

.

Attend University educational/cultural- events
Help in fund-raising
:
Communicate with legislators
Attend alunni social events

,...--

23.5
21.6
23.8
22.6
9.7
6.6
5;5
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None of-the above

One last point that the initial chart does not adequateiNcover is
the mmiber of University publications that do, in fact, carry the information. to the different publics. In addition to the ones-.mentioned,.i.e.,
University Times, Pitt News, Magic Bus, and AaumniTimes, some new papers
The Nite Times and
-have made the campus scene during the past two years.
the Graduate and Proessionai Students Association Hews are published by
student organilations,and both the Office of NeWs andPublica-i4ons and
some individual departments issue their own. Follawing'area list of
the newsletters that were :published by the Office of News and Publicathns
during the 1972-1973 fiscal year:

.,

On Yews and Publications' B.t.dget

Guidance Counselor Newsletter (Office of Admissions and Student Aid).
Business Newsletter
Education Newsletter
GSPIA. Newsletter

UPJ Newsletter
International Newsletter (University Center for International Studios)
Commonwealth Newsletter (Governmental Bolations)-

On Budget of School or Department
Dental Medicine Newsletter
Pathology Notes
'VIE Newsletter (Gradu-Ao- Schoolof Business)
Center Communicator (Dasegretation and Conflict Center; School of Education)
Chem:Lstry Alumni Newsletter
English .Newsletter,
History Newsletter
Institute of Urban Policy and Administration Newsletter (GSPIA.)
PittParents Association Newsletter (Development and Alumni Affairs)
Career Planning Newsletter (Counseling Center)
s--,0!,*

In addition to newsletters which flow through student associations and
the formal University media channels (News -and Publications and the Alumni
Office), many departmenT.s.distri:bute rep:L:1.ex newsletters to their internal

members (e.g., Sociology's For Your Information).
Such newsletters can
insure better internal communication and Serve as a forum for expression
of views.

The FOrmal UniverSity News System
The Office of News and Publications is responsible for -public relations
advice to the administration of the University; the handling of news
related activity for academic departments, 'professional schools and snecial
prograns and the pUblication process.ef material designed for both internal
and external audiences. The Newsand.Publicat..ions' staff also serVes as a
liaison between the Uhiversity and:the p3blJc media
Li a discussion'with the staff, the Director of the Office -Of News
and Publications -minted out that .one cannot build an image of a universitv .
as one would of a corperation:or a political candidate because a university.
is made up of many diverse sectors which pride themselves on a large:degree
of autonomy. The ycry nature of a university stresses seeking of the.
truth and any controlled Attempt to.manipulateeither the content -of f_
messages or projection of iMagci:.s.would be antithetical to the ever7riding
character:and function -of a nxiveriti
He further mintpd.out thAt-a
large portion of News and. Publications' staff time is spent in establishing
credibility with :University officials, representatives of the news media,
and with the general public.'
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Content Analysis

Early research effort focused on three questions related to formal
(1) what kind.of information is being
ehannels of communication:
communicated; (2) what image of the University is being projected
through this information; 'and 0) to whom do the communications seem
Bes ides learning somethinR- about the messages and
to be directed.
their targets, the mapping was begun of the channels of communication
as messages flow between the University and the public.
One starting point for an analysis of the more visible communication
processes was to look at the actual new articles about the University in
both public and University-printed media. _The information. learned from a
content analysis of such. articles was necessary as a basis for further
research and was also an unobtrusive methdd Which was useful in guiding
the staff in further developmentof the *project.
One of the first areas of analysis was of official forMal communica
tion that is channeled through the Office of News and Publications.
This office prepares news releases which are sent to the public media.
After interviewing the 'director of that office, the UUTP research team
began reading all news releases to get a general idea cf the content of
these. formal messages and possible images they might project about the
University. The readers were given minimal instruction to allow their
subjective reactions free reign to include any idea which might.come to
their mind wbenreading these releases. After a joint staff examination
of the results of-these readings, some preliminary categories were chosen
which seemed most relevant-to the research needs and some sample content
This process led to the basic categories of content analysis
.---:.analyses made.
(1) information content in terms of
used in the analysis, of the press:
activity and the actors; (2) images of the University projected 'by the
message; (3) the target of the-message or the public toward which the
message seems to be directed; and (Li) the type of media used to convey
the message. The content coders read a set; of articles using the categories
and their intercoder reliability was checked. When a *particular category
proved to be creating discrepancies in ceding among the staff, a group
session was held to discuss the category and ascertain the reason for the
discrepancy and determine further criteria for including or excluding a
news article in a category.
Table 7 lists all of the content and fiLlage
.categories derived for the analysis.
Three aspects of the information content of the message were coded:
(1) the primary actor, -(2) the primary activity reported in the message,
and (3) whether, the message primarily concerns the. internal functionings
of the University. or has impact outside of the University.
-The actor refers to the instigators of an action. and. falls into three
main categories:
(a)

All sectors of the
faculty, students, administration,
The latter refers to student organic.
and University organization.
zations, staff groups, and groups of people formed into an
organization.
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(b)

Actors are also outside the University:

local citizens arid

organizations, q:EiinTi7667E)re involved .with the
community concerning expansfion, different community p:ocwams,
etc., it was to be expected that the newspapers vpuld report
on actions talen by local citizens i..nd organizations.
(e)

"Other" refers to any actor other than the above-mentioned one,
1.677ctions reported on can be undertaken by others than Pitt
or local groups oven if the activities have to do with the
federal, state or local goverment;
University. Examples are
national student, blacks, or feminist groups; higher educational
organizations, etc.

The activity .refers to the major event described in an article.
Nineteen classifications were used to cone this category,

Internal-External ex-dresses
whether the activity reported in the
message is of primary concern only to the internal functioning or :interest
of the University orhas some major impact outside of the University
(external).
For example, faculty appointments, a student dance, or a
change in registration date As-primarily of internal concern. On the
other hand, a community conference, a musical program, or a plan for a
new building has major impact Outside of the University.
.

1:1-) addition to the above classifications, each article was analyzed
in terms of its ihae projecti6n, accordig to tha follci7*ng:
(1) eomo-'
politin-local; (2) college stereotypes (Clark. and Trow); and.(;) activity
imagel;.

The cosmopolitan-local dichotomy has been used extensively in studies
of ccmmunity influentials and corporation decision-making as well as in a
variety of other areas of research. A cosmopolitan image is one that ;fives
the ilea of significaat :Lrvolvornent with the world outside.
A local ir:lage,
on tth other 'hand is associated with a confining of interests to matters
-regarding the community, be it town or state. For example, Pi-Ws participation in international or national conferences, invitation of faculty or
students from or to other universities and matters dealing with the federal
or foreiengovernments Tiould be considered cosnopolitan.
Internal administrative matters, class .schedules, or fraternity parties project a local

Four specific categories were coded usin ..:,Ategories derived by
This categorization e
os analytically from the
Clark and Trow (1962).
combination of two factors: the degree to wh:
.tudents are involved
with ideas and issues other than those minima.
,equired for their
attaining their degree, and the- extent to whic.. .,tUdents identify with
for UUIP research needs
The translation of the framewo
their. college.
'idefinethe original.C:lark and Trow categories as follows:
(a)

sub-group included all thoSe items that dealt.
The
with purely academic topics; e.g., faculty promotions and changes,
short, -curriculum
academic programs, research
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(b)

Collegiate includes items dealing with. student and Universitysponsored extracurricular activities, confined within the
boundaries of accepted University-student relationships; e.g.,
sports, fraternities, sororities, 'cultural meetings, student
body social activities.

(c)

Vocational includes those items concerhedwith.programs sponsored
or initiated by the University and aimed to give special training
to certain groups in the public who could not be considered as
full-time students; e.g., training teachers for ghetto areas,
.paraprofessional courses for vocations, evening ,courses for adults.

(d)

Non-Conformists include news about 6emonstrations, spontaneous
and programmed activism, campus unrest, women's lib and antiwar movements, black action.

(e)

Non-Fit is all news that does not 'fit- in the above categories.

The activity reported in news articles-not only describe an :event at
the University, but also reflect an image of what kind of things happen
at the University.
To code this activity.image aspect, seven categories
were found to be most relevant.
(a)

.

'

Social Welfare shows' the University's involvement in welfare
"activitiesand programs in the community..

(b)

The University as a Cultural Center depicts activities such as
art shows, films, theatre, etc.

(c)

Physical nience and (d) Social' Science pidture the University as
one of lje-E. tA6s, white rats, and other basic involvement in
the seeking and dissemination of knowledge.

(e)

Technological emphasizes the "hardware" of education--computers,
mechanical drawing boards, etc.

(f)

Service to Business shows another outward orientation on the part
of the University,as an advisor and instructional ally of business.

(g)

The University as a Complex Organization deals with large scale
policies and plans of all kinds of an administrative nature.

Information and Image Projection of University-Messages
As the UUIP research was getting Underway in the Fall of 1970, a dialogue
was already. taking place between University officials about the way that
the University was being presented in' the media, especially in the University's
own newspaner, the UniversityTimes. Some officials were upset,at what
they considered "airing of dirty linen in public" and felt the University
should use its communications' resources 'to develop bettor public relations.
This view was strongly held by those officials. responsible for seeking
private donations and those in regular contact. with the state government,.
Which now had great control over the adequacy of the budget. The University
.
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at this time was sent to state legisltor., ;; and some Universjtyofticials were apprehensive abot the picture these loOsiators got of
UniversAy events and policy.

Other University oiTicei.aL aind thri,t a university is especially
Committed to the ideals of fact-seeking and preeutation of both sides C
They felt that use of the University pF!.)..)er as a "public relations
:instrument would only damage 'the credibiaity of the paper to an audience
(faculty, administIators, etc.) that w-!:,s so.ohisticted in its opinion
formation. They argued that this audience would turn to other sources for
information; which.might be less apt to give ri?c University side of the case,
or become frustrated by a lack. of good information.
iS311e:3,

An outside consultant group was hired to study. the University publications and did report that in their opinion, some of the articles of the
However, the
Times were potentially damaging to the University image,
Policy: of giving the Times' staff the freedom to build its own image of
credibility was conti-715Terrather than focusing on Uniersity image building.
show that about 70 per cent of
(The results of content analysis; Table
Times' articles were positive toward the University and 7 per cent negative.)

_

In 1971, another outside consultant group looked at the image of the
University. in connection with a fand-raising feasibility study. This
study found the University's public relations 'better from the point of
view of the "leading citizens" interviewed, than in the previous era.
Thi s. study also noted .that there is still a strong tendency to personalize
an institution h ..... e head, std that ,though. the Chancellor had, a favorable
image, the image was somewhat indistinc t.
In addition to cross pressures within the high level Universitr and
community groups, the Univorsity was also being accused of withholding
complete information (i.e., campus expansion plans, the financial .situation) and of being "irrelevant" to many segments of society.
With this dialogue as a background, the UUIP staff began the systematic
analysis of the messages about the tniversity flowing through the formal
media proces_s.

Table 7 shows. the. results of the content analysis -of the two major
city newspapers and five University publications.

The largest single group' coded as major actors in articles about the
University app,laring in -the pub3ic press was faculty.
These articles
usually present a positive image, presenting the faculty as making a
breakthrough in some research, instigating a new community project, or.
being given some honor by a professional society. The University Times
. _ .
and' the Alumni Times also devote considerable time to faculty news, but
the'studeaaper
News) was coded as having only ten per cent of. its
articles focused on faculty as major actors.
The :public press devoted
little space to University administrators, whereas the University Times
devoted the most news focusing on administrators as the primary actors.

Y'See Research Retort of domylv-.ations, Phase II, June; 1971, for
More detaii-edaescriitiow-T;
inch analysis, and examples of
statements in the articles.
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It should be pointed out that although local citizens or orgonizations appear as actors MOYO in the public press than in University publications, the amount of community. actors in University news rose in both
Universitr and non-University media after the period of this content
analysis due to the rising community pressure concerning campus expansion.
The student ps,per seems to have shown little concern with local iSLAICS
during this pori.od., focusinP: it attention, rather, to student issues,
both as to Pitt 's campus and on the national scene. The large number of
articles in the student paper, as well as the others, which ,portray
"University groups" as nrincipie actors, points up the "collectivist"
approach to much of the initiation of action in 'large institutions.
In terms of activity, the University events most often reported. in
the public press refer to conferences. Casually dealing with local community
or business issues or national political issues) and cultural events.
These articles present the University as outward oriented, concerned about
the Pittsburgh community and national. issues, and inviting the public to
attend many of the events. However, the daily papers also devoted considerable space to the University's conflicts with the community, spending
more time describing action and policy than suggestions for solutions.
Pitt's financial problems were also in the forefront of the news during
the Fall of 1970. Since the national elections took place during the
period of our content analysis, many. articles on the financial issues
dealt with the gubernatorial candidates' views on money allocation for
higher education and not with a specific crisis situation at Pitt.
Although the student papers al'so deal with many of. these same issue;,
the emphasis is far more on innovative programs such as new curriculum,
student representation, course evaluation.
Both the regular student
paper (Pitt News) and the commuter student paper (Magic Bus) focus on
internal conflicts of the University.

Both the University Times and the Alumni . _Times devote many articles
to a description of University action oTP-Olicies.
Because the content
analysis was based on number of articles rather than length Of articles,
an inch analysis was a17o perrormed on the three majer,University publiThis analysis brought
cations (see results shown in Table 8, page 23).
out that the University Times often devoted a much space to issues of
general interest to higher education as to problems about Pitt per se.
The result of the analysis of the third content of information
category, internal/external, reflects the major functions of the particular
newspaper.
The UniVersity.Times focuses on "internal" issues of interest
to the faculty and staff, the Pitt News informs students of both campus
news and student-relevant national news, and the public press. stresses
University news which has some special interest to or impact on the
conununity.
The emphasis on externall:sr-oriented stories in the public
press is not only a reflection of their function, but also 's. reflection
of the formal channeling process through News and Publications. That
office sends out about 6o news releases a month to city news media
(including television and radio), plus special releases to other.tities
or small papers.
The news releases center on
(1) news that has a cs..' in
probability of being publisned; (2) news that is thought to be .of iflL
to the general public; and (3) news that is intended to be brought to
wider and general public's attention, This does solijewhat bias the public
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press's easy access to TIOVS stories; but it was found th4t reporters
.usually were able to got information for stories the wanted which were
This is one reason for 1:eeping the relations
not, part of news releases.
between rublic press reporters and University reporters on a basis of
Some potentially almaging stories were
mutual professional respect.
averted by giving full information to the public press wherever possible
rather than have reporters depend on rumor or triomeone with an axe to
grind"

Looking at information content of the messages about the University
tells only one part of the story. It is also important to assess the
imge of the University these messages project. Although one article
by itself may have little impact, a pattern of emphasis running through
many news articles, can reinforce attitudes or change attitudes.
To learn
more about the image projection of the formal sources of news about; the
University, all articles were coded by the three image projection categories.
Whether the overall picture of the University that emerged from the
news articles was one of a cosmpolitan University or one emphasizing a
local orientation 1-as of srecial interest to the ULTIP research. As
George Nash points out in The University and the City (1970), universities
which tend to receive the greatest allocation of research funds are
nationally and internationally oriented.
This cosmopolitan perspective
has traditionally been a sign of prestige or a path to gaining academic
prestige.
Those universities which concentrate on educating local students
and involving themselves in local problems have usually been a bit looked
down on by the academic world. And yet, if universities are to relate
to the community most closely around them, they must become involved in
local problems and regard this concern as a legitimate interest of any
institution of higher education. The University of Pittsburgh has a.
rarticularlyinteresting history to serve as backgTround for this dillem10.0
For many years
served basically a local population and was considered
a "streetcar university". However,. during Litchfield's administration,
the University of Pittsburgh entered the arena of the more cosmopolitan
institutions and vied for national and international .prominence.

'The conteaEiialyis showed the University publications displaying
more of a :Local image than a cosmopolitan image. The commuter student
newspaper (Magic Bus) articles reflected a 95 per cent local image, whereas
the Alumni Times, going out to many people beyond the Pittsburg h area,
reflected a 57 per cent local image.
Looking at the public newspaper,
we see the balance tip to a cosmopolitan image (5) per cent). Apicture
emerges, then, of the public press presenting Pitt in a more cosmopolitan
image than the University papers portray Pitt.

Moving to the four college-stereotype categories, we note that the
public press and the University Times are' almost identical in their
emphasis of the academic aspects of the University. However, 44 per cent
of the Times' articles were unclassifiable by the Clark and Trow categories.
This is due to the heavy. emphasis in the Times on Matters related to the
administrative aspects of the University T75.3 per-cent of activity images).
The other University papers project a more collegiate image, reporting
heavily- on efttz-acurricuiar activity
The student paper also carried much
more material that was coded as "non-conformist" (a category of little
significance in the 1950 work of Clark and Trow, but obviously more so

ta.
today)
The only paper vIdch gave mUCh attention to more vocationallyoriented University activity. was the Alumni Times .
.

1

The public press have almost equal tine to the social welfare involveMent, cultural contributions, and organization aspects of the University.
Althoutih the University papers also project these activity images, the
University. Times and the alumni paper stress administrative affairs.
The
Pitt -sews and. Eagic has reflect the student concerns for such issues as
day care centers, minorities problcms, abortion, and student participation
in political campaigns.

Oneportion of the survey of segments of the general public as used
the staffs categorization of nous articles.
:)nsisted of presenting to the respondent
.three sets of news clippings from the public press, which had been coded
by UUIP staff. Set I was a single article concerned with the camnus
expansion issue, reporting a financial agreement between the city and
Set II consisted of three diffrent newspaper articles
the University.
reporting fairly extensively on three different activiti&S-carried on
by Pitt or :people affiliated with Pitt. Set III consisted of eleven
very short newspaper articles reporting about Pitt on a wide range of
activities.
as a kind of "validity. cher:.
One part of these intervie,::

Although the articles were used to stimulate general discussion,
the interviewer also recorded the respondents' reactions in relation to
the content analysis categories,
In the campus expansion article, the staff coded the Pitt administration as.the:primaryactor. As can be seen from Table 9, more than
half of the general public viewed some other actor as primary.
.

Table 9

Main Actor Distribution' By

Senents of the General Public
Campus Expansion Article .

Oak
Actors
University Group
Faculty
Administrators
Local Citizens
Other
No Fesponse

Bus
O
0

.1
2

12
0

Content Analysis Coding:

'

Oak
Res

Hill
Blacks

Non-Oak

White

Res

SuburbEi

Q
0
5
0

2
1

0

0
1
1

10
0

.1

...

.

0
7

1
4

3

0

0.

0

TOTAL
"

.

0
6
1

Primary Actor--Pitt Administration

2
2

17
3

35
1

42.
4

Within the public segments, more of the Non-Oakland blue-collar residents indicated the administration as being the main actor than any other
segment;, and in this they were the closest to match the content analysis
coding on this specific item.
As shown in Table 10, conflict with the community was seen as the
main activity by the general publics interviewed.

Table 10

Main Activity Distribution By
Segments of the General Public
- Campus Expansion Article -

Actors
Innovation
cooperation w/Commundty
Conflict /Community
Conflict Resolution
Explanaion of Policy
Finances
Other
No Response
-

Oak

Oak

Bus

Res

0
2

0
5
10
0
0
0
0
0

1.

1
0
5

3
0

Content Analysis Coding:

Hill
Blacks

Non-Oak
Res

1

0
2

7

3

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0

2

'

.

3

..)

0

White
Suburbs
2
0
2
2
0

TOTAL

4
10
26

4
1

1

6

2
1

8
1

Main Activity--Finance

In the content analysis, however, finance was seen as the main activity,
while only a very small number of the respondents in the public segment
coded it as such. All of the Oakland residents saw the main activity as
being either conflict between the University and the community or cooperation
between the University and the community.
This finding seems to indicate
the involvement of the close neighbors of Pitt with a matter that immediately
concerned: then and seeing it in terms of their inte,:.:4.ction with Pitt--

In the content analysis, the main targets of this specific article on
campus expansion were the general public, students, administration, and the
Oakland residents.
The general public respondents also indicated the same
targets but gave much more weight to the Oakland residents as being the
main target than any other alternative. This tends to bolster the argunient that the activity ,:ms seen in terms of interaction between Pitt and
its immediate surroundings (see Table 11).

/ 1
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Table 11

Main Target Distribution by the Ceneral Public
and Content, AmIlyE:iE,
Cam-1],u

Expnsion

-

Targets
Gen
Yublic

Oak

Amin

Students

Busn

Staff

Res

General Public

Content Analysis.

-X-

(*) coded as such in content analysis.

In the
the area of image projection, there was' complete agreement between
the publics and the content analysis coding in that this specific activityAhigh correlation was also found in the College
was of a local nature.
Stereotype classification, as can be seen, in Table 12, nd -in the
image projection where 56 respondents saw it as a Complex Organization.

Table 12

.

College Stereotype Distribution by the
General Public and Content Analysis
Canpus Expansion Article -

Non
-Fit

General Public

Non
Conform

33

Academic
7

Vocational

6

Content Analysis

Content Analysis Coding:

College Stereotype-4Tou-Fit

NR

As seen, in Table iq there was no consensus cooing, the general publicas to which specific activity is the main one: therefore, their ratins
on a positive-negative dimension could only he'intorpreted in reference
to each single activity. However, most o1. the Oakland residents who :)udged
the min activity to be that of a conflict bctveon them and Pitt rated it
as :poSiti\r
and the eventual outcome was deemed a positive one from the
point of view of ithe community since it was felt that they had got the
upper hand.
In other words, they saw the conflict as positive since its
outcome was beneficial to them and they felt it 'taught the University a
much needed lesson",
An implication. of this activity perception. ,;;as that the University
appeared as an adversary in a negative senSe.
This implied negative
image of Pitt is correlated by the staff's content analysis, .where the
direction of the expansion' article was judged to be portraying an implicitly negative image of the University. On the other hand, all other
respondents who saw- the activity as a conflict rated it as negative,
thus implying some degree of support for Pitt.

In general, there. seems to be certain. similarities between the
content analysis and the actual field responses, especially in the areas
of the image projection, targets, and direction. However, in the information content, the similarity is not apparent and., in fact, in the main
activity. area the dissimilarity is great.
This could be an indication
that the actual day-to-day experiences determine what information is
gleaned from an article, besides determining the image that is projected
and the attitude towards that activity and towards the University when
involved in such an activity.

The same analysis vasdone on a second article (from Set II) reporting
on an address by the Chancellor on the theme of "Moderation-1n Weaponry"
(see page 45). .Table 13 represents the actual answers received from 20
respondents of the general public survey who chose to read this specific
article.
The results here shoW More agreement between the content analysis
coding and the general public survey than appeared in the former article.
The major discrepancy was in the area of the College Stereotypes, where
in discussing this aspect of the article, more than 'half of the respondents
1.1ereso vague that the interviewers could not fit it in any of the more
explicit categories.

The nature of the information this article contained was not immediately
relevant to most of the respondents; nor did they have any personal involvement with the activities mentioned. in it, as did the respondents in the
.campus expansion article, However, notwithstanding which activity was seen
as primary, the overall reaction to the Chancellor's .article was positive-- a finding that correlates with the content analysis. COnsidering that
this portion of the general public overwhelmingly sag the chancellor as
the main actor, this positive evaluation of the article( reflects on him
also, and this articie-wouldbeene step in building a more distinct image
(re consultants' findings, see Doze 3`,3).

,CITY PLANNING Commission Chairman John Bitzer in-
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dicated that he hoped for a

IP/

decision on the application for
the buildings' construction by

-rt

.`

it ay

Is Pleased

iti-Agrees to Pay
Tity for Services

s i x -!4t o r y building for the

School of Education and
School of Social Science.

Mayor Peter Flaherty told. the City Planning Commission
yesterday that he was happy

to see this breakthrough in

agreements' with non-profit
institutions in the city."

The mayor, who has -op- '
posed expansions that take
more taxes off city tax rolls,
told the commission that the
agreement was reached last

J: kobosky emphasized that

"Catch-up projects."

-

He claimed that the univer-

sity has faced serious overcrowding with costs for renting space in the area reaching
about $300,000 a year,

IF THE UNIVERSITY does

not build adequate facilities
for its Law School, he warned
that the school's accreditation
could be in jeopardy.

While Kobosky noted the
university's desire for community involvement in the

planning, Kim Feltner of People's Oakland claimed that
area residents "were forced to
become amateur politicians
and lobbyists" to defend their
interests.
it

Dr. Ralph Coppola of _the
same organization added that

"."4"4""voloinissommuirollPuill

the community." Construction

the university's plans represent "a substantial threat to

of the building s, he said,
KIM FELLNER.

"Insensitive monuments.

"would create the domination
of Oakland by the university."

ap-'

traffic relocations because of

CLPittnurcji eitane.c.777717

Wesley

Posvar. Univers:iv

Dr. Posvar. whu sneciai c:'
in arms control and disarma
ment when a professor oi p0iltical science at the Air Force
Acad,nny. spoke to the Pittsburgh chapter of the Federa-!
tin of American Scientists at
Mellon Institute in On land.
Posvar said that he opposes'
neither the moralistic view,

should maintain a destructive

capacity greater than other.

I

\

nations.

Rather, Posvar said, he op-

poses the extreme of either
philosophy. Fe said that he
vcote.d not advise either extreme pacifistn or a totally

Kobosky said, noting that the

cent from 1965.

d

to postulate tha t the U.S.

vised by the state not to expect an enrallment increase,

rollment has jumped 50 per

o

strategy, generally considered

ture.
The university- has been ad-

BERNARD J. KOBOSKY

A micidle-or-zi.

nations, nor the rationalistic

Iar land expansion in the fu-

"catch-up projects" since en-.

Forinn

gardless of the actions of (-Alio!'

the school considered no simi-

construction was needed as

U.I.lanctlior
AC:i1pcsses Scicilee

that war is wrong and that disarmament should proceed re-

.

Week with university officials.

IN A PLEA for approval of
a conditional application for
the project, Pitt Vice Chanceltor for Public Affairs Bernard

Wc.nparaff-V

proach to co:itrct of
w,eaponry was advocated by

the complexity of the issues.

;le Id.

,

,Bitzer said that the commission decided to hold a special
hearing on Pitt!s plans for

underground parking and

The University of Pittsburgh has agreed to pay for mtutielal services to cover tax losses from property cleared for the
:onstruction of two new buildings in the area of old Forbes

a

-

the commission's June 16

meeting.
Pitt wants to build a two-story addition to the rear of
Lawrence Hall, a six-story
Schoo): of Law building, and a

-

1

rationalistic, almost mathe- I
matical approach
mega;
tons and potential deaths.

I

"I advocate the middle
view," Dr. Posvar said. "It
is one which is politically real-

istic and accepts the fact that
deterrences can fail and also
acknowledges That we must

strive for a nee,: system of
international politics.

"This system," headded,"

cannot simply be wished Mb;
being on a poorly defined or

abstract premise of international law or pence but railer
must be a slow process of improving international communications.
"The shape of the future in-

ternational system that

prcver.: nudear war is

visible,"

Dr.

will
in-

Posvar said.

"That is it ev characteristic of v:hieh we can be sure at
pt-esent."

.
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Table 13

Distribution of General Public Respondents
and Content Analysis Data on
Information Content, Imace Projection
rand Main Targets in the Chncellor Article

Information Content

Public

Content Analysis

Primary Actors:

Pitt Administration
Local Citizens

19
1

Primary Activity:

Innovations
International Overtones
Other
Conferences, etc.

1

9
2

8

Targets:

General Public

15

Image Projection
Cosmopolitan
Local
No Response

16
2
2

College Stereotypes:

Vocational
Academic
Non-Conformist
NoL,Fit
No Response

1
2

4
10

3

Activity Image:

Technological
Pure Natural Science
Social Welfare
Complex Organization

(-9 Coded as such in Content

12
2
II.

14

*
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It had been originally planned that to other 'formal media, television
and radio, could also be iricluded in the systematic analysis of messages
about the University. Such an undertaking proved unfeasible for the
research resources available.
Therefore a sample of Umkversity programs
on radio and television,
listed in Pitt in Lbe News,
was used to
compare the inform'ation and images of television and radio with printed
media,
Only three radio progxar
were listed for the. period between January.
Tills is consistent with findings from the survey of
the general public, which showed little. Use of raab to recejve news
about the University. However, two segments of the general publics, the
Hill District residents and the suburbanites, reported heavy diependenee
on radio for news in general and perhaps might be mure extensively.us0
by the University to at least communicate information of special rele7
vance to these segments,
The use of radio for general news was also
evident in the large alumni survey.
and March. of 19-P.

Table 14 shows the activity images rro;iected by the subject matter
of television and radio programs,
(These programs themselves were not
coded, but assessment made by the description of the listing.)

Table 14
Activity Im,Fi.r2e of P1ti5 as Portra-led. lhir

University Actors on Padio and TV

Tech

Actors-

University Group
Faculty
Students
Administration
Other

(

):

0
9
(2).
0
0
3

Nat
Sci

Soc
Wel

Cu l

'Serve

Cen

Bus

0
2

-,

1

0

9

1
0
1

,-2)

7

Soc
Sei

Com
Org

1
8

1
0

0
0
0

0
2
1

( 1)

0

0

2

0

O.

0

0

1
1

'0

TOTAL
6

36
(3)
2

4
5

Radio shows

To acid to the perspectiv.the impact of the communication process
on the views people form of tL-: University, several questions were included
in the student, alumni, and general publics surveys to elicit an evaluation
of news from the publics themselves (aS opposed to the research staff's
evaluation). Both groups were ased if they perceived the news media

A periodic display of selected University of Pittsburgh news
clippings and radio and television boohings;
Pitt in the News.
University of Pittsburgh: Office of Newi and Publications, Vol.
14.

(January-A!pril, :).97.3), used i:or this mrOrt and Table 14.

.
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(print, radio, and television) as presenting the University as. being
mainly "oriented to the local community" or "oriented to the larger
shows that both, of these publics'pereeived the news
Table .t
world''.
about the University as "1ocr.d
oriented" rather than cosmopolitan.

Table 15
Cosmopolitan /Local image of Media

Content Anaaysis
(Printed Only)

Studelts

Cosmopolitan

53.71

31.9

39.8

Local

46.29

63.4

59.7

The other content analysis category repeated in survey questions was
that related to the Clark and Trow College Stereotypes.
Table 16 sho7;rs
the comparison between the content analysis and the students' and alugmits
perceptions.

Table 16

College Stereotypes reflected
in the Media

Geared to scholars and liberal artseducation
Geared to skilled technicians and
professionals
Representing interesting social
life
Presenting social change and/or
innovation

Other

Content
Analysis

Students

Alumni

38.29

14.0

15.8

9.14

5.4

11.5

111.29

2.3

1.3

16.57

14.4

8.4

21.71

20.6

31.4
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The student and alumni questionnaires included anothor imago ltem
under the Colic c. Stereotype catay.
This was "concerned with e,.-.ansien,
investments, etc.", which in the content analySis cerresponded to the
"cemple or(:miY,ation." cateory of activity il:lages.
31.6 per cent of:the
alumni and 37. ) per cent of the students felt this to be the main im:ZLge
of the University. Us portrayed in the public media. The content analysis
indicates that 17.71 per cent of the coded news articles present the
"complex.organization" image.
One aspect of University life to which we have not yet made reference
A decision was made early in tho implementation
is the athletic program,
of the UUIP clymunicatien research to exclude articiesabout sports
events in the original content analysis because .these stories are not
handled-through. News and Publications. No systematic analysis was wade
of stories about sports in later phases of the research, but two questions
in the alumni survey give us some idea as to the importance Of the
athletic program.
Over 23 per cent of the alumni surveyed said they.
attended athletic events. When the alumni were asked if they were interested in rw-ding about sports in the Alumni Tines, 20 per cent said they
were very interested, 42 per cent said they were interested, and 37 per
cent said they were not at all interested.
There were few comments
added by the alumni either positive or negative toward the sports team.
There was no question directed to the students concerning athletics, but
when asked "what's the first thing you think of when you think of Pitt?",
only a few students mentioned a sports team.
(=19.2 per cent responded
tothis question. in tams of.the'edueational. process, and 22.6-per Cent
mentioned the buildings and, other physical aspects.) However, 'the inch
analysis (page 33) showed that over :L7 per cent of the student paper
covered sports, So many students must be interested in this aspect of
college life.

Another set of questions from the alumni survey illustrate both a
generally positive image on the part of this "bridging" public toward
the internal publics o±' the University and some gaps in information (as
indicated by the number of "no opinion" answers) felt by the alwuni.

Table 17.

Alumni Attitude Toward-Intenal Publics

Agree

On the whole, 1 feel the administration at Pitt iS doing a fine job.
On the whole, Pitt faculty are well
qualified and responsible.
University of Pittsburgh students
are not as wild as those
shown on the news media.

Disagree

No Opinion:
...._

5.5

15.2

39.3

55.6

12.2

32.2_

46.6

.

7.8-

45.6

6,8

/6.7

On the whole, the Univerty of
Pittsburgh students

urn to

appreciate a collegucation.

hn'.., r,
..--,
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Although these alumni sampled felt the University presently does a
good job in conveying information, they expressed interest in learning
more about what is happening now at the University both in terms of
edudational activities for the'alumni and policy docisions now in force
During the period of the content analysis, it was
or-bejng formulated.
ukdent that only a feu of the .messages about the University. concerned.
Fart of this lack. may W(7.11 be
effect of
an explanation of policy.
unclear goals and unclealy perceived. University roles, on the part of
both internal and external publics of the University.

Roles of the University
An issue of primary importance in the study Of the University's
interface With the community is What roles the public feels the University
should undertake.
The views among the publics naturally bear on the kind
of relationship and support which emerges between. Pitt and these publics.
The media plays an important role of transmitting information abOut Pitt
activities and serves as one basis for opinion formation, as well as a
channel where the public can express their views.

As part of Our communicatiOn_ study, wehaye surveyed the alumni and
five segments of the general public as to how they would rank Titi's
general tasks and missions. In a study on University governance,
Carroll .(1972)
surveyed students, familty, administrators, and trustees
concerning the same issue.
These surveys thus comprise an interesting
cross-section of internal as well as external publics of the University
with. the alumni aia-frustees representing
"criss-cross" publics.
Examining the rankings made by these publics (see
find a general consensus that the most important tasks
the University are the traditional ones of providing
college education and to furnish graduate training for

Table 19), we
or priorities of
a good four-year
professionals.

The consensus within the general public -vas not as strong as between
the internal and "criss-cross" publics, with especially the white suburbanites putting less stress on the traditional roles of education (ranked as
third in importance) and the Hill Blacks choosing upgrading programs for
those deprived of adequate educational opportunities as first priority
before college and graduate-training. The group of Oakland residents
emphasized career training in addition to the other education roles,,

We found an interesting split between the views of the external and
internal publics.
The students, faculty, and administrators chose
research as the third priority for the University; and only then focused
on newer directions, such as "conduct programs to alleviate ills in
urban areas" and ".
remedial and upgrading programs for those deprived
of adequate educational opportunities." The ranking by the trustees was
consistent with that of the internal publics.
The external publics, however, selected an "open door" policy and community-oriented tasks as
'priorities.ranking higher than research. Me' alumni stressed another
traditi:onal educational-priority--that of providing:undergraduate technical
and professional training programs-to be more important than research.
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Ranking of University .Roles

A set of statementS abovt University priorities used in the Carroll
governance ouestionnaire (1970) was owd in the UUIP aluNmi study. and the
survey of the general mblic,
apric:J,red in the form below in alumni
questionnaire II.
Below wfo some of the possible co:.Is the University of Pittsburrh might
to mke vi. nl.a:i.nis trative
Supposing you were in a
pursue.
decisions at the.hniversity of Yittsburg13; h.Dw would you raal the following sugested goals': Please assign the:nu:mber (1) to. the. one you feel
is.most- 11:Tortant, the number (2) to the one you feel, is next most
Please
important, all the -way to nunber (9) for the least imortant.
assign a different number to each goal eve.4 though you might feel
some goals are very close. in relative importnnce.
Rank

A

Provide a high-quality four-year undergraduate education.

B

Provide a graduate professional and 1;c:clinical training
(doctors, Ph,17).'s, administrators, public health
specialists).

C

Extend huran knowledge throUrt research.
Provide for part-time adult evening degree work and study,

B

Conduct programs to alleviate social ills in urban areas.

F

Conduct -remedial and upgrading programs for those deprived
of hA'..ecluate educational opportunities.

G

Provide undergraduate technical and professional training
programs .(undergraduate business,.social wont, etc.).

11* Conduct training programs in other countries in such
fields as education, engineering, and health..
Provide consulting and training services for govermlents,
.business, social agencies.

Table 19

University Priorities. as Ranked By
Ten Publics of the University

Oak
Students

A
B
C

D
E
F

G
H
1

.

.

Oak
Bus

Hill
Blacks

Blue
White:::
Collar Suburb:

Faculty

Admin

1
2

1

1

1

1

3

1

3

2

2

2

2

1

.2

2

3
4

3

3

4

5

4
6

4
6

f5

6

4
6

7
7

. 1

6.

5

5

2
1
4

2

5

7
6
8
a
.

7
8
.

9

Trustees
........_

7
6
U

3
9

9

8

7-

9
8

Alumni

Res

7
4
2

3

7

-

1
1
7

3

5

5

3

-

*Items H and I were included in the Alumni Survey and in the Carroll study, bUt
not in the Readership Survey.

7

4 r
2
1
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As an extension of their emphasis -on the traditional teachintj and-research goals, the internal groups felt that -cyart-ic
adult oveninr.,
programs were imortnt. L.The general Tublic ai.ups anhed this priority.
lover, consistent with their emrhasis on the University's service role
as secondary to teaching. This is perhaps an interesting finding as
there ay,-lears to be a growinc: interest today in con'cinuing educa.O.on
among adUts. However, wessing social and urban -croblems and education
for the young and disadvantaged seem still more important to them.

Looking at the overall
a great deal of information
externalas to its functions
contribute to the community
education.

results, it &eons that the University has
to extend to its TmIlics--both internal and
and new directions in terms of 1,:tat it cal;
other than providing college and-grad.uate

Here the role of the media becomes vital in that it is the UniVersity's
only link with many of theex:ternal publics. As there is oftcai skepticism
to changes and fear that the traditional ftmetions will suffer at the
expense of new roles, all publics are in need of much information and data
to support their receptivity to the changes.
The PUlP alumni and student surveys cove :Led four items relating
specifically to the issues of changing admissions Policies one increasin
urban. involvement.
The
in the following table.,

ftactiaT;1,TITEITEstaTEEits are shows

Table 20

Alumni and Students Attitude
to an Increase of Pitt 's.
Urban involvement

Alumni
Agree
There should be a special
admissions, policy for
students from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Extra effort should be made
to hire more minority
faculty.

There is a need for more
courses reflecting concern with urban problems;
The-University should play
a larger role in alleviating social ills in
urban areas.

Students
-----

Disagree

NoOpin

29.7

58.4

12.0

/14.1

47.1

26.7

48.8

24.5

35.7

.44.7

.14.6

49.9

19:2

30.9

60.8

20.4.

a8.8

40.5

37.7

21.8

54,2

29.7

16.1

Agree

NoOpin

Disagree

-;

8,8

511..

,

In suunary, the results thus indicate that the views of both crisscross publicsthe alumni and the trustees--are closer to those of the
University's internal publics than to the views of the general public.
Especially the trustees, who through their position, are officially
connected with. the University, saw its priorities the same way as the
students, faculty and admin:istrators.

The dichotomy which is wanifested in the above-mentioned results
points to what appears to be an unfamiliarity among the external publics
with the role of research in a university. The intervieed members Of
the general public.: seem to think about the University's. prime education
role in terms of teaching detached from furthering knowledge through
researCh.
This finding15oints to the fact that these "outside" groups
do not have knowledge about University activities and functions in the
realm of research, or do not find. it to be an essential role to fulfill.
The point is fuxt;nee supported by our content analysis finding that only
six per cent of public press news articles carry news about research.

Research has always occupied an important role of universities in
their quest for knowledge and development of science.
Although the
State encourages the University to be more inclusive in its enrollment
practices, research is still stressed as a, necessary University. function.
At the same time, however, the Secretary of Education in a recent report
expressed his skepticism about the kind and quality of research that is
being undertaken in universities.
his via;d Was. that "very little of it
has to do with the urgency of questions posed by society". This view,
is reflected in the responses of the general public which ranked
research low as a University .priority. A reason for this might
be that they question the value.of.research. that is being undertaken.

The Secretary of Education in his report stressed, the importance of
"first-rate teaching" as the prime university;role. This.emphasisen the.
University's teaching role has been backed upiby many state :Legislators,
mho in an attempt to assess how Pitt faculty allocate time on their
various functions, asked all faculty Members to fill out time estimates.
This assessment was to serve as a basis for judging whether their demand
that .faculty spend 15 hours a Week in class was realistic or not.
Thus,
there is a clear "push" from the state that the "university concentrate
on its teaching role. With respect to research functions, it appears
that there is a need for the university to meet the expectations both in
terms of engaging in what is deemed to be worthwhile research andtodisseminate more information to the general public about these aspects
of its overall mission.
.

.

The way the "inside" groups ranked the function of- research as a
University priority, indicates that they are more aware of it in terms
of importance.
It i.s obvious that they are also more familiar with it
through their direct relation with an academic community.
The alumni are
aware, too, although somewhat less so; but .this one area-in winch
the alumni can provide a link betWeen the University and the community,
whereby information about important research work can be channeled to
the various publics and their need. for mere information. can 'be assessed.

The figures show thWThile students were somwhat more favorable to
"newer" policies and prograMs, the difference was disinetly-relatil2e, and
both samries wore split in their opinions, Tore alumni and sliFhtly more
students would disagree than agree on the first two items havilv to do
a special admisiOns policy for tric disadvantafed and hiring move minority
faculty. On the other hand, both more students and more alumni favored
than were opposed to increasing urban efforts both in terms of more courses
on urban concerns and -aaying a larger role in alleviating social il1s,
On all items, the alumoi shoved a greater tendency to have no opinion,
thus indicating that more alumni had not made up their minds on these
issues. More information might lead these alumni to lean in either
direction in the future.
Specifically concerning the alumni's response to policy changes in
cent- approve of Pitt 's having increased its enrollment
admission8, 63
to those who have been traditionally denied university education. Howe=,
oVer half of this group also expressed reservations about increased enroll.
the majority beincr, concerned that it might lead to a decline in
academic, standard. This concern most likely accounts for the fact that
5Q.4 per cent of the alumni respondents disagreed to the normative
question about havin a-Special admissions policy for stuaiii-TTEEM.
and 12 per cent voiced no °Pinion.
disadvantaged backgnouna
As part of UUIP's Long-.Range Community Goals Project, a survey was
undertaken of a ,sample of the pu.blic we term "comM:Unity influentials"
Wohnevajsa, 19T)). It included items on perspectives on the role of the
University and its. position. In relation to PlUeYorc: pro32s, Additional

data on these issues woregathered at the four UUIP-sponsored Forums,
where UUIP staff members acted as participant observers and took notes
on discussions of the meetings.

CeneraIlyrthe-r=VO'r6bults revealed that regardless of their
varying group affiliations, the community influentials viewed the
University with great res-sect and whose voice, can be easily received by'
the community. This view is corroborated by the general positive feelings
toward the -University iiimong the alumni, students, and the general public. .'
Our data Prom the community influential pUblic also indicates that
the traditional teaching and research functions of the University a7-'e
ranked highest as priorities.
University inter:vonsion in the community
was also emphasized as an 'important task, although by a minority of the
Forum participants.
This view was especially held among members of the
black community who were part of the survey samPle.
It is ArIher__
supported by the segment of residents of the Hill who were 'interviewed
from the general public.
There Were various suggestions as to what
Most respondents saw it in
Pitt 's urban involvement should Comprise.
terms of urban researeh and teaching students and the public how to deal
with urban problems. Others,.huwever, felt that the University should
take the role of direct action agent by, for example, providing services
and playing a political advocacy role.

Summaoizing the information me have rAthered, from eleven of the
University's publics--three internal, two criss-cross, and six external-.on how they perceive the role and tasks of the University, the most
salient result is their stress on the aeademic furetion of providine an
education as the top University. priority.. in public policy, the importance co: the University's teaching mission is beiuc further stressed by
the legisJative and executive branches of the state government.
The role of research as an academic function is deemed more important by the internal and the criss-cross Publics then by those "outside"
This may partly be due to their unfamiliarity with
the University.
research's role in an academic community and partly that they question
its value.
The "never" dinension of tee University's increased Urban involvement
was generally seen as more essential among the external publics, especially
This :vas so also among-the
among the members of the black community.
community "influential's".

On this complex issue of the roles of the University, the media has
the important function of not only disseminating two-way information,
but also serving as a "sounding.-.board" for opinions, questions, ideas
and conceres

Summary
The goal-ail-t1eecommunicAions project :Ls "to explore systematically
the perceptions of the University held by a variety of relevant publics,
to analyze the discrepancies between each of those perceptions .and what
a university really is and can dp, and then to communicate to each of
those publics a more realistic and accurate impreSsion."*

One of the major differences between the internal publics of the
University (faculty, students, administrators, and staff) and those
"outside" of the University's daily life is the latter's perception of
the University as a single entity--the University.
Those outside tend
to think of a University as an integrated body which (.-.Ln move under one
directive, whose Movement in one part is known and agreed upon by its
other parts, Most of the internal publics think of the University in
terms of their particular offices, academic departments, dormitories,
and so forth. Many within the University carry out actions in an almost
autonomous manner, only recognizing the other parts of the system when
their actions are called into question or when the system. impinges on
their actions. Students design their course of study within rather
general rules, faculty design their courses limited only by the course
topic, and administrators attempt to -keep their offices running. smoothly,
Such a system must rely heavily on internal communications to cd'my out
its mission, and must rely heavily on external communication if it wants
its mission understood and supported.

-Y.Office of the Vice Chancellor for Program Development and Public

Affairs, "Proposal for Continuation of a UniversitUrban Interface
Program, December, 1969,','...Pittsbugh, Pa,:
University of Pittsburgh,
December, 1969, page 6.
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The vvry nature of the University also -works aainst any plo:nnr-d
attempt to build an image. Univeritics do have iges that develon
over time, but planned attempts seem to leave the internal public fl in
disagreement oar the irc to be projected and tlie externfa publics
skeptical about the reality of the image.

Added to tproblem is the urovil

Oaragreement as to the cen:::,ral

Altbowh our study found near unarnimity on
"teachie as the m:.jcv role of a univesity, there
consensus
as to what other funtions a university sound perform, and no really
clear definition of what :'teaching really means.
Missions of Uhe University.

The results of our study point up the lack of understanding of the
University's declared mission of "public .service". Public service is
interpreted in many ways, ranging frem "serving the public throurh
teaching, to advising community groups in areas of University expertis,
to taking a leadership role in the actions needed to bring about change
in the urban environment. The University .has been feeling its way and
initiating proralls at all.levels of urban im-olvement.
Those in the
community have conflicting vitas of the University mission, and whatever
policy decisions the University leaders make as to the most feasible
role for the University should, evolve from thorough dialogue with a
broad range of community grouPs.
Our sunLeys of the students and alumni of the University have
given evidence of Pride these groups have in Pitt and their optimism
in the University 1

future,

We asked the students whether they woudl attend another college if
they had the opportunity. A majority (5)..2 per cent) anWered this
negatively. This positive feeling was expressed by the alumni P,s well,
although in a different fashiOn.
Slightly more than- half of those who
were asked "Do you feolDrUutd-to-ell friends and acquaintances that
you attended Pitt", answered theyalways do so. 30.5 per .cent. indicated-they are proud about Pitt most of the time
Good feelings about Pitt were further manifested., in questions
regarding Pitt's prospects for the future.
The students and alumni were
asked to use a ten-point scaae to rate how they thought the University
stood or would, stand at three points in time-past, 'present, and 'future.
Table 20 (neat page) shows the medians (the midpoints of all sample ratings)
assigned by the respondent.
_
)

The figures show that the questioned students-and alumni generally
see the University as being closer to,j.ts greatest hopes now than it was
five years ago, and expect it to be even closer to this optimal position
five years from now. The outcomes tell us that despite much recent

*In a preliminary survey of tile-trustees conducted by Dr. Otto Nelson,
the trustees were divided- as to the role they felt trustees should. play
jn "building a Unifersity image" -or in community relations.
The trustees
are presently (1973) involved :in a more thorough study of the roles of the
University and the -role of the trustees in carrying out the University's
miseions.
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discussion about fPctions and .priorities of the University in a time
when universities have gone throub turmoil and_ change, and despite
mnifcted uncertainty anong publics as to Urliversity rcies and potential
functions, those who are and have been closely related to Pitt not only
feel positive .out it but are also optimistic.

Table 20
Question:

LooXing at the ladder bcloll, suppose the top of the ladder (10)
represents your r;icatest hopes for the University of Pittsbur,7h,
and the bottom (0) represents your -.7erst ft:afs.
Fill in the
number beside each of the following three questions with the
nuMber on the ladder which most represents your judgment.

Medians

Alumi
.17.7.ere-did the University of Pittsburgh
stand five years ago?

Students

5.2

5.7

Where would you put the University of
Pittsburgh at the present time?

6.8

Where do you think the University of
Pittsburgh will be on the ladder
five.years from now?

7

,

5. 6

6.7

These findings add. a very positive dimension to our focus on communications between the University. and the 'community. We see the alumni as a

bridge between the ixo,and the studehts.will occupy this position as they
complete their education and enter fully into community activity.
With the reservoir of good will tOward the University that is evi
,dent not only among alumni and students but is shown by other pUblics
observed in this study; and with the declared willingness di spokesmen
of the University to remain sensitive to the needs of the community, it
appears tha', .a vital and Positive interfacing should continue as a part
of University-community relations.
Some of the problems' that can poten
tially obstruct these good relations are described in reports of'the
other - priority areas of the UUIP researchMinority and Community relations,
Campus Development, Community Goals, and University Governance. Studies of
each of these areas have revealed disagreements among segments of the
corranunity vis-a-vis the University. Events in each of these areas have
damaged University credibility. and highlighted the aspects of University
functioning that presently need strengthening.
Keeping open channels
of comunicati.on for an eK,change of views between dissident groups and
developig new channels for exchange with those groups not now reached
will be especilly important in the next few years. Both the University
and the community are complex systems which demand patient understanding
to develop nosiive communication,

Size of Sample

UUIP C01..2/iUWICAmT01-T RESEARCH

Date Administered

367

Research Project

October, 1970

900 cuestionnaires, 9 pages,

Student Ouestionnain- I
mailed to students

March, 1971

Two scrapbooks

6o

935 -

DDrra. =

Panel = -187
76

367 to Time I students and
Student Questionnaire II:
135 dormitory students

October, 1970

May, 1972

Alrmni Survey I: Printed in Alumni Times and answers mailed
in.
Study reported in Connications Report, June 1971

Questionnaire mailed to 3,000 alumni.

and articles appeared in AlIzz!ili Times and Pittsburgh Press.

l2-age

1971

Alumni Survey
.,

Pittsburgh Press and Rittsbuih Post-Gazette
Content Analysis:
(Selptember-December, 1970); Pitt Hews; University Times;
Pitt Parent; Magic Bus; Alumni Times; news releases

Throughout project

Throughout project
Throughout project

August, 1972

1972

197:.

All collected articles on Pitt campus

Inch Analysis: Pitt News; University Times; ard Alumni Times
(two kinds)

Content

.

Reaarship Survey: interviews of Oakland residents and busi
nessmen, Hill District residents, blue-collar workers, and
white suburbanites.
Interviews:

With University communication personnel
With other relevant University personnel
Collection of all articles about Pitt appearing
Clippings:
in Public press
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TRUTH, LOVE AND CANPUS DEVELOPNENT

The'Oniversity of Pittsburgh Experience.

In the past decade, Many universities have come under the carefni
scrutiny of their several constituencies. .It is now common for. ,students,
along with some faculty, to question and sometiMes challenge ,unlversity
educational programs,:purposes, and goals
This student (:,faculty)
evaluative processhas often:served to unsettleand,
aggraT
vate university administratorS, faculty, alumni, trustees, and parents.
Similar demands and evaluations have also often come from a number
of ekternal-groups,--groups usually outside the 'realm of traditionally
considered constituencies. Thus, from within and witheut, the.univer6ity
is being barraQed by a variety of unsettling demands and infIuences.*':
In part, these demands are a consequence of changes in a national
k7,7"ylitical ethos--an ethos that has honed expectations and in :general,

Niticized the public, especially 'those traditionally outside the
nation's influence.strufture,
In addition
"new" demands are being
made of universities because of their. rapid growth in the last twentyfive .ye-7s.
The growth in university enrollment and, accordingly, in
their physical plant hat...come during a period in whichthe public has
seen higher education n
necessary part of young pq4le's preparation
fo'r life and also when .the metropolitan areas.were experiencing great
.

his Ic
abridged and slightly revised version7of a much larger
report entitled Truth Love and CampuS Expansion.
(University of
.Pittsburgh. UUIP, June, 1973)

The title of this report, "Truth, Lova and Campus Development
requires. a note of explanation,
the title"waS suggested,to Me by
Roland Warreuts provccative collection of essays, Truth, Love and Social
Change .(Chicago:' Rand :McNally, 1971).
InhiS preface, Warren writes':
The truth referred to here is the _conviction of each:cOntesting gteup
that it has the truth, -that it is right, end that the other side is
simply wrong, out of either malice or ignorance jrnd the love referred,..,,
to here-iS the'feeiing, -held'more or le Ss strongly by most individuals
that no matter what :the !Kubstantive disagreement, people shotild relate
to each other as brother.
This seems especiallyiapropos the Univers ity
of Pittsburgh ekpansion contoversy..-

Paul C, Shaw and LOuis:A. Tronzo, "Cotmunity Constraints on Aeademic
Planning:
Myths and Realities," a paper presented.at.the ..Annual Meeting of
the Society for College and UniVersity Planning, Atlan:ta,Ga.., AUgust:7,
1972.

.
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Thus as urban. universities grew, the found
increases.in population.
themselves increasingly having to compete uith,other urban residents
for space. _Consequently, in this new context, many "universities have
been forced to consideT their relations within their districts, their
immediate neighbors, the municipal governments of which they are
constituents, and the major forces ofthe'metropolitan region. from
which they c::pect snpnort-.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a descriptive analysis of
the University. of Pittsburgh's eXperientcs with campus expansion during
a two and one--half year period from the Fall of 1970 through the Spring
of 1973.
Although a case study of only one university's experiences,
this is, nevertheless,, an attimpt'at a systematic descriptive analysis
aimed at showing the forces with whiCh the University has had to contend
as, well as a description of the University campus expansion planningdecision-making processes and finally, an assessment: of those policies
with.-accompanying recommendations.
whore feasible., appropriate quparative
data are used to illustrate the universality of experiences; comparison,
however, is limited because the literature is 'often incomplete and
anecdotal.
.

.

Part I of this report contains
a section presenting the 'background
and overview of expansion at -Pitt followed by a discussion of the
Hillside Dorm controversy Subsequent sections address the commonality
.of p_ssues, myths and realities, and the July 28t1 agreement.'

Part IT is comprised of a discussion of the conduct of campus expansion since
the July 28 agreement, and the origins of Oakland Development, Incorporated
(ODI).
,

.

-Part III focuses on campus expansion from the perspective of 'a
community member, a:-citY representative., and a University staff person-.
Part III also includes. a review of UUIP conducted interviews with ODI
representatives..

Part IV is a discussion of Caveats:Recommendations, and .Lessons
Learned.

Chronologies of selective events follow Parts I and -II.

,

.

.

.

::. Kermit C. Parsons and Georgia K.- Davis, "The Urban UuiverSity
and Its Urban Environment", "Plinerva. Vol. IX (July, 1971), 12.: '361.
.

..

,:.
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PART -I
E:-.pansion

1.1,ackround and Overview

.

The University of Pittsburgh is a non-sectarian co-cducaticuaI
institution.
Along with Penn State and Temple, it makes up the :larger
portion of the public university sector of the Pennsylvania System of
Higher tducatio.. Since 1966, the bulk of the University's educational
programs and additions to its .physical plant have beOn state-funded;
a de facto state university.
The University's main campus is located in Oakland, a viable
working andmiddlc class, multi-ethnic community about three 'miles
east of the center city.
Oakland has been-referred to by some as

,

the -''second city' because of:. its role as the City's cultural. center.

In the 1971-72 academic year, on a campus_, of one hundred twentyfive_acres and forty -'five buildings, the University had about 17,000
full -time students, With an additional 11,000 part-time Students
Of
the 17,000 full-time students, some 5,000-were graduate .students.
The

enrollment is.epected to grow moderately.for the rest of thedetade.
In.addition, there are 2,500 -faculty and 3,000 staff members en the
OaKiand CamPus.
These figures 'represent the. culmination of a sharp
rise in enrollment dnringthe last.decade,-which was accelerated bye
b.
.

the 19,56- change. in' the University's status from private. to state7-

relatedness;
change which, in turn,. resulted in an obligation to
increase enroilment
'a

In 1959,when it became clear that. a new Civic stadium eventually
would be built, the old Fotbes Field sate (home of the Pirates and the
Steelers and located adjacent to the University),beCame an important
and logical area .for University expansion.
It was subsequently purchased
by the. General State Authority for the University.'
Although former Chancellor Litchfield and his staff had conceived
elaborate plans.for-intreesing the University's presence in Oakland and
:thus making this:section of the city even more of an educational and
cultural center, shortly after' the start of the administration of the
present Chancellorln 1967 new comprehensive plans for the campus were.
drafted and -steps taken. to implement the plans.
It was felt, in part,
the University needed a new overall master, plan which would establish
Moteicli4arly-defined campus boundaries.
In the.Forbes Field area, the University proposed a fiverphase
project, with the first phase embracing parts of the ForetField site,
and subsequent phases to covet a two- block area contiguous to Perbes
Field". Two -structures were 'to be developed on the initial site -. -one a

bullding to Muse the University's School of :Education and'
the departments o7: the. Social. Sciences, and the Other -a separate building
for the University's School of. Law.
(See Map, Plan 1).
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Before 1971. for two or three years, tbese plans ware discussed in detail
with the than relevant community organizations, such as Model Cities,
the Oakland Chamber of Commerce, and the City Tlonning Department.
Vith
the exceptionperbaps, of Todel Cities, the groups contacted by the
University had traditional or established institutional bases.. Apparently
no attempt was made to hold more public sessions that would potentially
involve non-institutional interests, that is to communicate at the
."grassroote level. However, no objections were raised to the project
at thattime;--and the U(0.170.7- subsequently made formal application
to the General State Authority.for funding.
Initial .funding for Forbes Phase I was provided in 1968- The .cost
of the project at that time was estimated to be about $3.0 million.
ConstrUction was scheduled. to 'begin in early 1970, with completion. about two
years later.
In the. Spring and Summer of 1969, the General State.
Authority began acquiring residential properties contiguous to Forbes
Field...

But in, 1970, the implementation of these plans suffered the first.
of what turned out to be a two-year series of delays.
Forbes Field did
'not become.ovailable to the UniVersity:until mid-yent because of delays
in completion of the. new Three Rivers Stadium, housing professional
football and baseball.
In addition, in late 1970. and early 1971, several
ad hoc community groups which had not existed at the time of the. initial
planning arose to express their concern Over certain aspects of the plan.

As a result, the construction: of two additional projects, physically
unrelated a hillside dOrmitory and the Learning Research and Development
Center) were postponed.
Original plans for the dormitory have subsequently
been cancelled, but May re-emerge later in a different form. The demolition
of Forbes Field was completed during the" Summer of 1972.
In addition, the
involvement of these ad hoc groups resulted in the JulYl971rabandonment
of the master plan at a cost of about 'S5 million in,'1 e.g., architects
redesign costs, escalated materialS cost, etc.
In late Fall of 1972,
construction started on the. Law Building and the Social Sciences-Education
Quadrangle.
(See Map Plan 2, AreaB) ';

:

!
.

The hillside Dorms and the Solidification of Opposition
Although University expansion to the north had resulted in geheralized
rumblings of dissatisfactiOn from residentS in that atea'in the recent paSt,

The mapS areThot, officially sanctioned by the University, nor are
the crosshatched areas' drawn to scale.

Liva Jacoby, dUring the first year of our res.earch,assisted in
interviewing selective participants and prepared summaries 'of meetings
called to discuss campus expanSion.

.7

.

the critical event which solidified-residents and other interested individuals into formalized opposition to .University expansion was the University's
plan for appropriating parts of the Falk School (a University laboratory
School) playground for' use in constructing a hillside dorm. Just:. before
the Opening of classes in September, 1970,,the Director of Falk 'School..
expressed -concern over the impending -modification of the School's-playground; his concern subsequently led to the involvement of the School's
PTA as well as residents of the adjoining. neighborhood (especially those
on 'Alicquippa and -Brackenridge Streets) who would potentially be directly
affected by dorm construction,
A series of .public mcctings called by
concerned residents began in September and out of this came the organization
of People's Oakland two months later--a coalition.of.Conterned .community
members and neighborhood. zroups.. Then in January,: 1971 at the .Planning
Commission's hearing on the University's conditional use application,
People's Oakland filed, through thir,attorney,.an'eleven-pae objection.
lack of
The
expressed reasons for community dissent iucludell:
consultation ,by University (this is :perhaps the foremost reason) loss
of open pace and a "blocking view"-causcd-by dorm. ConstruECion; potential
'
increases In traffic and parklng Logestion; 'general mistrust of the
University; fear of implied fw:ther expansion; inappropriate dorm. scale;
and Some even questioned whether dormitories were :outmoded in concept.
The lineS were now drawn; for the first time University plans, were
only challenged- And .the Universityy as one administrator put it,

''was stunned.
and somewhat outraged" because, in the Un.iversity's
view, "its good intentions toward the community, in choosing this (the
hillside) site were tot recognized ". jle wont on to say, "as a result,
the urn
was not as prepared asjt might heve been to the original.
...dissidents".
Certainly, the University did appear stunned and uareSponsive
even though there was cOusiderable eYidence to suggest the University could
no longer unilaterally.design and ,implement policies that have a direct
community impact.
For example, neighborhood resident in 1969 had openly
'expressed their discontent over plans for the construction of the Chemistry
Building resulting in the University's decision to resite:the..buildiug
about sixty feet back fro'm the street, Nevertheless, the University -was
unprepared to deal with the opposition it now faced. The University
proceeded Without effectiveerganization and planning, thus. compiling a
record of whit no 'is'
as inconsistencies and contradictions which
made the University appear intransigent and uncooperative and may haye
assisted the organizational efforts of the adversaries t.o-campus expansion;'
.

The Cominonalitv of IssUes

What probably contributed to the University's uncertain response to
the .community challenge is it administratots'. apparent inability. to

*

.

This conclusion is based- on:interviewSwith several University'
-administrators, observations- of University-Community interaction at thettipartite.meetings, and from a perustl.of ..(')oard, of Trustee ITinutes.
_ _ _ _ -

,J.

.
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There is a commonality
learn from the experiences of other univeriSities
of i6Sues involved in citizen opposition to university expansion. Had
University administrators heeded the experiences of other universities
a community plan, incorporating sensitivity to the issues discussLd below,
mayllavebeen developed: For example, there were a number of instructive
experiences including Temple University, the Minnesota -Community University
DevelopMent Corporation, and the University of Chicago's involvement
Especially pertinent, however, i the Cox
with the Woodlawn ComMunity,
Commission. Report, On the Columbia University experience, which_=delineatcs
the isSues common to the Pittsburgh and Columbia contreversies...3

(1)
Is Campus Expansion Necessary? -- The University did not attempt
to communicate its plans at the grass roots level, and when challenged by
the community was hesitant to enter. into a dialogue with concerned residents.
Furthermore, there were. a number of incidents that suggested a discrepancy
between University words and deeds, and, thereby diminished the credibility

of Universitents..
(2)

i

Did the Universit.Make Long-Range Plans and Were the Plans

Revealed to the Community?.
By 1970, Pitt had a well-developed master
Plan complete 'with ascale model. However, it has been the ..practice of
the University to inform thecOmMunity of its plans only after the plans
were finalized.
Yet, those concerned members of the local community
expected. participation In the planning process.

And at Pitt,. Richard Volker and Brian Vargus prepared a "Preliminary
Report on the South Oakland Expansion Area'' University of Pittsburgh, Department
of Sociology (April, 1970); 'in which they forecast the-ceming,COntroversyand
made a number of -salient recommendations'. Their i ecommendations were:
(A) add
indigenbus community members to the University Planning Commission; (B) inform
responsible comm unity teprescntatiVes of :University plans for:cemmunity areas;
(C) arrange a Community Meeting to inform them of the University's concern and
to exchange views, and .(D) provide all feasible assistance for _those who are
to be relocated.
llOwever, none of theiideas were apparently heeded even thoughy
UUIP placed their,report in the approrriate University channels. And cited in
Campus Communiti Relations: Annotated. Biblioaraphy by I. S. Fink and Joan .Cook
(UniverSli;.Y of California,'Aprii, 1972)

Crisis at Columbia, New Yerk:
Random UouSe, 1968,
There may,. of course,.
be other issues and some of these may be unique.to the experience of each
university.
However, the five issues discussed here were critical to botN
controversies:
We caution the reader.'not to be misled by the_differences in
the populations surrounding Pitt Attolumbia. ..What is important tO an understanding of the comparability of the two experiences is that the issues raised.
by the community adversaries were identical, and furthermore7-in bothCon7
troversies students and faculty played prominent roles in mobilizing community
opposition.
Also in June of 1970, tWo Pittsburgh representatives attended a
Cornell University week7In- g seminar on University.and College Planning and
Urban Change. Nan y suggestions on Cc
developMent stemMing from this course
were offerrod to the administration:,

.

'
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Is the University Sensitive to Problems of Resident. Relocation'?
(3)
Because of the University's Summer of 1971 agreement with the community to
Bat even
modify its expansion Plans, very. few residents were relocated.
when the University-anticipated-the-implementation-of-its- master plan which
would have causedthe:removal of several hundred residents, it had no plan
for relocation assistance beyond. the payment of nominal moving costs,i'''
.

.

This
(0 Has the University Planned for Multi-Use Buildings?
continues to be an issue between Pitt and the community and is complicated
by financial and legal questions.

Has the University Mode an Effort to Reconcile Differences .With
(5)
:the -Community? -- During the first phase of the controversy, Pitt
appeared
to be on the defensive_ and reluctant to enter:Ite a dialogue With its
However, within._ the context: of ODI, a regular dialogue
community critics.
Perhaps the major obstacle to improving Universitywas established.
community relations has been the University 5; adherence to a traditional
planning perspective, in which. communication. with. the Community was limited
1:0 a .few select groups.

sum, Much and perhaps most of the Universityt.s difficulty in
coping with the community'schallenge to campus expansion rests with the
administrative.perspecUniversity's adherence to a traditional planning
tive.
That is, the. University Was unable, and/or unwilling to change its
traditional, mode of operationat least the part that was concerned. with
li part, this is beeauseseveral of the assumptions
community relations.
that guided the internal policy process. were no longer viable.

Myths and Realities

*.*

The University's controversy with the community has permitted us to
delineate four myths.
One myth is that univerSities, in launching campus expansion plans,
need only respond to their traditional. conStituenedes. The reality, as
shown by the PittSburgh experience, is that universities must take into
priVate, and political interest.s
account Li c comprehensive ranse of- pub]
Which may singularly or cooperatively work against an. institution's plans
for expansion.

However, Lou_ s A. Tronzo,'.Office of Governmental Relations; did
draft a memo suggestingthe need. for a fully operable relocation asSistanee.
_

.office.

.Shaw and Trouzo,
***

Meaning mistaken assumptions or notions of reality that no longer
apply.
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A second myth is that: the local institution is unique; that is its..
experiences are unrelated to that: efothers.
Hoever; there were simiJar
experiences which were app] cable, and these arc suggested by the CoX
.

Commission. Report..

A third myth is that the national. politicak culture does not apply
to the local scene; and that is,.in part:, what makes theexperiencesof
Participation by affected citizens in the
other universities comparable.
drafting of plans is an increasingly Common practice and expectation,

A fourth myth suggests that those who'objece most Strenuously to
expansion are those most directly affected, that is, those who are to he
At Pitt ,. the most determined opposition came from persons
displaced,
whose ifterests were geographically on the periphery of the expansion
.

area.

Turning Point

The July 28 Agreement:

On the afternoon of July 28, 1.971, representatives of Pitt, People's
Oakland, the South Oakland -Citizens .Council, and the City of Pit.tSburghreached an agreement which was publi'cly presented at a tripartite meeting
that evening. Vice Chancellor for Finance, Edison Monti
made the

preSentation before the group and in his announcement reviewed a number
of.poiuts of agreement, including the abandonment of extant: plans, the
adoption of jOint Planning in. principle, and incorporating mixed usage
of space.
The three key points are

(a) "The University will no longer seek to undertake development
in the Forbes Field area in accordance with its existing Plane;
(b)

joint planning should ."commence iMMediatelY with the University,
the city, the community, and the state for the use". e.-fthe
Forbes Field area and adjacent properties Owned Or used by the
University;
.

(c)

"In the joint planning effort, provision will be Made for the.
development of new commercial space and 'people-oriented'. space.
somewhere in the above-described area as wen as space for
University needs."'

ChronolovofSeiectiveEvontsad :ing_tip To

I.

yhe_july 28 Agreement

JanuarK,L1963.

7-, University planners meet at Chancellor.Litchfield's farm to
"brainstorm the new Oakland"
The. result was a vision of
Oakland as a'sOcally and economically -iYariegated copmunity
but one populated b\ Rrenter numbers of.pr6Tessienals (mostly
aliv:e):sity people) and related activitieS and Service's.

r-
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Oakland Chamber of .Commerce recommends Forbes Field be returned
to the community, With provision for use for Pitt athletic 'cvents
and the razing of Pitt Stadium for UniversiV expansion.

July-, 1965

----

Pitt expansion plans cause formation of Scheuley Forms Protective
Association and Citi2.ens Opposed to the Dangers of Redevelopment
in Oakland.

Februarvt. 1966

Pitt: announces planned additions to Scai.fe Hall and the Ndtural
Scienc-c--Bading, and the -construction of a 12-story Engineering
Building.

NovembeK,,

--

1.966

ActIng ChauceilorT-Kurtztan announces planned second campus on
hillside above Pitt Stadium, including -Lutheran CemotarY, for
construction of dorms and off-street parking.

Octobea_1968
Chancellor Posvar speaks before Pittsburgh Rotary Club about the
University master, plan. He speaks of a ten-fifteen year
construction program with $60 million to be spent in the Forbes
Field area-and $40 million for the health complex.. Posvar did
not foresee "any large scale opposition" to expansion; however;
the ,Oakland Chamber of Commerce .did express opposition to the
closing of streets .as would be required by Pitts master plan,
The response. to Pitts announced plans included the suggestion
for public hearings so that citizens and district Planners C9171
comment.

March, 1970

University architects resite Chemistry-Natural Sciences Building
in response to cotmunity opposition to the building's planned
proximity to the.street.'

September ,:1970
--

Cantor s Restaurant" meeting, jointl:spbnsbred b. SOCC,
Oakland Chambet of Commerce,- Nodel CitieS, and Pitt. The
agenda included -cliscuSsioU of yorbes "Field_demolitioni
Tinlversity.real estate acquisition in Oakland, proposed
University relocation aCtivities, and cross-town expressway.--
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December

--

1970

Mayor Peter Flaherty, in a budget message to City Council,.
,announcca'his intcrst in a "moratorium on the growth and
expansion of.t.ax-exempt institution e.

.DInuarv, 1.971

--

a.

University
expansion is compared vrith an octopus's tentacies'reaching
Peoples Oakland. issues ThelqrcckinflP,.:111

into Oakland A call is made for expressions of community
opposition to .Pitt expansion.

PART TT

---Oamnus Expansion Phase II (Awrust, 3971 to Present)

Following the July 28 agreement, the Chancellor reorganized his senior
administrative staff and asSigned to :he newly reorganied.Office of Public
Affairs the primary responsibility for communications development with
regard to campuSTevansion. In so doing, the Universit,, was attempting
to improve internal coordination of campus expansionactiVities ands to'
attempt to speak.to.the public with a single voice.
When PubliC Affairs assumed its new role, there occurred a major change
For the first time, University
in the University's expansion planning.
planning included the consideraticln of strategies, tactics,. priorities,
aiternatives:,:and contingencies. Thus, as a result of the leadeship of
Public Affairs, the University.moved from.its defensive position regarding.
expansion and began to take the initiative..

_Relations with the community also began to improve. This change
the, communi.ty had won some significant
came about, We believe, beeause (a)
victories, and (b)
communications between the University and community
became more regularized with the participantS functioning less as
adversaries and more as negotiators and collaborators.
The University's deeiSlon to communicate with the commUnity.and
thercfre_tomove away from their reliance up6n a hard-sell approach to
public 'relations significantly contr :Lbuted to the improvement of relations
-with the community.

-Janualm 1972 WQED Meeting

At a meeting between representatives of the UniVersity, City and
comMunity held at WQED, People's Oakland presented: their.proposal:for.
,g the
of a joint planning and deVelopment'organilation,' In this
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draft proposal it was su-To!7ted that: an OaLlnrid DeVelopmcnt, Inc,
as
represeutatiVes of ,)13. Oakland in
an umbrella orgaVlization.
proposed that 01)1
(community, city, instituti;-,,:wl:;., be formd,
tal;.e the form of a non-profit col'poration in ordcr to maintain dlat. was

seen byfeeple's Oakland as a "fragile balance" o:: mix of institutions,
students, and long-term re9idents.: Although eighteonT'Monthslater ODI
has not bean incorporatcd,-or even had its by-laws, formally adorted by
its Members
dt'immediately became °pm:able. 'Its ultimate ef:cctiveness is, of course, yet tp be seen, but it has the formal sanction
of the Oakland community-- (May' l972) and is. the major reason for the
And through regular..
regularization .of.inStitutional-citizen relations.
(formal and informal) contact, mutual Confidence _and recognition of
mutual interests is developingthat is, the basis exists for making a
concerted attack on .the larger :range of problems facing Oakland.

?a,,ment.s fml

-In June of -372, after six months of negotiations, the University and
the city reached an agreement in which Pitt: agreed to pay the city $60,000
The agreement was carefully woried to
a year for various city services.
indicate that Pitt was not making a payment in lieu of taxef.:, 'which might
be illegal since Pitt :Ls a state-related institution. The $60, 000 figure
is for the first year only; the amount: the University will pay will be
adjusted yearly. in proportien,Ato changes in the city's.operating budget.
.J!!,411wA,

It should be noted, however that- the $60,000 payment by, Pitt to the
city did not: reduce the Mayor's interest in extracting additiOnal payments
from Pitt'.
The University has reclueSted the closing of rennat Place (a
short one--block street running between Forbes and Sennett Streets and
3m-u Library from the Common .Facilities Bbildinf:;) because
once the Law and'.Social Sciences Buildings are completed, ther:University
would like to turn Pennant Place into a mell-paricarea; if not:lc:Med
the increased concentration Of-stUdents would make vehicular traffic
difficultand dangerous:to pedestrians. The Mayor haE given histentative
approval to theLclosing of Pennant Place,'but is requesting that the-at-2,
be yeimbursed $98,774 in exchange for va,.ating the street.. :The $981000 is
probably a 1m4rgaining point rather than a. seriously hoped for payment
because early in the negotiations over in lieu payments the cit- had
asked for $00,000 from Pitt, and then settled for -about .$60,00 per year..
And more recently, the city has requeated payment by the Univelsity for
the UniversitY's appropriation of Girts Way, a sbort, dead-end alleyway
running into the area no :q excavated for the Lay School foundation..

.
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PART III

P0.1-,....nort1,7P.'" of Cflmnuc; 1nqjon:

Three Views

ci

During the Summer of 1972,- three observers of the cmpus expansion
controversy agreed to our suggestion that they prepare individual I-repers
offering their perspectives on ii
controversy.
Each of the three--one
community member, one city representative, and one University ewloyee--have
experiance as 1first7hand" pariAcipants in the dispute.
The community.
member is a founder of Peo1. 3c's Oakland the city representative has been
an active participant in the tripartite meetings and continues to be
involved, bOt..to a lesser. e7.f.tent, in ODI.
The University- staff member,.
although not invol.ied as a negotiator at the tripartite or joint-planning
sessions, has nevertheless served as a University spokesman and has frequently
been involved in a staff support capacity.
Thus, each has significant'.
expericuce with and involvement in the-campus expansion dispute.
,

Their papers offer their personal or ind:ia'idu'1 interpretations. The
authors were provided by the researcher with a suggested but flexible outline te maximize comparability; it was understood, however,.that ,ach
could deviate from the format to the extent necessary to present their
own interpretation and analysis of the issue.
The pronosed-format suggested
that each author consider: goals and objectives of the involved groups,
extant issues and perceptions of and prognosis for Oakland and the expansion
controversy.
-

The: resultant papers generally conform to the topic format, but
included additional perspectives or insights.. Each was approximately tWenty.
.

pages in length-.

Conclusions of the Community -University and City Authors:
--

The Universitys main concern was with the development of its
own physical plant;community development'wes'a peripheral
concern,
noWevar, both the community member and the city
representative shoW-that the community was concerned with
the interrelationships and consequences of residential,
commercial and institutional development.
The University usually takes a pragmatic approach to expansion,
viewing its constituency as regional and national, and thus
is lessconcerned about expansion's negative impact on Oakland.
In contrast, the community and the city are very much concerned
with theUniversicy's iMpact onOakland, and moreover, the
community expects the University to adhere to a higher standard
of citizenship and service than is usually expected of
institutions.

The three wr:Lt:ors nor c.' that the University w:.1

to chan;!s in secieta.! valnwhich

not re!;po,Isie
1:equl}:ed

irpuc to ins:! tutioni plcimnIng.

Perco.T.Tionsof Oln

171:2 OPT :Interview..

inLerfec
During July ra,d /,?wt: of 1972.,
staf.f co!.,Iplated intcrviewS with scventn of th
twnty-one.reprecre,.-.
Our inf:ont was to intexview those ropreseTit;.itives, m: olternatm
to On..
who have conL;istontly been in al.-tendaur,e at the OD11.:Iyotings; vocations and
relatedcin:Umstanc!'es occasionally interfered, thus we were unable to into
Eowever, all those cont.:Icted areed to be intervid.
all roureentati-ves.
The int,:.17-viewees were especiaj.ly cooperat-ive; as a result, the interview
lasted from one LO One ZInd a half hours each. A structured interview schedulo
was used, but interviewees werepermitted to fully elaborate their response
and-OL-;.i-T-FTEnuTacd to 1.11.,1c.e add.Ltional. comlents nt the inteAvicw's conc1.163j.o:I.

The scht..(Jule.w

ilve and work

desigd to

pocoptien

Cakinnd as a ploce

ODT, and campus expansion..

Overview of ReEpenws
f-r
Tinny respondents expressed concern ever whet tho future. htjlJ
SOPS even pess.ini!,:i.z)
Oakland; there vas a general apprchensi,on
7
It was fall. th!.AL
the sp./.ea.of urban blitet: and related probic,,
this trend continue, Oakland might not be able to Maintain avia hL
de...Tidal population.

While there was general concern and evenanger on the part of
pver the physical exim.nsion of Okland institutions, it was felt b,
Lhe
that,it was not: necessarily physical expansion per se thRt.
interity.of residential areas, but the failure of the institution!,
become involved in efforts to find solutions to the sjocod of urban.
and related problems.
Even if urban decay is merely thought to exist-as'
The
some contendthe consequences can be the same as if it were real.
1:(

often short-run goals wl,touly minimal concern for long-run effects,

Carl Van Horn capably a:-.iisted in. the .interviewing of respondents.

A complimentary sti,idy discussing the g,:!neral public's expectations
of, the University,. how they get information oboe t Pitt, and how they perceiNe

the channels of communication betwe2n the,Ueiversityand the community is
available. See Barbara Jameson, RamseyKleff: and Ii.va Jacoby Thc..Cc,n.e.y.i.d.
Public \Tiews. theUniNersity;LAjcportpf ConDuniLy Intopd(iws (University
of Pittsburgh, UUTP, March, 1973)

,
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What thcF;(2 interviews have, however,

uz.s.d.

clear is that

basis Ifor mutu.11 understae(iing and cooper;Ajon bet,,,:E:en the ciLvcrs(
by
'interests, alt1iowi;11 this may not: yet be rect,nized or innh-r-Irste

.li;

a
ci

6.9..'.h

:

the institur..; or the coildhnl!ity.

The foenl concern of Oand residents is that viable residential.
And for this to cone about, we :;ug!:,est thc:re
exist a suppiv at strueturlly sound hbusing avaifAle for rent
must:
(a)
or purchase. aL prices within reach of middle ;:rid workily c]aSs p,..rsons;
nei!.:,hborhoods be

residents must have a diversjty of commcreial servjces available at
(b)
the physical integritY of Oakland must be inn:i.nta mod,
comDct:itive price; (c)
streets I; opt in good renair and well-lighted, and the hanards and
annoyances of vehjeular tr:aff:ie minim :zed; and (d) residents must feel
the area is safc--that crime will he controlled,
In other words, a residential
neighborhood must-be free (or relatively free) of urban problems. The ermm
issue is the City's re!Iponsibility to the OALAnd community.
.

We suggef.A. thLit these era the sme conditions sought (or should be
Faculty, for ex.nmple, are
sought:) by institutions for their employees.
attracted to a university df. At can offer them safe streets, good schools,
conveniently located and competitively priced housing, and diverse and
competitivcay priced commercial services.
In other words, whatever :rakes
for an attractive residential area also probably makes for a desirable
university conteNt/environment.

Conclusion.: 'The interviews maRe clear that although there is
considerabIe2AistrwA of the University, there are nevertheless .-Jar;:2,er

issues whose successful resolution would be of benefit to residents,
The respondents want: to maintain. Oakland's
residential areas, improve City and commereinl services, and structure
institutional. growth 'so that it is in harmony with the residential

businessmen, and institutionF.i.

population.l's

Chronolopv of Selective Events
Phase TT

Augustj,_1971

Tripartite meetings ii-.6rinclude., and are chaired by, the Deputy
Director of the General State Authority,
GSA. is condemned. with

*

The feasibility of University-community collaboration-regarding
urban problem-E.olving is discusS2d in:
Martha Ev;ium, Tnter-GroulLCooperntion,

and-yrbanTrohlcol,vin

(University ofPittsbbrgh, UU1P, May, 1973)
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the slowneF:s at which deci;:ons are roachcd jn the tripartite
process, the delay in Univerrrity COCK,,IcLiC.,fl, and escals::ed
cos ti: ceuscd by delays,

p:ccting to obtain
The Chaber wasconcerne(1
of the Univrsity's ey.;)::nision pls.
include col!,!:::erial space in i.ts ne
about. rumors that Pitt
buildings cnd the Che;:,her was opp(:sed La pc;sible conr:;trnction
of pulti-use structures.
0:11:111d Ch.al!,ber of Comerc.c

Septcr:ITy_,_

nemo to Sonjoi Adminjstrators from Chancellor 11 sear advising
a "c.:tarly ariculated
that the Univerity ncedsAo
program to guide our e.c.ficiLl relsollships with ii ho varibus
neiglorhoods aud Co:Taunitjes that. are :-..dThecnt to the Cz..6-1121.

meat 1.!lisud.erLL0(.1Thg
state also t hr
fact that
University intentjons iris been compou;idcd
no one individucd or office has been.desinated to staff,
coordinate, develop a policy, and direct: negotiations with
the various neighborhood ,,s;reops or the public ofricials
The meifo points, further,- to the need
tisit aro involved''.
to avoid crisis wnagment, to develop a :to:.-range program,
and to speak with a single..voice. To accewpijh thse end :3,
the Office of the Vice Chnnc.ellor for Puhlic Affair is
The

assigned "the leaden:hip. role" in communicatjons devolopm:.::nt.

NoVember, 1971
People 'S' Oakland subliAits their proposed program for the joint
Thev sugget: the
use of thin Yorbes Quadrangle. ground floor,
allocation of.appro:.dmately 2,220-sctunre feet to he used for
a nuiabbr of "centers" including legal services, pre-school,
teenage, and urban studios/community design,. In an

more general suggestions were mode concerning. access and egress
The
routeS, iandscopin, public 'space, and building facades.
ptuposal ontlinOd also rather specific activities and activity space
for each of the centers:
Chancellor Posvar anrounce:-.; University acceptance of "Plan D!' for
siting of buildings in the Forbes Field area and urges GSA. to.
accept: thi- design as agreed upon An discussion between Pitt,
Bon rd
the city, 'the comr!iunity,and GSA reresentatives.
of Trustees has also accepted the sjt,,,. plan
---

Dece-,1),-

GSA Board subPequently approves 1']. on D.

1Q71

Formation of the Comprehens-!..ve Oakland. Pl;inning Croup, a procursork
to Oakland Development, Inc, and. an evolved limit of the "trjp:?.rtiCe.

VS.

.YYnulry

.)Q1;D 1v2etim---reop.10s n:Ik3ond formally
Qaljand Developmnt, Incorp.7,:cntQd,

_Fehr,lry

oses formntion of
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Chncejlor

Div:id Lawrence

1;111 address to the 0;11:Ind

T:w purposc2 of the mer.:!tinf;
community.
of N.t.t's
community the preE;n...

how the tripartite/joint St;
Uirivorwi.tyY;3

ions Imve

to roport to the
deveJObment end
he Lb thr,

con[ty.

DY, Posvr

currcut hi:::.ors: of 1?it:
rev12(.1d
c.ontruc.tio'n icpw pl;.:nned 'riui.d be for cot:h_int up with previowily

es1ab3iP,hed. needs ilnd that with a -leveling off of enrollment and
a 1;i2,htening of money, clonst):uctioll beyond L:h:tt now planned is
problematicra,

Mnrch

1972

IncrowAngly clear th,'1L the Forbes project: cannot: proceedwithout
resolution. of tax.
7-!

City N.o.nning con.ti:nues to F,upport doacept of joint. Univc;rsity-

comlfmnity feildty as well as re-eotahlishment of some comlftr?xcial
use in "two-blocks"

City Plimning pushes for loint-planning--believes Erocess just as
important as product.

April

1972

April 5 Ithrrishurg Meeting.

This meeting was called by the

Dire.ctor of the General State-Authority-to disnss problev:s and

isues rcletinr,, to the dispoitioi.):of the property (two-biocks
area) acquired for the University. by the GSt . originally fOr
Forbes has T.
Members of the GSA Board in attc:mciunco included the Majority
of
Leaders of both tho tatc- Senate and the f,taLe
Reprentativc:s,

PA PT lv

pavep..s

The following comments fall into
CeS ill

reasons .for the Cemrmillity'

L.,:7(1

catt:goyi.cs:

the

Lbo UniveYity, nnd

L1

seconc1 prol'equisitcs for no effective Univ,.2rsity ycEpow,e

that.

eln11.1o1::.e.

The Univc-rsity has cacelled
for a $13 million high-ric dorc; Mt cle.J.riye construcrlon of all nen
An a ves)t of the Con-i7ron-trition:

comT2F.e

altered plums for the. Lau and lducaLico.--c:-Ilial

(flt

au

(r,s mnniLcsod
new
additional cost of $5 miAlien); the cc:.t:
in or through ODI), and a joint-ylanng process has been. estriblishod. (t:0
i

ODI).

The Uaj.yers1_17y:

The Unlvornity .found itoc.),f ent-mo.neuvered and on the

oeitmto hnve boon.
defensiv.e. bt.c:.=.uso the ,,enior administration does not
cogniant 01 or responsi-ve to i1 Tc3s in f.00ial -value's (rolitical.culturc).

was thy
Crowing eel: of and manife:?,t& in the student rQ:volt of the
chat:
is,
those
who
.are
affected
bY
ideal of participatory de;,iocracy;
institutionAl decisions sho,..1(2 have somc input j.nto the mal:inf: of these
a :prencHng of ppl:ticipo:ion.--Or put an.other
,1 tearc In ant .i.-elitit in c-on.r..ept.,'
demoOracy to the nr,.:-sootr.i
Many of the problelm:: the Uftiverc.ity suffers in connect ion with its
eNTpanion progrom are dir,...ctly asooirited %,3-.:.th the University's adherence to

Atraditional planning procedures and processes,

For many months, the University pursued a "wait and see"' attitude, and
when it was necessary to respond to.commLinity questions, ,:e.rneis, or.t1;i7'rrits,
the University could not.(or did not) get beyond a financial or enginee:cin
perspective to the larBer is,Akes of educational philosol)hy and nei'Aborbood
Iscnicaily the Univc:roity did hare
t:roduccd.
viability that the comraunity
:L

staff members who understood the political dynm-ics and ramifications ot the
controversy. But these tf mmbersmho forecast the direction of the
the respore
controversy was moving and thcrefOre.undersflood and an
inke--ware loated on the Public
should and would eventl:Ial?
Affairsside-of the Uni,Jcisity,.and the e::p7.1r.:ion plenniuUdeci:-Aion-mi;in;.;
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tInd construction perMits.
The rem;alnder of this section is devoted to a 0....lscussion'of what

we believe to be the prerequisites for an effective -university response
,
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Locus of Powerj.jjaliniveysi.t.vyierarch
Our re:search suggests
that the Chancellor si!ould take a greater role in policy-platminHe
should establish broad policy'guidelines but .have _little or no imr.lediatei
direct invoavelilentwith.policy implemental:10n-* 1,7a say this because the

scope of the Chancellor's duties are such that he must patsimcniously
guard. his tiiseanci therefore can 111 afford to becoli..c.persor!ally inolved

in policy implomentatinlAere lower. staff (at the .Vice Chancellor level
or below) are hired specifically ,fot-th.'1Ey',: purpose,
The Chancellor and
other senior level administrators cannel: be expected 1:0 have the specialied
expertise neessary for policiy-preram design aoecimplementation. Again,
the-ir role is to etahlish the goals and assign to e'.*perts-lower in the
hierarchy the discretioncryeuthority'and responsibility for goal
implementation,.

rffective as used. here is meant to convey a term of soma considerable
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For a discussion of the difficulti"es in determining the public or
John Friedman,. "The Public InterefA and COMMUDitV.

community good,' see:

Participation," W.lurnal._oth.Amo.riean institof Pt m&, Vo:.

3-9

(January, 19/2), pp. 2 , 4-7.
A "Comentary" by Herbert J. Cans in the same
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are really political goals and goal consensus is lest achieved. through a
poli':ical process.
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OPeration Outreach:

A Study of Minority and CummulJty Services

One of the strongest and nest persistent challarc-es to the University
in recent yet,rs has, boon to explore ways to make the facilities of hiF,her
education more accessible to minority and educat:Ionally di'advantagou.
groups and to involve University resources in the solution of urban prcbl,:-.:ms,
The oriJY,inal University-Urban Interface Froigam proposal to the U. S.
Office of Educytion stated as the gcal for the minority and community
services priority of the program "that of inventing, an organizational
means for opimally relating an urban university and its minority community,
-prificJ.pa:LLy central-city blacks, and then of developing au operational
model and demonstrating it in action
An Office of Urban and Community
the proposal
Services (OUCS)-had..already been. established in l96
was submitted to-the.Officc of Education, and it was envisioned that OUCS,
it attempt to develop or)timaLoro:anizatienal muaes, would be the

focus of UOIP research in this priority area. Drer, the newly-appointed
director of OUtS felt it was important 'to establish OUCS as a part of
the regular University. budget in order to insure continuity and maximum
flexibility in maintaining an action orienttion.

The UUIP minority and community services research was thus shifted
to another focal point. Although there were many University-wide activitjes -which could. have been chosen to chronicle and evaluate, such as
Affirmive Action, the -University Community Educational Programs, the
Black Studies Program, WIP decided to focus its major resources on
projects which represent a university's response to specific community
proWlems.
In cooperation with OUCS, a number of candidate projects
were considered as possible targets of iesearch.. Pour orojectS, each
an interface between the University and, the urban community, were chosen
to investigate.
.

Each of the projects used in the case studies represents an attempt
to conceptualize an urban Problem and offers concrete solutions in the
form of al innovative program. Each ynrked with both established and
newly-formed community bodies, such as the Board of Education, 'Model
Cities, Unit .0 Black Front, Neighborhood Centers, Taking Care of Business,
and Community Action Pittsburgh in 'developing 'the project.
.

Labeled "Operation Outreach", the four cases are:

Outreach One - Project Right Start
Works with children from conception to age
detect social and. emotional problems.

to prevent and

*Office of the Vice Chancellor 'for Program Development and Public
Affairs, Proposal for Continuation of a University-Urban Interface Prof3,ram,
University of Pittsburgh: December, 1969, page 13,,
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Outreach To - School of Social Work-Teichborhood Centers'Lssecistion
A collaborative effort of a University school and a eomnini;:;y
organivation to deal with problems such as hoUsine; ndracif.ti
conflicts,

Outreach Three - Student Consultant Project
Business School students work with small businessmen in a
black ghetto.
Out.r:each Pour - Clarifying Env ir9nment s Program

New educational ;theories and technolegies ar
in public schools in poverty areas.

used with children

A research component was attached to each of the four Outreach
Trojects, with a Si:ecial .Haison person to gather data fer a chronicle
and analysis. Within the reneral context of studying the development
of relations between. the University and the community, more particularly.
the black, low-incoMe.comaunity, UUIP focused:on several areas of particular
These interests were related to (1) assessment of
research. interest.
community needs; (2) haw resources are matched tocommunity needs; CO the
continuity of program support after iM-elementation; (4) the p:,.,,rticipation-

of neighborhood peo-ple in Inc projects; (5) linkages with other institutions, such. as the Board of Education, Model Cities.and city government;
and (6) problems which emanate from within. the University system..
Each of the four' case studios presented as Operation Outreach have
used e.' framework of the interactions between three 4Itities-,the UniTersity,
the community, and the taret agency (the Outreach proje&O
Each of the
selected Outreach projects contain both common elements and unispe characteriStics in relation to this three-Point interaction.
Although each
targetagency :-serves asran interface between the University and community
to jointly solve an.lirban problem, each had its impetus from a different
segment of the University or community structure.
.

Project Right Start was stimulated through a directive from highlevel University-administrators to.academiedepartments to submit research
proposals dealing with the area of racial injustice. A,Psychology
Department proposal was subsequently accepted, which led to the hiring.
of a new faculty member who was given special responsibility to work.
with theco*unity.. At the sass. time, community-based people working with
a mental 1.-alth team were focusing on the need for services to prevent
social, psychological, and educational failures in low ilcome black
children.
The merging Of the University and the community around this
interest formed. the basis for Outreach One.
Outreach Trio -koThed. through the commnity-based Neighborhood Centers
NCA is a long-established community organization. which
has moved from a traditional ethnic settlement program to a, community
participation program dealing with neighborhood problems such as housing
and racial conflicts.
Through the efforts of faculty of the University's
School of Social iJork, who were serving on the Board of NCA, a proposal
was worked' out to share in the efforts to redevelop this community through
the services of graduate students from the school.
Association (FICA) .

-
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Outreach Three, the Student Consultant Project, was conceived by a
group of concerned students in the Graduate School of Business who wanted
to share their expertise and energy with black businessmen.
SCP not only
organized small businessmen workshops and gave direct consulting to businesses, but also helped black businessmen make .better use of services
already available in the community.
The fourth Outreach project represents a program developed within
a University laboratory setting, then moving into an inner-city black
Both the theoretical foundation and the technology of the
school.
Clarifying Environments Laboratory were the products of a member of the
faculty who was anxious to apply his educational innovations to the
children in public schools in poverty areas, Such an undertaking meant
building support within both the neighborhood to be served and in the
school system.
.Thus, the four eutreaTh_ projects represent prograffis encouraged or
implemented by four sectors of the University:
the University administration, from graduate students, and from the faculty in both its academic
and civic involvement roles. . From the community side, the needs expressed
were often very general--"our children get in trouble", "our schools don't
teach", "our businesses can't compete", and "our neighborhoods are
crumbling".

The four cases presented here provide a rich spectrum of the variety
of ways a university and community can interact, both in terms of the
content of their programs and :-heir modes of relationships. The ana1y2is
of these projects has been aided by the institution-building model,
as described in the Introduction of this report.
The brief description of each Operation Outreach project which
follows is a greatly condensed version of longer reports. Readers should
examine the full reports for greater detail.
In this report, the four
cases have been compared in order to gain insights into the problems of
institutionalizing lie modes of relationships between the University and
the urban community and the viability of University based -projects as
an approach to the 'solution of urban problems.

Project Right Start*

Daring the last decade, there has been a great deal of discussion as
to how to close the gap between middle-class America and the economically
and educationally deprived,
Such programs as Head Start seek means to
acquaint children from poverty areas with the tools that help children
when they enter the public schools.
It has been well-established, however,
that many -problems are well developed during the first year of life or are

*Barbara B. Jameson, Project Bight Start, University of Pittsburgh:
University -Urban Interface Program, June, 1973.
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For example,* "the self-esteem of children is
even present at birth.
shaped importantly during the first year of life; an infant's response
to stress is influenced by the nature of his relationship to his parents
or other caretakers; the development of deductive logic in the 18-20
month old infant depends on his prior relationships with these caretakers;
self-determination and self-direction begin to develop as early as six
months; suspicion and distrust begin to take shape during the first year;
initiative and achievement orientation begin during the second year; and
moral judgment"tbkes an important developmental turn during the second
and third years."

Not only has it been-established that.these first three years are
extremely formative, but there also exists the understanding and technical means to detect signs which predict a wide range of behavioral
problems.** Added to thisaare the present advances in detection and
alleviation of forms of functional retardation. Not only has research
developed observational signs_ of socially or physically. .induced behavioral
problems, but also remedial approaches for the treatment .of these problems.***
.

,

The goals of Project Right Start deal with the "development of prevention approaches and early detection systems that focus on three clusters of child-family behavior".**** The first two clusters concern cognitive learning development and the emotional-personality growth of the
child.
The third cluster involves interactional structures, such as
parent-child, extended family-child, or community-child.
The short
range goal of Project Right Start was to find the physical space and the
personnel to work directly with the child and the family, with the
knowledge now available.` The overall goals of the target agency (PRS)
never. changed from its official birth as the Primary PreVention Center
(April, 1970) to its formal institutionalization as a county program.
However, the specific goals of focusing on prevention and in very young
children developed out of more generalized goals of becoming involved
in the problems of luw income black neighborhoods.
Even after the goals became more specified, the leadership saw
Project Right Start as even more than an organization to develop and
practice psychological treatment for children.
At various times explicit
references were made to such goals as professional training, building
University-community reciprocal relations, and developing community
leadership.
The goals of Project Right Start, then, coincide with all

*This material is quoted or paraphrased from ".A. Proposal to
United Family Services, Inc.",Jerome Taylor, July 15, 1971..

**Jerome Taylor, Memo to Mellon Foundation, University of Pittsburgh:
Psychology Department, May 29, 1970.

***Bibliography, May 25, l971--includes basic and applied articles
concerned with component variables and appropriate change strategies.
****Jerome Taylor, from taped "MUIP Outreach Seminar", November 5, 1971.
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three stated University goals of teaching, research, and service. The
emphasis in these three general areas varied with the needs of the project
and with situational strategies.
The specified goals of Project Tight Start emerged out of abstract,
general goals discussed in the University and the-community. The Chancellor
Of the University had gone on record in 1967 ws committing the University
to involvement in urban problems. The assassination of Dr. King in 1968
The
focused the involvement on the problems of low-income black ghettos.
University Psychology Department formed a Racial Justice Committee early
in 1969 with the specific purpose of formulating a policy to recruit
more black faculty and students who might be better able to reach into
Concomitant with the recruiting of more black perthe black community.
sonnel within the University was the Psychology Department's notion of
Such a
-an extension of clinical psychology facilities "into the ghetto.
ans in ghetto problems
facility was' seen as both a means to train clin
and as a way of providing services to the bl k population of Pittsburgh's
Hill District.

During this same period, people in the community, particularly the
Community Mentaa-Health Hill Team and the participants in Project SelfEsteem, were gaining.experience in community problems and knowledge about
current resources which generated new goals for needed community services.
In July of 1969, many goals of the University and the commtnity were
brought together by the appointment of Dr. Taylor as a professor in the
Department of Psychology with special responsibility to develop a clinical
extension center and to' work with the Community. Health Center program.
With Dr. Taylor's arrival on the scene, the'goals began to take
more concrete form. In a report of May, 1970,* Dr. Taylor referred to
the Department of Psychology's effort to intensify the development of
programs "which are relevant to and directly benefit the black innerIn the report, he goes on to'discuss an original plan
city population".
to develop an emergency service for children, which. had to be reappraised
because of lack of sufficient budget to allow for renting space. The
available funds were used to explore the existing resources and to develop
the goals and program for some form of University-community interface
within the basic area of psychology.
The May, 1970 report first discusses
the many meetings with human services agencies and with parents in the
Hill District and with the eventual focus on the problems of very young
children. A quotation from .,;he report illustrates both the evolving
emphasis on "prevention" and the envisioned relationship with the
Psychology Department.
In summary, there exists-the need for a
center that concerns itself with clarifying,._
utilizing, and even developingthose "signs"
or configural aspects of behavior which lead,
towards
establishment of primary aAd senda:.:y

*From J. Taylor to tkie Mellon Foundation. This report was erroneously
directed to Mellon, which was only one of several foundations which had
donated a black grant focused on urban problems. These same ideas were
also sent to members of the Psychology Department, Racial Justice Comt',,ee,
February 11 and February 25, 1970.
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prevention systems and correlated techniques of
effective intervention.
Service, training, and
research would be organized around these ends.
Training would prepare paraprofessionals in
psychology, who would do much of the testing
and assist in all phases of the research, and
University students, who would render service
through direct involvement and who would contribute to substantive and methodological problems through'independent study, masters and
doctoral.t.keses.
Further, it is hoped that, a
formal career-ladder subdoctoral program, comprised of selected clinical experience complemented with meaningful course work developed
within the Department of Psychology,.can be
developed. A sub-committee of the Racial
Justice Committee within. the Department of
'Psychology has already been appointed to
investigate this latter possibility.

The repoz concludes by setting out the possible collaboration of
the proposed extension center with programs within the Department of
Psychology, with the University as a whole, and with Universities outside
of the PittSburgh area.
By-the Fall of 1970, the goals and the perceived way of implementing
these goals had been concretely spelled out in a proposal to Model Cities.
This proposal expanded the-geographic area to.be serviced, because- the
Model Cities area included Oakland.
This expanded territory also implied
the inclusion ofwhite children in the serviced population, and made no
reference to special problems of the'black child. Ina letter to the
director of Model Cities, Dr. Taylor especially emphasized the benefit
of the project to the communities as a whole in addition to individual
children served.
The proposal also focused upon the training of paresprofessionals and the use of University expertise, but makes no mention
of training experience for professionals. In other words, all three
aspects of. University goals are included--teaching, research, and service-but'the teaching aspect is directed toward indigenous workers rather than
University students.
-

.

Another example of how the emphasis on the scope of the goals of
Project Right Start changed in relation to the source of funds (enabling
linkages) being requested was at the point at which the name ''Project
Right Start" came into use (July, 1971). The Model Cities grant was to
be matched three to one with some other monies.. A roposal was made for
state Title IV funding through Family Services. Title IV gran
m Ter.
not interested in mental health projects, so the name "Hill District
Psychology Center for Primary Prevention" appeared to be a liability
in seeking funds from the Title IV source. The new name was not only a
"catchier" title, it made the goal easier to translate to the people
being served ("get babies off to a good start in life").
The new title
also served to keep the planned implemenf:ation of the goals ambiguous
enough that the needs of particular funding agencies could be taken into
account.
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The goals of Project Right Start were in response to an ideological
commitment of the University to become involved in urban problems and
especially in the problems of the 1-income black neighborhoods. .Several
other ideologies also underlay the policy and program implementation of
Project Right Start.
One such ideology is that the staff working with the
people in the neighborhoods Should be, as much as possible, from these
neighborhoods.
The training of indigenous workers becaMe a major activity of'the
project and will. be discussed in the Personnel .section of this analysis.
It should be pointed out now, however, that this "indigenous" ideology
creates a potential conflict with one of the original goals, that of
providing field experience for graduate students in clinical. psycholoy.
A second ideological stance of importance here was that financial control
of the project should be based in the community being served.
This
aspect will be discussed under Resources.
A third ideologidal position relates to the way in which the community
and especially its leaders learn to make use of the University resources.
The project began as a joint enterprise of University and community-based
people.
The community organization evolving from the group of parents
who attended the 1969 discussions with the Hill Team became the focal
point for community involvement in Project Right Start.
The group took
the name "Taking Care of Business" (TCB) (March, 1970), expanded the
membership, and in 1971 submitted a propobal for modest funding.
This
proposal states that "TCB sees itself as an organization that is actionoriented and has determined to not merely promote community awareness
to existing problems, but to become actively involved in providing
solutions to these problems."* Part of the requested funding was to.
cover leadership training sessions. The proposal states:
.

In the organization's effort to
become effective has come the realizationthat the members need technical
leadership training to acquire general
administrative slil1s.in order to facilitate their objectives.
-

Th,? leadership of Project Right Start recognized that it was not
enough simply to express the doctrine that community groups should have
input into or control of programs that effect their lives.
If such
input or control is to be translated into effective action, certain
skills and an understanding of how to make use of available resources
has to be acquired.. Although the goals of the University and the community
may have-common elements, the way in which such an interface attempt might'
be jointly carried out may appear to be quite different depending on
whether one is standing on the University end of the interfacing path or
the community end. An often noted characteristic of lour -- income groups,
both black and white, is the absence of participation in formal organization or an inability to relate to large institutions.
In recent years,

*Proposal for the Developmental Phase for the Community Organization. of
Taking Care of Business, October, 1971
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there has been much activity to attempt to formally organize parts of this
population, such as the Welfare Rights Organization, citizen participation
on the Model Cities' Commissions, and in the lower salaried Ilbor force
movements. However, most of these attempts have experienced great'difficulty in maintaining widespread participation. An added problem-has been
the lack of trust within the black community taeards projects organized
by white institutions.
J major concern of Taylor and the Right Start staff was has;* ,to
support the process of a community group, such as TCB, in working out
arrangements with a large institution such as the University, without
taking over leadership roles. Taylor stayed away from early TCB meetings
in order not to interfere with the development of leadership from within
the group. There was also a concerted effort to include TCB members
at. all stages of Right Start development, such as the choosing of the
paraprofessional staff, the meetings with Model Cities, and discussions
about program needs.
TCB members were also encouraged to broaden the
scope of their organization to include more than an interest in Right
Start. The TCB members met with University personnel involved in other
projects and also concerned themselves with non-University resources.
TCB also made arrangements to be incorporated under state laws, which
would further assure its autonomy from the University relationships.
In the Fall of 1972, a series of workshops .were carried out to provide
TCB with some special leadership and organization skills.

But in general, one would have to evaluate the attempts to ins titutionalize the community group's ways of working with the University as
less than successful.. Most of the TCB active members were especially
busy in that they held fall-time jobs and carried extracurricular civic
responsibilities. Some furthered their formal education during this
period and most o± the active Members benefitted from the experience
of working in TCB. However, in terms of the organization itself,' there
were problems in developing consistent and ongcthig leadership which
could stimulate growth and coordinate the new group. After about two
years of-sporadic activity by TCB (which was particularly intense during
the Model Cities' hearings), Taylor reached the opinion that such groups
really need a full-time person that can devote the time to community
training that he,had devoted to paraprofessional training. Although the
ideology of Project Right Start still supports the community involvement,
the status of such involvement falls short of earlier. expectations.
When Project Right Start became an agency of the county, the nature of
the community involvement with Right Start changed from the once envisioned
control to little more than participation and support. TCB remained as
a potential nucleus for leadership in other projects. However, the eventual realization of this leadership potential is an unknown factor.
:. major ideological stance that community people play a role in the
development and implementation of the project met with only partial success.
Although several active members of TCB contributed a great deal to the
project, the community-based organization has not grown beyond a couple
of dozen persons and the inout into Right. Start has not been consistently
evident. On the other hand, community-based people are carrying out
much of the major Orograth of Right Start, that of the prevention or
early detection of potential problems for children.
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The blueprint for the Right Start program was- speciCied in great
detail in the 1970 proposal. to Model Cities. This Proposal calls for
the services of two types of paraprofessional services (referred to as
"generalists" and "specialists") mho would be recruited from the neighborhoods being served and specially trained. to work with the psychological
problems of the young child. Such training became a Major part of the
program - implementation.
The training per se became part of the innovative aspects of the project, in that not only did teaching techniques
need to be developed, but the content and format of the curriculum was
(and is) being developed as the project proceeded,

It had been planned that a center with an ever-growing case load of
children would be an actuality during the early training period, so that
the new professionals could gain experience with actual cases, under the
guidance of. trained clinicians.
However, slowness in developing the financial base for a physical facility or ongoing staff maintenance reduced the_
In fact, the staff
training and greatly restricted the field experience.
in training had to-participate in the development of financial support and
development of case load.
This led to a. certain amount of confusion
about the roles of the trainees or the division of function among the
staff, the director, and TCB members, However, by 1972, as the financial
base became stabilized, five of the original trainees were able to take
on supervisory roles (Team Leaders) in relation to a new group of trainees.

Viewing the program in relation to three categories of goalsLteaching,
research and service--it appears that all three aspects have been implemented by Project Riqht Start. Although the teaching aspect has focused,
on the training of the new professionals, many students from the Psychology
Department have also been involved in the project. Some of the originallyhired staff- have enrolled in regular UniVersity courses. Several graduate
students in the Department have developed special projects related to
Right Start cases with the Right Start staff.
Besides the research-oriented special projects of the graduate
stdents,. thedevelopMent of the ,curriculum represents a major piece of
academic research. It is hoped that this material will be ready in the
near future for national distribution.
Plans have also been discussed
for an institute to train personnel in child development using the experLence gained in the development of the system.
Opposition or confusion related to Right Start often, stemmed more
from program specific rather than overall goals. Although most people
might agree that "helping little children" was a good thing to do, the
way one defines "helping" can create a fertile ground for battle. This
researcher, for example, found herself challenging the director at one
point as to how "sex appropriate behavior"; which was listed in'a brochure
as one area of concern, might be defined.
Such Questions illustrate the
problem a director must face in deciding how programspecific to be then
communicating about the Services of a program.
On one hand, being too
specific opens the door to constant conflicts which can expend energy
needed to carry out the service. However, if not enough is known Fl4Put
the service, the perspective consumer will not understand the serv;Lce,
some people mill grow suspicious of the unknown, and the programinage
will be so blurred that needed support could be impaired. This last
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point is illustrated by a conversation w-ith a Model Cities' Commissioner
who.ConfUsed Right Start with another- child- oriented project.
The specifics
of the projects were so unclear .to this person that the weaknesses of the
other project were attributed to Right Start.

The most successful aspects of Project Right Start,from a University
Point of view, would appear to be those which evolved naturally from the
types of activity that academicians are trained to carry out--teaching and
research.
Implementing the. other goals has been more.difficult from a
University base. Most academicians have had less experience in organizing
community support, in working with political bodies, or even in defining
new roles for academic departments. .Even though University spokesmen may
voice their commitment for University public service, the allocation of
funds, the priorities of faculty and students, and even their own expertise often work again.st the establishment of public service activity.
There was sometimes confusion about the leadership of Project Right
Start because of the joint role the University and the community.were to
play in the project. Although the University had hired Dr. Taylor as a
professor with special responsibilities to work in the community, there
was no comparable community position, a community organizer with special
responsibility to work with the University. Although Taylor and the
other University staff were committed to the ideology of community leadership in the project, the realities of the situation constantly tipped the
balance toward University-based leadership. In the first place, although
the community people could talk about the Problems, it was usually
University people who were trained to offer the solutions. Also, the
earliest tasks needed academic skills such as program conceptualization
and the writing of formal proposals to funding agencies. Another crucial
task in developing the Project was training a staff to carry out clinical
activity. Again, this called for highly-trained University personnel.
The community leadership not only served on a voluntary basis, .outside of
regular occupations, but most had had little experience in dealing with
-large institutions.
Many TCB members were part of or related to the Mental
Health Hill Team, and there was both overlapping and confusion as to their
Tea role, their TCB role, and their relationship to Project Right Start.
The TCB members were also getting advice from such organizations as
United Family Service, and from some other University-based consultants
which. probably added to the confusion as to leadership roles. in Projc:t
Right Start.
For the first two years of the project, the major base of operations
was located in a University building, which encouraged emphasis on the
University-based leadership. As the program implementation, and eventually
the physical location of the offices moved out to the community, this
emphasis changed. However,it would appear that as the project becomes
established as an ongoing county agency, focused on the clinical aspects
of the program, the role of community people will be more as supporters
and clientelle'builders rather than organizing andpolicy-leaders.
The lack of adequate resources
Taylor's leadership role. Although
trations at having to spend so much
resources and in activity-vhich can

probably served to strengthen Dr.
Taylor at 1-.1.2nes expressed his frus-

of his time in developing funding
be classified as political, in the
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long run these activities gave him a much more thorough knowledge of the
larger community of Pittsburgh and of the local area the project was to
directly serve. Amore affluent and orderly situation might have limited
his perspective to the training and practice aspects which would have
However, making
restricted his first-hand knowledge of the cannunity.
this a planned strategy can be risky, unless the designated leader has
fairly special attributes.
The director of Right Start also carried
norms1. faculty responsibilities, such as course work, student guidance
and endless conoittee meetings. Taylor appears to be blessed wdth. not
only an inordinate amount of academic knowledge but also patience,
little need for rest, and a special sensitivity for listening to community
people. Without this kind of leadership potential, if a University
'fails to allocate adequate funds and make special faculty
program
provisions to support the innovation to at least a stage of reasonable
assessment, it is probably doomed to early extinction.
Five kinds of personnel can be distinguished in Project Right Start:
the paraprofessionals or trainees, the University. students, the faculty,
secretaries, and TCB memibers. If an outsider walked into an office when
all :Live categories of the perSonnel were together, it would be difficult (
to label which category was which. Indeed, there has been a certain
blurring of roles in all except the faculty, moreover, probably some in
the other four categories will eventually perform in that role. Part of
the blurrinP; of roles is due to the fact that several people were actually
involved in more than one of the roles--secretaries and TCB members were
students, some original trainees enrolled in regular classes, and graduate
students were invo3.ved in many of the project activities. Faculty and
TCB members worked together to screen trainee applicants, and everyone
worked to gain commun ty support during the Model Cities' hearings and
discuss, to other potential funding.
Probably, the most evident conflict
among the personnel was in the division between researsh and service
activity. When the program was focused on more academic activity, there
were complaints of no real service action; when the emphasis moved in
the other direction, there were concerns about action without knowledge.
Private foundations supplied the seed money for Project Right Start,
$30,000, half Of it to go toward the director's salary. A memo to
University officials from the Psychology Department says No funds have,
heretore, been expended" is to be internreted as. "the University has not
had to use its regular budget monies for the project".
This tells a
great deal about the problems facing a public service-oriented project
based in the University. Many. such enterprises undertaken during this
period were financed by governmental agencies or private founda.tions.
This not only has complicated the relationships between projects and the
University, but has added financial insecurity to the other woes,. Of
course, funding on University budget allocations, "hard" money is riot an
assurance of financial security, but it does add more assurance that the
merits of continuation will be judged on how a project contributes to
the missions of higher education.
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The director has said that he would not have accepted the offer if
he had known he would be paid solely by "soft" money.
Subsequently, he
has been put on the regular payroll. Major problems from a faculty point
of view in using outside money- for professional-level personnel is the
tenuous position of an appointee if the Panels are withdrawn, the appointees'
relationships to the tenure streara, and an often unspoken inference that
such a person is not "really a part of the faculty".
The University vas supportive of Project Right Start by increasing
space allotments and making loans to the project. The director found,
though, that an inordinate amount of his and the staff and TCB's time
was taken in finding money for the project. The conceptualization of
a fairly grandiose undertaking early in Li;.e.project's history grew out
of the encouragement of many people to seek godel Cities' funds.
At
one Point, the director was advised that the Pittsburgh Model Cities
had large amounts of money to "get rid of" rather quickly and Right
Start submitted a proposal for $600,opo to include facilities, equipment,
and personnel, No such grant was ever made, and after surviving on small
-grants from several sources, our target agency, Right Start, found a
home as an agency of the County Mental Health and Mental Retardation
Programs, housed in a new services center of the Hill District.
Until 1972, when the Right Start was moving toward governmental
status, the director had supported keeping control of funding in the
hands of the community being served. The plans called for a "holding"
company, which would be outside of the formal University structure and
outside of the structure of Project Right Start, to act as paymaster
and accountant.
The rationale for such an arrangement is that, too
often, low resource groups have been made to feel like guinea pigs
in an experiment, or receivers of charity from kindly benefactors.
Thus,
control of funds within some neighborhood agency might help to foster
a sense of personal involvement in local community projects.
The community "holding company" concept lnsings up some interesting
problems for a University. For example, if the funds cover a,cademic
research, how will research directors and the University accounting staff
react to the prospect of having financial control of research funds
placed in the community rather than in the University. The University
(as a whole and department by department) has not only used such grhnts
as a status symbol, but has used the funds as a University resource..
Although Taylor got Support for the plan frm. his Department Chairmank
and University administrators, it was never put into effect and these
questions cannot be answered without experience with an actual situation.
The resource problem in 'university - community projects is-not only the
inadequacy of the resources but a kind of "identity crisis" as to whole
project it is. Project Right Start was initi'ally housed in University
space, used University furniture and equipment, and maintained its
.operation with funds channeled through the University.
Yet, Right Start
was crying todevelop.as a community facility--for and by the community.
The brochures that went to agencies and the neighborhoods stress the
community control.
The Univprsity is mentioned as one of several funding
sources and the stated address is not identified as .a University building.
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any lower-income blacks-appear hesitant
This straterw has many assets.
to "invade" University facilities. :Other groups, such as Model Cities,
have been.suspicious of or outrightly hostile' to University-sponsored
activities. -AA official of a university in another city said his
university took the position that people do not want to be reminded how
much they-own the university.
"We.don't rub their noses in their debt.
And besides, universities create problems, too, not just solve them."
This ambiguity in identity also creates problems, for staff people
no move between. a world of the community and of the University and are
-not really a complete Part of either.

The blueprint for the internal structure for Prwlect Right Start
calls for a director of the services; consultants, staff to carry out
clinical activity, and, clerical personnel.
In fact, as was pointed olt,
in the Personnel section of this report, all persons involved found
themselves in many overlapping functions throughout the development of
the agency.
The organizational structure became primarily identified
with the director, who was the- focal point for tying together academic
aspects of the projecbwith community application. Much of the structure
Evolved from needs introduced through relationships with many external
organilations..

The planning phase of Right Start was funded by a block grant from
several private foundations. The block grant concept itself. added con
fusion in the early phases of the project in terms of accountability.
The director of Right Start submitted a progress report to the Mellon
Foundation, which he had understood had provided the funds: Mellon.
claimed no special responsibility for the project and referred accounta
bility to University officials who had accepted the seed money from
several foundations.
Therefore, a linkage which Right Start thought it
might establish failed to materialize.
The original plans for the
establishment of the Right Start'proL-am financially called for major
federal funding, either through the locally-channeled Model Cities
funds or another federal agency. W,en the Model Citiesfproposal became
bogged, dorm in bureaucratic and political problems, it vas decided to
request interim funds from local sources ratherthan submit a proposal
toa federal agency. This decision was partly based on the need to
apply some .of the director's and staff's time to building the program,
,rather than in meeting the complicated guidelines for federal proposals.
.

'Money from several local community sources .:(PACE, FANN, UFS) and
UUIP allowed the.director to proceed in the hiring and training of
paraprofessionals. Other University funds were made as loans to carry
the project until major funding was forthcoming and.Psychology Department
resources also provide
enabling linkage.
The Title IV funds from
the state opened the de.- for a firm relation with United Family Service
and the eventual establ., .-.)nt of Right Start as a county MIIMR program,,

The Right Start pi&
other communitTagencies.
health agencies, public
phlet that was sent to
general ways. .An.emp

for both direct practice and referral to
J. ht start has worked closely with mental.
.:are, hospitals-and Family Service. A jam1 agencies describes the 'services in -rather
is. put on the need to begin thinking about a
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child's future at the time of conception and that a.whole- community should
be involVed in and benefit from programs to develop mentally healthy
children. Under a section of the pamphlet entitled "who., Runs It?", 'focus
is directed toward the community control of the service. The University
of Pittsburgh is given credit, but in the middle of the paragraph.
The
linkages are given in such a way as to assure community input and support
but to also give the assurance that yell-established institutions, such
as the University and the state and'federal government, also support
Right Start.

The pamphlet that was distributedto.the target neighborhoods (which
are a source of "input",in the form of potential clients) focuses on the
need tor a place to come for help with babies and makes no mention of
any other organization.. The address, Langley Hall, is not named as a
University building.
The strategy would appear to be based on the idea
that the general public is basically, concerned with what an agency can
offer them, but that other agencies need to be assured of the legitimacy
and territorial boundaires of a service. This strategy appears to work
well in that clients have come to Right Start directly from the neighborhoods and through agency referral. However, the main avenue used to
establish good linkage relationships was personal contact narturance and
the information pamphlets were only used as an additional piece of
communication.
Right Start's functional linkages with the University were maintained
not only because the director carried out a service mission for the University,
but also because teaching and research functions were incorporated an a
vital part of Right Start. These latter functions were performed not only
within the boundaries of the project but in graduate courses, Psychology
Department committees, and in child development research publications.
The normative-linkages basically operiap, in the case of Right Start,
with the enabling and functional linkages in that it is with the organizations that supply the funds and perform related functions in the community.
TOB was especially important in the building of an image of concordance
-between community .and Right Start values. Another organization which
added an important linkage at, this point was the United Black Front.
A federation of local organizations established after the 1968 riots to
coordinate the rehabilitatien of the Hill District. UBE' became an
important source of community support and made efforts to facilitate
Right Start's search for physical space and financing.

Project Right Start remained fairly invisible outside of the target
communities.
There were very few articles in the public press and there
was little use of other public media to gain support. The establishing

of linkages was concentrated on direct personal contact with relevant
funding agencies and with those organizations relevant to the target
neighborhoods. In the language of the institution-building model,Very
few diffuse linkages were established.
This relative lack of visibility
carried over into the University itself, where, with feu exceptons
(UUIP, OUCS, the Psychology Department, and a few In related services),
the purpose, or even the name, Right Start, was unknown.

/ Pi/
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Summary and Conclusions
Institutionalization. of. Project Right. Start can be viewed on
two levels. The first focuses on the'specific goal of setting up

a Center to develop preventative approaches-and early detection devices in the area of child development. Right Start did bring
together and train a .staff which is now working directly with families
in the Hill District. The project is currently (1973) an established
county agency, with the potential to expand its services beyond the
originally focused upon Hill District. A major part of the financial
base. will be supplied by or channeled through Allegheny County. This
will allow the Right Start staff to concentrate on program building
rather than program financial survival. Every indication is that
Right Start is institutionalized as-an ongoing service.
The second institutionalization aspect focuses on the modes of
relationship between the University and the minority community. At
this level, Proiect Right Start initiated or encouraged many activities
to build an interaction pattern between these two entities which would
develop better communication.
The Director of Right Start was sensitive to the differences in forms of interaction which are character
istic of these two bodies.
The University has traditionally offered
the services of experts who not only knew the substantive content of
a problem area, but were adept at organization and making use of avail7
Minority community leaders, on the other hand, were
able resources.
aware of vital needs and anxious to solve problems, but usually,lacked
skills to conceptualize the solutions or administer complex organizations.
Therefore,. the University would find itself in a situation
whore its perSonnel was virtually running new programs..
.

Project Right Start did not completelybreek from this pattern.
The necessity for submitting technical research proposals and for
training new professionals focused leadership activity on the Director.
Even though community people were willing to give their time,'there
were many aspects of the Program building which they were unable to'
carry out without further training.
The workshops conducted for TCB
board members was initiated to help fill the gap in administrative skills,
but these were conducted after Right Start was substantially organized.
For the TCB members, Right Start served as a valuable experience in
dealing first hand with complex organizational oblems, but not in
taking major responsibility for building a financial base or an administrative structure to carry out the functions of the agency. To
reiterate the opinion of. Dr. Taylor, in order to insure real minority
community control of its services, intensive training would need to
be conducted in,financial and organization management.
The successful training of indigenous wo :kers in gaining the
skills of the clinical practice aspect of Right Start adds evidence
that such training can bring positive results. Most of the original
trainees now carry supervisory responsibility over new personnel and
are capable of making sound decisions in the contextof their
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occupation. If the project had had another person at Taylor's
level of exprrtice to concommittantly give management training to
the TCB members, Right Start may have been institutionalized as -a
private, local agency (although the financially chaotic welfare
scence might have worked against this under any circumstances).
However, TCB, members now stand as a nucleus of minority community members

whohaexperience and some administrative -skill training to serve
as

for future community organization.

No all forms of interaction need to be symmetrical.
Community
people should not haveto accept the burden of learning "University
ways" in order to communicate and-form viable working relations. Some
traditional interaction patters of low economic communities, (such as
face-to-face communication systems and loosely-knit organization forms)
may complement the relationships between the university and minority
neighborhoods and should not be discouraged when community leaders are
trained to make use of available resources.

The continuity of Right Start has been assured for at least the
near future by the linkage established with the county government.
The location .of the program headquarters in a centrally located service
facility in the Hill District should assure access to clients, both
directly and through other agency referrals.
The University will undoubtedly need to be a part of the program for some time to come as
a valuable resource for the development of theory and practice techniques in helping disadvantaged children become emotionally healthy
adults.
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NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS ASSOCIATION (NCA) SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK PROJECT (SSW)*

In late 1970 two professors of the School of Social Work,
propOSed that IJUIP chronicle SSW's attempt "to undertake a longitudinal urban development effort" on Pittsburgh's North Side. With
the emphasis on the "involvement of neighborhood people", especially
youth, the plan was to apply "extra. resources" of the UniVersity in
a situation where the. Neighborhood Centers Association's (Community)
Chest and 0E0 resources are insufficient. "The goal would be for a
community, organization and a university, jointly and innovatively,
to discover how an important urban community now in turmoil can be
advanced toward comprehensive and equitable renewal." 1.

The following is a report of attempts at implementing that plan
during the. year 1971.

NCA:

History and Socio-Demographic Context: 2

In the 1890's, what is now the Neighborhood Centers Association
(NCA), was established as the Woods Run Settlement House with a 'program emphasis on the Americanization of neW1y arrived immigrants.... As
could be expected, the program emphasis shifted over the years because
of changing urban developments and resident patterns. .NCA'is now the
primary United Fund-Community Chest Neighborhood Development Agency
on Pittsburgh's Northside.... Since the early 1960's, its focus has been
on the development of mechanisms which could redirect services to
community residents from institutions such as schools, hospitals, and
traditional social welfare agencies. The Northside is now considered
by some .to be an area of change and chaos but with enormous opportunity.
Currently and during recent years,.this area of about 84,000
population has been in turmoil from large scale urban renewal projects,
population movements, racial conflict, and the springing up of new institutions.
Public and private investments in a new sports stadium,
public housing, schools, industrial development, a community college,
a shopping center, high-rise apartments, and highway.construction. may
exceed three hundred million dollars;. These investments have done
much to improve life for the people.of the Northside and *Pittsburgh,
generally, but there also have been severe hardships created for many
residents and businessmen
the vast new resources placed in the
Northside have not benefitted all citizens and thus can be considered
a. mixed blessing.
For example, social and economic problems: for many
have been aggravated; large development gaps exist; conflicts among
races, between and among income groups, and between government and
citizens flair up continually.

By Paul C. Shaw and Beverly Lovelace.
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Organizational Objectives

.

3-

The proposal Blueprintmapping or intended performance envisioned the joint. undertaking of a longitudinal urban development
effort on Pittsburgh's Northside by the Neighborhood Centers Association in conjunction with the University of Pittsburgh's School _of
Social Work. The plan was to Supplement NCA's Community Chest and.
0E0 resources with University resources. Through the joint cooperation of the University and NCA, the School of Social Work hoped toaccomplish:
"a new community analysis, lnlcuding chronicling, recording,',and evaluation; a reassessment of needs; a testing of new
projects and services; and a persistent attempt to innovate." The
proposed steps to complete this goal include:
"(1) Involve i'orthside residents in the joint effort, with emphasis on youth; (2) pocument and analyze the social forces at work on the Northside;
(3) Choose and launch priority areas for demonstration action projects;"
(4) Simultaneously develop a comprehensive social development plan for
the Northside; (5) Chronicle,. record, evaluate."
The proposal, in effect, did not specify the projects to be
developed (or attempted) nor the operational plan for implementation.
It did suggest some general topics for program' development, but
presented these as tentative; i.e., the proposal stated:
"These programs might concern such matters as housing, police-community relations,
neighborhood government, education, communications, civic education,
and the like."
Still the 'proposal, even though. it was nonspecific regarding
prgrams and implementation, was an attractive candidate for UUIP
monitoring. The Northside is an interesting area for research because of its diverse population, both in terms.of SES and ethnicity,
and because it harbors those ubiquitous urban pathologies whichseem
to abound in cities today. In-other words, the Northside is potentially
an excellent demonstration area.
It is small enough to he a manageable
research and social program service area and large enough to have
immense diversity. Some examples of its diversity:
although NCA is
located in the Manchester section which is predominantly black and
low income, the Northside. also includes the Central Northside which
is a racially mixed, low and middle income section; the East Northside
is predominantly white and blue collar; and the Allegheny Center area
consists of upper income apartments and townhouse's.,

Further, because funding was being sought for the full implementation of a joint University-NCA development effort it is natural that
the proposal details were not elaborated. in addition, the proposal
program goals held promise of close congruence with the University's
evolving sense of an urban mission.
For example, the Chancellor's
Report for 1970, stated that the University's priority objectives
"includes humanizing and making more habitable the urban environment,"
Moreover, "the University is also concerned with how to make University
resources available to the. community in such a way that the community's
needs are met and the institution's primary functions of teaching and
research. are severed.
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The Plan In Action (Operations Nappin:

Performance and Output):

During the first half of 1971, four SSW students were assigned
field 'placements at NCA.
Each selected a project that was designed
to be compatible with the Proposal.
One student worked on a plan fpr

a grocery cooperative to service residents of a high-rise for the eld-erly; a second attempted to oronizatc a compensatory education project
for children attending a local elementary school; a third tried to
initiate a'program of venereal disease prevention and education for
Northside teenagers; and a fourth worked in the general area of
community development on the East Northside.
Although generally compatible with the Proposal in actuality
the projects were only very"loosely tied to the. University.
The
grocery coop, for example, used the Oakland Co-op as-a.model, but the
Oakland Co-op 'is a venture started and maintained by a small core of
faculty and_ students; the compensatory education project was lOosely
modeled after O. K..Moore's Clarifying Environments design;* and the
venereal disease project attempted to organize and apply some staff
and resources from the Graduate School of Public Health.
Although the tudents did not succeed in marshalling University
resources to meet particular community needs they did identify
community needs and potential resources for addressing those needs.
Thus, the projects were instructive re the students' learning and that
is perhaps all that can be expected of pilot projects during the early
or "shakedown ° months of proposal implementation.
The students were
asked to analyze the agency-community setting an! then to devise -projects that would relate University resources to comMunity needs. The
students collected a number of perspectives which: delineated needs,
suggested what needed to be done regarding problem resolution and the
feasibility of the projects.
The next stage--L-the Planning of projects- was completed by only one of the students, but she did,00t reach the
final stage of organizing the project's implementation.

However, the field instructor did not view the efforts as successful, even though the students wpre working under a number of handicaps
For one, NCA was wjthout an executive director during the first twothirds of the field placement session, therefore. staff were preoccupied
with the selection of the director and with maintaining existing programs with little Or no interest in ititiating new projects.
Thus,
the'student efforts had only minimal direction and staff support; -there
was simply, no one to "take charge". In other words, there was a
leadership void at NCA.
And perhaps an analogous void at SSW, where
a.search was being made for a new Dean. The lesson suggested by this
experience seems to be: a successful student effort must have staff/
agency 'support, and the agency Must have sufficient and necessary
leadership that would permit it to incorporate and support the student
projects; that is, the agency's staff activities must be congruent with
planned student activities.

*A program in which new educational theories and technologies arc
used with inner city school children.
For a full ditZifSsion of CEL
see
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In addition, the first student group; in attempting to carry
out the proposal's intent, was comprised of first year graduate
students on their first. placement experience.
The second group of students made no attempt at proposal implementation but were quickly integrated into NCA's staff. Student projects
were devised which were consistent with NCA program goals an closely
related to, and compatible mith, the activities of the permanent staff.
Even though Lite general proposal goal of community development was consstent with NCA's program goals, the new Executive Director was not
interested in draining upon University rescrc,.!s other.than in.the'form
of student placements.

.

.Where the first group of students received guarded praise from
This suggests
NCI staff, the second were accorded laudatory comnents.
that for a student field placement to be viewed ,as sdccessful by the
agency (and presumably the students) there should be a close congruence
between agency and student' activities or projects, thereby resulting
in the students being integrated into the staff.
That the students function as staff is the preference of the
Be believes that for studentS to be sciful
executive director of NCA.
to the agency they must be utilized as regular staff, and accordingly,
they are treated as such. The executive Director believes he must
have a "free hand" in assigning students to projects; the determination
of hoW.hey are to be. used must be his. To have full discretion in
using extra staff is, of course, the preference of administrators
everywhere.
If, however, students are treated as and function as staff members,
then they may be placed in a dissonant situation, i.e., a position of
conflicting loyalties. The students that we interviewed felt more like
staff members rather than part-time apprentices.
The School of. Social_ Work's acceptance of and satisfaction. with

the field placement experiencein the light of agency treatment and
student acceptance of an agency staff roleis probably due to SSW's
thorough/comprehensive placement procedure. For example, the Community
Organization, Planning and Administration (COPA) section .of SSW has
'prepared a compreshensive "ManUal of Field Instruction". Once an
agency has accepted a student, the COPA director of field instruction
draws up a "letter of agreement" setting out the "Professional7level
responsibility to be assigned to the student by the organization".
The COPA director of field instruction is also responsible for monitoring'eachfield placement. And the field instructor assigned to each
student, while usually an agency employee, is also a quasi-faculty
member in that,the instructor grades and evaluates the student's performance and receives some University fringe benefits (e.g., reduced
tuition should they wish to enroll in University courses).
However, in 1971 (the year of proposal inception) SSW was in the
process of re-evaluating field placement procedures and further it was
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not until-late in the year that SSW developed the position of Field
Placement Director. Thus, during most of the proposal year, there
existed a very loose arrangement between SSW and NCA.
In particular,
there was no letter of agreement between NCA and SSW regarding use of
students; the practice was to give .agencies, etc., vide discretion' in
their use of students.
Thus, NCA is satisfied with field placement students because the
students provide needed and reasonably competent: staff support. The
executive director of NCA reported that lie could use additional students but could only afford to pay for one. Professionally-trained
students provide an important resource for NCA because at this writing,
The use
only four of thirty-three NCA staffers have college degrees.
of indigenous non-degree personnel is the preference of the executive
director, but nevertheless highlight the potential demand for social
'work profes.sions-:-a resource provided by field placement students.
Performance Variables (Axes of Mapping)
While the _goals of NCA are identical with the SSW proposal, that
is, the social redevelopment of the North Sidearea served by NCA,
there was..no programmatic commitment on the part of NCA to apply or
use University.resources--other than in the form of field placement
studentsip;agency redevelopment efforts. Of course, the University
has no expressed gOal of community development and change. .At the
time the first group of students were assigned to'NCA, the agency
After the
was in the process of recruiting an executive director.
director assumed the agency's leadership position. in March of 1971,
his concern was with agency programs primarily, and only incidentally
with using students to develop plans for applying University resources
to community needs.
The students were, however, valuable to the
director and were quickly integrated into the NCA -staff.
.

The implementation of the proposal was hampered by a lack of
NCA leadership, first. because of. the absence of a permanent executive
director, and secondly because the uses of students as suggested by
the proposal did not conform to the new director's program plans. At
the time the proposal was accepted by NCA there were several members

of the NCA Board's ExecutiveComm4tee.who were indifferent to the
proposal and one who was-opposed to it. 'Primarily because of these
feelings on the part of the EXecutive Committee -members, the general
unaware of the proposal, and wren the present Executive
,hoard was
Director was hired, the Executive Committee did not encourage him to
implement the proposal. In other words,.the Social Work plan for
collaboration with the University was diluted because no one felt the
need to push.

The field placement instructor, the students' supervisor and
liaison. with the University , was partly responsible for the failure
Yet,'
of NCA to use the students in ways suggested by the proposal.
the field instructor is relatively powerless vis-a-vis the director
and therefore should not be held responsible for the-lack of proposal
implementation.
.
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She should be credited with making the best of a difficult situation.
because all placements were concluded.
It is difficult to visualize
the field instructor making assignments to students that were contrary
to the director's wishes.
Further, at the beginning of the proposal
year (1971) the field instructor was the only professionally trained
staff member at NCA. All other staff were indigenous, non-degreed,
several had been recently fired and others were job-hunting. Thus,
NCA staff were primarily concerned with the recruitment of an
Executive Director and their own future; The other major personnel
involved in the project were the field placement students.
Primary
University resource contribution, on a continuing basis, is the field
placement student.* During the year 1971, however, UUIP provided funds
for.the field placement instructor and four students as a means of
researching the7implementation of the proposal.
NCA resources also
are used for payment. of field placement students and thus determinesthe number of students accepted by NCA in, the absence of outside- support.
Moreover, a basic question remains as eo whether the University is
really a resource.to the community except in context of classroom teaching.
There is an absence of University incentive to promote faculty
assistance to ne.community,.(althongh, Socy4 Work faculty do receive,
in lieu of publishing, consideration f.c5r community service)thus, the
University is a resource to the community only; to the extent they (the
community) can pay for Univerity-facUlty services.
Linkages

NCA might be able to fulfill its goals and objectives without the
additiOn of University resources. However, in terms of the field placement process the University is really not giving anything to NCA because SSW must have placements for its students, in other words there
is a mutual benefit or reciprocal need. At best, it is a mutuallySome believe, however, that students might
beneficial arrangement.
he "turned back" on the Univers ty to change it so that it would relate
better. to community needs.
MA's role is to identify community needs,
find the appropriate resource and try to arrange a merger of the two.
But, if a potential resource is not willing to respond, NCA does not
have the power to force a response. Thus, the onus rests with tl.;7k
resource (institution) to change if it is to aid or provide services
to the community.
FOOTNOTES
Quotations are from:
Jim-Cunningham. and John Conley, "Proposal
for Joint Urban Development effort by Neighborhood Centers. Associationand the School of Social:Work of the University of Pittsburgh, t be
carried out on the'Northside of Pittsburgh."
1.

This section draws heavily upon a memo "A Brief History of Neighborhood Centers Association" prepared by Beverly Lovelace, and Jim
Cunningham's and John Conley's .''Proposal for Joint Urban Development
Effort by Neighborhood Centers Association and the School of Social
Work of the University of Pittsburgh, to'be Carried Out on the
Northside ofPittsburgh."
2.

This section is a selective summary of the Proposal-cited in
footnote 1,
*Also see Michael Sugg, Il?21prations In ExperientjalLearning -Part II
(U. of Pgh.,UUTP,Nay 1973),p.p.40 43 for the results of survey of
experientinl:learning at Pitt.
3.
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SCP known to the community and recruiting clients to receive consultant services.
The projeCt also received assists in several ways
from University. offices, particularly the newly established University
Office of Urban and Community Services. From the outset. the project
was wellreceived in .the community, and during its first year, even
before'the formal organizational structure was finalized, thirty-three
students went info the community to provide techniCal assistance to
minority businessmen.

.

The first. year also entailed appointing students to fulfill the
special organizational tasks for the project which had been.specified
in the charter.
In May, 1970, a Board of Directors,met- formally for
the first time.
The members of the board were recruited from both the
University and the community. They served as advisors
both internal
and external matters, and also helped to widen community support, and
bring in new clients.
The Board has continued to fulfill these functions in subsequent years.
SCP has also continued to recruit successfully from the student population. Yearly recruitment is necessary
since most graduate students on the project are in the M.A. program
in the business-school, and this program only lasts for one year. The
yearly turnover causes understandable problems in continuity which are
mitigated mainly by the presence of Tita who is in the- much longer
doctoral program.

The School of Business, and especially the Dean, has demonstrated
support by providing the project.with an office -and a part-time
secretary.
However, SCP has never become. an established part of the
school budget, in-part because the school has its own budgetary constraints.
For this reason, SCP has had to seek outside funding on its
activities, including monies to remunerate student consultants for
transportation and other expenses. Outside funding has.been obtained
principally from Community Action Pittsburgh and the Small Businessmen's
Association. Although these funds have been sufficient to keep the
project going, they have never reached the level -of providing for a
permanent, paid full-time director.for the project. The creation of
such a post seems to project members- highly desirable in view of both
the turn-over in the graduate student population and the academic
demands on student time which limit the number of hours they can spend
on activity considered "extra curricular" by the school.
.

.

During its- operations, the Student Consultant Project has been involved, primarily with client-centered activities. Thousands of hours
have been spent in individual consulting setvices to black businessmen.
Activities have also included representing businessMen in securing loans,
holding bookkeeping and marketing seminars, helping with,a research
survey of local businessmen, aiding other colleges to set up their own
student consultant projects-, and trying to form credit unions.

Because of the recognition that the ghetto economy is dependent
on other parts of the larger economy, SCP has held a series of annual
Small Businessmen's Nights to bring various cements of the community
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together and put ghetto clients into contact with others who might
be helpful to them. The Small BusinesSmen's Nights were attended by
representatives of =Local banks, the Pittsburgh police, the Allegheny
Conference on Community Development, the University of Pittsburgh. 'a
number of small businesses, and various governmental and social agencies.
The meetings seem to have accomplished their purpose since they i-srovided
an arena for an exchange of views and also some useful outcomes for
participants.
The project has managed its many efforts with what must be con sidered rather marginal organizational and monetary resources. 'In
1973, after more than four years, the Student Consultant Project, in
spite of,praise from clients, the mass media, and other sources, still
cannot be said to have a. permanent base. The accomplishrients and
difficulties experienced throughout the project's history will be"in-,
tegrated in a descriptive analysis derived from University-Urban
Interface Program Research.
.

i....!scriptive Analysis of the Student Consultant Protect

The research oh the Student Consultant Project was based on regular interviews with the chairraan/directot and with other students
involved in the project.
Interviews were also conducted With faculty
and administrators in the .business school (particularly Professors
Robert Perloff and Michael Koleda who have been the most involved'
faculty members). Interview data has been supplemented by participant
observation at project meetings, formal documents.emanating from the
project and from the business school, access to project records, media
accounts of project activities, and other sources. "The.Project has
been monitored since 1970, the'second year of its operations., The
analysis below relies'on the major institution-building variables to
bring together aspects of the process of implementing the project.
-

The Student Consultant Project has "been most successful in establishing normative linkages with the community which proVided clients
andwarm support; in recruiting student personnel to fulfill consulting
and administrative roles; and in having dedicated, sustained leadrSliia
from its chairman. /director.
Tita and his co-workerS chose to woi:k
through established agencies and officeS iii the community and the
university. The project never attempted to recruit its own clients.
In this manner, project leaders avoided any conflict, for they carefully
explained project goals to others concerned with the ghetto areas,
gained acceptance for providing consulting services, and relied on
existing agencies to refer clients to them,. Since from very early in
the project's history, there were always more than a sufficient number
of clients desiring available services, community support for the.project seems evident. Thefilass media, too, have provided,a.most favor-'
able press. What problems .have arisen with individual clients have had:
to do more with organizational difficulties which will .be recounted
later.

.
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Since student involvement has been vital to the implementation
and continuation of the project add since students attend the M.A.
program for one year only, the ability to provide continuity in proEvery year, at least twenty-five
ject activities has been impressive.
percent of the graduate students-in the business school have become
But students are under a very heavy load.
involved in the project.
They carry a full-time academic program and often must work part-time
on the side. In the first year of the project students even. paid
their own expenses incurred in SCP activity, although in subsequent.
years some remuneration was made available. .The demands on the student consultants caused internal. organizational problems which have
not yet been resolved.
Some of the students have been asked not only
to fulfill consilltant roles but to be responsible for defining and
coordinating activities. Given the demands on student time and the
high turnover in the student population, it has been difficult to
fill these roles adequately. This deficiency has led to gips in the
In turn, there has been sone duplicarecording and reporting area.
tion of services to clients and an' occasional time lapse in the.proVision of services which was not simply due to the demands on
personnel. A more overriding problem has been that it is very
difficult to provide. an accurate record of services rendered which
would be good for project image and continuity under these conditions.

The organizational problems are directly related to a deficiency
in resources which has made it impossible to-retain paid administrative
personnel. StUdent consultants provided the Manpower to donate consulting services in -the community but very little else. The chairman/
director has filled some of the administrative gaps, and has also
spent much of his time looking for-additional resources. The University
was able to provide. little in the way of direct funds,- but did help in
pointing the way to possible outside sources. Community agencies were
willing' to offer some monies, but, in spite of the general enthusiasm
for the project, suffered their own budgetary constraints which meant that these monies were insufficient for project needs. The Board of
Directors was not chosen for fund -- raising abilities. Given all the
other responsibilities of SCP, there was little time or talent to undertake the elaborate proposal efforts deeded to acquire larz,,e grants.
From this point of view, the enabling linkages for the project were
not effectively mobilized.
While faculty personnel had some inputs in terms of information
and advice in this area, they too had their own time allocations and
interests which prevented more intensive involvement. Originally, it
was hoped that faculty would make contributions in terms of designing
and carrying out research in the black economy area. But although the
goals and program of SCP carried an ideological. appeal, the faculty
believed that there were not sufficient rewards for research in this
Nor does the business school offer motivation for becoming inarea.
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volved in offering services to.minorities. Faculty members,re not
freed from other duties or offered remuneration for any inputs they
might make into such activities. Also the school had no historical
involvement with "experiential learning" or community placement programs for students. No acceptable way was found for faculty to award
course credit for student consultant activities, and, as mentioned
before, some faculty were even against such activities because they
might interfere with academic responsibilities.
Although the business school was able to provide some facilities,
even here project leaders often had to appeal to outside sources for
space and equipment for their seminars and other meetings.. -In a sense,
this was a functional exchange, for the agencies appealed to desired
the services offered and were willing to supply the requisite facilities..
However, the necessity to move to.space outside of the University
and to coordinate activities in a different area, with different people;
produced further organizational strains on project ,a_rso eel.

The Student Consultant Project, then, was organized and implemented
at a time when the. University was favoring the facials of community service which were articulated in the SCP charter.
University support
was helpful in a number of ways but totally, inadequate to underwriteproject programs.
Excellent relations were established betWeen project,

personnel and the population targeted for services.- Working through
established agencies protected the project from accusations of "moving
in on someone else's territory".
This approach also quickly provided
the project with a moret-han adequate client market for services.
Using graduate students co provide technical aid to minority businessmen, however, is not simply a matter of enlisting students and finding
clients to whom they can provide services; Rather a complex. system of
record keeping, reporting, and matching is involved. Given the circumstances of the students, this is not readily available without
trained paid personnel. Although project leadership was remarkably
good, too-many duties fell to a few individuals. This was particularly
true for Tita, the chairman/director. Adequate project funding, organizational strength, and continuity remain problems for SCP.
It
has not been absorbed into the business school on any firm basis-either in terms of funding or curriculum acceptance. The future appears
to hold a continued round of searching for funding and pressing for
more -,:cognition in the business school.
At this point, it is very
difficult to imagine that the project will continue to survive at anything like its present level should -Tita, on completing his doctorate,
leave Pitt.
Yet, as has been documented before, the accomplishments of those
working on the project are considerable and well-received. That they
had not brought forth monetary and other resources at the level required and on a permanent basis seems in large part due to the inereas
ing budgetary constraints felt both in the University and on social
agencies in tha community. At the same time,'had the project been able
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to avail itself of just one trained person to handle the fiscal
problem, many of the other insufficiencies in project organization
and personnel might well have been solved simply because it was
possible to find more money. The dedication of. Tita and the other
involved graduate students and the help-of:agencies in the community
and.some administrators and faculty in the Uniwrsity has produced
Howf- a1 effort. which quite evidently meets a .real community need
ever, governmental support for both university, and social agency
Unless
programs for minorities seems to be significantly declining.
nev sources of funding can be found, projects like SCP, regardless
of worth, may have to be abandoned.
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The Clarifying Environments Program"

One of the major problems encountered in an urban area is the
inability of the public school system to provide the kind of training
in basic learning skills which meet the special needs of children
from economically deprived neighborhoods.
The children from these
neighborhoods often leave school ill-equipped to participate in a complex society. "The road ahead may lead to adult dependency,' chronic
unemployment or at best a series of jobs with low wages, and,another
replication of the cycle of poverty."**

The Clarifying Environments Program is an innovative program
focusing on learning processes and educational environments. CEP
was introduced in Pittsburgh when its developer, Dr. Moore, came to
the University in 1965.
While at Yale University, D. Moore had begun.
work on a 20-year research and development plan and. had set up and
directed four "Clarifying Environments Laboratories" which included
his specially designed equipment.
The innovative learning tools and
laboratories developcd.byDr. Mobre have been put to use particularly
for the improvement of education for members of disadvantaged groups.
Dr, Moore defines a Clarifying Environment as an educational
environment "aimed to make the student clear about what he is doing,
and more. generally, what is going on".***
It is so structured as to
allow the learner to work. at his own pace, provide immediate feedback
about the results of his efforts and increase the likelihood of
achieving success in whatever task iS undertaken."'"
A typical Clarifying Environments Laboratory (CEL) contains
several small booths where the children learn individually or with the,
help of a trained person and two or three larger rooms which are used
for special group activity.
The CEL is equipped with typewriters,
tape recorders, a filmstrip machine, a desk -top computer, and a
"talking typewrier". The latter was designed by Dr. Moore and is

*Liva Jacoby, The Clarifying Environments Program: A Case Study
of a University "Outreach" Project.
University of Pittsburgh:
UniversityUrban Interface Program, June, 1973 (full report)
.

**Walter Hudson, Project Breakthrough, Chicago:
ment of Public Aid, August, 1969, page 5.

Cook County Depart-

***O.. K..Moore and A. Anderson, Some Principles for the Design of
Clarifying Educational Environments, Handbook of Socialization Theory
and Research, D. Coslin; (ed.), Chicago:
Rand McNally Co,, 1969.

"**For sources on the theoretical background of CEP, see "References".
in full report.

being used in various educational settings throughout the world. Children
ranging from pre- school to third grade are taught reading, spelling,
typing and math.
A'component of black history called "Black Excellence"
has been added to labs operating in ghetto schools. Evh student
attends thelab.for half an hour daily, Dr. Moore has developed new
supervisory and evaluative techniques to use for measuring the effects
For example, the Bell Pictui'cphone
of the program on the children.
is being used innovat:vely as a supervisory tool. It. is Dr. Moore's
belief that exposure. to a Clarifying Environment for the first five
years of a child's education will Provide him with a soli.d background
of basic skills and thus enhance his academic-achievement and self-'
esteem.
This, in turn, according to Dr. Moore, will make him better
rrepared to confront intellectual challenges and to improve his life
in a complex society.
.

Dr. Moore joined the Pitt. faculty of the Philosophy of Science
Center and the Psychology Department. He also became a research
associate in. the University's. Learning Research and Development Center
(LRDC).
The implementation of a laboratory was being planne.within
the framework. of LRDC through which funds from USOE-and the Responsive
Environments Foundation Inc, (REF)* wore transmitted.. In planning for
the laboratory, Dr. Moore was in contact with the Acting Superintendent
of Schools, whose orientation included a focus on no pre-school programs and who had expressed interest in CEP. Through an agreement'
between Dr. Moore and the Board's Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum
and Instruction, the decision was made to select nursery school children
from a black elementary school to attend a GEL. A lab was opened in
1968 in the University's Social Science Building for children attending
This school was selected because its children come
Letsche School.
from the most economically-deprived homes in -the city. 'lit is located
in Pittsburgh's black ghetto area--"the Hill"--and is attended by
Parents of the children who were to attend
approximately 170 children.
the lab were invited to information meetings.

Plans to introduce the program in the community Materialized when
in January, 1972, a CEL was set up in Letsche School. itself.
Nursery
school, kindergarten and first grade children, who were 'attending the
lab at the University, were transferred to the new lab and joined by
a new nursery school group in the Fall of 1972. Major funding for the
Letsche Lab was through the Pittsburgh Model Cities.PrograM and two
private foundations (Hillman and Mellon) with the Board of Education
It was Dr. Moore's aim to train indigenous
acting as contracting agency.
Until the opening .of the Letsche Lab,
people-to work in his labs.
CEP staff had consisted of thre paraprofessionals (black), twa of
whom were trained to be lab supervisors, two University graduate
students (white), one administrative assistant (black) Dr. Moore, and
his wife, who was the assistant director. Model Cities. funds were
used for expanding the program by hiring seven community residents to
,

*kim,,,ive Environments Foundation Inc. was established. in 1962
apply knowledge gained in the social-scienees and in the mathematical disciplines to the improvement of education". Dr. Moore is
a founder and.Board member.

he trained as naraprofessionals.
Model Cities also funded the construction of a second CEL in Letsche School, to provide for pupils from two
neighboring schools, who were to be bussed to that Lab.
It had been
Dr. Moore's plan to train high school students to -assist in a CEL as
part of their Family and Personal Development class. A program was
started with the high school students from the same district as Letsche
School, but the program had to be. discontinued due to lack of cooperation
from the high school's administration.
.

In the Summer of 1971, an evaluation of CEP was completed by the
Research Office of the Board of Education. The results failed to show
any significant differences in academic achievement between the experimental and the control group. CEP staff and their consultants who studied
the methods andresults of the evaluation; found several basic inadequacies
and termed the study invalid. A controversy arose around the issne of
the evaluation and affected the relationship between Dr. Moore and Board..
officials.
Later, the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Instruction declared the study invalid.
In February, 1972, funds to all Pittsburgh'Mod61 Cities-supported
programs, including CEP were suspended, due to a delay in HUD appropriations. The Letsche Lab closed for six -weeks. .Negotiations held
with Dr. Moohe, Board and Model Cities officials revealed an unwillingness on the part of Model Cities to continue financial support of CEP.
The Lab reopened when Dr. Moore assured the Board that the Lab could
operate without the seven paraprofessionals paid by Model Cities.
The construction of the second lab at Letsche had to be terminated,
however.
Concurrently, construction started of a CEL in a. white elementary
school--Schiller Schoollocated in an area economically comparable
to that of LetsChe School. The Mellon contract stipulated the setting
up .of this lab.
Dr. Moore arranged information meetings with parents
of all children who were to attend the planned laboratories and the
School-prinicpals.
In the Fall of 1972, the Schiller Lab opened to
include children from pre-school and kindergarten grades. They have
been instructed by primarily two assistants from the Letsche Lab.
During the past school year, children up through third grade have
attended the Letsche Lab on a regular basis.

The validity of a second evaluation of CEP, undertaken by the
Board's Research Office between February and June, 1972, was also
questioned since the exposure time for the children was only one and
a half months, due to the closing of the lab for six weekS during that
period.
As the 1972-73 school year represented the close of the five-year
period of CEP operations with Letsche children, and. not much reliable
data on the program existed, an evaluation committee was set up under
the auspices of the Board's Office of Curriculum and instruction to
review all available data,on CEP. The recommendation called for the
'continuation of CEP at Letsche for one year during which time "careful
research" should be done on the program.
Before the Board Superintendent
had reacted to the recommendation, Dr. Moore notified the Board of the
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withdrawal of CEP from'Schiller and Letschc Schools. CEP operations.
will continue within the University at the Lab in the Social. Science
Building, where much of the work will be centered around research.

Descriptive Analysis of the Clarifying Environments Program
UUIP's research on the Clarifying Environments Program have
extended over a period of two years (3971-72). Data has been gathered
through numerous interviews with Dr. Moore and other project members,
as well as with individuals and representatives of organizations.
connected with CEP.
One CEP staff member submitted periodic report's
about CEP activities and a more comprehensive report on the program
was furnished by another staff member. Participant observation, project
memos, proposals, published articles, and correspondence provided
additional information. Host of the collected information refers to
CEP's development at Letsche School. The research focus has been on
the transition of CEP froWthe University setting to the less controlled
environment of the community.
Within this research focus, we have
studied the relationship that emerged. betweon CEP, the University,
and the community (for example, the Board of Education, the Model Cities
Agency, private foundations, community organizations, and citizens).
The analysis below will focus on the more salientfactors which have
facilitated or impeded the program's implementation process in Pittsburgh.
The factual basis is complex and an emphasis is placed on the "imagemapping" as part of the general institution-building framework.
In TT. Moore's words, the long-range goal of the Clarifying Environ"is to create an experimentally grounded theory of
human problem-solving and social interaction."* The focus is on research
and is compatible with the University's commitment to research and
development, as exemplified. by LRDC specifically within the area of
education.
ments Pr.og-,am

To reach theabove-mentionod goal, 1)r. Moore works on the 'design
of equipment and protedures in accordance with the emerging principles
of theory, both to facilitate the testing of our theoretical constructions and for the sake of making educational application for pressing
social problems."':*

In Pittsburgh, Dr. Moore has focused his work on the improvement of
educational environments for members of disadvantaged backgrounds by
first setting up a Clarifying Environments Laboratory.at the University
and then by transferring the program to two schools in economically
deprived areas of the city. Thus, the program became a University
resource channeled directly into the conmunity to serve-clients.
In
this service-oriented respect,. the program was also compatible with

*O. K. Moore, "The Clarifying Environments Program," Educationa]
Technology, 1971.

**Ibid.
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Pit is commitment to "a higher order of public responsibility."* The
goals and values of CEP and the University thus corresponded in such a
way that a normative linkage was established. The University provided
space and LRDC supplied part of the funds for the lab in. the Social
Science Building.
Another normative linkage developed with the Board of Education
whose Acting Superintendent cncouraQed experimental innovation programs.
"nle Board's objectives to improve education generally and for children
from disadvantaged backgrounds specifically cooresponded to-CEP goals
and those of the local. Model Cities Program, which entered into a contract
to financially support CEP operations. Thus, a three-way enabling.
linkage was established between Model Cities, the Board of Education
arid CEP.

Implicit in Dr. Moore's goals was the involvement of parents in
their children's learning process in order to activate and encourage
their interest in learning--both for themselves and their children.
Before the opening of each lab, parents of-the children who were to
attend, were invited to information meetings, together with the school
principals.
In the attempt to elicit grassroots support,. efforts
were made-by Dr. Moore to meet the parents "on their own- ground ":
Various social events took place in the community, some organized by
CEP staff, some in which they only participated. Parents' support of
CEP was manifested through their concrete actions during the crisis
period in 1972 when the lab closed. The normative support of a group
of black leaders was als established at the program's inception.
Dr. Moore underscored the importance for the operation of his
program of the positive relations with this grassroot segment of the
community, as he perceived some influential black leaders produce a
hostile environment: Dr. Moore and other CEP staff members reported on
frequent. telephone and physical threats, which they believe emanated
from "far leftist" black group leaders, some of whom- were based in the
Uniersity. Moore perceived this partly as a conflict of goals. He
felt the "leftist" leaders were opposed to improving an old system
they considered unjust, preferring instead to create a new.system.
He also connected the opposition. to conflicts of power aid problems
of a racial nature.
Dr,Moore; as CEP developer and director, executed
strong and visible leadership_ in all areas of program operation.
He has
trained staff, supervised lab operations, and been the prime developer
of theories and design.
In a role of academic entrepreneur, he personally
has mobilized. almost the entire amount of resources for the program.
Characteristic.of Dr. Moore's entrepreneurial role has been his efforts
to bring grassroot leaders
and upper echelon groups closer together.
In this way, he has built up an extensive network of diffuse linkages
with the business community, the media and private foundations,---much
of which has provided the program with different kinds of resources.
As has been mentioned large grants for CEP were received, for example,
from the Hillman, Mellon, and Jack and Jill of American Foundations.
Dr. Moore believed the opposing black leaders were against" hi-s
connection with what they considered the "establishment" and also
resented his direct action in a ghetto community. Dr.Moore speculated
that the opposing groups influenced representatives of the Board of

*"Report of the Chancellor, 1970," Pitt Magazine, No. 4 (Winter, 1970.
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Education and Model Cities in a negative direction. Pacts and perceptions became somewhat blended in the linkage network that developed
around CEP.
Undoubtedly, friction with linkage organizations, developed
due to a combination of various factors, Dr. MOOTOIS independent
leadership style .being only one.

The.enabling-linkages between CEP, LRDC, the Board, and Model Cities
made possible the translation of CEP goals into program.
Each year,
another class of Letsche pupils entered the "Clarifying Environment''
in the basement of their school to participate in the program.
1n 1971,
the construction was started on a second Lab at Letscho and another at
Schiller, located in a primarily white community. The lab located in
the Social Science -Building was being used for programs for gifted and
deaf children and for the preparation of a testing and evaluation .
center.
Concurrent with' these program developments, certain changes
and problems occurred within each of the major enabling linkage organizations, the combination of which was a further detriment to the programs
operations and future with the Pittsburgh school system.
A shift of focus within LRDC's research activities led to an organization change whereby project activities became more integrated. and
management more centralized.
Dr. Moore found it impractical to be part
of this integration, whereas LRDC representatives perceived Dr, Moore's
attitude as an-unwillingness to cooperate and felt he was "using" LRDC
as a funding agency. These conflicting perceptions led to a deterioration in working relations between Dr. Moore and LRDC scholars, with
the result that funds and bookkeeping services were withdrawn i.n 1971.
He then had to engage in further fund-raising.
The program was aligned
with the Sociology Department, in which Dr. Moore had held a position
since 1966, and which he saw as more compatible with his goals and
working style. This shift in alignment pointed to the relative flexibility within the UniverNity in general and i.n the Sociology Department
in particular, which allowed Dr. Moore freedom with respect to program
operations and faculty responsibilities.
In 1967, there was a change in Board administration, with the new
Superintendent emphasizingdifferent priorities than the former and
giving less articulated support to Dr. Moore's program. Over time,
program support became restricted to the ads inistrative area and divorced
from that of curriculum and program philosophy per se. Many facts
contributed to a weakening of the linkage between CEP and the Board.
The school. system's Office of Curriculum and Instruction viewed CEP as
divorced from curriculum and classroom. A Board .administrator attributed
some of the difficulties to interactional problems between Dr. Moore and
certain Board officials.
However, the most salient factor in this
context was most likely the controversy surrounding the Board's first
evaluation of CEP in 1971.
It was eventually inValidated by Board
officials, but only after it had been published. Dr. Moore felt the
study results served as a basis for attitude formation against his program,
and influenced others negatively.
It appeared that the relevant Board
administrators had little understanding of research, especially with
regard to innovative and change-oriented programs.
Dr. Moore thought
that the Board revealed racist policies by supporting CEP in the white
.school, while keeping the Letsche Lab closed for six weeks in the
Winter of 1972.
Further problems and causes for complaints on Oe part
of Board officials can be related to the Board's bureaucratic structure.
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CEP received funds from a variety of sources. This made Dr. Moore
accountable to a number of entities and confusion arose as to the
furnishing of the various progress reports that were required. The
rigid internal structure of the Board further complicated CEP's
funding structure and led to many Misunderstandings and suspicions
as to use of funds.
Lack of interaction between Dr. Moore and Board area supervisors,
who acted as liaisons between the Board and the schools, added to an
already existing gap between CEP and etsche.School staff.
In view of
the Board officials, Dr. Moore did not comply to the regulations about
which communication channels to use, implying the problem of his independent work style.
Dr. Moore had intended to bring his staff and the
school teachers together for meetings in order to bridge his program
with classroom activities.
This effort was, however, frustrated by lack
of support from the .Echool staff, including the principal.
Two of the
school teachers viewed the program as "non-public school" and therefore
Above all, they did not believe the program had
as having no potential.
any particular benefits to the children. Active Board support and
flexibility to integrate activities necessary when dealing with an
innovation program seem to have been insufficient to maintain a. smooth
relationship.
CEP's linkv.ge with Model Cities became fragile as the agency
underwent severe internal and financial problems. Controversy surrounded.
its leadership which changed three times and brought about a shift in
priorities. The agency was also criticized by an outside evaluation team
for poor monitoring and communications systems.
Lack of communication
between the relevant Model Cities' officials and Dr. Moore led to the
fact that the former were long unaware of what aspects of CEP their
agency was funding,. and Dr. Moore receiVed insufficient information
about required progress reports and other contract stipulations- Model.
Cities final decision to terminate financial support to CEP further'
revealed a lack of inconsistency in planning.
In the case of Model.
Cities, CEP had been hurt by the intability of a major linkage organization and the controversy that occurred as a result of the closing of
the lab.
Model Cities' funds had provided the program with seven- new staff
members, who were a valuable addition to the program personnel.
Although the task of training the relatively large number of paraprofessionals was demanding and produced some internal organization problems,
the complete staff of 15 people of varying backgrounds .grew into a
cohesive group, whose loyaltyand commitment to Dr. Moore and CEP
As such, Dr. Moore's staff came to constitute a
goals were strong.
vital resource to the organization and add to its viability.
.

The indigenous people, whom Dr. Moore hired consistent with his
objectives to upgrade' his staff's education, helped establish normative
support at the neighborhood level, and thus provided links between the
program and the community.
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However, regardless of having a good and loyal staff, this brief
analysis has revealed that Dr. Moore's role in the development and
implementation ,of. CEP in Pittsburgh has unquestionably been. the dominant.
one.
The development of the program can almost be seen in. terms of the
leader vis-a -vis the linkages.
Dr. Moore's responsibilities and
activities have covered all areas of management both within the organiIn additiz.ln, he has the roles
zation and with the external environment.
of researcher, theoretician, and faculty member, which he feels have
suffered under the burden of administrative tasks.
This is one reason why he has now chosen to concentrate' most of
his work within the UniVersity.
The transition into the community
involved dependency on bureaucracies and dealing with unstable organizations, which he felt were to demanding and thus jeopardized the further
development of the program.

For the innovator and "institution-builder", the skill to manage
both the internal and external relationships are necessary.
Dr. Moore
was successful in building his organization, not least in terms of
tapping resources and generating moral support.
A factor pertaining specifically to CEP, as compared to the other
three Outreach projects, is that its theoretical development had occurredoutside of Pittsburgh, with-the result that there was no input on the
planning level by either University or community groups. This might
have given the program a certain amount of "fragility" in its operations
here.

It is possible to point to ways in which Dr. Moore could have
facilitated the implementation of his program, however considerable
The Board, acting as CEP's institusupport would have been needed.
tionalizing agency, was bound by its established rules and was. unable
to mobilize the sufficient means to integrate the program with the
The University in its relations to CEP, on the other
two schools.
hand, demonstrated relatively great flexibility. Its policies calla for
experimentation, research and community involvement. As part of protecting its investment in community-oriented programs such as CEP,
and of-rewarding the innovators, the establishment of the necessary
internr1 mechanisms to handle such programs would be required.
If
University programs arc to succeed in being implemented in less controlled and more complex environment of the community, the University
has to invest more resources than the program itself.
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Summary212LeIation Outreach
"Institutionalization" in this report has focused on two
processes:
(1) We have viewed the innovative programs themselves
to study the process of building new organizations for.the purpose
of solving sonic specific urban problem (early emotional and educational, needs of disadvantaged children, the plight of Black
businessmen in low income areas, the mobilization of resources in
a community-in turmoil); (2) The UUIP research was also interested
in new patterns of university- community interaction which might become "institutionalized" as the modus operandi for matching needs
with resources.
The'University had officially declared through the Chancellor
that University resources would be used to meet the urban crisis.
The overall goals of the four Outreach projects thus coincided with
the stated missions of the University.

.

However, other goals of the Outreach projects and the University
were not always so compatible.
Both CEP and Project Right Start
made use of indigenous neighborhood people as staff to help carry
out-their programs.
It was felt that people who best understood the
target populations would be valuable assets once they received the
substantive training needed to perform their duties. Such training
would have the extra payoff of-helping to break the cycle of low
income, low status ls,sitins that most of the newly trained people
had been trapped in before coming to the projects. The use of para
professional workers does, however, pose- problems to an institution
of higher education whose traditional goals have been to train professionals and to provide experiential learning situations for
students training for professional occupations. Both. CEP and Right
Start also included college students in aspects of the programs, and
the redefinition of roles between paraprofessionals, college students
and faculty training both was not always clear.
The NCA-Social Work and Student Consultant Pkoject were more in
the nature of experiential learning placements for graduate students.
These projects thus_avoided the problem of the extra academic burden
of training paraprofessionals and the inter-program conflict between
roles.
However, the graduate students in SCP and NCA projects did
experience difficulty in workingout relationships between the project.and their academic department.
The NCA director wanted theSocial Work students to take roles as regular staff members with
little direction from the School of Social Work.
The School of
Business sometime viewed the SCP activity as extra curricular activity,
interfering with the students' academic responsibilities.
Each of the four cases developed in quite different ways and
much of this can be accounted for by the differences in leadership of
each project. As discussed on the report of the NCA-SSWproject,
there was no one person designated as responsible for carrying out the
proposals which UUIP supported.
The two Social Work faculty who were
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most committed to the proposal program not only had many other
faculty responsibilities, but their relationshir i o NCA changed over
The new director of NCA provided strong leadership for that
time.
agency, but ha was not committed to the NCA-SSW proposal or sympathetic
to some of the arrangements.
The other three Outreach projects had strong leaders, fully
committed to carrying out the program. Although the style of leader-ship'had an effect on the internal structure of each organization,
and on the relationships with external organizations, in the long
run the crucial factor was the willingness of the leadership to
The leaders of these
devote time and energy to building the program.
laCtef7idroiects had-to play several roles--the teacher, the director
The combining of these
of program, and the research entrepreneur.
roles has become prevalent in recent years as institutions of higher
education have encouraged their faculties to become involved in more
Because a. large portion of
research-and social policy activities.
the funds for such activity have come from sources outside of theregular University budget, the research professor has had to learn
to seek and :manage monies in the way of a private entrepreneur. And
because so many of the social action programs in which universities
become involved are also external to the regular organizational
structure of the University, the faculty has had to acquire management skills not heretofore demanded by classroom-focused activities.
The leaders of the three Outreach projects.with University-based
leadership illustrate that it is possible to combine these roles in
one person. But the history of the three cases also suggest that
if the University is going to encourage this kind of activity, more
resources will have to be included in a project budget for leadership
backup. The most obvious need is for the addition of full-time
administrative assistants who can handle paper work such as budget
management, appointment arrangements, progress report expediting,
and so forth. The Student Consultant Project was the most glaring
case in our studies of lack of real administrative resources, and
the project suffered from poor record-keeping and incidents of
confusion as to a client's need or a consultant's assignment.,
Although Right Start and CEP had personnel.to assist the
directors in these management activities, these personnel were also
carrying out several roles, such as secretary, student, and program
implementor, and were learning management skills. on -the- -job.

No attempt was made by the University-Urban Interface staff to
The aim was
evaluate the prbgram per se of these four projects.
rather to see if the _program became established as an ongoing organization to meet some specific urban need. The NCA-SSW proposal was
egrated program. When UUIP
never actually carried out as an
chose this project as one for Outr -:ch research, it had all the
.hing community needs with
ingredients deemed important for
of the School of Social Work
University resources. The actin;;
Another involved faculty
was highly supportive of the prop
active in NCA was a leader
member was on the NCA Board and a:
.
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in tha school and in city politics.
NCA was undergoing change ns an
agency; the School of Social Work was undergoing y change of leadership and curriculum focus; the North Side of Pittsburgh was in transition.
These factors which made the project particularly attractive
for study eventually contributed to the lack of real cohesion needed
for successful implementation.of the proposal.
The community needs
were simply too great and the problem area too general for Jeal
program focus.
And the University resources lacked coordination,
mostly due to the major reorganization taking.place in the School.

Only the Student Consultant Project will continue next year
as a University-based project in the cormlunity.
Its success will
depend on the; bili.ty of the present leader:lhip to transfer its
responsibilities to other people to carry on the work and on the
continued and increasing support of the School of Business.
The CEP has withdrawn from its public school locations and
will continue to operate in a University setting. The problems this
project suffered in terms of relationships with-some black leaders
and with the Board of Education became such that if the director's
priority for developing new learning techniques was to remain viable,
the programactivity had to return to the University laboratory,
at least for the forseeable future.
The Right Start program appears to be established in the target
Having developed some financial security as a county
agency, the program has the opportunity to develop the original
plans.
The relationship this project will maintain with the University
is presently an unknown factor.
community.

The institution-building model calls for. looking at several
categories of linkages between a target agency and external organizations.
Generally speaking, linkages can be defined as "the interdependencies which exist between an institution and other relevant
parts of the society".
(Esman, 1966)
In the case of small budgets,
.newly developing projects such as the Operation Outreach ones, are almost
completely dependent on resources outside of its internal organization.

The first category of linkages suggested by the institutionbuilding model are "enabling".
TheSe enabling linkages refer to the
bodies of power-who control the allocation of authority or resources
needed by an agency to perform its functions. Each of the four cases
studied was linked to the University through an. authorization to carry
out the program within, the structure of an academic department or
through administrative support.
However, the programs were dependent
on funds from sources external to the University. The NCA-SSW
project was dependent on NCA for program implementation, the School.
of Social. Work supplying some extra manpower.
The other three projects
had to spend much of their time in the building phases in seeking out
funds from private foundations and governmental agencies. The
funding history of these projects provides an example of the need
to have not only strong enabling linkages in terms of University
authority (which certainly encouraged the project), but also financial
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support. This isa crucial problem which universities must face.
Every indication, points to the shrinkage of University financial
resources and great care must be taken to not encourage interface
activities without some real effort toward assuring a firm financial
Right Start overcame-these problems through careful
foundation.
cultivation of financial resources and community support.. CEP, as
a more controversial project and one with weaker ties to some black
leaders (both within and outside of the Universily), was less successful
in establishing its program in the community.

Functional linkages are those.with "organizations performing
functions and services which are complementary in a production sense,
which supply the inputs and which use the outputs of the institution"
It is with this type of linkage that territorial
(Esman, 1966:24)
In the case of Right
disputes with other organizations can develop.
Start, other agencies serving young children had to be reassured
that this new service was an addition to and not in competit4on, with
CEP had the problem of convincing public school
existing services.
teachers that their program was complementary to the existing curriculum rather than "an alien, force" that worked with the children
a small part of the day. The SCP fi.11ec. a need that was almost com.
pletely unmet in the community, but their leaders had to convince
the School of Business that the involvement of the graduate students
was complementary to their academic training. The School of Social
Work students were caught between convincing NCA that they could
make a valuable contribution to the agency program and at the same
time convincing the School, that the "real world" experience contributed to their professional training.
All of these projects, then, were faced with blending the University
functions of teaching and research with the needs and resources of
the population their program was serving.
The normative linkages are"with institutions which incorporate
norms and values (positive or negative) which are relevant to the
In the
(Esman, 1966:8)
doctrine and program of the institution".
case of Right Start, this typeof linkage basically overlaps the
organizations that supplied the funds and performed related functions
TCB (Taking Care of Business) was especially
in the community.
important in the building of an image of accord between the community
The CEP also worked in building normative
and Project Right Start.
support in the Letsche School neighborhood, but on a more informal
Grassroots support was evident in the crisis period
level than TCB.
when parents came to Letsche School and to the Board of Education to
protest the closing of the Letsche Lab. However, the normative
linkages were weaker with local teachers, some black leaders, and
eventually withModel Cities and the Board of Education.
The normative linkages between SCP-and their small businessmen
clients presented special problems. The student consultants felt
that cooperation among various segments of the black community was
essential to the upgrading of the ghetto economy.
The attempt to form a. credit union was one example of SCP's carrying
out this philosophy. However, if the consultations are successful
in improving the management: skills of the small businessman and if
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his profit thereby increases, the consultants have actually reinforced
the values of individualism. This outcome can dampen the desire of
the businessmen for cooperative ventures with other ghetto enterprises.
The normative linkages of the NCA-SSW proposal were weak in terms
of what role the students would play in the agency. This problem is
typical of field placement arrangements in general and will probably
not be resolved until some policy decisions can be reached which
are satsifactory to both the needs of academic training and agency
program implementation.
Other kinds of linkages are more diffuse, such as the general
kind of public support that can be developed through the media. CEP
was made especially visible to the general public through news articles
and television interviews. CEP also had good exposure in the established business community.
SCP, too, had visibility in the public
press and also was singled out for focus in the 1971 Chancellor's
Annual Report.
Right Start concentrated on the development of
target community support and had minimal outside publicity. The
NCA-SSW proposal was never really implemented; the linkage systems
broke down at the other linkage levels and diffuse linkages were
never developed.

Thus, the failures as well as the successes of the Outreach
projects .studied provide insights which can'serve as guidance for
future innovative programs.
The institution-building model has also
proved to he a useful tool in the systematic analysis of the development of such programs.

CHAPTEL IV

THE COMMUNITY LONG .1ANGE GOALS PROJECT

Martha Baum
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THE COMMUNITY LONG-RANGE GOALS PROJECT-

.

A Study of Inter-Group Cooperation
and Urban Problem Solving

Introduction

The Community Long-Range Goals Project was unique among the four
areas selected for intensive study by the Urban Interface Program. Unlike the other priorities, the Goals Project was regarded in large part
as a piece of research in itself, supplying information on community
priorities and needs, as well as a test of the feasibility of cooperative interaction among diverse community groups. The project was
organized in a social and political climate which seemed to call for
more action at the community level and also for more cooperation between
organizations and groups.
In the University of Pittsburgh, planners for
the Interface Program recognized the extent of the demands being placed
upon the University and other urban institutions. They felt that the
demands for urban probler solving could not be met unless institutions
could learn to work together.
In the light of these considerations, the Goals Project organizers
hoped to initiate and establish the means upon which cooperative action
could be undertaken, using the University as the source for the mobilization of interests.
To this end, they began a series of activities designed to form a basis for future continuous action on urban problems.
How the project was organized and implemented js described in some detail in the next section.
Research on the Goals Project: The project offered an opportunity
to explore the feasibility of inter-group cooperation on two levels.
On the first, or "action" level, individuals representing various segments of the Pittsburgh community were identified and then brought together to discuss problem priorities and possible solutions. At the
second, or "research" level, it was also possible to monitor the project
and collect additional data on the process.
This report is derived

This chapter is a condensation
Martha Baum, Inter-Group Cooperation
tion on a Community Long-Range Goals
ram:
University of Pittsburgh, May,

of a more detailed report:
and Urban Problem-Solving, ObservaProject, University Interface Prog1973.
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from the research perspective and provides complementary information
to reports issued by those who carried out Ole activities.*
Project organizers were involved in working out the general format
and then the details for implementation, in marshalling resources, and
in organizing the many parts which had to be pulled together.
They had
to resolve problems, make choices, and pay attention to many small but
necessary details.
Relieved. of these constraints, researchers planned
ways of gathering additional information from a more detached perspecResearch on the project focused primarily on three. questions:
tive.

,

(1) What is involved in setting up such a project, and on what
basis are choices made among alternatives in the process of
of goal attainment?
(2) How is the project received both in terms of amount and
quality of participation and also in terms of perceptions
of utility on the part of participants?
(3) What is the feasibility of such an enterprise, and what can
be learned from the experience for the future of this or any
similar approach to cooperative:social action?

The desired information was gained with the full cooperation of the
Goals Project organizers.
Besides access to proposals, progress reForts,
minutes of meetings, recorders' notes, papers written for the project,
data from a project-conducted survey, memoranda, and letters on project
matters, researchers collected additional data by attendance at project
meetings, interviews with those implementing the project, participant
observation, and a questionnaire constructed in the research office.
As
ithe different sections of this report are presented, the pertinent sources
of information will be identified.
National and ocal Climate: The great federal programs which were
launched in the recent past to cure America's urban ills are now being
partially withdrawn.
During the late 1960's, trust in solutions "from
the top" appears to have largely evaporated.
In-spite of all the resources expended, things did not seem to be getting substantially better.
Not only were the old problems still unsolved, but new ones were emerging.
The sweeping programs which were planned were impeded for a number
of reasons, among them the opposition of a,host of vested interests and
the growth of new claims to the right to participate in decisionmaking
at the grassroots level.
In the present political climate, the burden
for problem-solving seems to he shifting towardJocal communities and
local organizations.

*A major summary report was written by the project organizers as
feedback for participants:
Steele r2 ow and Leslie Salmon-Cox, A University
and Its Community Confront Proolems and Goals, University of Pittsburgh:
University-Urban Interface Progr-am, June, 1972.
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Hoevcr, recent developments at the local level have also not
Controversy and protest seemed to perbeen conducive to optimism.
meate the local scene in 1970 when the Goals Project'had its inception.
However, Pittsburgh is one city which has had a long history of joint
efforts at community improvement, the latest of which was the Allegheny
Formed by a corporate elite in
Conference on Community DevelopMent.
1943, this body utilized professional expertise in planning and worked
toward including all relevant agencies in a consensual approach for the
implementation of plans. The Conference had remarkable success in
renovating the downtown business section of Pittsburgh and in smoke and
Its most significant.failure was in the area of
flood control.
Pittsburgh's perrenial headache--housing. Largely because-of this failure, protest against further activities on the part of the Conference
developed during the 1960's and consolidated around the issues of slum
housing and neighborhood power.
By the end of the sixties, the most
successful agent for cooperative action in local history had beCome
quiescent due to community criticism. Nevertheless, some hopeful precedents could be found in Pittsburgh.*

Project Goals and Implementation:
Phase of the Goals Project

The Early

In analyzing the inception and early phase of implementation of the.
project, the researchers had recourse .to the project files, attendance
at Steering Committee meetings, and interviews with project organizers.
For collection and presentation of the material, the same organizing
device has been used as in the other priorities of the Interface Program.** The Institution-Building model point'z. to six focal internal
variables which have to be taken into account in the develOpment of any
institution, organization, agency, or, in -this case,'project.
These
doctrine (goals), themes (programs), leadership, pervariables are:
The model also defines certain
sonnel, resources, and organization.
types of external linkages to other collectivities which may enhance
impede growth: These concepts will be used to trace early project
A time perspective is also incorporated, but only with rehistory.
spect to very early changes in-this part of the report, in which the discussiop_moves only to that point where the major activity of the project,
a series of Community-forums; is actually under
.

.

Doctrine:
Under this heading is included both the goals which have
At the
been set for the project and the justification for these goals.
outset, the Goals Project aimed at establishing an ongoing system for
collecting, processing, and translating into policy, recommendations, the
goals of the various segments of the Pittsburgh community. The concept
"long-range goals" is a cue to an emphasis on goal-setting as a slow and
Thus, project goals at the highest level were
changing phenomenon.

This brief resume of the impact of the Allegheny Conference has
Roy Lubove, Twentieth Century Pittsburgh: Government,
been drawn from:
Business, and EnVironmental Change, New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1969.

**See Appendix B
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oriented far into the future, and the initial phase of the project could
be conceived of as only a step in this direction. Project justification,
according to the original proposal, was based on the belief that universities and other key institutions were handicapped in providing community
service by a lack of knowledge of community long -range goals, particularly as such yoals applied to all the various segments of the population.

Themes:
In the long-range perspective for the project, two programer
or mechanisms for implementing the goals had been envisioned.
Firstly,
there would be a community assembly, convened every two-or three years,
where community goals.would be identified and brought into some priority
ordering.
Secondly, some form of policy research organization would be
established to supply information to the assemblies and also to translate the deliberations in the assemblies into policy recommendations.

Before these major permanent programs could be-put into effect, however, a more modest beginning.hed to be made.
Originally, the plan was
to hold one community assembly, including as participants representatives
of all groups in the Pittsburgh area. On this occasion, there would be
a general review of urban problems. The discussion would be augmented by
background papers prepared for this purpose.
Fl,,ever, as the Project
Director met-with the Steering Committee for the project during the 1970
early planning phase, it was decided that this format should be altered.
Molding one large assembly for all groups, the planners believed-CVO-111d
have the effect of excluding the voices of precisely those groups whose
needs had been neglected in. the past--the minorities and the disadvantaged.
It came to seem more feasible to move toward a series of smaller
.assemblies, organized around more specific problems, where those who
attended could be involved directly in disucssion rather than, essentially, constituting. an audience.
From the abovfa, it-can be seen that in the process of setting the
project .in motion, one key mechanism was considerably altered. The
assembly, originally conceived of as including all segments of the community in a fairly comprehensive discussion on- urban problems, has been
transformed into several Smaller, more discussion- oriented sessions on
specific issues.
Although there are obvious advantages in this decision, it also seems apparent that the kind of-broad-ranged and broadbased discussion and reaction originally planned could not be attained
in this newer format.
Using the smaller assembly model seemed to imply
a more exploratory approach than had been considered under the original
plan for-one community-wide assembly. The policy center plan was held
in reserve for post-assembly reconsideration. The Project Director felt
that.it would be more appropriate to wait until input was received from
community groups
since they might well have other ideas on how to institutionalize community-university interaction.
,

Leadership:
The project had very effective leadership. The director had hel-d several very responsible. positions at the University of
Pittsburgh,' as a faculty member and as ar administrator.
He was also
very active in local and state affairs
connection with education,
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social welfare, and government, and was well-known and respected in the
community.
He was, thus, in an excellent 'position to mobilize both in-.
The director
ternal and external support for the activities of the project.
was not directly funded through the project although his time was counted
as a University contribution to matching funds. Midway through the project
he was called upon to-serve in one of the highest administrative posts in
the .University.
This event gave the director even less time for the
project, although, in fact, most of the planning had been done and was
being translated into action by the time the new appointment went into
effect.

After the new appointment, most of the responsibility for carrying
out the planned activities fell to the project research assistant.
She
had been involved in the entire development after the very initial phase
and during this time had always worked closely with the Project Director.
The research assistant was fully capable of absorbing many of the ongoing project: responsibilities, and she became the primary coordinator
for the stage immediately preceding the assemblies. By this point, the
latter had been renamed 'forums", a designation which seemed to better
reflect the new discussion- oriented fOrmat. To the research assistant,
also, fell the major 'responsibility for making the final arrangements
for the Forums.
Personnel: As will be seen in later sections of this report, the
Forums series represented a complex enterprise.
Although the leadership
was of the best, energies were often severely taxed. Without considerable
volunteer assistance, the project could not, in fact, have come to
fruition.
Early in 1970, a Steering Committee was formed which aided in
the early planning, in the selection of Forum topics, aria in drawing up
lists of ,public and. private community groups. TheSteering Committee
also undertook to appoint Advisory Committees for each of the four
Forums.' The Advisory Committees were composed of half university and
half community members.
Community members were carefully chosen to
represent not only involvement in the particular Forum topic, but also
minority and disadvantaged groups. In this way, they were able to provide
a 'broader base of community knowledge to the project..Advisory Committees
augmented the lists of the Steering Committee and submitted names for the
invitation lists.
They also reviewed background papers, and some members
served as discussion leaders at the Forums while others acted as knowledgeable participants, ready-to intercede if "dialogue" flagged.
Overall, it took 64 persons to man the Steering Committee and the four
Advisory Committees.
In this case, on the whole, voluntarism worked-well.
- The Steering Committee, in particular, worked regularly and with commitment over many months, even though they had given up the consultation fees
originally planned for them in order to-allow for compensation to authors
of background papers.
Resources:
The economic base for the Goals Project was supplied
mainly by the Office of Education (to be discussed under linkages because
of its external nature) with supplementary help from the Buhl Foundation
and the University of Pittsburgh. The support from any of the sources
was limited to the initial phase of the project, i.e., through the completion
of the Forums.
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The University provided other resources.
From its ranks were
recruited most of the people who served on the voluntary committees,
as well as the authors of the background papers.
The UniversityUrban Interface'Program also had a Research Advisory Council, composed
of faculty members, and a member of this Council undertook to conduct
a survey of local ."influentials" on goal's for the Pittsburgh area.* The,
results of tyre. survey were placed at the di- sposal of project leaders and
were used in all four Forums to provide additional information inputs
for the discussions.
Organization: Organization required moving from the planning
stage to the paper-writing and survey phase to the invitation-issuing
phase to the :rransements for the. Forums, while simultaneously keeping
track of a urge number of moving parts. There must be topics, authors,
Advisory Committees, completed papers, participants, agendas, and
physical accommodations.
The heavy load placed on the two key people
on the project led to minor.problems and even temporary crises.
However, everything eventually cam...:,_ together and the Forums were conducted
as planned.

After lefilgthy deliberation in the Steering Committee and later in
the Advisory Committees, a general consensus seemed to evolve on the
format for the Forums which appeared to be an amalgam of the original
assembly and later Forum ideas. There would be formal presentations at
the beginning of the sessions, but the largest blocks of time would be
devoted to small group discussions. To provide sufficient time for
presentations, discussions, feedback, and some relaxed mingling, the
Forums were planned as all-day affairs, beginning at nine in the morning and continuing through the dinner hour.
For each Forum, participation would be limited to 50-70 members with discussion sections of'not
more than 20 members.
Planning went smoothly with one exception. The
question of closure for the, Forums was never resolved and was raised
repeatedly in Advisory Committee meetings.
Many Committee members felt'
that it would be most unwise to end. the Forums without offering some
"next steps" to be taken in the process. However, the project had no
resources to support subsequent activities.and, in any case, the
'Director believed_ that future recommendations She-did-arise during the
interaction of participants in the Forums.

.

Linkages:
Of the many possible linkages to external groups, two
seem to be paramount for this particular project. Firstly, the.project
depended veryheavily on the federal government for funding. This funding was essential in implementing the Forums, but it was stipulated from
outset that it would terminate after this activity was completed.
Secondly, the proiect could not proceed with any success unless there
was cooperation from members of the Pittsburgh community outside the
universities, The extent of community participation forms the next
section of this report.
.

The results of this survey are reported in: Jiri Nehnevajsa,
in collaboration with Alan Coleman, Pittsburgh:
Goals and Futures,
University of Pittsburgh: University-Urban Interface Program, January, 1973.
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Participation at the Forums:

Invitations and Attendance

Invitation lists were drawn up for each Forum by Steering and
Advisory Committees. The lists were deliberately inflated relative
to what was considered the optimal size ,of the Forums,
since
Committee members were well aware that not ail of the busy people who
were invited would be able o'r willing to come.
Invitations were extended mainly to individuals representing groups which could be
identified with the particular problem on the agenda. Those who
accepted the invitations were subsequently sent a more detailed letter
along with an agenda for the day and the background paper.

The following table* shows the distribution by number of those
who were invited to attend each Forum, and by number and percentage of
invited, those who accepted, those who registered, and those who
stayed all day. The last column contains the ratio between those who
registered and those who stayed all day.
The data in the tables are
limited to individuals outside the university.

Community Participants By Forum

Ratio of
All Day to
invited
Forum 1:
Conflict
Utilization
Forum II:
Administration o
Justice
Forum III:
The Domair
of Health

Forum IV:
Goals and
Government of
Metropolis

Accepted

Registered

All Day

Registration,
17/27,, 63%

73

35

(48%)

27

(37 ?)

17

(23%)

78

43 (55%)

37

(47%)

20

(26%)

71

44

(62%)

43

(61%)

34

(52%)

37/43= 86%

88

38 (43%)

25

(28%)

13

(15%)

13/25= 52%

.

20/37= 54%

*Barbara Jameson of the University-Urban interface Program
collected and classified the information for the tables on participation.
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.

As can be seen, there was somewhat uneven success among the four
Forums in terms of attracting participants, with the Health Forum being
the most and the Administration of Justice Forum the next most successful.
Both of these topics, according to the project community survey,
were of high pridrity for local citizens.
In addition, the University
of Pittsburgh is:heavily involved in health services which may_have led
participants to anticipate that this Forum would lead to some concrete outcomes.
On the other hand, conflict utilization, as a topic,
was perhaps too abstract tc arouse the same interest as issues like
health and justice.
Attendance at the Goals and Government Forum declined sharply when the Governor of Pennsylvania belatedly accounted an
appearance at another conference in Pittsburgh held on the same day,
thus draining off potential Forum.participants.
The data on attendance seem to indicate that involved and concerned
people in the community will donate their time and energies to efforts
of this sort, provided that care is taken to provide_sufficiently vital
agenda.
Breakdown of the data by community group showed that Forum
organizers were also reasonably successful in getting representatives
of different "sides" on a particular issue to participate.
In addition,
minority and disadvantaged groups were well represented. Within the
universities, the response to invitations was excellent. The fourth
Forum, in particular, was somewhat disappointing in terms of participation; but on the whole, there was reason to feet that community response
was satisfactory, both in terms of numbers and "mix" csf participants.

At the Forums:

From the Notes of Participant Observers

The Forums for the Community Long-Range Goals Project were held in
the Fall of 1971 and early Winter of 1972 on the four topics cited in
the preceding section.
The procedures followed. for each Forum were very
similar.
Each day began at 9 a.m. with registration, group assignments,
and coffee.
After about a half hour, the entire group moved to a large
hall for the formal presentations. The day officially began with welcoming remarks by the Chancellor, followed by brief remarks by the Chief
Investigator of the University-Urban Interface Program and by the
Director of the Goals Project. After the opening speeches, some of the
data from the Pittsburgh Goals Survey were presented. Then the author
or authors of the background paper for the topic of the day spoke about
their papers, summarizing the content and highlighting some of the problems raised. The group then divided for small group discussion sessions
which occupied a large part of the day, broken only by a lunch period.
At four o'clock, all participants reconvened for feedback reports from
each of the discussion groups.
The day ended with a social hour,
dinner, and a plenary session.
The University-Urban Interface Program sent members of the research,
staff as participant observers who stayed al,l day at each of the Forums.
All observers were briefed on the kinds of observations which would be
most useful.
They kept notes during the day and then wrote detailed
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recommendations if only it chose.
Although the project leaders
stressed early and increasingly that they would be unable to provide resources for further action, participants at the Forums never
quite accepted these statements. This, then, raised another dilemMa
as to the appropriate role the University should take and how.much
leadership the Goals Project should have assumed since, inevitably,
the project would.be linked to the University.
It should be mentioned that at no point did any participants suggest that other
resources, outside the university, could be called upon to continue
the process. Thus, the Forums, for all the successful interaction
that occurred, ended for many with a sense of uncertainty and for some
even with a sense of frustration.
.

The Social Climate <at the Forums

The gene'rally cooperative multi-group behavior which was observed at the Forums was interlaced with statements about social institutions which sometimes indicated a high level of mistrust, disillusion,
and sense of injustice, particularly in the area of resource distribution.
At the Forums, recorders took notes of all the small group
discussions, and these notes were content analyzed for a closer look at
underlying themes which night help'to g;.ve a more sensitive impression
of the spirit in which participants approached the call for multi-group
cooperation on urban problems. The. documents supplied by the small
group recorders provided a large "sample" of individual comments, most
of which had been ascribed, to any given speaker in such a way that he/she
could be identified as representing some particular group. When all
comments which were fragmentary or where it was not possible to make
group identification were eliminated, there 'remained 380 usable "bits"
of information (each constituting one speech by one speaker) of an
average of 24 words each. These bits were allocated by groupaffiliation, and seven general categories of participants emerged for which
there were sufficient contributions to warrant comparative analysis:
university, health, law and law enforcement, politics, welfare and
social action, media, and buSiness.
For content analysis of the bits, -a return was made to the institution-building framework which was used to discuss the organization of
the project.
The six major variables are used but in a somewhat Jifferent way than was employed for internal organization and activities.
Since the whole thrust of the Goals Project was toward the possibility
of implementjng cooperative action between different organizations and
groups in the community, it is mainly the inter-group climate which
is the focus of attention here. The six variables consequently have
been reformulated to focus mainly on inter-group exchange.
The linkage
concept is discarded because its utility lieS in identifying inputoutput relationships between one particular institution, organization,,
or group, and the relevant units in its environment.
In contrast in
this analysis the attention is on muiti-grOup interaction bases without concern for any functions one group might be serving for- another.

The recorded piece's contain substantive material-attitudes, opinions,
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reports on the day's experiences.
In all, thirteen reports were submitted, and the material from these reports has been drawn upon to
present the following brief composite picture of what happened at the
Forums.

'Observers agreed that the Forums were lively affairs in which
participants engaged in serious discussion and listened co one another's
viewpoints.
"Keeping the discussion going" turned out to be no problem
at all for group leaders, and the occasional attempt by an individual
or small group to monopolize a discussion was soon broken up, often by
participants themselves.
Given the diversity of the population attending, the discussion was surprisingly amiable.
There were some heated
exchanges and one mini-confrontation but all were resolved without
disruption.
It seemed evident that people with different interests
could work together, providing 'the problems were of importance to them
all.
The participants themselves expressed pleaure that the .discussions were rewarding and went so well.

Two major problems, however, persisted through the four events.
One centered on the extent to which community mcerhers had actually been
involved.
Many felt that the University had been too central in planning the Forums and the program, particularly the-fo-rmal-presentations.
The University was accused of dominating the planning and only allowing
community input after the agenda was set
It seemed evident from the
comments that any institution
td -host in this sort of effort
would have to he prepared to "take it", ire a number of ways. A degree
of mistrust for many social, institutions was expressed in the Forums
which suggested that, while individuals might cooperate in working on
problems together, no organization could mount the first step without
coming under suspicion. Not only did participants say that the
University' was remiss in not involving other community groups. from the
start on the' Goals Project, but some felt that the University was using
the events for seme'hidden purposes of its own. At the same time, it
turned out that many of the peopl,? who attended the'Forums expected
that the University would contit
4-he process, and were .disappointed
and even angry when they found tie_ eo follow-up activities were planned.
In some way, then, it seemed that the University was to bear the expense
and responsibility for all that was undertaken, yet not make any moves
without consulting others.
The ',second problem that was evident in all four Forums was a sense
of incompleteness.
People came to the Forums,' listened to the preSentations, worked together on the problems set out, and finally put together
lists of recommendations.
Yet, riot everyone was satisfied that anything
had really beenaccomplished. At the Health Forum, the insistence on
more concrete re7llts was at its height, very likely because, as mentioned before, Cee University of Pittsburgh is very much involved in
:.nny of the calls in the Forums for the University to
health services.
take some action
recommendations came froel representatives of disgrOups.
But it was evideht that not only these
advantaged and rre
groups but other
cipants.as well perceived the University as a
Monolithic and t,J:
institution which could move to implement
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information--which were scrutinized for their significance in terms
of the potential for cooperative action. Six dimensions for coding
we.reoperationalized, and these are described below.
It must be noted
that the dimensions are not mutually exclusive. Any given recorded
bit could include reference to none of the dimensions or to all six.
Each was
Some of the bits were complicated, some were quite simple.
aken as recorded:as a contribution of one speaker in one speech.
Doctrine:

Theme:

The most Significant dimension in view of project
goals -is cooperation-conflict. Any statement which
implied a cooperative model,.which gave examples of
how groups do work together or should work together
was coded "1". Any statement which'implied a conflict
'model, which gave examples of inter-group tension or
lack of cooperation or cited conflict as the mechanism
for change was coded "2".
Individual or intra-group
strains or cohesiveness are not coded here but under
Personnel. Mention of conflict simply as a phenomenon
without specific referents or no mention of either conflict or cooperation was coded "0".
An important _ingredient for determining whether or not
people will work together to solve social problems
would seem to be a degree of optimism or belief that
The dimension here then is
"something can be done".
Statements which indicated that
optimism-pessimism.
something can/is being done to remedy some situation
or that change for the better'is in process even in
Statements which indicated
small ways were coded "1".
a feeling of stalemate or regression or hopelessness
about accomplishing anything because certain conditions
Statements about what should be
exist.were coded "2".
done which contained no indications of positive expectations or statements which made no reference to optimismpessimism in any way were coded "0".
J

Leadership:

Personnel:

The dimension chosen here was egalitarian-elitist, and
had to do. with sentiments about the appropriate.distriStatements which pressed for broader
bution of power.
distribution or maintained that leadership must be in
the hands of the people or that those affected must have
Statements
participation in decisions were coded "1".
which affirmed that leadership. must or should come from
the top or that one has to go to the.top for effective
Insofar as no leaning either
action were coded "2".
way was indicated, or no mention was made of this
dimension, statements were coded "0".
This was one dimension, which referred explicitly to
intra-organizationl or intra-group or individual issues.
Statements which suggested-that lower-status members
within groups were included in decision- making or had
special membership rights or privileges were coded as "1-".
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References to individuals as being included in decisionmaking without any particular categorical status tieing
mentioned were also coded. "1".
References to exclusion
of lower-status members from decision-making or that they
are not treated as full members were coded as "2".
Similarly, mention of exclusion of- individuals without
categorical reference were coded as "2". No mention of
this dimension of inclusiveness-exclusiveness at the
irara-group or individual level were coded as "0".
Resources:

Organization:

The dimension used here is attitudes toward the distribution of resources.
Statements which indicat.e that there
is a fair or satisfactory distribution of money, facilities, services, etc. were coded "1". Statements which
indicate an unfair or unsatisfactory distribution of
resources were coded "2". No mention of resources or
mention without implications of fairness-unfairness,.
satisfactory-unsatisfactory were coded "0".
SinCe-it appeared that trust between organizations (and
their members) Would be fundamental for cooperative
action, the dimension trust-mistrust was coded here.
Statements which indicated that organizations could or
should be entrusted with particular missions or thatthey do perform particular missions in a reliable
manner were coded "Pi.
Statements which indicated mistrust of an organization's activities o.r motives or
suggested that there has been a betrayal of trust by a
particular organization were coded "2"; When a particular
figure or role incumbent was used to stand for an
organization, e.g., chancellor for the university, in
relation to trust-mistrust, it was coded as for an organization.
No mention of this. dimension, or mention of
trust-mistrust in-a general way without specific application was coded "0".

When the content -analysis of the 380 bits was completed, achart*
(see overleaf) was prepared to show the results.
For each category involved, the percentage of ''1", "2", and "0" Was calculated and plotted
across the horizontal for each of the six variables or dimensions.
For
each variable a fourth box was included which indicated the balance
between, for example, cooperation, whichwr..7. rated a plus, and conflict,
which was rated as .a minus.
For each category, then, the fourth box on
the horizontal on each dimension represents the.difference between "1"
and "2".
If the "I" choices predominate, the balance is scored as a Plus.
If the "2" choices predominate, the balance is scored as a minus. A scan
of the table shows, that in four of the seven groups with sufficient.
number's of bits, cooperation scores predominated.
Pessimism predominated
*The'chart,shews two additional groups at the bottom for the sake
of interest.
However, the number of bits in each was too small to include them in the analysis.
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Egalitarianism predominated in six of seven
in four of seven groups.
Exclusionary statements predominated in five of seven groups.
groups.
Dissatisfaction with resource distribution predominated in all seven
Mistrust predominated in six out of seven groups.
groups.
Viewing no mention scores, it can
seen that the fcoest bits
were recorded under Personnel which had to do with inclusion/exclusion
on an intra-oroup or individual basis. There was great variety between
groups in the extent to which they seemed to be preoccupied with parThe range of "no mentions"
ticular dimensions within those chosen.
extends from 3? percent to 61 percent under Doctrine, from 39 percent
to 56 percent under Theme, from 56 percent to 72 percent under
Leadership, from 81 percent. to 93 percent under Personnel, from
59 percent to 83 percent under Resources, and from 37 percent to 72 percent under Organization.

Looking at the last section, Organization, of the table first, it
can be seen thdt the social climate at the Forums included a fairly
strong current of. inter -group mistrust.
Remarks indicating mistrust
predominated. over remarks indicating trust in six of the seven groups.
This sentiment was particularly high among participants who had Health
and Welfare/Social affiliations.
Moving to the next section, Resources,
dissatisfaction with distribution prevailed in all groups and was particularly strong in the same two groups which had high levels
trust statements.
Participants from Health and Welfare/Social areas
were quite likely tp be community workers serving disadvantaged areas.
They often felt that "their people" were short-changed and mistreated
under present social arrangements.. They also thought that those in
charge of the distribution of resources had little concern for the impoverished generally and/or the blacks particularly. Media people were
also high on both mistrust and dissatisfaction. Newspersons must know
their community and what is going on in it.
In the nature of things,
they cannot be insulated from social problems, and they expressed many
of the same sentiments as did those from Health and Welfare/Social
areas.
Other groups were somewhat more sanguine, but the general
climate at the Forums reflects that discussed nationally in the last
It might be argued, however, that the Forums
presidential campaign.
were especially geared toward the "negative"-or problem aspect of the
Pittsburgh situation and that a rosy Picture could hardly have been
anticipated. This reasoning applies better to the resource distrjbuti,an
area than it does to the dimension of trust-mistrust.
In the latter,
the implication is that certain institutions or groups are unwilling to
change the situation. -It is not just that the present situation is bad,
it is perhaps hopeless, since groups cannot be trusted to move toward
amelioration. This feeling of hopelessness is also reflected, though
imperfectly, under Theme where pessimism outweighs optimism in four of
the seven groups. Yet the balance toward pessimism is not very strong,
and it could be suggested that only a small minority of the participants
really think that "nothing can be done".
a_.

On the more positive side, four of the seven groups favored a cooperative model of group interaction.
Although the margins of cooperation

over conflict were not very high, in the three groups where a con
fl ict model predominated, the margins in two of the three were even
lower.
Six of the seven groups expressed sentiments which on balance
favored egalitarianism.
Participants espoused "opening up" the system
so that more people would participate in decision-making. Although it
can be seen under Personnel, Clat five out of seven .groups felt that
there was more exclusiveness .than inclusiveness on the intra-group or
individual level, there were to few remarks about this dimension overall to indicate that it was a central concern in the Forums.

The data collected in the recorders' reports, then, showed rather
clearly that inter-group cooperation, while valued by many, has to
evolve in a situation where mistrust and dissatisfaction are high, and
where one group is likely to blame another for the problems that exist.
Nevertheless, there was sufficient expression of good will and openness
toward multi-group participation to indicate that the possibility of
working together remains viable.
Perspectives on the University:
One of the issues connected with
the Goals Project: was whether the University would be perceived as an
appropriate institution to play a host or mediating role for multi-group
exchanges on urban problems.
Accordingly, the bits from the recorders'
reports were also scanned for perspectives on the legitimate responsibilities or actions for universities to take. Ninety-six bits (25%
of the total-of 380) were found to contain explicit references to the
university, and about half of these contained references to this area
of concern. About two-thirds-of -the comments referred to the university as an infOrmation disseminator and gatherer which seemed cQnsistent
both with the traditional teaching-research model of the university and
also with a mediating function. The other third, however, felt that:
the university ought to .take direct action in the community, that is,
organize social programs, get students and faculty "out there" providing
services, play a political advocacy role.
These calls for action came
predominantly from the same sources which have been previously cited as
being resentful of university dominance and suspicious of university
.motives.according to the Forum observers' reports.
It would seem that
mistrust and dissatisfaction expressed so intensively by representatives
of minority and disadvantaged groups are also connected to the ways in
which they think social institutions should perform.
In their-eyes,
the university is not neutral ground but an institution which,like.. any
other, pursues its own interests and is remiss in not using its resources to move out and .help those in need. This-view of the'situation
is somewhat corroborated by a content analysis* of a question on the
----RittsburghGoals Survey which asked respondents what measures the
universities in the area should take with respect to urban problems.

*Undertaken for this report by Christina Jarema of the UniversityUrban Interface Program.
.
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The majority of the respondents saw university personnel as doing
research on urban problems and teaching students and the public
(officials, planners, and general citizenry) how to deal with them.
For most respondents, then, the university was perceived as a
"knowledge pool" which could be shared more effectively with other
segments of the community.
Nevertheless, a minority of survey respondents felt that the university should become an action agent
along the lines suggested in the Forums.
Again,the respondents who
took this point of view could most: often be identified as those working most directly with blacks and the poor.-. Thus, the legitimacy base
._for the university as the meeting ground for community groups to work
on urban problems seems to be qdestioned by those groups whose sense
of urgency is greatest and who are correspondingly unimpressed by the
university as an information bank.

Questionnaire Follow-Up on the Goals Forums
A week after a feedback report on all:the Forums was sent by the
Goals Project organizers to all participants, a follow-upquestionnaire,
prepared by the research staff, was sent out to all persons who had
attended any of the four Forums .(excluding the project organizers and
the University-Urban interface Program researchers). One hundred ninetyeight (198) questionnaires were mailed out and 75 (38%) were returned
completed.
The questionnaire was a very brief document containing six
structured or forced choice items and six open-end questions, including
a request for additional comments on the final, otherwise empty, page
of-the three-page instrument.
A summary of the major results is presented below'.

Reactions to the Forums, according to the respondents' answers,
The first
were mixed, although, on the whole, toward the positive side.
Forum, which had the least specific focus (Conflict Utilization), also
received the'most criticism.* The other Forums were better received.
Quite a few participants who answered the questionnaire felt that the
intellectual discourse and diverse group interaction provided a valuable
end in itself. Others, however, clearly thought that-the Forum meeting
was just a beginning and would be of lasting value only if continued
interaction in some form took place. A minority of these people felt
that the next step should be much more concrete and lead to some specific action.
Others were more concerned'in altering the organizati.ob
and foci as a precondition for any additional, efforts in this area. The
general climate of opinion, then, was that joint communication among

*The problem here included the. fact that the paper was late in arriving
and that 'the content was abstract for the most part but ended with a
proposal for a course in conflict management to be taught by the University Some participants interpreted this as an attempt by the University
to get additional funding. The proposal was rejected by all the small
groups at that Forum in the Feedback Session.

diverse groups over urban problems was a worthwhile enterprise, butthere was disagreement over purpose and organization, as well as
which problems should receive priority for attention. There were also
a small minority who found the Forums a complete waste of time, either
because they mistrusted the motives behind them or because they were
weary of talk and frustrated by inaction. Much of the mistrust expressed on the questionnaire was directed specifically at the University
of Pittsburgh and/or the Interface Program. This was not surprising'
given the origins of the Forums, yet it does demonstrate againjha,t_an
initiating institution must be prepared_for criticism and susp)clon.
The respondents were also asked about "spin-off" from the Forums
in the form of passing on information to others or in additi -onal meetings, conferences; or other subsequent gatherings which resulted from
these events. Most of the participants had passed on information about
the Forums either formally in their places of work or informally to
neighbors and friends: Asizeable minority.also reported valuable contacts with whom to relate in connection with their own interests in
urban problems.
However, spin-off in the form of additional meetings or
conferences on Forum topics was, according to the responses, virtually
non-existent. Again, although many respondents represented themselves
as disappointed and even angry, that no- further events were planned to
carry on the discourse initiated, no one suggested that some other
group or agency should take on or even help to support further efforts.
As was reported by the participant observers at the Forum, respondents
to the questionnaire also thought that the activities initiated should
be continued, but they evidently left it entirely to the university to
manage this.

Conclusions

Originally, Goals Project leadership had set a long-range goal of
institutionalizing regular university-community interaction on urban
problem solving. This goal, and the mechanisms, by which it was to be
achieved, received the support'of those in the university who were most
concerned with relations between the University and the community and who
strorgly felt that no institution or organization by'itself could
accomplish much in the way of- improving the urban scene.
The initial
steps in the direction of cooperativc interaction by various segments of
the Pittsburgh community undertaken under the auspices of the Goals Pro-.
ject could be counted as successful In many ways. One accomplishment,
useful in itself, was mapping out .the various groups operating in a complex urban environment, as well as identifying representatives within
these groups. Another was setting up a model, drawing heavily on uni-'
versity skill resources, by which projects of this nature could be
organized and launched on limited resources.
University personnel did
serve as an "information bank",'and they also provided contacts in the
community to serve on the'several Advisory Committees.
Furthermore, the
project was able to mobilize sUffiCient community interest to bring the
desired number and mix of community participants together.
Once
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together, the discussion group format worked vey well, at least in the
domain of producing serious debate and an exchange of diverse viewpoints. Many respondents'on the follow-up questionnaire found exposure
to different points of view valuable in itself. That people with very
varied backgrounds and perspectives could reason together,without serious ruptures would suggest a more optimistic approach to cooperative
action than most community studies have offered in the past.
In spite of these successes, however, the project ended without any
The reasons that
continuance was made infeasible seem to be several-fold and interconnected.
For one thing, no plan for further action was put forward during the
Forums.
Politically, it seemed to be sound to wait for suggestions from
the'community at the Forums.
However, only fragmentary ideas were forthcoming from community sources, and participants--in spite of the protests
about university domination--did seem to expect that the leadership Would
come from the project leaders and spokesmen, all of whom were identified
with the University of Pittsburgh.
Although most participants did seem
to 'feel that some further activity should be undertaken, many ,felt that
they had been provided with.an interesting experience. Since, as has
been mentioned, the recorders' notes and the survey data seem to indicate
that most community people do not see the University as an action agency,
such participants seemed relatively content to have the process terminate.
No effort was made to solicit overtly the support of other organiations
and agencies to make-fUrther efforts possible.
On the other hand, those
participants who. were very frustrated by the lack. of continuity, viewed
the University as a monolithic and wealthy institution which could use
its vast resources at will.
Since these participants, predominantly
workers in disadvantaged areas, also saw the university as an institution
which should become involved in social action, and since by definition
the groups they represented had few resources, they expected the university
to act upon Forum recommendations and maintain the Foryms7initiated. inter-.
action.
But the Goals Project had no prospects of.continuing wit-poutOutside financial support. The university might have been willing to make.
some contribution, but only if other groups took over the major share.of
further funding. Thus, when no offers of funds were forthcoming, the
effort of necessity carne to an end. This does not mean.that the 'knowledge
galnedthrOugh the experience will not be used in the future for other
projects of this nature.
Both within and without the University some of
the activities and ideas are still being considered for renewed'efforts.
However, at this juncture, explicit plans for continuing the project as
originally formulated do not exist.
tangible evidence. -that it would have an aftermath.

From the research on the project; a few recommendations may be
culled:
(1)

Joint community interaction for urban problem-solving seems
fea-sible.as well as desirable.
(OF course, this may hold
true only for cities which, l!ke Pittsburgh, have had some
experience with cooperative action);
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(2)

Efforts in this direction would more profitably begin with
working groups representing all constituencies in the
community planning together to establish initial priorities
and procedures for further action. The university or universities involved could be highly useful in supplying all of the
relevant information at its command for workshop use;

(3)

The effort might originate by university suggestion but should
be put into practice only with joint support and either joint
funding or funding from some interested but more detached
source (e.g., a state government or a private foundation).

The reasons for this last recommendation are several:
(a)

The Health Forum experience demonstrated that a university
cannot expect to be accepted as a neutral source or mediator
in areas in which it itself is a major supplier of services.

(b)

Even were a university to constrain itself to conducting
community-university interaction on problem-solving to areas
in which it is not or is at least only marginallyinvolved
(in the other Forums both critcism. and recommendations were
more generally applied to other institutions as well as the
universities), it will be accused of trying to dominate. :_hat
is, of planning without consultr:.cion.

(c)

Any "one-shot" attempt will be ill received, and it wiiiTneed
joint commitment to have a sustained effort.
If the. University
initiates alone, the Goals Project experience suggests that it
will be expected to go on footing the bill and contributing.new
initiatives.

(d).

Even though a university may be in a fairly good. position to
identify groups that shoUld be included, it must also be
aware of inequalities among groups in capacities to provide
Although representatives of the disadvantaged
resources.have by definition. less resources to contribute to any effort,
it would be-a Mistake to think that it mill be possible
eitherto leave them out or include them on an unequal
basis.
"Grassroots" community groups have been able to

*In their own feedback report, written independently of this one,
the project organizers also came to the conclusion that much more preliminary joint: communication and planning would he necessary before any
effort to institutionalize community-university interaction would succeed.
See:
Cow and Salmon-Cox, op. cit., p. 74.
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frustrate' powerfully-backed efforts in recent years.
Substantial monies may be needed for a sustained
effort, and although putting in money sometimes
ensuresEUriiiii-itment, under -these circumstances it may
be highly advisable to seek major help from a more

"disinterested backer" so that all repesentatives
-.may approach the conference table on an equal
footing.
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University Governance and Community Relations

In this chapter, the focus is on the fifth and last priority for the
University-Urban Interface Program.
In this chapter the findings from
communications, Cajff1312 development, minority and. community services, and
the goals project will be. drawn upon to make more general observations on
University-community relations: Additional data which have been collected
not only at Pitt but also at Other insti,,tutions will also be used to give
as broad a Pietureas possible. The implications for University structure
with respect to the urban dimension and also for its official-posture
toward the community-at-large will be the subject of the next and final
chapter of this report.
For research purposes, we wanted not only to record ongoing University
activities and their roccption by community groups, but. also to catch
perspectives on the University of Pittsburgh and its legitimate functions.
The reasons for this-latter emphasis wore severalfold.
There are a number
of groups and individuals who at least feel that they have a claim to
influence decision-making in the University.
They may be internal groups
who claim membership in the. University community, or they may be external
to it.
There are different grounds-on-which. pressure may be exerted by
these sources. The pressures also have varying weights depending on how
much Pittsburghor any undversitymust cirar on that particular source
for support.
Perhaps the most complicating factor is that the University
does not, at least certain
not in the case being studied here,. by any
means ride on a "sou of coensus"; rather there are different and sometimes conflicting perspectives on legitimate priorities and responsibilities,
in the chapter on communications, this issue has been covered
in a discussion of the various University publics and their needs.
.

Beyond the 'existence of multiple pressures or demands from many
sources,. it is also important to emphasize that this study took place
at a time when universities, particularly urban universities, were being
subjected to strong pressures for chinge. They were being, asked to
reform their curricula and to have better teaching and more "relevant"
courses.
They were being told that they should be more responsive to
the needs and concerns of their immediate neighbors, particularly with
reference to the use of physical space. More fundamentally, however;
two general demands have been voiced which stemmed from growing concern
over the "urban crisis";
the problems being experienced in the nation's
cities.
In connection with discrimination, institutions for higher
education were callelupon to be more inclusive in their admissions
policies so that members of groups who had in the past seldom been enabled
to attend univerties and colleges would be increased proportionately.
The federally-initiated Affirmative Action Program developed. guidelines
for this effort. Not only were institutions of higher education being
pressured to recruit from formerly excluded greaps.; but they were also
asked to develop special programs to help sustain those not fully quailfied.through. the educational process.' At the samf,' time, employment
practices were to be altered to ensure increased opportunities for those
groups who were underrepresented among faculty and other personnel.
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In addition to reforming curricula and being more inclusive in
admissions and employment policies, univcrsities.were pressured to become
involved in the solution of urban -croblems. Universities were to use
their resources and accumulated knowledge to help improve the social and
physical environment by active intervention in the community, carrying
out service and applied research activities. In this connection, he
Comission on "Institutions of Higher Education of the Middle States
Association of Colleges Elnd Secondary Schools visited the University of
Pittsburgh in February and March of 1971 to help the institution evaluate
its progress on the urban dimension.
The _University of .Pittsburgh has tried to rise to the challenge,*
although it has not been able to manage the coordinated, confident approach
which some of its official policy statements might suggest.
The reasons
for this a'2.e many and probably impossible to docament.
However, the data
collected by the University-Urban-Interface Program shed some light on
the difficulties encountered, both from within and without
).e University,
when an attemptIas made to introduce new goals- on top of established ones.
In this chapter, the institution-building framework will be used again,
but the point of reference
be the University as a system rather than,
as in preceding chapters, particular projects or programs studied in the
course of the research. More specifically, the focus is on efforts by
members of the University to change the institution in the direction of
becoming more responsive to the community in which it resides.
An
important point to remember is that these efforts were generated through
criticism by particular groups both within and without the University.
Not all of this criticism was viewed as justified, but it was loud and
forceful.
Resistance and reservations to some of the demanded changes
were muted: Not only at Pitt, but across the nation university spokesmen voiced a commitment to end racism and sexism, to make curricula
more relevant, and to. devote themselves to service to the urban population. Moving through the variables in the institution-building model,
the following pages will illustrate some of the internal and external
exigencies in implementing the "urban dimension" at the University
of Pittsburgh.

Goals (or Doctrine)

.

Beginning in the fifties, but with greatly increased momentum by
the late sixties, University of Pittsburgh spokesmen have expressed a
commitment to help find solutions to urban problems. In 1968, Chancellor
Posvar spoke of a "new era of public involvement of the University" and
of a University-wide commitment to this new goal. The recently-issued
Report of the Chancellor, 1972, reaffirms the urban mission of the
University:

*There is no implication intended that Pitt was alone in its efforts
to respond to these pressures.
Whole volumes have been devoted to the
ways universities in the United. States have reacted.
See, for example,
Joseph G. Coleman. and Barbara A. Wheeler, (edz.), Human Uses of the
University, New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1970; and aright R. Ladd,
Change in Educational Policy, Berkeley: Carnegie Commission. on Higher
Education, 1970.
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In assessing the unique academic strengths
of the University of Pittsburgh, the needs of
world society that arc shaming modern scholarship, and the University's owr_ constituencies
for teaching, research-, public serVicc, and
instdtutAonal support, one fact begins to
emerge with startling clarity.
Pitt has the Potential to become the prototypical American university concerned with the
problems of urbanization.

Ufanization--the increasing congestion of
people in relatively confined areas of space-2mrywell serve as the unifying theme for. the most
significant dileacias conienting edueate0, men and
It embraces, for enample, the entire
women todacy.
spectrum of activities that society undertakes to
control the hur[an environment, from housing design
through city Vanning to pollution abatement.
It
embodies the major systems of modern life, including the production of goods, the administration of
justice, and the delivery of health care. It
includes the satisfaction of society's esthetic
and soeial needs, in the concert hall and museum,
or on the playing fields.
Within its range fall most of the major
problems of society:
deficiencies in employment
and job distribution, failures of the ransportatien sytem, the need for industrial development,
housing decay, the 'problems of the aP:cd and the
infirm, mental health services, and poverty.
(Revert of the Chancellor, 1972:3)

In his introductory remarKs, the Chancellor states thatthe-traditional emphasis of the University remains unchanged:
There is no intent here to shift the emphasis
of the University from fundamental scholarship to
more applied, "service-oriented" activities.
Rather, we are talking about adding an urban
dimension to the intellectually rigorous, highquality approaches of traditional scholarship,
with the same standards that have made such
scholarship the wellspring of human achievement
in the past. Whatever service benefits result
from this activity win be in a sense, "incidental".
But e2perience has shown that such service,
emanating from basic scholarship, is in the long
rim most productive for human. reeds, and it is.
the kind of service that is the Unique product
of the University's mission.
(Report of the
Chancellor, 1972:5)
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Yet the report throughout emphasizes the urban dimension with reference to program development and curriculumchange. Toward the end of his
introductory remarks, the Chancellor adds:
But adding to the subject matter of
traditional scholarship is'not enough.
Advanced urban society also requires that
we make an assault on the traditional forms
of learning. New ways must be found for
"packaging" education.
(Report of the
Chancellor, 1972:8)

A part of the new era, too, were the UniversityCommunity Educational
Programs, established to provide educational opportunities for disadvantaged..students.
Pitt had committed itself in the sixties to opening up
its admissions policies for minorities and the poor and has also provided
some special tutoring programs. for aspiring students who were not qualified to immediately enter regular undergraduate Programs.
The Chancellor
mentions U CEP in his introduction, as well as the Office of Urban and
Community Services which was established to provide an arm into the
community wfth particular attention to the needs of minorities and the
poor.
In the body of the report, references were also made to new women's
studies programs and to the expansion of continuing education programs
for adults.
In general, the dominant themes in the report reflect those emphasized during the three years the University-Urban Interface Program has
been in operation atthe University',. Curricula arc becoming more flexible,
new courses relevant to the urban scene haire been introduced, and professors
are adopting innovative teachthg methods. Professional schools and
University centers and institutes.are increasing their efforts on the
urban scene, developing new programs and/or expanding older ones. There
is a new University Center for Urban Research.
Programs in education
and fair employment for special groups are not mentioned quite as
prominently as in,thepast several years. For example,the-Affirmative
Action Program, designed to aid minorities and women in the University,
is not mentioned at all 'in the report, although it:has received considerable attention in previous years
.

All in all, however, the goals stressed in this latest report reflect
a preoccupation with the urban scene as the focal University priority.

Programs

The University-Urban Interface Program had to set limits to the scope
of its research into the relations between the community and the University.
It involved only a small research team operating On a rather.mOdest budget.
In the preceding data chapters, some of the more recent efforts of the
University have been chronicled in detail fc'- thelareas selected. With
reference to Campus Levelopment, the University has been seen to struggle
with'the problem of if and how much to involve .its immediate neighbors in
planning the use of physical space, and finally, if haltingly, to arrive
at what could be a permanent basis for conferring regularly' with Oakland
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community groups. The four outreach proects reflected several different
attempts by University personnel to move out into the community to offer
direct services with rather different degrees of success: Secondary
goals for these projects were to? provide aseftll educational experiences
for students and to conduct rplied research. The Community Coals Project
brouplit community and university'representatives together to discuss
pressing local prohlems, but failed in its long-rane objective of
'.establishing a permanent basis for 1-.Talti-group cooperative action on
problom-solvjwg.
vi t;
connection with communications. it wnz found
that, whijo some
i.ivi.dua.L
vere satisfied with the information they
received through the Office off0:ulmni AffairS and through Universitypublished media, Others were.still urging that more-informtion be made
available and that new: ways be found to give the --public access to the
University.
:

.

The areas focused, on for the research, however, are only a Tew of the
many in which. University-cOmmunity interaction takes place.
The Interface
Program, therefore, also tried, to cast its net somewhat more-broadly with
respect to inquiring about urban-oriented curricula and service-research.
activities.
The progre m. carried out a study Sugg, 1973) of internships.
or "experiential learning" programs at the University of Pittsburgh.
Such programs are designed to give students a community placement in
addition to classroom experiences. Community placements are intended to
enrich student Curricula by giving them a first-nand knowledge of the
area in which they will be working upon graduation. Although few such
placement programs exist as yet at the undergraduate level, the study
showed that Pitt professional sehobis were continually worlang to
expand old programS and ir:ipieliient new ones.' These efforts represented.
both an updating in curricula in terms of relevance to the urban scene
and an increase in the use of professional school students in service
capacities.
The University-Urban Interface Program also collected
various materials from earlier inventeries and othersources to organize.a preliminary- University-Urban inventory as a possible model for regular
updating of information on research and services being carried out in
the community on a University:--wide basis.* Even though this inventOry,
as it stands, is far from complete, .the number and variety of activities
related to the urban dimension is quite astonishing, In fact, it is
interesting to note that the University Council on Urban Programs identi
fled a sizeable number of efforts related to urban problems in its own
inventory 'which was compiled as early as 1968.
(See chart overleaf)

The evidence from UUIP research, then, tends to'support'the belief
that urban goals are reflected in the activities of the University., At
the same time, however, it should. be noted that urban efforts are not so
much University-wide as concentrated in certain areas of specialization.
Many of the efforts,-,too, have run into trouble of various kinds.
Some
continue to exist but precariously, others Mayhave to be cut back, while
still other -have failed altbether to reach stated. goals. The urban
dimension has taken root in thpUniversit,' but does not 'seem to be as
firmly established as some might wish. Some Of the reasons for this become
apparent in connection with illustrations from the data collected during
the course of the research,

*This inventory has been Circulated toe nbaer of interested adminis, trators, deans, ana-faculty for comment and recommendations: -When all of these. reactions have been collected, they will be turned over, along with
the inventory, to the University for consideration for future use.
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Leadership
A. large contemporary urban university presents a complex management
situation not easily.understood by outsiders, or, for that matter, insiders.
To quote front a recent report on P:overnance at the University of Pittsburgh.:

The confusion of the "well-informed"
may result from exonerated expectations
for order and smooth procesnes derived from
images associating universities with imowledge,
In fact, it uy be that
wisdom. and logic.
universities are "deliberately not organised".
They may be examples of "non-organization"
produced oy the diversity of academic: interests
they embrace and the acceptanceat least
internallyof the :Jr;itiml,cy of their questioning function.
To be sure, sonic internal manap:ement and
service functions are presumably "organized
and centrally administeredbusiness operations,
physical plant maintenance, payroll,auditing,
security, and the like.
"Deliberate non-.
organizataon" refers to the processes in the
If valid, the non-organizaeducational areas.
tion characteristic provides a major clue to
-J.stress and misperceptions. by
explain tb
diverse criies of the University of Pittsburgh",
or any particular University target of the moment.
What they sec as conspiracy, lack of ideological
or service commitment, or inefficiency is simbly
the way a heterogeneous university conducts its
In a sense, ''the University''
learning missions.
is the sue; of its div2rsity.
(Carroll, 1972)

In the same report an extensive exploration of the governance nrocess at
Pitt is included which need not be repeated here. -x A chart is presented
overleaf in this chapter to give at least some impression of the complexity
of the sministrativo structure. When the Chancellor, who :Ls after all
the spokesman for the University, speaks of a University-;vid.. commitment
to certain goals such as a "new era of public involvement" he presumably
does not intend to convey that all personnel in the University are strongly
committed to thisgoal--or for that matter, even committed at all. Yet,
this is often the way such statements are interpreted by tbe public.
As the quotation above stresses, the University does not and cannot speak
with one voice.
There are too many specialized interests and objectives
involved.
Too, the very values of the University affirm the right to
Dissent
dissent-and encourage open expression of difforencs of opinion.

.Y.See especially pp. 26-65 in Holbert N. Carroll, A study of_11)e-.
Governance of
1.b1.30-rty of Pittsb-urft,Tittsburgh, Pa.:
UnaVersity
of Pittsburgh, 1972.
I
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is considered apcTopriate in a university context--a normative orientation
which can work to institutional disadvantage when conflict reaches the.'
level at which it attracts the attention of the publicmelia.*
Disagreement over University goals, at least at Pitt, is not eonfined to obstreperous students and a handful of radical faculty.
The
University-Urban Interface staff conducted regular interviews with some, of
the key administors responsible for facets of University-community
relations and found, even among the rather small group available frit-periodic interviews, a variety of opinions on how relations should be
conducted:
One of the factors here, undoubtedly, was that probably never
before had university administrators all over the country been subjected
to so many. different claims. Each of the hey administrators in our
study, depending on his/her particular position, was likely to have a
different perspective on which claim S needed most attention, .given the
seeming impossibility of honorin ail. With perhaps one exception, all
of the key administrators seemed to feel that the Chancellor's lead
toward more community involvement should be followed, but some were
distinctly more cautious in this respect than others. In the interviews,
campus expansion, the use of University facilities by community groups,
communications and public relations, expanding and more inclusive enrollment, the multi-group nature of the urban Pittsburgh scene, and the
allocation of budetary resources were dominant themes. Campus-d4.2221)_.
went was a particularly sore spot during the course of Interface :Program
research, and some of the points of difference on this subject may be
illuminating. Administrators were generally sensitive to the argument
that the University had to be more responsive to community needs in terms
However, they disagreed amon n; themselves about
of physical space use.
the extent to which community groups should be involved in planning-and
also about which groups should be considered to legitimately represent
the Oakland community where the new .facilities were to be erected.
When People's Oakland--the original group which arose to protest Pitt's.
plans--was organied, some favored entering an immediate dialogue with
this group, while others hesitated because they questioned this group's
claim to representation for the total Oakland community.'k* A related,
community groups,
issue was how to weight inputs. from various sources:
the City, and the General State Authority. Lack of consensus contributed to -uncertain and sometimes contradictory moves by the University with
a resultant loss in time and money. Eventually, A compromise was found,
hut the problem of pleasing multiple groups defies simply solution, and
although expansion is now going forward under an amended plan, there
are still ripples of conflict around this area,

To use another example central to the concerns of the research, the
criticism of the University also evoked an internal disagreement ever the
University media,-;-*--S-ome administrators felt that he University at this

*In hi address as retiring president at the annual meeting of the
Society for the Study of Social_Probloms in Nev Orleans in August, 1972,
Albert K. Cohen cogently related the decline of public support to universities' "airing their ,problems aid grievances in public" rather than
confining the discussion and solution to internal groups.
**In fact, a small group of Oakland residents did organize. briefly
which espoused c.rrying.out the University expansion as originally planned.
The intent of this group was the direct opposite of that of People's Oakland..
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point in its history needed all the favorable publicity it could possibly
get, and that University publications should devote t',1ensolves a......clusively

to the ynblic relations function of promoting a positive imar;e of the

Universiy.

r'tbers, hm:over, arued that both the University and. ''611
different perspectives on
general p:iblic would. be sc7:ved-best by hearin

any given situation, and that in any case, a University audience was
too sophisticated to place credibilLtyin strictly public relations
Altbouh this argvment developed briefly into a minor crisis,
items.
the Office of 1:ew7s and Paaications continues to.follew a policy of
objective expof!.ition by goncral consent.

The problen of the multi-geoup nature of the urban scene intruded in
every ck!Ci6i0D made by-administrators in the course of the research.
Whatev.er the Un-iversity did, :It was iihely to,treaon sonbody's toes
Go:1)e adminitratofs argued that this nos
and ceme under cr-Iticia fire.
inevitable and -t,33:t it -c,s 1:etter to tac some action than none at all.
Others .i'elt that the "territory" should be carefully n9,ppod and the

appropriete groups conulted ho 'or- any noires were ten. But who were
ain vig,:Toints and perspectives of the
uffice-holdes varied and aT?pearcd to depend in l5ri7e yart on the reponthe ap::.,,:o..R.:rite Erovis':

sibilitios of the particular office.. the zriii.1-_,strato:rs interviewed
certinly agreed in one a.re:::,.and that was that Cue University could not
do every.i.hinf:::, wh.irsh was asked ef it

A. fundamental concern with the need

to share resibilities with other organizations and agencies lad to the
planning and ilomentation of the Goals Project.
Wot surprlsly, many administrative disagreements had to do with
budget allocatic,5nWhich necessarily involved difierencs in priority
inc for University activities, depending on where the adninistrateT
no
It is to be e.:/:pectedperhaps indeed to be preferredthat the
"sat".
holder of a given office will toad to see the duties of that office as
crucial to the welfare of the University. Ie.,rertheless, under those
conditions, budget allocation is.a source of discord.
In the years during t:i.ch. this research took. plaee, the loudest-and in more instances, very puyTerful--pressnres on the-University centered.
around the need for "involvement in community and urban proble2.ns" and
for 9social justice",
The latterruhric included altering admissions
and ellploynent practices with special attention. to upgrading mi,noritics,
Th(:!'officia7
the disadvantaged, and somewhat later in time, women
policy of the University has amyhasied changes in these directions.
But official policy needs support of varying typ'es and levels if the
goals are to be carried out. In the interviews with key administrators,
University-Urban Interface Prora.J! researchers saw no evidence that the

adminisrative leadership of' the Univty. in the sector of community
Discussion
relations v.,Ls not basically in. accord with the now directives.
of the intey..1.w content has focused on disagreements simply to demonStrata that even among this group it was difficult to find consensus "on
areas to more to become more cctmmnnity
how and by what means and in
oriented ond socially involved accordinfz to Prescription. If consensus
is difficult to nob-j_lie,even. among a relatively small leadership cadre,
the problem:becomes both ma,re acute and for 1.exo comp] ax as one moves
out to exa.z-ine the 'views C.0 oLhers in the University membership groups,
lot alone tile Wider commUity and society,.

.
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Facets of this complex picture- will be examined below as first the
internal structure arid then the external linkages of the University are
It may be useful to note .here, however, that a 1972 survey
considered.
of faculty members-and administrators showed
decidedly mixed level e.r
satisfuftion by both groups with the overall structure and operation of
governance at the University:* The sources of satisfaction or dissatisfaction about overall University governance are probably many.
It is

.

Table 1
1.

Are you satisfied with the overall
structure and operation of
gover-nance at the University?

Faculy (%)

Administration (%)

(N=103)

(N=99)

Yes

39.8

No
Not sure
No response

31.1.

49.5
33.3
13,1
4.o

25.2
3.9

interesting to note in tbis connection that the great majority of faculty
do not attend Senate meetings .(Carroll, 1972:) +2), and that the reason
most frequently given for this lack of attendance iS' that nothing very.
important is discussed or
tided. there.- *'`
Some faculty may be satisfied
to have the top admini#ra',ion "run the show" while the attend to their
own concerns, while others may feel that their voices should have ..or.e
Both faculty and administration may agree or disagree with the
impact.
directions that the U'-ive:esity seems to be taking.
Budgetary considerations are certainl a T..cimary focus which will now be taken up in connection with University resources.

Resources

Reading the Chancellor's Report of 1972 and scanning other documents
and inventories of University programs and activities, it is sometimes
.difficult to believe that the University does not have practically unlimited
monies to put to use at-will- In fact, however, funding for the institu-tions of higher education in the nation. has becoMc increasingly problematic,
andpittsburgh is no exception as subject to demands to economize.7\**

:

*These results are from random samples of the faculty and of the
administration at Pitt.
See Holbert N. Carroll, op. cit., p.
**In'1972, a motion was made and passed in the Senate to appoint
a committee to find ways of making this body more central to the decision"
making process.
.

***In fact, newspaper clippings for Content analysis in connection
with this research show that there has been a yearly financial crisis
since the inception of.UUIP.
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In 1973, a crisis has developed e.s both feceval and state gove)nments have
These developments should not have come
-!creased support significantly.
as ;Iiuch.of a surprise, li.ever, particularJy with respect to the state
As early as 1971, a task force or the UniversiLy Sente wa:s
government.
already lee:King into the mf..,,tter of faculty proJ.activity because it was

obvious that the ljnii.ity Tms facing a dealinc in 1Tablic
reflected in the corai:lents of state lei:;lators, which could eat into its
resources:
This effort reflected the uneasy fcelinc;
that an eJ-a of ynodct affluence for higher
education has ended and t:hatmore prod so
measures of faculty prodizetivity are inevitThe experiences of recent yeaxs of
able.
public colleges and universities in some
states, where standards of productivity have
been developed, should confirm the necessity
for faculty members to anticipate More )recise
sta.ndards at Tdtt and to ixess for a strong;'
positive voice in Lheir. developMent,
(Carroll, 1972:70)

Sentiments concerning inequity may in part reflect reactions to periodic_
proddinu aboet the need for economy, the need to increase faculty productivity, and so on, in the face on the expansive and optimistic natr
of the reports on the development of the Univorsity's urban dimension.
University membership groups may well wonder whether the. University
is not siphoning' off monies for new programs at the expense of old ones
In point; of fact, however, most of .the University budget
pre-allecattd
and cannot be shifted around ev64 by order of the Chancellor;
In
launching the urban dimension, Pitt had little budgetary leeway to
promote new efforts, .1,ac.ty of the centers, institutes, and programs,
established and new, depend in large part if not entirely on outside
funding. This dependence on u.soft money" is ex.tremely helpful in augmentirw the budet when the social climate is favorable, but can .cause
severe strains Yhen significant SOUTCO2 withdraw support, "Lependen
on
soft money, .which,might reassure some intereSted persons an to the Usk:: of
University funds, is not stressed in tha-Chancellor's Report and its
importance would hardly be apparent to the average 'reader. Beyond the
use of soft monies, the University has had to spread itself thin, and h:"t
had recourse, in soft instances hnown to the research team, to the use of

limited funding or "seed money' to 3tart.new urban programs whichref
unable to procure immediate adequate outside funding
The new University
Center for Urban Research is a case in .point. The University ha;;; agreed
to provide some financial support for the first -L.h7:ee years, but anticiptes
that the Center will then be able to mana=.17e its own support (Report of the
Chancellor lay2.2=J)
The present fUnding from Pitt is quite limited,
and the Center must seek additional outside funding to-carry. out its
present goals,

l6Q.
The seed money policy may be useful in initiating worthwhile efforts,
but it also frequently involves a "sink or svim" approach: either project
or program leaders establish outside support within a limited period or
the activity must cease. Two of the projects chronicled by UUIP may serve
One of the outreach projects, :Project Right
to illustrate this point.
Start, swam. As described earlier in this report, however, one of the.
costs was that the director, a clinical psychologist, became during most
of the early phase of the project a fund-raiser and proposal-writer.
ecause he was constrained. to concentrate on the-problem of funding, his
utilized for primary project
professional shills could not be
objectives. On the other hand, the Community Goals Project, after an
initial successful- effort to implement the first stage of its plans,
sailk, at least in terms of being able to move on to its original expli.cit long-range objectives.
No alternative backers for the project were
found after the F6:CiaS, although many participants felt that the activity
should be continued.
The research staff for UUIP do not have data showing how many programs have been launched on.atcmborary UniversityIt
support basis and, of these, how many were eventually discontinued.
seems clear, however, that investing seed money involves risk-taking,
Insofar as
an that the University will share the blame for failures.
it depends on soft money and limited funding, then, the urban dimension
of the University is not securely established, a fact which may be obscured
from possible supporters both inside and outside the University.

The budgetary constraints on the University-at this time are also
reflected in cutbacks which oconrred for the Office of Develument and
Alumni Affairs and for the Office of Few's and Publications during 1972.
Indeed, given inc need for increased financial and moral support., it
seems most ilonic that a universitT Pressed hard for resources to fulfill a new role, should feel obliged to reduce monies to nrecisely those
areas traditionally so useful to the University along the dImension of
support mobilization.
It would seem that there could be no better illustration of the "tight money" situation. Ironically,too, the Alumni Office
was given the resnonsibility for managing an additional large fund -raising
drive despite the fact that its staff had been reduced by one- third. --

Both offices, of course, had to reduce theiractivities which are directly
relevant for University-community relations.
Both inside and outside the University, there have been many Who have
urged that the University had other resources, besides money, which could
be brought tc, bear on urban nroblems. Faculty and students could use
their knowlrdge and expertise in voluntary engagement in community serviceactivities.
IndeecrtheYe are those in both groups who do so engage, and
at first glance, it seems reasonable to assume that if more could be
mobilized to do the same, increased services could be provided at no
extra cost,
Further reflection, however, suggests, that under present
circumstances, this possibility is not realistic. To take the faculty
situation first, a recent study, ordered by the Pennsylvania state
legislature, showed that Pitt faculty were averaging over 57 hours a
week fulfilling their professional responsibilities,
This heavy work
load must be combined with responsibilities in the faculty's private
At present, the University offers few incentives for volunary
lives.
activities. Were the University to give "time off" for interested
faculty, it would onlybe.faced with the need for additional personnel
which 'would again. cost more money.
Other incentives, such as the
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recognition of voluntary contributions in considering promotions and
raises, are also not built intro the system. What a faculty member does
for the 'community on his own incentive is regarded as a personal rather
than a professional-contribution.
The student population also faces. problems in connection with time
and educational advancement. Most Pitt. students are full,time, and veiy
man-r-also work part-time to defray their awn expenses. -In many of the
professional schools, internships or other experiential learning programs
do get students into community activities which are part of the curri-,
culum.
For the most part, however, "community service" on the part of
students has to b1/4: on their own initiative and earns neither credits nor
Most students simply do not feel they can afford voluntary
dollars.
activities on top of their other responsibilities, even when they have an
interest in this direction.
The pressures exerted by interested students
for introduction of such activities into the curriculum have not been
widely successful. The Student Consultant Project, reviewed in detail
earlier, is a good example. Project-leaders have not yet been able to,
have the voluntary activities of the students integrated into curriculum
credit even though the utility of the project seems to have been demonstrated by the response of the community members it was designed to
serve.
Without course credit, students have ,found it very difficult
to invest their energies into the project activities at the level required.
After the initial phase, it was decided that money had to be found to pay
student consultants -a stipend for time expended, since most of those.
interested could not get along without some regular income.
It was
impossible for the business students to manage a fall academic load, a
part-time paying job, and a time-consuming volunteer effort.
The
University was able to offer the project a small amount of space and
other resources, but money for student support had to be found outside
the University.

In its expansionary drive to implement an urban dimension, the
University has also been greatly handicapped by a lack of space.
The
enormous growth of the student population following state-relatedness,
which also required a marked increase in other personnel, has put great
stress on physical facility use.
The events accompanying campus expan-'
sion greatly retarded efforts to provide sufficient space for .University
activities.
In cases where cramping was particularly acute, recourse
was taken to rental space. This not only increased budgeting problems
but also meant that University faculties were scattered, and coordination
efforts to alter and improve currLcula were impeded. In the case of
new programs or additions to old ones sponsored from the outside; the
use of rental. space meant a loss of overhead for the University and
sometimes, am:Iwox.(1 administrative arrangements, The University-Urban
interface Program, for example, has been lodFed in two offices, separated by several city blocks, causing communication and administrative
problems.- Even were the use of rental space an mtimal solution, there
is simply not enour2A money in the budget for the University to continue
its building plans, maintain its present facilities, and provide adequatefending for rental, As a recalt, space is overutilized:
faculty often
have to share already tight quartel:s,
there is seldom any -place for
students, even those working as teaching assistants. The University
warned the faculty that it would be unable to provide additional research
.
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Space in 1971, -yet it is diffieult to imagine how the urban dimension can
be implemented farther without research and research operations need space.
All -things considered, then, the University's moves have taken place
under adverse conditions which do not seem to be well understood by those
-who contribute to its support.
But besides the inadequacy in resources,
there are other problems in the support system whichehave to do with the
Unlversity's legitimate responsibilities which make it difficult both to
mobilize adequate resources and organize and implement basic changes.
In this connection, some of the views of internal constituencies of the
University- will bJ considered next.
In recent years, many books and article's have been
but tie University and its internal problems- Most of the
writers have tahon the Position that the conflicts.have occurred- largely
because "the University" was resistant to chanee. Although the University
of 7ittsburgh has been relatively peaceful compared to some universities,
there has certainly been considerable, albeit lowkeyed, aegument over the
directions which the University was taking or should tahe.
Program research,
however, did show that internal constituencies nevertheless could demonstrate complete consensus on what s1ioild. be the University's major priorities.
Personnel:

written.

To the four groups surveyed by Carrell*--students, faculty, administrators, and trustees--the responses of the alumni from the survey condueted
by UUIP have been added for the table on the following page. The alumni
are considered -a "boundary" groups. still having some stake in the University'e
future; and'jmaking both direct and indirect in'outs into University gover.nance, and-Ith.erefore will be considered both here and under linkages. The
table shows that the five groups, and actually it was a very large majority.
of all five groups, agreed that the first two goals-of the University were
to provide a high quality fou-year undergraduate education and to provide
graduate'and professional and technical training. A clear majority of all
groups, except the alumni, chose research as the third priority for the
University. For all groups, two of the new goals, so strongly emphasized
in recent official policy, conducting programs to alleviate ills in urban
areas' and conducting remedial and upgrading programs for those deprived of
adequate educational opportunities, were plainly secondary to more tradi-,
tional goals. This does not at all mean that some members within these
groups are not very much committed to newer goals, but it does indicate
what, in the minds of the 'great majority surveyed, must be protected
above all else.
.

The Faculty:
The University particularly needs the support 'of
its membership groups if it is to Operate successfully. We have no direct
data on the morale of administrators and faculty at Pitt.
The Carroll
findings reported under "Leadership", however, show that only about half
of the administrators surveyed are satisfied wiih the over
of the University.
This suggests some reservexions in this group aboutpolicy direction. Among the faculty, satisfaci-ion is .far lower than among
adminstrators--only 31 Per cent of these sampled are satisfied with the
overall governance of the University.
.

*These data were collected in 1970 and taken from:
Appendixes, Section V.

Carroll, op.
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Question:

Below are some of the possible-goals the University of Pittsbdrgh
might pursue.
Suppose you were in a position to make vital

_administrative decisions at Pitt; how would you rank thefollowing
suggested goals? Please assign the number (1) to the one you feel'
is most important, the number (2) to the one you feel.is next.most
important, all the way to the number (9) for the least important,
Please assign a dlffefent number to each goal even though you may
feel some goals are very close in relative importance.

.

Ranks Assigned By:
Alumni

Students

Faculty.

1

1.

1

1

Provide graduate and professional and technical training
-(doctors, Ph.D.'s, administrators, public health
specialists)

2

2

Extend hUman knowledge
through research

4

3

3

Provide for parttime
adult evening, degree
and study

5

4

4

4

4

7

5

6

'6

6

Provide a high quality four
year undergraduate. education

Administrators

Trustees
1

Conduct programs to alleviate
ills in urban. areas

Conduct remedial and upgrading
programs for those deprived
of adequate educational
opportunities

7

Provide undergraduate
technical and professional
training programs (under

graduate'businsocial
work, et...c.0

6

. Conduct.training programs in
other countries in such

oV educat6n,enginclEYAng, health

8

8

Provide consulting and
training services for
governments, business, social
agencies,. etc.

8
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Yet the. facul':.y, who exercise the teaching and research functions, are
obviously the most crucial members in carrying oat the goals emphasized. by
':he publics
led.
Li:, would not be at all surprising if faculty moraje
vas not very high.
The faculty have been the targets of many of the CON-plailA,T: and exhortations to change, without much help in the way of naw
resources and incentives.
On the contrary, recent years have seen preres
to increase Leaching oats, threats to autonomy in hiring and firing
practices, increasing strictures for small but multiplying economics
and comparatively low pay increases. in a recent issue of the Pew York
Sunday Times (.:ay, 1973), At was reported that academic faculties in the

nation received only about half the rate of pay raise of tn average
worker in the United States. At this writing, faculty at Pitt have been
warned by the administration that the new budget does not &fen permit costof-living increases as it now stands. In times of high inflation, this
necessarily means a reduced standard of living for faculty members and
their fam.ilies.

Nevertheless, our data show that faculty have been very much involved
in developing new courses and indeed revising entire curricula.
Long
hours in committee meetings have produced more flexibility for students
and a decrease in required courses. All of these efforts have been
fosteredoby the encouragement of the administration on the one hand and
the demands of the students on the other. However, many of the faculty
have had serious reservations about the changes and whether :they are
actually benefitting students.
Of particular concern has been the increased heteregeneity of the
student population in ter
of prior education and back-ground.
As has
been seen, most faculty put top priority on undergraduate teachingYet the conditions uner more inclusive enrolAments can be nustrating.
Pitt does have some remedial programs for students who require special
tutoring, "b"?-t the programs are only sufficient for the more extreme
cases. In informal talks, faculty member after faculty member has cited
the problems of handling undergraduate courses when the students taking
the same cos: se are very varied in terms of motivation, interests, and.
qUalifications.' What may be "repetitire".for some students is too
"advanced, and technical" for others in the .same classroom. Often the
faculty member feels obliged to simplify his approach, thereby alienating
more Sophisticated students who share his interests and decreasing the
rewards in teaching ion himself.
.

.

dtudent evaluations are another recent device to measure faculty
effectiveness, but they have in many cases only adqd to the confusion
about student expectations.
The Psychology Depart*nt at Pitt provides
opportunities for students in the College of Arts and Sciences to "rate
the courses they take and, the faculty who teach them and- publishes the
results.
The professor so evaluated is euite often confronted with a
"normal curve" type of response ditribution. Students in the some

fl,lany universities are addressing this problemSee, for example,
re1.6man. and 1'he c.) dor se
havcomb , The Ilapct of College on
Students, Volume I, San Francisco : jo::;L:ey--.13f.;ss,
1.90'-; and
Burton R. CJs
Educati ng the Expert 'Society-, Chicago: .Chandler
Kenneth .11

. . .

POlishing Company, 1902
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course.with the same professor are divided into those who think the course
is cetcUlent, those who think it is poor, and those who rate it somewhere
in the middle. Bringing awd,der segment of society into the student population fosters a demand for diversity which.is not compatible with econa:in:I:zing in teaching loads, indeed quite the reverse.

_

The push toward_increasedurban involvement has brought more students
into community activities, particularly in the graduate schools, although
a few undergraduate departments are moving in this direction as well.
The University-Urban Interface Program conducted a survey of undure;raduate
departments and interviewed.. faculty and administrators in some of the
professional schools concerning such programs.* All of thepersomel
interviewed wefe-gairally'favorable to trends which showed a decidedly
higher urban emphasis and an increased use of inner city placement sites
as the foci of internship and other "exneriential learning" programs.
But they also stressed the resource problems which made the programs
difficult to implement, .at least in the perceived most desirable manner.
Uppermost was a need for more faculty to supervise students and coordinate
efforts. How
evaluate student performance in altered or new programs
effectively was also an area which was deemed to need more time and. thought
than was currently available. "Moving out into the community" on a larger
scale, then, is accompli shed when faculty are in short supply with the
attendant strain of potentially 'losing control" of student activities
and progress. There are other problems in this area vis--a-vis the
community which will be reviewed under linkages.
The preliminary urban irrdentory collected by UUIP showed that many
faculty are responding to community needs with activities. ranging from
seminars and consnitations, through applied research which provides
information to.comimmity groups, to the actual carrying out of service
programs in the community. Probably the last named activity is the most
difficult to accomplish because of its multi-purpose nature which combines learning and research with service. We have seen that for Project
Right Start,.the Student Consultant Project, and the Clarifying-Environments
Laboratories, the directors have had to devote large amounts of time to
fiscal and administrative activities since there was "no one else" available to take care of such matters.
This diversification creates an overload on key persons and a drain on the Lmplemgmtatien of the desired
professional services. Such an overload necessarily heightens the possibility of difficulties or even failure since some of the'many intricate
tasks involved in getting establisted may be neglected.
.

On the whole, it appears that many faculty have accepted the administrative policy which stresses the urban dimension, at least to the point
of currictDami overhaul and innovation. Some, indeed, have goneconsiderabJee further and the multiplicity of activities is impressive. At the
same time, there is reason to think that faculty morale is being lowered

summary of the findings from these interviews can be found in:
Michael Sugg, ExPlorations in Experiential Learning, University of
Pittsburgh: University-Urban Interface Program, lay, 1973, Part II,
pp. 62-TI..

e
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in the faoe of criticism and the threat oV restrictions on the one hand,
and the lack of adequate resources and rewards on the other. _Somexespensible faculty members openly worry that what looks like "more" in official
reports about Pitt must, under the circamstances,.have been accomplished
at costs as yet uncalculated.

The Students:. In recent years, much of the pressure on the
University to become more "relevant." and egalitarian has been coming
from students.
"Students" have often been conceived of in the media and
by student spokesmon as bein:; or one mind in their conceptions of what
would be desirable for the Oliversity,
Our survey of a random sample
of Pitt students W=4,159) did iY.Ideed show considerable support for the
new trends empi-,sized in University official policy.
There was no
complete consensus, but about three-fifths of the students in the sample
felt that there should be rore courses reflecting urban problems, that
the faculty should become more :involved in local affairs, and that
students should become more involved in local affairs.
H)wever, the
survey did show some cleavages on important dimensions i:r the communilf:y
relations area. While 54 T)21.' cant of the students thougbttho University
should become involvi in alleviating social ills in urban areas, 30 per
cent were against this trend.
A sharper. cleavage evolved in relation
to whether there should be a ,q)ecial admissions policy far disadvantaged
students.
Here only 44 pzr cent supported such a policy, while 47 per
cent were against it.
9

This latter point of disagreeTent within the student body prolif:bly
also reflects the growing heterogeneity of the student; body mentioned
above in connection with faculty. Pitt has become. more inclusive in
its admissions policy.
By. 1971, half of the incoming freshmen were the
children of working-class, non-college educated parents.
The University
of Pittsburgh--once a virtually a "lily-white" institutionnow has a
significant black population.
Disadvantaged students ha-re been recruited
and placed in special tutoring programs with uneven, and as ye incompletely documented, success,
Some of these students have gone forvard
into regular prorams, others have drop,oed out, and still others have
remained in their.. special statnolon; beyond the anticipated period
needed for "upgrading' their academic skills.
.

But the problems in integrating the "new" and the "old" student body
are discernible.
Student drop-out rates are high at Pitt as in unirersi_
ties across the nation.
Some students at the University of Pittsburgh.
feel that the.standards,-and therefore the prestige, of the University,.
are declining. and with them the value of a diploma from Pitt, Others
complain that courses are too difficult and that professors and other
students do not have the exposure to the life circumstances of newer
types of students to enable them to relate to their needs.
One problem
is that the Mass media have very mach emphasized the advantages of a'
higher education for economic life chances.
Conseeuently, many students
are motivated to attend a. university for a "ticket to success" (Burton,
1962:2.37-3). Alt on0a this is understandable, at the same time a partial
result is that some students are coming to colleges and universities with
little prior preparation for what four years of higher education entails
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and, consequently, having a painful time of it, For many reasons, students
come to Pitt wanting different things and having different expectations
which put them into conflict not only with faculty but with one another.
Thus -, An spite of the apparent support for some of the changes in the
University, there are obviously significant proportions of students who
are alienated, discauraged, or both.
The student population declined slightly at Pitt during the last
academic year and also tipped slightly again toward middle-class Students,
rather than the even split between working-class and middle-class students
in freshman enrollments in 1971. Enrollment is expected to decline some.
What more sharply for the net academic year. Part of the reason is the.
withdrawal of tuition grants at the federal level. Another reason may
be the realization. that achieving a B.A. is not a guarantee.of a highstatus job. The extent to which increasing numbers of college graduates
can be absorbed. into the economic'system has not been carefully thought
out, and hew graduates have found themtelves driving trucks2.working in
What decreasing enrollments
factories, pounding typewTiters, and so on
combined with a high dropout rate will mean to the future of universities
like Pitt which, pfter all, do receive a significant proportion of their
monies from tuition is problematic. It does appear that universities
face a more cometitive future in appealing to a declining market.- This
is in sharp contrast to the expansionary situation in the recent past.
40Ammli.:

The University-Urban InterfaCe Pogram's survey of alumni**

shaved support for Pitt in
sense that members expressed pride in the
University. and belief in :its fUture. But the alumni also had reservatjons
about the administration of the University. Only 45.5% thought that the
administration at Pitt was doing a fine job, while a- verr`hfcgh 39.3%
said that they had no opinion bn this statement. Other findings showed
that alumni were particularly worried about. the University'S efforts to
.increase enrollments in order to include those formerly excluded.
The

great majority approved of this policy, but only if it could be implemented
without impairing academic standards.
Many of the alumni felt that they had insufficient information about
University policies and programs. Concern with standards was strongly
related to reservations about the University's urban dimension when cross_,
tabulations wore Made from the data with the relevant questions.
Likethe students, the alumni were split in their opinions on items in the
questionnaire which were related to the urban dimension.
Only 30 per cent
favored a special admissions policy for disadvantaged students, while

To quote Wendell V. Harris in an article in the Chronicle of
Higher EdUcation on January 15, 1973:
"Both the immediate economic
value and the social prestige of a college degree are diminishing.
These
may have been Morally false values, but they have nevertheless been
demonstrable values, and they have been Compelling values for- a great
number of students."
**The survey consisted of a 'stratified random sample of 3,000 alumni.
9'),9 (32 percent) returned completed questionnaires. The full results of
the survey may be found in Martha Baum and Barbara Jameson, A Survey of
the Alumni of the University of Pitsburrfh University of.Piturj5T-January, 29?3,
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58 per cent wore...against this practice. Forty-one per cent of the alumni
sampled felt that the University should play J. larger role in alleviating
social ills, but S8 per cent were against this. There was, however,
stroYlger support for more courses reflectirnz. concern with urban problems,

for 50 per cent of the alumni favored such courses and only 20 per cent
VOTC against this trend. Ajumni support for the faculty was higher than
for the administration, Fifty-six per cent of the sample thought that
Pitt faculty were well-qUalified and.responsible%.. Again, a fairly high
percentage, 32 pen:- cent, bad no opinion in t1Iir area.
In informal talls, member of' the Alumni Association Council expressed
surprise that the survey results showed the most support for faculty. among
the youngest group of alumli--those who had most recently been students in
Council members thought that this group would be
the University.
the least favorable to the faculty because_the many mass media reports on
student dissatisfaction in recent years. This dissatisfaCtion apparently
lets not been as widespread as has been indicated, but a satisfied majority.
of students has received little publicity. It may be added, however,
supportive of the
that the youngest group of alumni were the
administration, 'indicating less trust, in University governance among the
recent graduates.
lInfVersity alumni can be very helpful for the.institution's image
UUIP survey results seem to
when they ere supportive of the alma mater.
indicate that Pitt alumni are sw,portive but with some reServations,
A.D.MEnd share a University's prestige or lack of it, and a concern with
academic st.and=irds particularly :Ls a potential trouble spot-if :i-t cannot

The youngest groan of alumni which is the least positive'
be alleviated.
toward the adirdnistration was also found to be the lowest in active
This decline in support and
involvement in the Alumni Association.
involvement among younger alumni could be a signal that Pitt will need
to work to maintain its prestige with this.group in the future.

Organization
The preceding Pages have demonstrated that the urban dimension of
the University is not fully "institutionalized" in the sense that it
receives the complete support of membership groups. Although official
policy has stressed involvement in urban problems as a challenge the
University must meet, leadership in the-Univrsity is more a matter of
influence than authority.
The degree to which the various departments,
and schools can be constrained to follow directives :Ls limited, particularly in the case of innovations which may be seen as conflicting with.
established priorities. In the interviews with hey administrators in
University-community 2elations, the scope and authority of any given
administrator with respect to action on- an issue was a recurring theme.
There is evidently considerable ambiguity over the degree to which others
must be consulted before any implementation is attempted, the appropriate
people to include in decision-maing, and the overlap between one office
or position with- others. Schools and departments cherish a certain
autc .cay and reserve the right to evoke their own specialized suhgoals,
Administrators were aware'ef--although not always completely sympathetic
to--this "sensitivity" among the internal membership of the University.

.
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There is a very high rate of turnover among both administrators and.
faculty at Pitt which may produce a climate where it is difficult to
evolve consensus and establish. a "University-Wide" commitment to new goals.
,For example, Carroll reports that only. )19 per cent of the faculty present in
The turnover vas lower
1965-66 remained in 1970 -71 (Carroll, 1972:131).
for this period among tenured faculty, but still 34 per cent of this group
left the. University.

At the same time, the turnover rate makes for opportunities-to recruit
new members who are already committed to an urban dimension and who represent
the disadvantaged. Indeed, new offices have been created to facilitate
The Office of Urban and Community Services, created
certain urban goals,
in 1969 and soon placed on a "hard money" basis as a permanent arm of the
University, has -a mission of reaching out'into disadvantaged sectors of
the community to attempt to relate community needs to available services
The Office of Affirmative Action wan also established
in the UniVersity.
to promote the recruitment of blacks and women and to guarantee them
equal opportunity in the University system. Both of these offices are
under black leadership, Many individual schools and departments have
also recruited with a. particular view to the urban dimension. For example,
Dr. Taylor, director of Project Right Start, was especially chosen for
Neverhis interest in and qualifications for providing urban services.
theless, in via of the findings that the urban dimension does not have
top :priority with University people, it is understandable that recruit ment has mostly been carried out in accordance with the accepted norms
In spite of some new guidelines for faculty recuitof qualification,
ment with some "teeth" in them, it is still the individual school or
department rather than the University administrative leadership which
makes the decisions on hiring and firing, salary raises and promotions.
A University is simply not on
in a fashion which permits the
To alter this structure
authorization of radical change from the top.
would, dramatically effect the traditional values centering on professional
autonomy and freedom to disagree.
.

We do not have data,which would till us directly about the chief
loci of support for the urban dimension within the complicated University
structure, but in ter= of activities certain professional schools are r
definitely in the vanguard.
Many of them are precisely those which have
This tradition is
a tradition of caamunity involvement and service.
simply being interpreted somewhat differently- in the light-of cont2mporary
urban developments,
The survey of alumni reflected the commitment of
certain. schools when the responses were.divided up by school, of highest
degree.
Large majorities from the School of Social Work, the School of
Public Health, and the Graduate School of Public and international Affairs
favored the University playing a larger role in alleviating social ills,
and alumni frem 'these same schools Were also the most favorn:ble toward a
special admissions policy for the disadvantaged. Only a minority-although
sometimes e. si[Tificant one -- -of aluami.i. from other schools and from the

College of. Arts and Sciences supported either one of these two facets of
urban involvement.
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The sentiments of the alumni. Seemed to be reflected in the three
schools citied above in terms of rec:Imitment, student programs, and research
and service efforts. Yet, all three are suffering at the present time from
serious cutbecks due to recent curtailments in "soft money". and tuition
-

grants.* ., This paradox. is evidently .due .to a lack of suff-icient support in
the lin:k,:age network and accentuates the dangox s inherent in relyingheavi:Ly on soft -money, as tlle. Unirv--&rs:Lty apparen::;3_y has done -with respect

to the urban dimension,

Pitt, like many other universities, is facing a more austere budgetpicture for the years 'ahead. Although the general public still seclim to
hold favorable attitudes toward institutions of higher education,** there
iS-cOneern abous "waste', and strong resistance to putting any additiona -1
monies into university budgets.
Somehow the messages being sent out from
universities have failed to. articulate sufficiently the need for additional
resources. to build stability into the "new directions". -:The Universityof
Pittsburgh.has- proclaimed the pursuit of new goals and changes in program
and composition 'of personnel,. The responses of internal. groups suggest
widespread disbelief that ,the Uni,,,ersity can implement new prioritAes,.
whiie.at tic same time Maintaining traditional ones for high teaching
-standards-and-basic research when it is facing increasing pressures to
economize.

Yet official University spokesmen have given thecontinuing impression.,
that this is exactly what is hapoening (Report Of the .Chancellor, 1970;
1971.:1972). What is happening at -Pitt is also occurring in other uni,
although supposedly the economy is booming.*k*
versities across the nE.3;ti
At Pitt, it has been,reitoted that the urban. dimension would be iMplemented without affecting excellence in-teachingand research, But without;
a reordering of priorities', the new directions have beendeveloped-by _j
spreading University resources very thinly and relying on soft money
which can be rather elru ct Ly iiithth ccrn
HopefUlly the real accopplishmonts can be retained, but at lest:Some of the new efforts semi uncertain
of survival.- Perhaps the Situation would not have been altered,-but more.
operi discussion of the strains placed on'the-University'in recent yearS'irl
the course-of reacting to demands for -change woUld have placed LL at least.,..
a more sympathetic position.:
.

..

The School. of Public Health has probably been the hardest hit, as
far as Can bedetermined at present. Special training grants are to be
phased out over the next two or three years which means a loss of 30..per
cent of available student assistance and a severe cut in the budget for
General reSearch funding for the Graduate School of PabliC.Hcalth
fatuity.
has dwindled from ',,;200,000 in 1971 to $17,.000 thiS academic year. See:
"Council Hears Chancellor on 'Funding," University Times, February 15, 1973,
.

uMmary%on recent surveys of attitudes toward highereduca"Renowal,*Financing, and Cooperation:
Tasks'.
55th Annual Meeting, American Council on Education, October5-, 1972.

*.*For a

tion,
for To:iay,

Roger N Heyn

,

paint i8 underscored in

RichardNixon,"NeWlYork-TMes Magazine

Daniel S. ,Greenberg, ."Science cifli
Julie 1'I', 1973.
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The survey results reported in connection with this study indicate
uncertainty about University governance and administration. This lack
of lull confidence :Ls probably in part due to the "tight money" situation.
Somewhere in the past, the time was ripe for a firm assertion that Pitt
could not make dramatic new efforts without 'a more secure support base...)Instead, however, a public .image of an ever-expffh73.ing institution has been
promoted-.
The University also :is facing disturbances in some of the
multiple linkage grOUps necessary to its develormeht. A review of the
external social network of the University occupies the next section of
this chapter.

Linkages
It has' been observed that university administrators have to be
"JanUs-faced" (Daldridge; 1971). Not only do they have to respond to
internal membership groups, 'but they must also be aware of the perspectives and desires of many. external groups. .Increasingly, universities are supported by public rather than private .sources and this
change serves to multiply the number. of- sources to which administrators
have to be responsive.
The institution-building framework spedifieTi7foux different types
of :Lin]cages. which must be taken into account in the external support.
To begin with enabling linkages, Pitt, like many large consystems.
teDmorary universities,.hasa complex economic base.. In part, it relies
'on student tuition and on, private sources such as alunmi, dther individuals, and foundations. However, central fiscal ro:Les are played by
the 'State of Pennsylvania and the federal .government, UUIP relied
chiefly.on content analysis of media for reflectiom of goVerpmental.
bodies' attitudes toward Pitt, The State began to. play-a major role
in direct-funding after Pitt became state-related, and in 1968 'a master
-plan for expnsion was formulated by the University and the General

.

State Authority.As the enrollment rapidly almost doubled,:theplans
for physical plant. expansion ran into trouble.
The Oakland community.
and thedity-government eventually forced alterations in the pldns in
1971 which seem to belienera.ily acceptable, but the L'odification andlelay.
costs were high,- .-.LocaI biti...2,ens may have hen gratified by the develb-P-.

mentsrbutthe average state taxpayer was incensed by the waste, involved.
In any. case, the :expansionary atmosphere for institutions of higher
education was- beginning to undergo a dec ided reversal. The State
determines' its bi2dget yearly, 'and the University never knows from one
year to the next'exactly how much. it can eounton. UP until 1971,.
Pitt had been accustomed to yearly' budget increments' from the State,
but in that-' year State legislatorS announced that there would be:a three
pillion dollar..eut in appropriations, to the-UniverSitv of PittsbUrgh.
The cut was evidently related directly-to complaints 'from taxpayrS already
. suffering from, inflationary inroads into their incomes. Politicians in,
the. State of' Pennsylvania pointed out that:
Sixty per cent of the present.
budget .(*3.2,billion) is being spent for education and that the State
.4.1

*The -Gdleral,State- Authority 'has the responsibility for determining
land use and appropriatiOns. .fornew:facilities in -statesupported.institutions':

i1
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Secretary of Education has projected a $5 bill)on,bndget in ti-c nort five
years.. There is a srong feeling in the lc;,:dslature that i.r arc going to
A separate :m1' icant reduction,was
have to cut back somewhere."
In 1972 Lbo new 'State
imposed on the state's medical schools.
Secretary (a "hoh:-educatorl ordcl.;2d a task. force La study the tfflATI7'::and recc.mmend bu.d!.:et cuts.

The tas1,.. force thol)OL there should.b,:: a

milllou curtailment, but the University was able to retain most of
This year st.e
that money by citing hardships from the 1971 cuts.
legislators announced that univenAties must be held more accountable
for their Loachihg on research tasks, and ordered a survey-to be undertaken and completed by Nardi of lj73 to determine the way in which faculby
time was being spent. Altheusurvey results indicateCta very heavy
faculty work. lead, in the same month the Unicrsity of nittsburFn was
forced-to announee that 6.11 salaries and hirings were froy.endue to Pcei
state budgetary restrictions.
77

Ti is intorestinr; to note in all this that the state was hiffhly instru-

mental in encouring the University to LacLmn rare inclusive in its
stron
chroilment r.races, .pa-rtluIur1 for state
emphasizes toachih overothcr University. go.z.ls. A3 the Secretary of
Educationrecently announced:"Requirements for tenure, pron.:otion,
other forms of recognition should .reflect the importance we aUtach to
.

first-rate teachia.;g in contrast to the traditional focus oh research,
publishing, and length of service. I am very. skeptical of the it;..lnd and
quality of research that goes on. inacademic life. Very little of it
has to do with the urgency of questions posed by society. Research is
necessary, but C have very-scriouS qualms that the Fmoupt Of funding

being allocated toreseareh in some of our jirititutionscould be justified by any rational form.". hut what seems to be meant by "firSt-rate'
teaching is a heavier teaching lOad.
does not take into
The
account .that integrating some of the ne7a-tyres of students into University
lif ;calls for smaller not larger classes; more hours in the classroom
with larger classes are precisely-what the state is calling for,
ThiS
raises an unresolved problem about assessing quality as opposed to
.

quan1Lity.

The state is alE:o attempting Lo e74er cise its. own philosophy.

on University goals, an input which will be dipcussed under normative
linkages,
Very recentl, both the state.and the federal government have .proposed direct grants to students Which would,ta.he auay the traditiorp:.,1
University cort-i:Ol ever tuition and research schoLu.ships.
The rationale
ds.that by directly. subsidizing the student, rather Inc ii the institution,
the Voucher allo.cs the studeiit More flexibility in, choosing his gun school.

In elTect, the student becomes
consumer seeking the best return for
his
This plan wuld adversely affect the ability of uni.er.sities to organize their. futures and recruit and maintain adequate per,sonnel, but such problems do not seems to begettinL; the requisite airing..

quotation.was Wien from an article entitled:
'Scan State Aid " TAttsburh Press. hoven6er.12, 1971.

,"Politicians

.*:Y: Quotation from John C. Pitf-,inier', "Harrisburg Peport, ." Universit

Time,

February 15, 1973.
',Toliticians Scan Stain Aid,"-Pittsburgh-Press, November 12,

,
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With the increased reliance on public support, universities seem to be
losing control over their own destinies.
The fc
-.I government, in the recent past; has been the most power-,
.ful voice e
_sizing the urban dimension. The Department of Health,'
Education end leltare, through the Affirmative Action Program, has 'threatened to withdraw all monetary support to universities-which do not follow
explicit plans to increase the proliortions of minorities and women in
their student, faculty, administrative, and other personnel populations.
The federal government has also supplied much of the soft money for applied
research and other urban programs.
Monies to universities from the
federal government increased. during .the UUIP study, and in the year 19701971) Pitt received a total $26 million from the federal government.
But the present administration in Washington has been openly skeptical
about what universities are doing. and highly critical of academics and
student bodies,
From the universities alter all; has come much of the
war protest and much of the opposition for the current federal administration. In 1972, -.1.n.ds to universities were dratically curtailed.
Cutbacks in the health prefesions and in Social Work and Education..were
especially significant and crucial, but the effect of the change in poliey
has reverberated in all parts of the ,University of Pittsburgh.. -The
present federal administration claims it has, overall actually proposed
to increase federal expenditures for educations a position which has not
entirely been clarified.
In any case, there have been shifts in .handing
and the reduction or elimination of particular programs which directly
reverse the federal thrust of earlier years. Those schools at Pitt most
heavily involved in. urban -ervices and researqh and providing health care
are the hardest hit by the federal government. The policy of "revenuesharing" may
may improve the si:tuation, but as yet, how these monies are to
be used has not been determined.

In addition to the plan to provide direct grants to students- mentioned
above, shifts in student aid programs primarily involve- cuts in both.
Supplemental Education Grants and direct, low interest federal loans.
These two programs will beyenlaced with federally-guaranteedprivate
loans, which bear. a higher interest rate and with Q, new program called
Basic Opportunity- Grants.
Increased costs of educatione-forstudents
are 4gnaled in other
For examrle,)?itt has. alsedeclared a raise
in tuition fees to compensate in part aor the cuts in other funding.
Educators have complained. -that the increased costs of a universiy education Wia3 particularly affect the children of low income families.
This probability is already reflected in the slight tipover torard
middle-class stude,nte in Pitt's most recent enrollment.
The urban. dimension, with encouragement from both state and federal -governments, has
emphasized the inclusion of the disadvantaged,
me current lack of ode--quate eupnort may well 'diminish the gains which have been m*ie in recentyears in achieVing this new.mi:..:0

*Fxamples.cf this are given in:
Dan1-,1 EL! Gr.!eenbe..,2g,"Science and
Diehard Nixon," Hew York Times 1,:aga:-7.ine,..i:une 17, 1973,

J7)4.
tuition, the Univ:aroity of Pittsburgh will also
Peoides
other
MC!21).:PC:;
to attolriot ho compenote for the loss of revenue,
to
although, iihe oLhr universities, it wial :probably have to decrease
aci;i,./Ydes in the ]on r-,m as it.has in the short run. Even
vhose rei:orts have continued to cm.phasic
Comiscion on hi.;:her
oeJ.i and s'!:ouqd do, 1r
noun to
6,11 Lho nevi tilings ti(;:,-*G universities
"The nation's colleE;cs and Luri
tahe a more p.2.s-simis;:ic point of view:
versties mast reOueo'ae present rate of spendin by
In the current sit,,.tion,
by yo:-Lr 1980 or -face a critical money problem,"
a7;a1 n toward the private. sector fro::,whence it reeived mos
Pitt 'has
Janr.alzy, 3.97;,. the Chancellor
of its direct fuhd.4E, prior to
announced that "crier Le nr-nt eiOt-years, the Univeflity 'of Pittsbo3.fiarn: of
seek to rair:;e $-J5 million in private 1r,onies to provide a
tine University a TWTe thcin average university."-x*
excellence' to

Aside from the iti.ual givin fund promoted ixr the Alumni Asseciatiai'i7
this is the first special -effort to seek private 1'Und2 in 25 years. Iii
Pittis succescful in act-ivirin[.; funds from the private sector in
fic::,,ht a)-loimU;. it

E.o.-ra of the f.:1.]::.-Ii:;.alstridn, but it

Ith,ough
seetor
does nut on-Jy mean alanai, the Alumni. Survey, at least, pointed to widespread reservations about the urban dimenSion and an intense concern -over
a poible. =cline in academic standards: There may-oe little'support
among those in a. 'obsition to provide monies from their private incomes
for:policies aiod at helrling disadvantaged students and offerilt services

also may alter the dff.i.',c1.1y's ffti:ust,

to the urban poor, -particular.iy when the .fed,zn,s'a gover:nment has abandoned
its leadership role in this. direr. ion.

the concern is with moral support pf an
Under normative
institution, expres::cd in affirmation (or lach.'of it) of its values as
The general citiv,enry. concerned over
reflected in goals and. program.
rising taxes and inflation, has had a strong impact on the political
But it is not only. money.
decisions at the state and federal leVel.
matters which have caused a decline in.sUppert for education. in universities. The media in recent years have accentuated unrest and tarmoil
in the universities, and a questioning of t.h6 effectivenoss Of educational
well
practices and thecompetence of faculty and administrators. It in
be that, statements by University spokesmen about the profound changes
being made have only served to convince the general public that some:thing vas indeed radically wrong. Or it may be that the announced
change'S'6xe not perceived as desirabl-aby some sectors of the population',
In any case, public support for giA.J.ng addftional resoUrees.toeducation
hen invhmi.ably been declining at-the same time that universities have been
pressed to tak.6on'a larger share of the 1-1.rciGn for solving urban problems,
In the Goals Forums and on the Goals 'Survey describe:' in' time previous
chapter, the perspectives of .2 (orlIaNJilty represent_.ives and "infl,Johtials"
the University as an information gatheer
mirrored a more tracb.tional
and. disseminator rather than an
nan activist.
Only those

'1:A quotation from a member of the. Carnegie Comlission in:
Advised to Cirt Sending. " fittsburrth Post.... Gazette, July , :L972.
/

Chancellor's speech was re:ported r.r
Pitt to. Seek Private Funa
fo:. Excellence
Pittsburceh Ltehs, January 12,-1972..
1
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representing minority .and disadvantaged groups espoused this latter view.
The emphasis on urban involvement has evidently had less public suppo:t
than the "liberal climate" of the sixties indicated on the surface.
Universities also need normative support to recruit adequate person,-,
nil of various types
Rising tuition costs and direct grants to students
will make it increasingly difficult to predict the siz,e_of student popUlations; and the University may find itself in a more competitive position Vis-a-vis other institutions of higher education. This outcome would
be unfort nate, since, given the present climate, it would seem that
"standing together" would bo a better approach for colleges and universities.'
From the student sUrvey at Pitt, it would se eM that the majority of students
favored the institution and at least parts of the urban dimension. But
the-survey was conducted. in 1970 and 1971, and stt.donts all over the
country have been more Quiescent since then. Taere.are also indications,
that students are rcA more concerned with acquiring more traditional
academic skills and less with innovations.' Perhaps the new trends have
gone "far enough" for thom- In any case, the higher costs of education
aId direct gra:nts will encourage beth sLudentsand. their -parents to.
"shop around" more carefully, and the University im.p will have to he
responsive to. changes in the public

Under the changes in the University's circumstances, it is certainly
going to be more difficult to recruit Bible persons to play administrative
and faculty roles.
The lower pay scales in universities relative to other
seetors of society'havc been acceptable in the past to many types. of
personnel because of rewards for the free pursuit of intellectual interests
and because of the congenial social.,clivate.
fne ability of universities'
to recruit was already eroded during th6 student confrontations when able
faculty from to academic institutions sought other organiational placements.
Recruiting administrators to head disorganized and unruly'departments, schools, and whole institutions- became increasingly difficult,.
Now the inroads on rewards of both money and freedom will contribute to
a farf;her disillusion with university employment, and the calibre of
personnel may Well decline.
It is parMoical that in this society, so
much. eMphasis is placed on academicqualification for major
secial r0 les,77including those in business--yet the people responsible for certification
,:are those who axe the first to be pinched in any kind of economic squeeze;
The state, and most particularly, the federal. government have used
their power and resources in the recent past to encourage normative changes
in the universities. This input is now reversed:
education .f.s dtoo
costly" under the expanded conditions and social programs,"don't-work.".
The new normative thrust from the state is for mono*, essentially
meanins higher teacher-student ratios and deemphasizing research. There
is still some .demand for research, however.
Both state and federal levels
want to (valuate e:-:isting social programs no that they maybe improved, ore
abandoned;
if ineff,...etive
Some schools and departments at Pitt are
adapting '5o this trend, and seeking and receiVing contracts for evaluative
research.
This may be helpful for the snort run, but; it. seems plausible
that, after an interim Period, governments will be running their ooi
evaluatiohS on the basis of what has been.lea::.ned, although they.will
probably still turn to, the unjversities for.n.E:w teehniQues. 'In any .case,
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the d-m.',nd for evaluative resoP.xch wlial certainly affect the foci of
research in the universities and more basic -research may be relatively
neglected.

linaes involve groups in which there is an exchanLm or
Othercollees and universi.Lics in the Ill 5l
inputs an_i outputs,
area rcTresent one catecry of each linkages for 1.1;, nese insLiution,.:
docoouerate with. one another in -croviding for students to have access to
COUTf-;CS across institutions and all otln:,r 1,-a2.

The Pennsylvania Coun:.:11.

on 1JiE,h.o7-eation fu.hctions to facilitate s.uch linkaces. The state is
uo; sotting up mechanism.; for thoe 'col lees and universities in-its mu
netw-orh to find mce adeco.ate Tays of oath sharing-curriculum access and
decreasing du.hlication otofferings fin the various instituf:,ions.
efforts are bound to. run into difficulties, ir:articular..)y in the 1-)ret
cli: ate which enourages-compotition for students rather. thl,,n shring.
Representatives of the institutions of hiEber education will fear that
by ivin up a school a department, or even a single course because it
lose tho. some roroli_of the 21 uent bucbr, Ho&J.P;
exists elsewhere
cet-An.7, tofutnel reTvenenta;,1,:es from the siWte-related or state-suDortod
At leasL, .problems
institutions.ny have a more .positive out
headaches com;ronly shared -11)..!..y be aired, and solidarity rather than compe-

tition among educators could be enhanced.

The City of Pittsburgh could also be viewed as afunctionai
since it both provides in-outs to the University and receives outputs.
The.CitN, ho.7-ever, worried about a declining tax base, joined commuhi'6y.
it demanded from the University
..ansiongroups in protest :-_,,;;;;.inst
"'Lb-doss
the Unilfersity is able
land
use
203110 -paynt for its
to offer some means of relief for the burden that it 12 placina on the
City's tax base," the city,m10J1 Oppose the University exiyanding beyond
Forbes Field (an abandoned baseball stadium. adjacent to University
UOIP va,FJ instrumental In bringing in an outside
buildings) propc.-r-..systems research Aroup.whiCh studied th,, economic iii:nact of the University
on the local economy (Caffrey and Mowbray, 1972). Thi.s.study demonstrated
the post Live offeCt on the area by the presence of the University as
amployer and consumer of local Foods and scsi;;ices: Thc:results of
I

rcarch may hove been one influence on the CAy's eventual .sizeable
reduction in its demand forreimbursement from the University for City
The negotiations etwen the City and Pitt extended. over
services.
eiishteen months and eventually the University agreed to ljay the $60,000
The City government responded. by removing a
a year for city services.
thTeat.to oppose rezoning i. c. iuo b

I oi University eXpansion-

The yvi,rly.

payment is subject to z-rnegoition,.howevEn.., and ray increase in lat&
years, At the moment, there seems to be peace between the University and
the city on this-'..ssue., and .the cost to the UniversitY has been relatively
Many.issl,es remain unresolved and elements of controversy persist,
small.
underwr,,..y.

-From the view'. of Officialsin

state and loca government, University administrators,.. leaders .
and citizens'.acord is 'desirable so that both business a: usual and
Yet, no conscious. exists on the role and responsiprogress can OC:Cia..
bility of.educationi institutions as tax-exappt prc4.,anizations, purveyors
of social services, .01- advisors to twvernnienU and business. Neverthe*ess,
it is an additional drain on University- funds,

."Forbes EY..panSibni
*Quoted train a newspaper article;
Venture,' University Times., f3eptember 9 , 1971.

Towards e, joint*
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Other functional linkages are represented by non-University agencies
and organizations in the social environment. A cooperative relationship
essential in developing the University's public service
with such groups
The contemporary urban scene, however, is crowded With service
.functions.
agencies, and there may well arise real or perceived conflicts of interest
between established organizations and the efforts of universities. Other
universities besides Pitt have been made aware of the delicate nature of
attempting to Provide additional services to the community or doing research
on the adequacy of c7:istin services. . A quotation from a report from
Harvard University illustrates the dilemmas inherent in implementing
community action .

.

Further, and perhaps most important, deciding
what to do cannot be done by Harvard, or some
every
part of Harvard, acting unilaterally,
area to which. this committee has turned its attention,
there are already programs underway, organizations,
Axemed, spokesmen selected, conflicts al:parent.
Just as "the" university docsnot exist, PO "the
We 'impine on many
community does not exist.
communities and some of them--1:-erhans most-are.deeply suspicious of Harvard.'s iutentions
No master plan for com,nunity
and capacities.
action can or should be devised by Harvard alone,
because any action requires Harvard first to work
out, carefully and over time, a subt-Ae and complex
existing organizations
.set of relationships
and existing -acogravu,,.

(Wilson,

al:

,

1963)

This complexity has to be considered but does not by any means imply
that good cooperative relationships cannot lie established under appropriate
circumstances. When University operations are undertaken with com:aunity
unt.--rstanding and support, the situation becomes one of mutual facilitation,
In Chapter III of this report, it was seen that the relevant Community
agencies were generally receptive to the Student Consultant Project and
Project :Right Start from the outset and remained 5J throughout the term
of the research. Careful consultation in the initial phases of implementation with agencies and organized coMmlucitl,gi'Oups cstabldshed the need
In turn, a situation was produced in which
fox' particular services.
community groups provided \' LOU 11'puts7-facilities, clients,Punds,
publicity--in exchange for'services'renbered.
On the other hand, the Neighborhood Centers A:Ssociation, during the
early phase of study by uulp, was receiving a good deal of community criticism and a concommitant decline in monetary support. By the end of the
research period, however, the association had undergone internal reorganThe result has
ization and increased provisions for community inputs.
been a more_favorable community climate and a reasonably secure position
in the form _of rewoiod funuing
The C 'U,"21 fyin El: :Ei'.i.romrts
s .
Program has had a rather complex problem in terms of-a divided community,
as well as conflict with tLe more traitionally:-oriented personnel in tho
The result has beau disruption in piris of the community
public schools.
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activitir.!s and a continually "distubed" social environment in which
ba; -ben diffucult., at times, to proceed with implemntation of the

pinned seices.
E.o.me cf: the cfl)erienc!es an the onLvc.:4ch ywojecta, as well as tile
(f62.:1
rfrojeet, aeem to prova J eic
c.
cv-idcnee
orani2tiona and g,.:oups can wor toether or, ;A .:.easL. would lihe to :J0f1:..

At the cn

ho process :Ls ono which reuires
able patience, and acnsdtive rrobina to estlish tile groi/na:-: ijnhn
cooperation rz-Lther than cm...be:::.:1-tion
apTar
rewaraing for
all L,Toups conce
with any 6iven probFem area.
toi.:,ether.

Another si.twAdon which calls for functjor:s1 liAld3..Tes with corari.nljt..y.
In tile

E.17encies is' in ex.-serientifla lea=n1ag or.internthip ir.:_soc,myl.s.

study of these p-z.eramsearried. out by TAUT

1913), those

aatiljnistrtorsanJ. .1.--i,e-Laty Who wex,c jnvplved in 0....c.mont -wee Concerned

With the attitudes of social agencies in the co;3Ycunity.
Because such
u r
a.07ni..c
uninrj nroblamo, theTwere o-,:crting
preaunea for
UniverSity te'rej1.ar:;e a61).15ent S
or the
If the aencies
:period.
willine;.to yay g.t all, they WaDtCd to
rearve the.r:i(ht to uBe students for their ow, needs. Thus, the schools
and dupartments, at a time when they :were attem-sting to increase student
irivolvement in Lie cor.16anity, mere faced both with the loss of financial
'

i

j

'

resources and supervisory control over the student's learning exparionce

Another source of loss for Audent.placenent occurs in connection
11
gteups thEtt- personnel in prograMs opertin
in the:cmmimity be staffed, at least in part, by indigenous residents,

wdth demands hy '3)1

Both Project "Rf:ght, Start and the Clarifying Tnvironmonts Proara
tituted community -persons, whom they trained as "p::rraproessicnals", tor
posts originallY -olanned for students,
The NeighborhooJ. Centers Association
also, since the avpointment of a hew director in 1971, has put more emrhasis on staffing their activities with peuble who reaide in the immediate
neighborhood. k.;ain somoreaistance has developed to the use of,2tudents
in.connection.particulaly II iii medical, dental, and nursing
CCC

Some community groups have rebelled at being "used as guinea pigs" in
the stu'ent learning TU"CCO3S. They Ans.:st that ".ather than being "p10c-7
ticed. CA" they should receive the attention of. fully trained professionals.,
From the point of view of the general healthof the Univeisit.
Iternship and. e.sperintiallearning
alao seelui to
be a need for ñncing ways in which placement 6,Fencies and University
Schools can find bases for C,00perationwhich are lo,..)re acceptable than
they seem to be on either Side at the present time

fliffusd link.ages Ipertain to the more amorphous. social climate in
.s,ril1r:!17.RiArersity e:dsts, that is
to nose indivials who do not
belong to the nore ostublishedFroups with which the University has

direct relatimhips. .From among these.individuFtls, may, arise tenwrarily--.
or eVen. permanentlyorganized groups. which have an effect uonthe
institution.

A case in point would be People's OaJ.ftand which was formed

.
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This group, later expanded
in nj,position t-o pins for campus expansion.
DevelopMent, Inc. , my indeed become a group with which
to ecome
Universiv continues formally to interact over a long period oftlx,.)e.
Ordinarily, however, difThse linkages refer to the whole social envircn_
rent from vhich at any time opposition or support in an organi.Acd for
may but need not arise.
.

UUIP conducted -a readership survey by means of interviewing small
:samples of five different comminity fcments: Oakiend (Pitt area) rosi'dents, Oakland businesi-;men, ghetto 'blacks, b2ue-collar workers, and
The great majority of those interviewed
white suburban residents,
expressed.at least relatively favorable attitudes when queried about
the way educational functions were being fulfilled at the University.
This applied even to Oakland residents, who, at the time, were upset;
about Pitt 's plans for expansion into their neighborhoods.
Like the
internal groups referred to eaxlior, a majority of the respondents gave

top priority to the Univorsity functions of nrovidins a high quality
undergraduate.edoation and to graduate and professional .training.
lloever, these ChniCtc:2 were not as clear-cut allong the five oy:ternal
segments, ,Ind Mere ,;:s more differential ranking between groups,
Most

significant was a high emphasis on alleviating urban problems on the
part of Oakland businessmen and on providing special courses for the
disadvantaged among blacks-; Most of these groups, thon, seemed to hold
a fairly favorable image of Pitt, but there vere different emphases on
priorities

.

.

The interviews showed that many community residents Inure very little
basic understandinc,; of the ,cals. of the University or its structrre,
For oxamp, when asked 1i -_)they would communicate with the University.
if they felt a need, many. respondents could Only think of. reaching the

Chancellor,' Manypendents.also articulated a desire for more
accessible channels to the University and more 'information about policies and plans.
In general, readership respOndents, then, expressed'
approval of the University.
Those in the Oakland area, particularly,'
could not iagine .bet they would do if the University. should move away.
Yet, there is also at least a hint of a "fol.!-.ress" institution, only
dimly perceived and rather inaccessible to outside groups.

This latter, somewhat "aloof" image of the University was also
entertojned by some participants at the Goals Forums, partcularly
those who represented minority and disadvantaged groups. The University:
did not listen io or understand the needs of 'such groups, At was said
and they could not find effective. was OfroachincY those at Pitt who could
help them; bike those in the readershiP survey who could
think of
the Chancellor in connection ,with UnivorsitY structure; representatives
of indnorities and the disadvantaged had a monolithic view of the insti-Hation.
Furermore, not only these representatives, but at least a
minority of others at the Forums felt that the University had sufficient_
monetary- resources to embark on any efforts which it chose to embrace
and that top University administrators had the capacity to reorder
priorities at will.

Poilin.the data that exist on linkages together. than, it appears
that ther(i are problematic dist=bances in the eternal system ,Ali eh
effect Pitt 's ability to mnintain itsrather recently Jeveloped
dionsion. The IT.Ithra%,,la of fodePal leadership in thib aroa and the
hg pressureS of the stateafter cncouragAn Pitt to e-:,:..pand

concarn win

enerr--X.Or econcl:ly
tion. and -

lh

allow the use

Tho city, too

t

ic prc,;_:-essively unwilling 1

public lands on a ta7-:-frec

Pittsbugh area 'or

Me use of the

at the Ch lcellor cotini)es.to call an "urban

laboratory' (..flecz.t of the. Chx.)ce3lor, 1972) also seems to be jcop:,vrdiv.ed.
Community c-,rounr;, on the one hand, are protesting being used

as "guinea pigs" for either student practice exiDeriences or for Tese7::rch,
end, on the other h.nd, are as:king to have meli.)ers of their own rank;;
tnained for staff places in COligYLITIAW programs
have ordinarily
fallen to students or other University nersonnel. Community aEoncjes
are also subject to Vadetary restrictiou.s which lead them either to
preclude student placements not financed by Pitt or .to assert that if

they accept studontS, the students must serve theirnends and not
University require]amts for a good :Learning- experince,
Insofar as it was possible to tap generi opinion in the community,
.Pitt seems to have o. favorable but indistinct and somewhat inaccessibac
image.

1
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In this chaTte
the accomplishments of the University of Pittsburgh
in its efforts to implement an urban dimension have been reviewed, drawing
on information from the Uhiers.,..ty-Urban Interface Program research.
At the same time a great deal o attention has been paid to conflict
and confusion over Priorities which have accompanied the new emphasis
on public se:ow:Lee.
Perhaps the chapter has DirLed undue, emphasis on
probloms.
However, in the Too- short years in which the research has
been carried out, the positio-,Tof, the University seems to have been wor-.

senin:7; in terms of both economic support .and autonomy.

The University's_

accomplishments seem to he resting on a rather fragile base given. new
trends in governmental policy at federal, state
local

It should be emphasised, and corroborative-evidence has been cited
where possible, that Pitt is by no means alone in its position.
Throughout
thenation, universities-have responded to demands for changes in cuiriculum, admissions policies, and involvement in Urban. problems.
Throughout
the nation, too, universities h&ve experienced the same budgetary constricticns, evidently supported by the general public, at th6 same time
that the were working to put the indicated changes into effect..
,

This research jiregram, however, has been condted at Pitt and_ic, is
this University about which the :study has the most intimate knowledge.
Consequc-tly, Pitt is th focus of attention:.

In this chapter, thicomnlex nature of a large urban uAiversity has
been reviewed.
Tn part, the nature of the values of universities, and,
in part, the e:-:istence of many semi-autonomous divisions, prevents the
imposition of policy directives from the to. This is one of the
reasons that uroal -Lnvolvement has found more fertile ground hi some
areas of the University than in others.
Program data also show that
internal membership. croups (including alururni) still c
cs the traditional functions of the University:
There is videsy)read con,zern that

a more inclusive admlssions policy and involvement with urbm problems
wi_11 affect academic st:Hndards and decrease fon-a".;.ty input ihto teaching

and research. To the extent that budgetar\r constraints have increased,
these concerns rust be exacerbated rather than appeased.
These concerns
were evidently focal in a recent executive session of a Senate Council
Meeting. -Among the topics discussed. were:

The Current and projected conception
and self-image of the University of
Pittsburgh as an urban university,
The
ricauinscore and implications of the
phrase "urban thrust" as used in reference to the missions of-the.University
of Pittsburgh, The vestion oi in which
schools a heightened awareness of the
University's location within a center of
increasing population density in Western
Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio, andilortheaster)

WestVirinia wouwh be manifested C.rough
the evolution of programmatic changes.
The quesion of whether tO aspire to excellence as the prototypical University serving.
ah-onring urban constituency detracts or disttracts from an P.ST)iration 'Lc). excellence as

measured by national ranidngs.
The Question
of whether an urban self-image is saleable:,
to the Legislature of the Commonwealth..

Pisirig costs for student tuitions, due to a decline in grants and
increasing interest rates and University fees, make the University's
futde enrojlr,,int size uncertain'. At the sae -time, low increments
in salaries commixed to other groups, a restriction of the tradiial
rewards acompanying a :adem-lc freedom, and the insecurity of University
poL6s due to freees and cutbacks may both deufease faculty morale and
meau2.---5..t, more difficult to recruit able persons for such positions.. The

same situation applies to University administrators.
Much of

system, which
sities to inco:

*The 11.1i.ni:

newspapers,
May 24, 1973,

difficulty can be traced to shifts in the *Political
t taLly playd a large role in encouraging the univerto the 1J-Aian.dimeusion.
Universities have become

f this meeting were reproduced in one of the University
"Senate Council J.Jeetirig

linutes," Uni_very

18').
inercasinay danendent on public support aid, in consequence. increasinly
vuInerble to alteration:3 in *political philo!3ophies

Sipce
polittal shifts have also advorooly affected ott
iior to t.lh!
nerkcf the urive-osity, there is increased cop!uoUiLion fo-r
suPporL.
;aUion

The'r.e also seems to be more ais,cntion by the various ord-cl.-u'Llt can he 'retained by-.each than to cooperative
't)T.!
scone.

to in

of.Co:rts OD

In m:at, it f.10M3 that the uniYersitics in the nation. :1.ihe Pitt,
prorznio,

have triod to 'preserve a brave front; and to cl-,3pi.m2dze cy.TrAndin
sul7To-JA.

chc.nge, and new directions in spite of the grdunl erooion of
Thur ch.
of waote in

Proble1:15 fr.i.vc been soft -be,:bi:lod.

the Universiy ;2.e,:.]uire credibility, for does it not sceka]way:-.3 to -be
doinf7. ic nd none on MS'S ana loss? At the present time p.any universities are oni-ed in a thorell;I:h review of their :raosent
and

prospects,

The Yresidcnt of the Pmerican.Council.onEducatien has

sacested th;),t, ifl tILe frJ.torc,113TIN-UniCS would do well to move ],ore
slowly, in d-.15,creto stop:E-H rather than reach torn a "university-wide"

Tho first of these is a need for developing
within our institutions the mechanisms and the
e.,ttitudas that nourish. continuousself-renewal,
Here again, I hsppily achnoulee a debt to John
Gar6nor, since it, was he 'who proydded an excellent
series of arsays on this subect. 14y reading of
the paot
soots
iached sensitivity to
the early L,.,,ifestations of discontent and th:J.; nr

tended to 2ook for lare, evenotal, institutional
iesponses, The slowness of response led to the
compDunding of problems, The orientation to largescale solutions also slowed the Speed of reRction

by recairn.f- the involvement and prticiption of
pceple who didn't feel bile need. for chanus.
jiy
hnnsh is that irlp:COVCMentS in our performance and
in the 'i.,atisfactons no rrovide are 0 pre liLely to
come from sma:I.L incremental gains than from quantum
leaps. We habitually think that we -satisfy. the need

for chane by discrete events. What I an proposing
is a constant posture of self-assessment and reviev.
(heyns.,.. 1972:h)

The university-Urban Interface Program rcsea:cch indicates that this
problem of pressing for "larue-scale" solutions in a, climatewhere consensus or c,oals 'vas
al se applies to Pitt. A cautionaiw note along
these lines was introduced by an evaluation team after a site visit to
the University. of .Pittsburb in 1971:
-

.

'These re-r.1,1r..i.:o are taken from:

Tuste

L11

I

rry

Reor:t to bile ?acuity, AA:4'..linistratien

fry at Et Utsbureh

Ti:433-Trifj;5TE-11;7-0-TriirEf7:. ;:!---)T2Ti:C:

t On al

v irtcat.ion. loan

the Niddle States

PI.

the
1971.
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The University has enunted an int'7!nt to
bring its resources to ber through teaching,
research, and some intervention--to solve or
help sele) specific social ills in its immediate
envinnt: Housing. education, poverty, discrimination, ond health--amons otherL:.

r.ut the

oa3ly /)h.rased enuncitions have cued the door
to various interpreations.ana aroused exi)ectations whih the University pyw not have intended,
and may be unab:e to fulfill.

At this_Titing, the Und.,Fersity of Pittsburgh-is engaged in its own
systemAtic reView, initiated by the Chancellor in ,1).-41y.: 1972. Three
Las); forces have been formed with participants from the Board of Trastees,
administrtion, faculty, students and alumni. There will be
a thr-year planning ry-ess which will lead to a five-year operational
.

plan (1975-190) and

more f.J:neral plan for the folle7ina five y( arr:
Uj,j
I of the -;)
(Octo7)er, 1972

)
throuh December, 1973), the university administrat:i0n, a steering co!r:mittee, and the tack forces vaiL concentateon,the definition of the. Univesity
of Pittsburgh's missions and goals, and the forecasting of future Societal
needs and the pan:meters asocia';edwith these needs.
In Phase II
(

)

C

(januar:v, 1974 t.hrou8h. D.7:comber, 1974) the sa:-!le rrroups will develop an

inventory of the cxiet;ing nrcgmmmatic activities and operations of the
University
identify- altexl.Aivo prorammatic strateriftes needed to
acComplih the stated mis2ion and objectives of the University, and
submit a master plan to the Pennsylvania 1.),,s.m:tn-lent of Education,

Phase 1.11, the final rhasc (January,:1975 through June, 1975) will be
dedicated to establishing- priori.ties.of activities that. should be undertahen,based upen the Universi-1;y's mission, goals, existing progr,r_:1s,

and alternativeS.
Such a. broad-based University involvement, combined with a -_161-it

range pLvnning perspeck,ive, should result in clarification of the
University role And a firmer path for the future, liopeful-y, s'ome of
the implications and recommendations stemming from this research whicii
will be put forth in the next, and final, chapter will be useful to the
task forces in their work,
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GENERAL SUMMARY

During the course of the study, some more general issues evolved
out of the more specific research foci which have been discussed in
earlier chapters. Although these issues will not be unfamiliar to
decision-makers in the University, perhaps some aspects of the situaThe University of Pittsburgh has much
tion can at least be sharpened.
in common with other urban institutions of higher education though Pitt
is larger and more complex than most. Hopefully the remarks and
suggestions made below will be useful in this University, as; well as
in others, at a time when universities are feeling compelled to review
their circumstances in the light of recent developments.
The Service Dimension
1.

Like many universities, in recent years Pitt has made much
a service or urban dimension.
of adding a "third priority"
This priority has not been clearly articulated either in and
of itself or in relation to the traditional priorities of
teaching and research. This problem of inadequate definition
has created disturbances and misunderstandings both with
publics outside the University and membership groups within.
In a report to the Middle States Association from the
University in 1971, the definitions offered for "public service" and "community service" imply not so much a new
priority but rather shifts in the emphases of research and
education:*
Public Service

The University is on the verge of a new era of
public involvement, an unprecedented qualitative change
resulting from a fundamental revolution in the recognition of human rights and needs. An interdisciplinary approach can integrate and direct efforts from all
segments of the University community to the solut.xon
Studies related to population
of societal problems.
control, the effects of pollution, and mass transportation, among others, are already under way.

*
These are listed among the Objectives of the University of Pittsburgh
in:
The Response. of An Urban University to Change, Volume I, Overview,

A Report to the Commission on Institutions of 'Higher Education of the
Middle States Association of Colleges and SEcondary Schools, University
of Pittsburgh, March, 1971.
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Commun.?: IL Service

An urban university must also serve the cormamity
in which it is located. It must concern itself with the
Programs in
c.,.dueation of adults end the disadv4ntaged,
the School of heneral ::itucii.es, the continuinc; education
activities of the University ' s other fifteen schools , the

efforts of the Office of Continuing Education for Women
and. recently developed proutuns for the economically
deprived have been given high priority. The University
flealth Center, a consortium of six hospitals and the
University, has provided health services to the tn
state

area

.for many years.

What these paragraphs are saying is that research efforts should be more
directly related to visible urban problems and that higher education should
be accessible to Moro SOCial groum than in the past, However; because of
the emphasis on the service dimension as a new priority area, many people
think of service as a communityworl:er or even volunteerworker role,. rather
Study data show a decided
remote from educational and research objectives. ,
ambivalence about service activities as a University function. Most pUblics
clearly allocate them to much lower priorities than research and teaching.
As presently articulated, there is no solid support for the service or urban
It is a controversial area exciting controversy and conflict.
dimension.
Another consequence of ompha:ii zing an illde fined service role is that
'using the community as guinea pigs" ini connection
the University is accused o
with research and "practicing on community residents" when studentS are usc-id'
in community placements.'": Given the misunderstanding of the service role.
as a separate role for the University, rather than one fused with education
and research, citi:Lens become frustrated and angry when they cannot get
University personnel to act immediately on what community residents perceive
as their immediate needs,
It is to be hoped that universities 'v,111 more carefully articulate the
ways in which urban involvement is necessarily inseparable with needs for
education and resenrch, no that unrealistic 'expectations are not fostered.
The 11.iiversity Of Pittsburgh does not have extraresources which permit it
to Lrant faculty and student time for community activities which do not also
Even if such resources were
play en integral part in the learning process.
-made. available it is certainly argu.:Ple whether it is a legitimate part of
the mission of universities to efigage in such activities.. Such questions
need firm rebolution, and the general public should have a much clearer
picture of where izriiversities stand and what they propose to do.

While many Luthorities en higher education insist that urban involvement
is a given, they also cite the need foi?elarification of the term:

for exvonle, Lee F. Schnore, "Community", in Neil .Smelser (ed),
An Introduction New Yorlc: ijJev, 1961, Chapter 2, .egpecia.11y
pp. 82-102.
Sc.A.olerv:
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r-

There really is no debate about whether institutions
of higher education should be involved in the urban
crisis--all the prominent people who have discussed the
subject agree, that they shouid be.. The debate revolves
around the manner and style of involvement and the
criteria for deciding_whether a given university should
attempt a given project. (Nash, 1973,143-44)

Models of Institutions:

2.-Study data show that a "corporate model" of the University is
being fostered which is inappropriate. Many people view the university
as a monolithic, hierarchically ordered system, in which priorities and
resources can be reordered at. will, The State, particularly, attempts
to treat the University as if it were a profit-making institution,
measuring its efficiency by the number of students produced per nunicier
of faculty employed. But.the University's "business" is the production
of knowledge, and quality rather than 'quantity is the key.to.successful
affair ^nt.
As,Hofstadter puts the matter:
(The university) is suspended between its position in
the external.world, with all its corruption and evils and
cruelties, and the splendid world of our imagination. The
university does in fact perform certain mundane services of
instruction and information to society--and there are
those who think it should aspire to nothing more.
It does
in fact constitute a kind of free forum--and there are
those who want to convert it primarily into a center of
political action.
But above theSe aspects of its existence
stands its essential character as a center of free inquiry- a thing .not to be sacrificed.for anything else.
A
university is not a service station. Neither is it a
political society,,nor a meeting-place for political
With all its limitations and failures; and
societies.
they invariably are many, it is the best.and most benign
side of our society insofar as that society aims to cherish
(Hcfstadter, 1968)
the human mind.

The current models of systems analysis are,uhderelaborated to produce
a useful accounting device for.universities with their many semi-autonymous
divisionS and diverse goals, relating to educational and research sub,specialties.. Arfincentive could be provided to develop special models
which would take these factors into consideration so that university
accounting:could be made on ameaningful.basis, .A central. part of this
effort would have to include developing new Measures which would apply to
the quality of education. Neither the traditional examinations nor the
newer student evaluations have led to any satisfactory way of estimating
the worth.of what is- being learned.
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Again, it would seem that these complex matters should be aired much
There is evidently a high degree of respect for
institutions of higher education in the nation, inspite of recent diSturbances
and controversy. But the public does not seer. well aware of the new
pressures , particularly. of a political nature, which are brought to bear on.
universities along with a shift to public support. These pressures may iced
It seems quite possible that
to fundamental changes in Valued institutions.
a frank airing of what, these pressures entail would mobilize citizen sunuort
for retaining more inde.oendence for universities. The political Winds of
recent years. have pushed universities to respond rapidl:!--perhaps too
rapidly--to embrace new goals, Now there has been is chenge in the political
climate, and universities are being asked to "economize" .and provide proof
of efficient operations with inappropriate yeardsticks.
more thoroughly publicly-.

r
sit
Internal Orr-cni-?'jo
.

.

1

The internal organization of the University is' so complex that it
3.
requires special techniques to supply information to encourage more cooperation and. less duplication among.its various parts:
No university.... is a single organization; each is rather,'
a collection of organizations that are separately led,
separately funded, and separately.inspired. The departments
facilities, students, sch6ols, institutes, centers, museums,
houses , administrators and groundskeepers that together maize
up. "the" university are quasi-independent entities that'
seem, as someone has observed,-tolle "linked today only
by the steam tunnels." And within many of those
professors jealously guard the right to determine, without
interference from above or outside, the subjects to be
offored,-the degrees to be conferred, and' the appointMents
"The" university cnn'rarely have a single
to be made.
purposes or act with a single will, because' "the" university
(Wilson, et al, 1971)
does not exists

In connection with. the Task Forces mentioned in the last chapter, Pitt
Hopefully,
is planning. a new and extensive inventory of existing programs'.
this inventory will not be on a "one-shot" basis but will be regularly
While providing regular, up-to-date
updated at least 'on. a, biyearly basis.'4.
information on what iS going on in the university does not ensure cooperativeaction,it at least provides; the essential baSe for such efforts.
.

In the last Chapter, it was also suggested that some divisions in the
University are more traditionally and logically involved in public service
and community service. Given the lack of consensus, it might be better

.*
1

The University-Urban Interface has submitted. for examination a model for
Whether or not-, this particular model is accepted
this soli: of endeavor,
as appropriate, ,regular inventorying seems to be a must for large,..comple
urAversities.
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administrative policy to encourage urban involvement where it has roots
and normative support, rather than promoting a "University-wide"
involvement. But there is a vital issue to be considered here in terms
of whether there is currently sufficient governmental or public support
for service activities as an important part of the university mission.
Unless revenue- sharfng -changes:the picture dramatically, it appears
that the very schools and divisions which are the most involved are also
the most vulnerable to cutbacks in funds.

An important part of the internal organization is the division of
functions and allocation of responsibilities.
Any model or organizational
structure must change with time and conditiOns to remain viable, Basically
this entails a deliberate system response geared to planning and action.
Many forms of planning--with a sufficient degree of flexibility--can be
adopted, once objectives have been established, Priorities selected,
responsibilities assigned, and personnel as well as other resources allocated.
The central problem for the University, however, given its peculiar
organizational structure, is how to manage appropriate degrees of
autonomy in goal-setting and decision-making generally-and still provide
a communication network which unifies the whole.
Former chancellor
Franklin Murphy made this-analogy for the University of California at
Los Angeles:
It takes a sophisticated nervous system to deal with
complexity to carry the messages between differentiated
organs.
The univ:e:;ity needs more and better decentralization, and it needs more and better coordination.
Universities need to work on their communication systems so that the
various narts are in touch with one another without feeling threatened
or coerced, and also so that external events which effect the university
are transmitted to the total ,internal membership.

Open Access and Vass Education
4.
The whole issue of who should be educated and how has to be
reexamined.
If "mass" education is still a desirable goal for the nation,
it should not
promoted on the basis that it will necessarily lead to
higher occupational status.
Already, more degrees have been awarded than
there are appropriate positions for in the economy.
If mass education
is to be encouraged for cultural goals, then it is in this light that it
should be brought before the general public. Individuals can then.make
up their own minds whether higher education is sufficiently worthwhile
in and of itself, regardless of any possible economic rewards.

A related issue is education for the disadvantaged. Many youngsters
have been allowed to enter the university mainstream underprepared because
insufficient resources have been allocated to special tutoring or remedial
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pro ;rams to bring them up to regular university requirements.
The result is
that Many of these students have been "flunked out", only increasing the
Others have been given special consifrustration-of disadvantaged groups.
deration which po'L,entially cheapens the valee c)3 diplomas for all. It 7.1.vet
be recognized that, it_ will not be helpful to award diplomas to persons
whose shills have not been measurably enhshced. If some of our high
schools are not doing their job, then presumably the universities must
pitch in to help make up the difference.
I>ut, no student who is clearly
not fully qualified should be accepted unless there are resources which
provide the means to give special help needed to acquire the skills to
enter regular courses if the potential is there.

In this study, it has been noted-that regular qualified students are
upset by more inclusive .admissions policies, for it often means that
courses are simplified to he feenerally-comprehensiblo. Ashby has sue.gested
that it is possible to deviSe means to preserve excellence while extending
opportunities to the many who desire entry:
It is the very success of universities which endanrers
their Coesion internally and their integrity from the
outside.
It does not matter much if the external structure
of univercities changes,. or if new subjects appear in the
curriculum.. or if universities open their doors to a
greater proportion of the age group, provided always
that the thin stream of excellence on which the intellectual
health of tie nation ultimately depends is not &Imtaminated.
I do not believe that in our present sociel clireate
excellence can be safeguarded....by keeping mediocrity
out of higher education.. This is simply unrealistic. I
believe that it must be safeguarded, as America is trying
to do, by the peaceful coexistence of mediocrity and
excellence.

Co far it does not seem that this peaceful coexistence has been achieved.
The dilemma is that if mediocrity is to be improved by association with
excellence, than the two must be in the are classroom. And.the results
to date seen to indicate tension between them. It can only be suosested
that some need very special attention beyond the classrooms of the reular
curriculumand some are getting it. But there is not sufficient
faculty time or incentive to give this attention to all who need it
at the'present'time.

Cc-)111-Coor. ration .:i f li Conntm itic s /Cow-3t, it vnne:i es

.

5. Throuehout the report both implicit -and explicit concern for the
mission of the university and the testing of its motives by external
publics is apparent. This inquiring mood links with prevailing trend; of
social change in the late sixties including emphases on participatory
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democracy and expectations of social responsibility on the part of both
public and private .organizations.
Increased accountability on the side
of institutions, including universities, seems to be demanded. But
it is important that accountability should not be a one-way. street,
with the university on the defensive. Rather, it seems that the University
should make efforts to increase its active and formal relations with o',.hur
organizationS and agencies in the community beyond the traditional support
bases of alumni, the professions, and the well-educated.
The multiplicity
of actors, both corporate and individual, on the urban scene all too easily
leads to conflicts of interest, suspicions, and recriminations, Other
social agencies besides the universities are suffe:ing the same funding
constraints on the provision of services, for example. This is one reason
that the University, graduate schools are running into problems in community
Placements for students. The University of Pittsburgh should consider
whether it cannot work with other agencies in the community more closely
Again, this seems to require
so that cooperation will be rewarding for all.
a more careful delineation of the University's role in the community and
the activities it plans to engage in. Above all, it calls for an establishment
of mutual responsibility so that all partners in any given endeavor are
held accountable for their share.

Academic Excellence and the Urban Dimension
Questions as to whether academic excellence is compatible with
6.
quality programs in an urban 'thrust emerge from many institutions of higher
education in different forms. At Pittsburgh, direct queries have probed
on whether a service emphasis is inimical to academic excellence, if
declining resources mean compromises with mediocrity, and "whether to aspire
to excellence as the proto-typical university serving a growing urban,
constituency detracts or distracts from an aspiration to excellence as
measured by national rankings." In that same context, the Chancellor
of the University of. Pittsburgh stated in response that "the quality of the
institution will be reenforced by the degrees to which it is involved in
social change."* Some authorities on higher education agree, but the
issue remains a highly debatable one, a fact which must be recognized and
frankly dealt with.

*

"Council Bars Reporter from Executive Session," p. 1, and "Senate
Council Meeting Minutes," p.7, University Limes, May 2)4, 1973.

See:

CHAPTER VII
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UUIP:

LEGACIES, LINKAGES, FUTURES

Urbanization has teen called "our challenge for the 70's" at the
University of Pittsburgh. In his Annual Report for 1972 Chancellor Posvar
suggests "Pitt has the potential to become the prototypical American university
concerned with tVe problems of urbanization."
This discussion will briefly
outline some of the legacies of the University-Urban Interface Program, its
linkages to other activities internal to the University and outside the
University and, Jinally, sugget a tie-in to studies of education futures.
.

Each of the major UUIP projects is summarized as well as.described in
detail in individual reports. Collectively, they represent a -chronologyof the last few years in selective areas which should be instructive. as
case .studies.
These studies can -be used within the University for classes,
.planning or as background data for propoSals to foundations andgovernment.
In addition, they have been distributed widely through. external organizations
such as the Educational Research Information Center (ERIC), the Society for
College and University Planning .(SCUP), the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education (CCHE), the American CoUncil on Education (ACE), the American
College.Public Relations Association (ACPRA.) and.several researchers in the
field. These include embers of selected universities with whom we have
exchanged information as well as such foundations as Richard King Mellon,
Buhl and Ford- In such places the reports are parts of libraries, files
and case studies-available to institutions, organizations and groups seeking
guidance or 'examples.
---

The ultimate legacy will be the use of reports, the introspection.
generated by the WograM, the encouragement of further research, faculty
and student involvement on a-personal and professional level and secondary
analysis of data.
Replication of studies such as the Economic Impact of the
University- of Pittsburgh on the Local Economy, national recognition at professional meetings -through journal publications, awards, and development of
methodology which may be usefulelsewhere are other benefits. Summaries; reports, presentations and information on Pittsburgh's pioneering effort will
enabletheUniversity to have opportunities for further funding, particularly
if such efforts are organized and coordinated. Finally, a complete set of
publications will be housed in the Hillman Library Archives.
Survey data
will be located in the Social Science Information. Center
The UUIP collection
of basic references, materials and program publications will be available
in the University Center for Urban Research and administrative 'files will
be retained by the Office of the Secretary cf the University.
Because of exigencies and expectations, concerns,within universities
are more often focused. on immediate problems than on .planning of a longerrange-nature. Fortunately important work does occur such as that of the
University Long-Range Planning Task Forces on 1) Undergraduate Extension
Education, 2) Graduate Education, Research and. Public Service, and 3)
Organizational Structure, Budgeting and Governmental Relations. .Professiohal
organizations and foundations also regularly sponsor meetings and research.
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Some institutions also share important perspectives with their sister
schools such as Harvard's The University and the City or Oklahoma's
The Future of the University. The utility of UUIP conclusions and recommendations will emerge over time rather than be evident immediately. Moreover,
as has often been noted, case studies of this sort may be more useful
elsewhere for planning and organization than in the actual institution
where they are conducted.
Researchersin the applied social sciences and
related studies are often prophets without honor in their own land.
Some time is essential before information can be diffused. The latency
of a report can be described, as the time required for it to come into general
use by those interested in the activities. In education, in the past,
this has been said to be up to fifty years.
More recently, the cycle has
been cut in half. However, in the experience of government contractors and
research organizations it is frequently suggested that the time from a
study's completion until utilization of results is often a minimum of two
to three years. The establishment and activation of adoption-diffusion
networks is a complex process treated elsewhere. (e.g. Michigan's Institute
for Social Research, Research for Better Schools and Iowa State Univ-..xsity.
Also, Havelock, 1969 and Maguire, 1971): As an operational definition it
is likely that the process will take too long from the viewpoint of the
authors.
There will be resistance to suggestions for change, reform and
innovation. Some traditionalistS no doubt feel the process is not long
-enough. And others will suggest caution, urging deliberate (if any) pace,
non-meddling and in effect, "Don't just do something, sit there."
(Nisbet,
1972).
.

The salience of university activities in the field of urban problems
is not uniformaly accepted. Lewis Mayhew has called the policy statement
in_the Carnegie Commission's The Campus and the City: Maximizing Assets
and Reducing Liabilities, "conjectural." Although he describes the attempt
to define the concept of an urban university one which provides recommendations
...among the more imaginative suggested by the,Commission and,
if followed, could produce a distinctly different collegiate
institution.. But before they are likely to gain widespread
acceptance in-urban-based institutions, the whole nature of the
professoriat and the system of aspirations that motivate it will
have to change. It is possible, of course, that the time is
ripe.
Still, the initial reaction to The Campus and The City
does not appear to have been nearly as pronounced as ... reaction
to Less Time - More Options: Education Beyond the High School.
(Mayhew, 19(3).
Such commentary, in a context of financial austerity, increasing
accountability and concern for the selectivity required to assure excellence
in higher education, gives many administrations and certainly most faculty
pause in their espousal of new. dimensions of service to the community.
Discrepancies between the pronouncements of top administrators and the support
of the senior professoriat and academic departments have been cited else-where.
(Organization for Social and Technical Innovation, 1970).
At
Pittsburgh the uncertainty also is reflected in the 1972 A. Study of
Governance of the University of Pittsburgh by Holbert N. Carroll as well as
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in studies of students,Board of Trustees, alumni, community leaders, and
citizens of the surrounding community. Some of these were performed under
UUIP.
A system of incentives May be necessary to encourage faculty-student
involvement for community service. More concerned awareness of the importance
of experiential learning in the urban environment also should be reflected
in the organizational structure of the University. Elsewhere we have
suggested that this structure probably should separate responsibilities
among a number of functions such as sensors (e.g. ombudsman services) an
operational office and planning at the immediate and longer-range levels.
These in turn should be. differentiated from purely academic concerns, and
from research 'concerns which are of a coordinated nature rather than work
primarily of individual professors, or that of schools moving in a developmental or proprietary fashion. This is not meant to exclude linkages and
coordination which also are important, particularly in the sharing of informa
tion and focus.
Inventories, which we have discussed elsewhere,'also nay
facilitate efforts. A:senior advisory board on urban relations might
be established, composed .of various representatives who meet periodically
with the Chancellor for planning and review functions.
Both internal and external linkages are important. Some examples of
internal contacts at Pittsburgh are the University Center for Urban Research;
Institute for Urban and Public Affairs and Urban Affairs (Professor J. F.
Robin) both in the Graduate School of Public and International Affairs;
the Long Range Planning Task Forces; the Accreditation Preparation
Committee for Middle States )eview; the University Center for International
Studies; the School of Gene, al Studies; and the Institutional Research
unit in the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Planning and Budgeting.

External or mixed relationships occur with the Society for College and
University Planning (SCUP), the American Council on Edu:Catidh, the Association of Governing Boards, the Association of Land. Grant Colleges and
Universities, the Association of Urban Universities, membership on Federal,
State; regional, local and professional society committees or groups (the
Chancellor's Directorship of the Urban Affairs Committee) the Secretary
of the University's liaison with Pittsburgh's Board-of Trustees, educational
associations-and.other colleges and universities. UUIP's contacts with
Richard King Mellon Urban Grant Institutions, (George Washington University,
MIT and the University of Southern California ), the Pittsburgh regional
Consortium on Higher Education (PCHE), the National League of Cities and
Urban Observatory Programs, the National Institute of Education, the
Foundation for Development of Post-Secondary Education, and ties with
organizations such as the Allegheny Conference on Community Development
through studies in Economic Impact and the Goals Project topics.
(The
Chancellor currently serves as Director of the Urban Affairs Committee of
the Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities, Chairman of the
Pittsburgh regional Consortium on Higher Education (FCHE), is a member of
the Allegheny Conference's Executive Committee and Past-President of the
Pennsylvania Association for State Colleges and Universities. These offices
assure us of close contact with many channels of communication.)
Many articles on educational futures have been written recently,ineluding commentary by American Council on Education sponsored groups, the
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Carnegie Commission for Higher Education and the Futurist. Opportunities
exist to assume state leaclership and to contribute nationally for prod: -essive
well-planned programs, such as Pitt's planning task forces which are studying future conditions'es an essential determinator of goals and priorities.
The National institute of Education and other federal funding organizations
also have suggested strong interest in consortia arrangements. This exists
despite the rather bleak funding picture which has been referred to as
"malign neglect" by the New York Times'education reporter Fred M. Hechinger
in an editorial of January 1, 1973.
A study of prospective changes over the immediate future and longer
term for higher education is being conducted that will spell out future
societal needs, their associated parameters and implications for the
University of Pittsburgh's mission. This is part of a three-phase
three-year study designed to chart the course of the institution both
strategically and technically for a ten -year period with built-in
Planning the ultimate role of the University of
provisions for up-dating.
Pittsburgh in keeping with its talents and the goals of the governing
bodies, Board of Trustees, the Chancellor, the Provost, the academic
Senate and the students mounts a more purposeful and selective pursuit of
excellence based on planning.
Another aspect of futures is follow-on contract work. The Office of
Education might consider sponsoring a research study of implementation
The National Institute of Education, as
and development in the program.
mentioned earlier, revealed a concern with the utilization of resources in
The University
higher education as well as in elementary and secondary areas.
as a raw resource, unharnessed, and not as efficiently focused on urban
problems, is a case in point. Basic research in this area mould fall under
their area of concern as veil as that of the National. Science Foundation (NSF) Research About National Needs (RANN) . Funding of a person as a change
agent or catalyst who would =ve in "Johnny Appleseed" fashion from
university to college across the country working with developmental offices
and planners for urban interface activities also is possible. A crosssectional methodology could be established and a "follow-through" program
implemented. This would give a longitudinal study in process, attending
to dimenions which were outgrowths of, or additions to the original
interface Priorities.

Another facet which might harness the develop resources is experiential
learning. The expectations, utility and costs of experiential learning
efforts and faculty service touch upon_incentive structures for professional
employees, curriculum credit standing and certificates of practice or
The methodology established at Pitt in surveying our own
experience.
experiential learning field would be a beginning. (Sugg, 2973). It could
be refined and adapted here and suggested elsewhere. Not only does this
raise the social service dimension within the community but also possible
local government internships on the county, regional and national level
under a coordinated program with common properties offered both during
regular sessions and in general studies.
.Finally, each of the areas studied under the Goals Project, the
Communications Project, and Minority and Community Services could be
continued. For example, the process of applying University expertise
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to areas such as administration of justice, health; community conflict
and metropolitics are clearly pertinent and ongoing issues. Similarly,
constituencies have expectations of the University, not only in its
embedding environment -.the community where it is located - but also
in the State House, the Legislature and among alumni, graduates and
professional groups within the area served by the institution. As
an outgrowth of one project, the Student .Consultant Study, ways in which.
the effort might be'imurovedandsincorporatedmuith_as.s-thool could be
analyzed. Such services to the community are part of an experiential
learning mosaic which touches on many departments in varied fields.
.

Funded by the State.Legislature, Hawaii's Governor John Burns convened
a 1970 Conference on the Year 2000 in conjunction with citizen planning
groups at the University's East West Center. Prominent scientists from
around the world and some from the states met to delineate' issues,
formulate plans and stimulate public, professional and institutional interest in preparing imaginatively for the future. Ten statewide task forces
with broad community representation prepared reports that were evaluatedduring-the Hawaii 2000 Conference.
Results will be published in abook
edited by Chairman George Chaplain and Advisor James Dator.
( Dator, 1970).
iiork on the States future continued after the meeting through a ninemember commission named by the Governor.. The .results were widely
published and led to many accolades. Pitt might consider such an undertaking
sponsored by foundations that would actively encourage involvement by
leaders concerned, such as those we have queried in our Goals Project.
Tapping the energies of orsanizations such as the Allegheny Conference
and others in collectively seeking a "social renaissance" in the region
might forge bonds of cooperation among universities, government, businest,
labor and the citizenry.
Hence, master planning and implementation might
be a function of a true assembly of citizen talent focusing on a period
and problem of urgent concern without much immediate threat.
Other local
leaders and particularly experts in substantive fields such as urban
renewal, government, justice or transportation could hold inaugural planning
meetings and simultaneously schedule subsequent workshops which might lead
to-legislative proposals. Nehnevajsa's Pittsburgh Goals and FutureO_
documents the salience of social issues among- Pittsburgh leaders as well
as their views of importance, likelihood and desirabiZty of change in
the next five years.
The Forum's discussions also provide provocative
fare for proposal topics.
The success of UUIP's Economic Impact Study in the program management
category of the American College Public Relation Association's 1973 National
Honors Competition offers an instructive example of what comeration'and
support can do. The case study was honored-by being selected for the highest
award - a Certificate of Exceptional Achievement accompanied by an Unrestricted
Ihcentive Grant from the Ford Motor Company Fund. The entry was one of
five in this top category and was selected from a field of approximately
1,500 applications.
Case studies are michrofiched and available to other
colleges and institutions throughout the country. They represent another
way of disseminating informatibn. Yet even before the award hundreds of
inquiries had been received, one workshop for fifteen major universities
was held and the reports were widely distributed.
The University Office
of Public Affairs sponsored an extensive distribution and The Chancellor's
Annual Report - 1971 summarizes the principal analyses and findings.
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One way of measuring, evaluating and ultimately planning social
responsibility of institutions is to analyze systematically areas which
have been relatively unexplored. Economic impact of urban universities
provides such an issue. As part of the DniVersity.Urban Interface Program
at Pittsburgh we sought to define images of the University and in this
case to convey one important facet of the public affairs mosaic of a major.
urban University-Economic Impact.

Our primary aim was to articulate the case of the University of
Pittsburgh using prorotype methods that could be repeated for ultimate
trend analysis.
Related goals were to disseminate results for use by other
institutions, to leave a legacy at Pittsburgh by incorporating the process
into ongoing administration and to test and refine the methods used.
In an era of increasing accountability of public institutions and more
austere budgets, higher education as well as other organizations must
anticipate and welcome scrutiny of records. Whatever the motives, enlightened
self-interest, social concern, or good management, the need for more searching
analysis is not in doubt.
In some sense if institutions do not do it for themselves, others
will do it to them. The implications for .improved record keeping, further
development of social indicators of the quality of life and the delineation
of intangible benefits represent a compelling challmage. Services must
certainly be compatible with traditional University objectives of teaching
and research. The opportunity to be a model citizen, neighbor, and
corporate member of the .ommunity also is implicit. In a small way such
a study provides university policy makers and many constituencies with
information for planning and encourages m
more flexible responses in a
changing society. The chronology below presents the Project't highlights.

.

The Chancellor of the University encouraged, supported and participated
strongly in the effort. This was true from inception through suggestions
and revision of content to briefings for the press and top aOministrators.
Internal and external advisory groups also facilitated collection and
analysis of data. .Moreover, they provided valuable suggestions on .the
Project's parameters.
Responsibility for periodic updating and improvement of the effort
was a6signed to the Vice Chancellor for Planning and Budget. W!4,-the
University's prototype study is scheduled and work is completed, trend
analysis will be possible.- They should provide information for improved
planning and greater efficiency in addition to better guidelines for other
institutions.

f

Finally, on the basis of the Pittsburgh experience the
Systems Research Group consultants have undertaken an Economic Impact
Study of Boston Area Universities which is scheduled for completion in
October of 1973. Member institutions arc Boston College, Boston 'University,
Brandeis, Harvard, M.I.T., Northeastern, Tufts and University of
Massachusetts at Boston. More work also is being clone on the topic in
the Pittsburgh Council of Higher. Education, a six-school consortium.
Graduate Students in the Econe-mtc%, Public Affairs and Higher Education
at the University of Pittsburgh are working on refinements.
Any such pioneering accomplishment leaves room for improvement
in format, coverage and Methodology. IU.,pefully, the University will
remain a leader in this field, but it is eager for improved techniques
and gratitied by emulation and inquiry.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH - ECONOMIC IMPACT PROJECT
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CHRONOLOGY

April, 1970

University-Urban Interface Program Phase I

August, 1.970

Delineation of Economic Impact-Study as Possible Project

February, 1971

Information received on forthcoming publication of
American Council on Education'report on Estimating
the Impact of a College or University on the Local Economy,
by John Caffrey and Herbert H. Isaacs.

April, 1971

Discussion with John Caffrey, co-author and President of
Educational Systems Research Group for joint possible
prototype venture.

June, 1971

Contract negotiations and approval.

June, 1972

Production of Methodological Appendix.

June December, 1972

Response to inquiry, continued distibution.

August, 19'72'7.i)

Preparation of Paper Urban University Economic
Impact: A Prototype Cape Study in Pittsburgh.

July, 1971

Formation of Advisory Committees - External and Internal.

Fall, 1971

Data Collection - Planned delay to acquire latest fiscal
year data.

Winter, 1972

Data Collection and Analysis

-January, 1972

Workshop on Measuring the Impacts of a College or University
on the Local Economy - 15 Institutions Participate.

February, 1972

Review of Draft of report.

March, 1972

Publication of Report of the Chancellor 1971 featuring
summary of report.

April 21, 1972

Formal release of Study.
(1) Chancellor's Press Conference..
(2) Chancellor's Briefing for Board of Trustees, Faculty,
and Administration (Vice Chancellors, Deans, Directors,
Department Heads).
(3) Confidential discussion with Senior University
Administrators and Chancellor's Staff on study
implications for internal management.
(4) Meeting with Vice Chancellors for Planning and Budgeting
and Operations. Directors of Study Share insights to
assure effective replication in future.

Spring, 1972

Distribution of Report

May, 1972

Organization. of 1 iles.
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Last, but not least, the UUIP collection of materials, data and
references may well serve as a basic resource and offer new insights
from, secondary analys-is for the Planning Task Forces of the University as
well as use in classes in urban affairs, m.,.nagement, institution building
The staff .,aid associates of the Program will continue
and other fields.
to publish documents and to serve as consultants.
The University of
Pittsburgh, cognizant of its opportunity for introspection, analysis and
planning, has offered some of its experiences to others and should enhance
its own purposefulness and efficiency as one result of these efforts.
Energizing Incentive - One Example
In order to encourage sonic af the proclivities of faculty, students
and administrators to become involved in urban issues, a systematic scheduling
In some small
of incentives, or means of recognition, appears warranted.
measure, such incentives may provide a facilitative environment, serving as.
For a relatively
catalysts that involve persons and groups in urban issues.
modest budget a well-articulated inaugural program can be structured and
.expanded as appropriate in succeeding years.
Progress and accomplishments
would be regularly covered in the-yearly reports of the Chancellor.
Some possible other benefits are: It would foster innovation, apply
energies, freely circulate ideas, attract external support, sharpen and
improve existing programs. Through evaluation using established criteria.
superior efforts could be recognized. Both design .and evaluation o± programs would improve and priorities for support of quality programs might be
further refined and systematized. Some breakthrough technology or pioneering
ideas mig7)t possibly develop that would enhance curriculum, research or
service winin the University.

Some estimate that one million dollars is required to permanently
endow a special University chair, such as a. Professor of Urban Studies.
For approximately ten thousand dollars annually from discretionary finds
of the Chancellor's office or Provost, a constellation of activities could
be initiated that give strong evidence of our avowed urban thrust, provide
a bridge to interested community groups, inspire the energies of-concerned
faculty and students, encourage multi-community participation from citizens,
government and high school or elementary school students, yet be compatible
with the basic institutional mission of teaching, research and service or
with any new objectives that may evolve.
For this modest $10,000 budget an array of activities could be sponsored
that might include:
(1) The Chancellor's Annual Lecture on Urban Issues
(stipend - $1,000), (2) Provost's Awards to faculty for G.:rriculum Innovation
in Urban Studies, (Five awards of $200, annually for plan or practice - $1,000),
(3) Student Government or media (e.g. Pitt News) sponsored Essay or Project
Awards for the best high. school efforts on urban issues in Pittsburgh ($500 Grand Prize, five runner-up prizes of $100 each)
Similar awards for urban
art or essays by elementary school students could be arranged, (4) University
Awards for essays by-Pitt students on urban issues (16.- $200 awards to each
of the sixteen schools of the University, i.e. Arts and Sciences, the Health
Professions, School of General Studies; ($200 x 16 ,--- $3,200 plus *1,000
grand prize and 4 500 runner-up = $4,700).
.
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The Mayor or City Council might be persuaded to offer a prize on city,
problems. The Chancellor also might consider sponsoring an annual forum
on urban issues.
Ultimately, the Harrisburg Legislature, the Governor,
alumni, local foundations, other philanthropic donors, or the Federal government might be persuaded to sponsor such incentive programs.
They would begin
modestly, and expand thereafter to some manageable number.
The topics could
be categorized and evaluated according to social, technological, government,
economic categories or follow special priorities with appropriate themes
selected annually based on such studies as those of UUIP's Pittsburgh Goals
and Futures. For. example, the four themes of the Urban University Center
for. Urban Research, i.e. social integration of the urban environment, all(dcation
of individuals and resources within the urban. area, power and conflict
relations in an urban enViz'onment, and an assessment of the performance
of various urban institutions are possible issues.
Such a program would have a pump-priming character, involve multiple
sources of support, encourage students, faculty, to become involved. It
would transcend proprietary departmental prerogatives and provide a healthy
competition leading to increased University pride and recognition either
through specific ,?,ash honoraria, or possible scholarships in lieu of money.
Al]. constituencies, including the community, could be included in a
review board that might be formed from those involved in the current
University-Urban Interface Ra,,7!arch Advisory Council.
Perhaps, a group
could be formed of the Polic,y Board or UCUR or a special group appc"inted to
specifically adjudge entries as assisted by members of the University Times,
technical liaison experts in Various schools and the Pitt News or, possible,
the media of the city.

Proprietary feelings hopefully would be supplanted by an air of goodaill
and commonality of purpose. Organizations such as the Southwest Regioal
Planning Commission, the Allegheny Conference and the Regional Commission
of Pennsylvania might be encouraged to sponsor certain items or be involved
in the appraisal process. Similarly, the state-related universities could
embark, through the Governor's Office of Education, on comparable enterprises. This would leave a positive legacy, elicit helpful suggestions and
provide raengnition for those whose energies have been applied to the
important urban thrust of the University of Pittsburgh. Local foundations
ultimately might seek to endow ceaain aspects on a protracted basis. The
relationship of such activities to development fund work and recruiting
also is apparent.
In general, the energizing of incentive and direction of
talent is conceptually more important than the subjects or format per se.
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SOME GOVERNANCE GUIDELINES FOR CCMUNITY
RELATIONS

Robert Brictson
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Some Governance Guidelines for Community Relations

Basic Issues and Guidelines

The Character of American higher educational institutions stems
from the origins of universities generally. The English university was
seen as a transmitter of culture, the German university as a producer of
knowledge and through its land-grant heritage the American university
In the American multiversity these three
provided service to the state.
functions coalesce.
(Kerr, 1973)
On this same theme, George Nash suggests four areas as possible
university involvement in urban community and minority affairs.
First,
the university can be involved as an educator through special admissions,
a more relevant urban-centered curriculum, education for public officials
and technicians, continuing or extension education and education of para..'
professionals and hard-core unemployed. Second, the university may serve
roles as a neighbor and citizen. Third, a more traditional service role
is doing research on the urban crises.
Fourth, the institution can provide an example or model for other groups or institutions. through its
urban activities. (Nash,1972)
A list-of twenty possible types of institutional activity directed
at the urban crisis has been Jicaned from a survey.of approximately 400
urban universities and colleges. The items most high correlated with
other types of involvement were (1) the presence of an urban administrator,
(2) an urban center, (3) a goal of increasing minority members of faculty
and administration and (4) developing an inventory of ongoing activities
on the urban scene. Moreover, large public institutions were likely to be
more involved than small, private institutions.*
In any categorization of possible university involvement ih
community public service authorities are 'likely to suggest dilemmas, contradictions, paradoxes, caveats or reasons for hindrance.
Nash is no
exception in his outline of fifteen dilemmas and contradictions which entail:
-(1) problems related to the nature of the social sciences;
(2) problems related to black and white relations, (e.g. (a) urban and
black don't necessarily encompass each other, (b) selection of a single
black to head a program is not a solution of all black problems at the
institution, (c) establishment of a few new programs for black Students
and the community does not assures lie environment will be a good place for
blacks because institutional racism may still. exist.); (3) problems of funding; and (4) other types of dilemmas and contradictions. (Nash,1973)

*See Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Campus and The City: Maximizing Assets pad Reducing Liabilities, McGraw-Hill, December, 1972.
.Appendix F pp. 177-88.
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Among other things there probably must be involvement of
administrative, academic, and public service units of the university as
well as students and external relations operations. One cannot be prescriptive about specific forms of organization. However, some division
of function or labor is essential to make the tasks manageable.
This decentralization should not preclude centralized policy making.
Certainly,
the city, regional and state government and planning groups as well as
leaders must be involved in some manner.
A program in academia Could include curriculum, special education activities and research priorities.
Perhaps, this might be done through UCUR. A service organiation such as
OUCS should certainly be linked to some kind of ombudsman function. which
has been established at other universities such as Michigan State, Wayne
State, California, etc.
Obviously, a program multifaceted enough to
allow differentiation and to avoid problems- implicit-in lumping all
'functions within one structure is warranted.
The guidelines and caveats offered by the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education in The Campus and the City are instructive.
The guidelines
they suggest are:
No institution can do everything everybody wants. Service should be related only to teaching and research.
Institutional
integrity and essential independence must be preserved. Do whpt the school
does best, not what other institutions can do better. Avaoid protecting
from dominance by political/econoMic/social groups. Accompanying caveats are:
Knowledge alone is not enough.
The University is not always the best
qualified organization or institution. The university is better a -birth-'
place for ideag than a battlefield.
In addition, they suggest that other constraints may cause hesitance.
The university-urban interface is a difficult meld of polaristic, anarchic,
There are
autonomous organizational units focusing on varied activities.
countervailing tre.d.s..-,in this time of urban crises. One stricture that higher
educational instiTutions must specialize in functions and simplify is
balanced by a comcomitant siren call for greater aggregation of function,
system-wide applications, aggrandizement and increasing complexity. The
Increasing resource
university also can be made a hostage to social peace.
requirements for time and money in an era of austerity and intensive consolidation seem paradoxical.* Additional costs incur greater risks and
Demands for instant social action and
inspire more stringent accountability.
results from universities seems inappropriate.
To date they have been a
marginal resource for the urban crises with traditional and more protracted
Involvement may engender conflict on campus.
Little insulation
concerns.
from political/economic interests is likely. Encroachment on legislative or
community leaGer's prerogatives without responsibility or authority allocated
Yet, as in the standard admonition
to the institution can be dangerous.
offered to brainstormers, the first concern should focus on what
:-..tovations
Only later should the limitations or dangers of new
might be possible.
approaches be spelled out.
*r, ac Yarl V, neit, "Co:-In'!. of a(7.d1e Age in flighez Mucation",npeech before

a joint session of 14.1tional Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities
and the Association of State Colleges and Universities, Washington, D.C.,
November 13, 197;, and The New Depression in Higher Education: A Study of
Financial Conditions at: forcy-one colleges and universities. McGraw-Hill, 1971.
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An American Council on Education pamphlet °it guidelines includes
a summary check list of eight items for planning and objectives in
(1) executive leadership,
institutional self-study which considers:
(2) a favorable campus climate, (3) inventory of urban programs,
(4) :vitiation of study by the chief executive's formal call to action, (5) provision
for a participation offacufty, administration, students, city government
and community, (6) adeguate organization with provision for effective leadership, committees, task forces and budget; (7) reasonable and definite target
dates for completion, (8) delimitation of study scope within reasonable
bounds. .1n addition, suggestions are offered on objectives, organization
and-administration, curriculum and instruction, community involvement, the`
institution as a corporation, research, facilities, costs and other variables.
(Jenkins, 1971 p.p. 16-20).

John Harris has described "Sixteen Paradoxes in Federal Urban
Programs" based on his experience in regional seminars related to social
planning for Model Cities 'programs.
Some.of these concerns germane-to urban
interface are the lack of jurisdiction, uncertainty of bOundaries, competing
priorities, urgency, types of planning options, kinds of Personnel and other
institution-building variablep, Briefly, these paradoxes, whose provocative
titles are somewhat self-explanatory, are (1) "Politicians" versus_Responsible
Elected Officials; (2) No Data. versus "Studied to Death"; (3r State-of -theArt versus Legislative Lag; (4) The Mandatory versus the Optional; (5) Wait,
Wait versus Hurry Up; (6) Think Big versus Fund Little; (7) Service versus
Advocacy; (8) The Urgency of Climate versus the Pedestrian Cycle of Grants;
(9) The Indigenes versus the Professionals; (10) Urban Ecology versus Agency.
Parochialism; (11) Budget Cycles versus Spending Cycles; (12) Management
Capability versus Numbers of Programs; (11) Short-versus Long-Range Planning;
(14) Employment versus Leisure; (15) Expertise for Planners versus Expertise
for Citizens; (16)The "Kitty- Gritty" versus the "Willy-Niily".*
The institution building perspective itself offers an implicit
process model of establishing an interface. This implicit model is made
,-:xplicit in Nehnevajsa's discussion of the design and evaluative cycles
(1'ehnevajsa,1972) **
However, succinctly put, it entails the variables;
specified goajs,15av,ed on ideological doctrine (i.e. objectives), programs,
leadership, personnel, resources, organization or internal structure, and
linkages (i.e. enabling, functional, normative, diffuse). Notice the sharp
similarity between this list and the process-oriented guidelines offered by
It
In essence, some statement of objectives must be established.
Jenkins.
must be articulated well enough to provide a structure, identify a process,
establish some content, elicit support from one or more sources,' have an
implementation plan which. incorporates feedback to allow revision, updating,
evaluation and improvement.
*John K. Harris "Report to Regional Seminars on Integrating Health
and Related' Social Planning into Model Cities Planning". System Development
Of Falls Church,.Virginia ca. 1969 'pp. 47-49.
.

**Jiri Nehnevajsa "Methodological Issues In Institution, Building
Research", in J. W. Eaton, Institution Buildino and Development; From Concepts to Application.
Sage Publications, 1972 pp.73-76.
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The Carnegie Commission attacks a "task of highest priority ",
suggesting how to improve both higher education in the nation's urban
areas and the capabilities of urban colleges and universities to serve
urban needs.
Tha Camnus and the City is a brief: but stimulating discussion of a formidable array of issues which highlights the interdependence of .American higher education and the crisis of American
cities.
The need is urgent,.but unlike the land-grant colleges' contributions to rural areas, no comparable technological breakthroughs
exist to improve quality of :Life on the .urban scene.
The report aims.:

to examine the various roles of American colleges
and' universities, to suggest those ways in which
they might positively affect the urban situation and
to caution against those actions that are likely to
exacerbate the situation.
Sections arc devoted to types of institutions, a number of spaces, open
admission, remedial work, curriculum and program innovations, urban studies,
research, public service, impact on city life, governance for urban affairs,
postsecondary education organization, role of federal, state and local
governments and sources of support. Nine appendices provide somewhat dated
data derived from surveys or analyses of enrollment :in metropolitan areas,
estimated needs, activities of almost 400 urban schools,.City/stgte government perspectives-of higher education, financing of two-year public
colleges and a. bibliography.
A framework for planning and speculation is presented.
ivity is urged because

Select-

each institution must define and examine its own urban
activities in the context of the combined activities of
colleges and universities in the metropolitan area, the
special needs of the area, and its own general .institutional
mission.
Such roles as educator, creator of knowledge, provider of wiblic
service, and corporate member of the community are, identified.
In
aedi:lon, primary mission and. responsibilities are delineated for
two-year community colleges, comprehensive colleges, universities,
as well as city, county, state and-federal government.
Such an agenda is ambitious. It occurs in a. context of
rising expectations of many constituencies, -increasing accountability,
and even a "new depression in higher.education" which projects at best
a i'ragile stability. Attempts to maximize assets and minimize-liabilities raise the paradox that a public service dimension May require
proliferation of activities whereas the budget demands consolidation.
Hoayer, the study does offer provocative options, itemizes-many constraints or caveats and cites brief examples that should lead to more
intensive analyses. Although anecdotal cases are sketchy, some Original
sources are listed-and a sponsored research volume Will follow.
.
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With declining enrollment and competition for scarce resources,
numerical assumptions should he reviewed about the need for 80-125
new community colleges, 60-70 four-year colleges and the ratios of 2.5.
per 100 population and one third of total spaces for open access.
The underlying premise is that all students should have the option of
post-secondary education. Concepts such as community learning pavilions,
urban advisory councils in government and institutions, a vice chancellor
for urban affairs, affirmative action 'airing and substantial ten-year,
experimental grants to ten selected schools have special merit_
.

On balance,- the report should key.good-general discussion of
issues, strategies and obstacles. To slalom successfully through a
course of divided internal interests, proprietary inter-institutional
goals, a welter of governmental restrictions and politicization -- not
will require explicit objectives.
to speak of citizen expectations
and flexible tactics tailored to particular conditions.
Marc4a

'Drecient of the Senate

hr,.:r.

I see. a Senate activity begun this year, as examining the
problems of governance, taking a look. at itself to evaluate
and strengthen. its decision-making capacities, undertaking.
a careful scrutiny of University planning in relation to
priorities which w1.1 help to clarify the role of a
major university in the coming decade. The President of
the Senate can act in a very. significant way to keep the
university infomed in educational and 'governance matters
to insure that the Senate Members feel that they have an
active voice in the 'decisions taken by the University.*

.

Reference to participation of many constituencies in university
decision making occurs not only in the Carroll report on Governance, in
ouw own s'-udies and other references, but also in the Carnegie Commission's
governancestudy on six selected issues of immediate urgency: (1) adequate
provision for institutional independence, (2) the role of the board of trustees
and of the president, (3) collective bargaining by faculty members, (4) rules
and practices governing tenure, (5) student influence on the campus, and
(6) the handling of emergencies.
Increasing attention on accountability, also is seen.in the
Snyder Amendment, a request for productivity measures' of
faculty performance. Some reporting categories and productivity measure'ments have been explored at Pittsburgh using National Science Foundation
*On a Senate .ieeting7on June 1, 1973, new By-Laws for the
University and governance were discussed. No consensus'.was reached and the
topic will be raised again at-the-text meeting.'
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criteria.* They include: teaching. research, teaching-research, creative
activity in art and scholarship, teaching through creative activity in art
and scholarship, public service, administration, formal personal education,
public
intra - university activities,.other Outside activities
service). A proposed accounting structure for the ouputs of higher education also is provided but the measurement of productivity and credit for
service remains controversial.

One might also cite a convergence between the intended aim of the
;;age Foundation Pittsburgh Lirvey of 1909 and the
Paul Kellogg
current Urban Observatory Program, as well as other. urban activity. programs.
Inspired by Charles Booth's studies in London, the Pittsburgh Survey was
a systematic, consistent application to a. large city. Unlike .other studies,
it was not reportorial or polemic.
The city was seen as a clinical laboratory;
it was viewed as an ongoing process, changing, transforming within a basic
geographic unit. Kellog used a structure borrowed froM a. casework method,
graphic portrayal.and a narrative form.
His five basic objectives were:
(1) Bring experts together with locals to determine the city ',s social needs;
(2) Discern needs in relation to one another for the city as a whole; then
extrapolate to societal and civic responsibility; (3) Consider industrial
and civic conditions concurrently, seeing an interplay between them;
(4) Reduce conditions to household and individual experiences; (5) Devise
graphic methodologies to make findings clear and unmistakable.
Similar concerns in the three objectives of Urban Qbservatory
approach are described:
1.

It seeks to develop a reservoir of comparable, reliable
data of general-application to the nation's cities in
their efforts to resolve the ills that. now beset urban.
Ameriaa.

2.

It endeavors.. to address the research needs of city executives
and administrators.

3.

It attempts to build a set of institutional relationships
between local public officials and local universities and
colleges to help develop and improve public policy and
governmental action on urban problems. (Williams, 1972)

Point one of the Pittsburgh Survey and the third Urban Observatory objective
are clearly reflected' in the UUIP Community-University Goals Forums
specifically and in the Long Range Coals Project generally.

*(Cited in Alex Ducanisl- memo of October .4, 1971).
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(Kerr, 1973) - Clark Kerr, The Uses of the University, Harvard University
Press, 1963.
.

(Jenkins, 1971) - Martin Jenkins "Guidelines for Institutional Self-Study of
.Inv.olvement in Urban Affairs.

(Nash, 1972) - George Nash - The "Dimensions and the Dilemmas of University
InwAyement in Urban Affairs", March, 1972,unpublished manuscript presented
to American Educational Research Association Symposium - Chicago, Ill.

.

(Nash, 1973) - George Nash, The University and the City:
Involvement. McGraw -Hill, 1973,
(Williams,1972)

Eight Cases of

Lawrence A. Williams, University Urban Research..Centers 1972
- The Urban. Institute - "The Jrban Observatory Network'-pp. XIX
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APPENDIX A
ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

1. History.

Although the University of Pittsburgh claims i787 as its founding
date it was only in recent years that it presumed to be anything more
In 1955, however,
than a local and somewhat parochial commuter college.
the placid pace and untroubled stance at Pitt began to give way before
This was at a time when
a spirit of dramatic and far-reaching change.
the "ittsburgh Renaissance" was determinedly reshaping and upgrading
the downtown business area. Now the University's Board of Trustees
(which included some of the nation's wealthiest men who were the main
backers of the "renaissance) announced new goals which, when realized,
would "place the University of Pittsburgh among the leaders of the
world's great universities."
The man selected by the trustees to provide over this transformation
was Edward H. Litchfield, then clean of Cornell University's School of
Business and Public Administration, active on the boards of several large
corporations, president of the Governmental Affairs Institute in Washington,
and executive director of the American Political Science Association.
With Litchfield's appointment as Chancellor there began. a decade of change,
expansion and innovation at the University which is now referred to,
in retrospect, as the "Litchfield Era."
This era ended rather abruptly in 1965.
It was an era that had not
exactly created another "leader among the world's great universities"out
of a commuter college.
It had, however, elevated the university's admission
standards, doubled its faculty and tripledits.physical plant. The
university had become "good" in many departments, at least "very good"
in others, and had attracted both prestigeous faculty and promising graduate
students. It had also accumulated nearly $20 million in deficits and had
been, at least temporarily, disowned by the power structure that had
both declared and endorsed its aspirations.*

.

The financial crisis of 1965 forced the University to seek aid from
the state legislature. In 1966 Pitt became one of Pennsylvania's three
large state related private universities. A state - related status. means
that although the University remains under private control it must giVe
In return,
the State minority representation on its Board of Trustees.
the State subsidizes a low tuition for Pennsylvania residents and underwrites a portion of the overhead expenses of the University. In 1972
state support accounted for approximately 30Z of the University's income.
State: related status has placed several other responsibilities --both
One explicit
explicit and implied--upon the University of Pittsburgh.

* For a more complete account, see.D.S. Greenberg, "Pittsburgh: The Rocky
Road to Academic Excellence," Science, Vol. 151, February, 1966.
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responsibility is that of increasing the proportion of students enrolled
in its upperclass undergraduate, graduate and professional .programs.
An implicit added responsibility is to serve not only those who enroll
in these programs but also the community and the people of the Commonwealth.
Thus, while Chancellor Wesley W. Posvar, in his F;e221:t of the Chancellor
for 1972, pledges that there will be no shift in emphasis from fundamental
scholarship to more applied "service-oriented" activities, he calls for the
addition of an "urban dimension to the intellectually rigorous, high-quality
approaches of traditional scholarship."
The body of this report is a description, analysis and evaluation of
some of the university's efforts in this dimension.

2.

Enrollment

The University's enrollment in Fall 1971-72 was 31,708, of which
approximately half (15,263) represented full-time undergraduates.
Of
the balance, 6,876' were part-time undergraduates, 5,044 were full- -time
post-baccalaureate students, and 4,525 were part-time post-baccalaureates.
Student's at Pitt's regional campuses accounted for 2,931 of the full-time
undergraduate total and 1,2119 of the part-time undergraduate total.
All
graduate students were registered at the main (Oakland) campus.
These figures compare with a total enrollment of approximately 17,500
in 1965-66, the year befo,o Pitt became a state-related institution.
The estimated enrollment for 1972-73 is down slightly from the 1971-72
peak, reflect:Lng a national trend,
.

pegreesconferred in the year ending June 30,1972 totaled 6,879, of
which slightly better than half (3,608.) were bachelor degrees. There were
2,526 Masters degrees conferred, 372 First Professional degrees (Dental
Medicine,. Law, Medicine) and 373 Doctorates.

3.

Administration..

The thirty-six-member Board of Trustees is composed of twelve Commonwealth appointees and twenty-:.four elecIed members.
Foirr ex-officio members
include the Chancellor of the University, the Governor of the Commonwealth,

the Secretary.of Education of the Commonwealth, and the Mayor of the City
of .Pittsburgh.

The Chancellor is assisted by the Provost, the chief academic officer
of the University, and by four Vice Chancellors responsible for the Health
Professions,?Finance,.. Student Affairs, and Program Development and Public
Affairs.
The major academic.-units of the University, with the exception of
those in the Nealh Professions, fall within the purview of the office
These include the Faculty of Arts and ScienceS and its
Of the Provost.
undergraduate College; the schools of Engineering, Education, Law, _Social
Work and General Studies; the Graduate School of Public and International
Affairs, Business, and Library and Information ScienceS; the University's
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Regional. Campuses at Johnstown, Greensburg, Titusville, and Bradford.;
and a number of University Centers and Divisions, including the University
Center for International. Studies, the Learning Research and Development
Center, the University Center for Urban Research, University-Community
Educational Programs, and the Inter-disciplinary Program in Information
Science.

University libraries, the Computer Center, and the Knowledge Availabil-ities
Systems Center, which also report to the Provost, are under the supervision
of the Director of Communications Programs.
The University Press is under
the administrative direction of the Vice Chancellor for-Public Affairs.

The Director of Athletics and the Dean'Of Student Affairs report
directly to the Chancellor.
The Office of the Vice Chancellor for the Health Professions :is
responsible lot the University's six Schools of the Health Professions-Dental Medicine, Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, Health-Related Professions,
and the Graduate School of Public Health.

The Office also coordinates the educational programs of the University
with the delivery of health care services in. the University Health Center of
Pittsburgh. The University Health Center is a separate corporation composed
of Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh, Magee-Uomen's Hospital, Moutefiore
Hospital, Presbyterian-Univeity Hospital, and the University of Pittsburgh.
Thefaculties of the Schools sf the Health Professions constitute the
professional staffs of these hospitals.
The Vice Chancellor serves as
ptesident and chief administrative officer of the University Health Center
and the'Associate Vice Chancellor serves as its secretary.
In addition, the. University has affiliation agreements for clinical
teaching in the Veterans Administration Hospital, Mercy Hospital, West Penn
Hospital, and Allegheny General Hospital.
Western Pennsylvania Psychiatric
Institute and Clinic, a comprehensive psychiatric facility, functions as an
integral part of the University and is also administered through the office
of the Vice Chancellor for the Health Professions.
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APPENDIX 13

The Use of the Institution-Building Model
for University-Urban interface Research

An overall re search framework was deemed necessary for the UUIP
research in order to compare findings across program areas and to pull
the many pieces of separate research projects into an integrated whole.

The UUTP research staff's decision to use the institution-building
framework was based on three major assets of the model.
(j) The assumptions and theorems underlying the model-are compatible with the philosophy of the University -Urban Interface Program.
(2) The variables
focused upon in the model are of a universal nature and can be applied
to the-varied projects which UUIP was assessing.
And (3), several of
the original developers of the institution-building model are associated.
with the University of Pittsburgh and were available for consultation.
The Assumptions of the Institution- Building_ Model

An institution, such as the University of Pittsburgh, is established
to fulfill needs of a society.
When an institution no longer fulfills the
needs adequately or. is challenged to fulfill additional needs not heretofore undertaken, new ways or innovations are deve4Ted to meet those needs.
How the University can respond to the demands for more involvement in the
-plight of the city was the subject of UUIP research.
Although there were
many demands for leadership roles for University involvement, the majority
seemed to feel the University should work with the' community not for the
community.
This is the explicit philosophy behind the I-B model.
This.concept of ,development assts.
represents-a clear -cut break with the
concept- of charity which involves a'quite

different approach to help-giving:Charity
was a. strong element in the precursors of
modern development administration
the
missionaries. Many of them went abroad
primarily to do-good deeds, while meeting their need to save the souls of persons whom they regarded as less fortunate...
...in return for acceptance of their creed,
missionaries were willing to give gifts
in resources, skills,
Modern aid
...is given to a social system
by
development of new organizations which
can perform innovative functions affectmany people. (Eaton,1972:]39)
.
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In UUIP research efforts, the University is viewed as a resource rather
than a charitable organization.
Innovative efforts can be developed within the existing institution
or planned outside of the institution.
These innovative activities mny
become passing fads or may be "institutionized", either in the form of
some new organization or as a routine way of operating within the parent
institution.
The institution-building (I-13) model focuses on the elements
of organizational process that must be considered when :introducing a
planned change into a system.
While I-13 is not a universal model of
social change, it does apply to innumerable
situations in contemporary societies in ihich
(3) change agents, usually enjoying some measure of offical sponsorship... impress their
on society; (2) ....the proposed
goals
innovation must be induced ...not coerced;
(3) formal organizations are employed as the
media or vehicles through which change agents
develop the technical capacities and the
normative commitment needed to guide, sustain, and protect the intended innovations.
(Esman in Eaton, 1972:25)

The model has been largely applied to change in underdeveloped countries.
However, the generic nature of the major variables of the model make it a
useful model for the guidance or study of more established institutions.
This use of the model has, to the present, been largely untapped.
The
model also has been considered more for guidance of social planners and
practitioners of change rather than those standing apart to monitor an
attempted change. The UIJIP research staff decided, however, that the
utility of the model in , at the least, aiding the systematizingof copious
data being amassed in its project could outweigh the lack of experience
in using the model to analyze induced change in an established American
institution and for purely research purposes.

A principle theorem of institution
building is that new service programs are
most likely to become adopted .... when they
are a part of an organized or patterned way
of doing things ....(Eaton, 1972:339)
This institutionalization aspect of planned innovations was of particular
interest to the UUIP research focus, and led to application of the I-B
model as a. framework for the project.
Some of the research questions were
(3) what kind of innovative programs intioduced within the University
became a part cu accepted University patterns of activity; .(2) what appears
to make the difference in the success or failure of a project; (3) and
what is the relationship between a university-based project and the con
munity with which it interacts?.
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Nehnevajsa gives the following tests of institutionality:

(1)

(Eaton, 1972:14 )

An organization's ability to

survive.
(2) Extent to which an innovative
organization comes to be viewed by its
environment to have intrinsic value, to
be measured operationally be such indices
as its degree of autonomy and its influence
on other institutions.
(3)
The extent to which an innovative pattern in the new organization
becomes normative for other social units
in the larger social system.

None of the innovative programs which were -studied by UUIP had
specifically set out to use the I-B model as a guide for organization
building. The use of the 1-B model for UUIP research, then, becomes one
of applying the concepts for :11 analysis of the programs, apart from
any role in the implementation of those programs.

The Variables of the Model
The model focuses on-seven basic issues in the development of an
institution: the goals and doctrines;
the programs;
leadership; persnnnel; resources;
organization or internal structure; and linkages
with the external environment.* :Each of those issues is viewed from three
perspectives or mappings. The "blueprint" mapping focuses on the plans
as stated in organization charts, budgets, program specifications, or
stated. goals.
The second mapping, operations, calls for data concerning
what is actually happening as the attempt is made to carry out the blue=
prints.
-' third focus is "image" mapping, which looks at the perceptions
that relevant constituencies have about the seven issues. The emphasis
on the three mappings make the I-B model especially useful-for UUIP research
because the purpose was to find out not only what the University is doing
in terms of university-community relations, but how people perceive that
university action.

*'There are several variations of the institution-building madel and most
of the recent discussions subsume "personnel" under resources or internal
structure.
However, UUIP researcg found it more useful to consider personnel as a separate issue.
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Institution-Building Variables
Blueprint or
Normative Ma in

Actual
Operating Manning;

Image_ Ma ,.. in

Goals and Doctrine
Programa
Leadership
Personnel
Resources
Organization or
Internal Structure
Linkaues

The first six variables call for data concerning the properties of
the program which is the target of the investigation. Hach of these six
variables call for three types of mapping.
The UUIP staff formulated
work sheets which facilitated keeping track of data relevant to each
cell
the variable matrix and the time period of a particular state of
any..of these variables. (see next page)
The first row deals with data about the goals and doctrine of the
innovative programs.
This data for the blueprint mapping was usually
available through the goal specifications stated in a funding proposal
or in a brochure or other official hand-out paper which gave the purpose
of the organization. Those same documents also usually yielded staements
which gave clues as to the ideology supporting the program.
The cell
calling for "actual goal" was used for information about aspects'of the
goal being implemented as indicated by resource allocation, statements
by program implementors, or in progress reports. The images of the goal
were assessed by interviews of persons both within and outside of the
program.
The leadership of a program has been shown to be crucial in many
studies of development. The blueprint mapping used by UUIP was often taken
from job descriptions or by interviews of those with the authority to hire
a new director. The research staff's assessment of the personality characteristics of a leader was included as part of the operations mapping;
this information was gathered through direct observation or through interpretation of events.
Other people's view of the particular leader was
considered image mapping.
Although the I-B model often includes "personnel" as part of the
"resources", for the university setting the analysis of personnel was more
useful as a separate Category,
For example, several of the projects
studied trained paraprofessionals and graduate students. The relations
between these two types of personnel was often central to program problems
needing solution. Also, the divisions in perceptions of university roles
between administrators, faculty, students, alumni, trustees, and other
publics was more than a resource related situation.
The program itself was described in proposals of offical memoranda,
but often upon participant observation was different than the bu.,Iprint.
Most of the image mapping for these program variables consisted of state-

.
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ments from "outsiders" as to what they thought the program was doing.

The resource categories were heavily laden with funding data, as
this became the crucial problem in most of the QUIP observed programs.
However, the apparent priority given a program by the University was
also assessed through the kind and amount of space and materials allotted.
to a program.
The internal structure of a project proved to be particularly complex to follow because formal organization chartS were not only out of
date, but rarely reflected actual practice or informal networks.
Because all of the UUIP projects were interacting with many University departments and community groups, the organization was complex, often experimental and ever-changing. Much of-the decision-making and implementation
was done through informal processes which were very difficult to trace.
,

The linkages are a major thrust of the I-B model and of UUIP research,

Change agents must both (a) build
technically viable and socially effective organizations which can be vehicles
for innovation, and (b) manage relationships (linkages) with other groups on
whom they depend for complementaries
and support and whose behavior they arc
attempting to influence.
Building viable organizations and managing their
linkages are closely interrelated
aspects of a single institution-building
process.
(Esman in Eaton, 1972:25)
In order to begin to understand the effect of these community relations
on the institutionalization of any program, the nature and history of the
linkages between program and the larger University and those outside of the
University became of parmount concern.
The I-B model distinguishes between four types of linkages.
Each
of the type.: describes a kind of relationship between. the target program
and external organizations or groups.
Enabling linkages refer to -those bodies which have control over the
program in the form of allocation of resources and decision-making authority
which directly relate to the facilitatfon of the program.
In UUIP research
this type of linkage includes funding agencies, the Chancellor's office.
and often, in a. less direct way, state and federal policy makers.

The functional linkages include those which constrain or support
project activity, such as departmental faculty, neighborhood organizations,
and competing programs.
Katz describes this type of linkages as "encompassing the flows of resources and products necessary for carrying on the
systems activities ...".
(Eaton, 1972:157)
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The normative linkages deal with values, such as what do certain
constituencies expect of the University and the specific programs; what
what constrainst are placed
roles are compatible with accepted customs;
upon the institution by laws? Some of this type of data was gathered
through surveys of University groups, alumni, and the general public.
Other material was gathered through image mapping data which implied
accepted norms and values.
The diffuse linkages include the many-other sources of support of
opposition which may not be directly linked to the program but nevertheless
have an impact. This category would include the local news media and
public opinion information. Diffuse linkages often served as the miscellaneous category when an.item did not seem to really fit in one of the
other definitions.
The research task requires identification of specific patterns of
interdependence.
With the identification of linkages, consideration must
then be given to the actual and possible impacts which change in the
linkage relationships might make upon the institution building process.
A final task is to determine the impact which intra-organizational adaptations might have upon the nature of the linkages. (Nehnevajsa, a)
Discussion with I-B Developers
Joseph Eaton and Jiri Zollnevajsa, two'of the original developers
of the
model, conducted a seminar with the UUIP staff. An all day
session was also held with the directors and liason personnel of the
Outreach projects to discuss particular issuses involVed in the use of
the model.

All sessions were taped. A re-ordered transcript of one
these
sessions with the I-B consultants is presented here to illustrate the
nature of the discussions and some of the methodological problems that
the staff had to resolve.
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DISCUSSION ABOUT INSTITUTION-BUILDING
taken from UUIP Consultant Seminar
of October 22, 1971

The following pieces of discussion are paraphrases and reordering
of material taken from a taped seminar with Jiri Nehnevajsa.
Goals:
Q:

A.:

You may have a nice neat set of goals originally, but when you look
again many things have changed.
You have to find out what went cn
between two mappings.
(PS) That varies, too.
plans.

Some projects start with very inexplicit

JN: That's a very important opportunity for analysis--to see what happens
under varying degrees of specificity, of definitions of roles.
(Refers
to paper by Fred Bruhns which examines changing goals under varying
conditions of leadership and where some categories are developed fer
this purpose. Study was part of institution-building program.
Focused on evolution.
of goals.)
How do we classify the Master Plan for campus expansion?
the blueprint or operations level?
A:

Is it at

(JN) The plan is the goal at the normative level.
The evolution of
the plan ceasei7.to be interesting except to the extent to, which. at
the level of the operations it may enter in when people complain
about not having been in on the making of the Master Plan--the politics
of its history.
The cutting points are when you decide to enter the
process, this is necessarily somewhat arbitrary.
'Moore's project represents two sets of goals, i.e., basic research.
objectives and alleviating social problems, which may be difficult
to fulfill in the same program. How to treat this?

A:

(JN) This happens quite often. Organizations pursue incompatible
objectives. For example, universities in many countries want simul-.
taneously to pursue the advancement of knowledge and the promotion of
citizenship, i.e., the feeling "my country, right or rong."
Something
may have to give, perhaps depending on leadership. Sometimes allocation of resources will tell you Which priorities are actually. being
pursued.
The actual program permits you to make inferences about
the. goals and whatever discrepancies exist.
.
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Leadership:
Q:

Leadership seems to cross-cut several levels- -

A:

(JN) You have to look at leadership as.you move out into individual
projects as it is constituted at that level--the people responsible
for making decisions for that project. Then people at general UUIP
level become links (or linkages) to that project. Leadership is
identified in the formal structure--at the blueprint level at least- although there may be influentials behind the formal structure, and
this goes into what is actually happening.

Q:

Talks of newly-appointed provost and how she has to more or less
carve out her own role so that in that process emphasis on categories shifts as she develops her niche.

A:

(JN) Yes, and if she should leave, one wouldexpect shifts again in
terms of a new interaction set. It's very tricky to decide just
exactly haw often to monitor the process.

Linkages:

JN: Enabling most clear -- collectivities or entities, very frequently in
government, who by their actions, at the blueprint level, found or
undo programs and projects. At some levels, there are no such linkages.
Top government, for example, has none except for sporadic
outbursts of voting.

Functional linkages are all the things you need to do your job. Not
only physical resources but such things as information, directives,
recommendations, questions.
Q:

These inputs--related to decision-making--are very difficult to get.

(IN: At any point, you can use only what information is available.
Some
of this will be loose, not clearly defined. Memoranda do not reflect
what goes on because they are public documents whereas what goes on is
reality.

Normative linkages involve organizations which may be indirectly involved but whose norms and values have some influence on the functioning of an organization. Almost always there are general taboos'or
mores of a culture which through their organizational embodiments
such as churches may be supporting or contradicting.'
Diffuse linkages--no direct authority of any kind but who exist in
environment and whose views may effect organizational functioning by
display of support or withdrawal, e.g., mass media or public opinion.
No direct authority at all but may at times have some bearing.
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Q:

I was tltnking that normative linkages are manifested through diffuse
linkages, but one kind may be manifested through traditions of University?

A:

(R.0 Yes, that is one kind.

Q:

What about People's Oakland; which exerts influence only through a
value of citizens' rights? No real power except a few votes.
There
may be many normative linkages of this type, and it seems as if
together they constitute a whole sea which is the diffuse linkages.

JN: The important thing is it isn't necessary to place a given organization into only one of these boxes because it may in its different
activities have several bearings of different Rinds. For example,
commonwealth government is enabling but also is providing various
resources and services, so it is also functional. Rather than
worrying about how to label linkages, we take the black box in which
there are the leadership,. programs, and so on,. but notice that there
are some things which go in at the input level, and certain products
which go out of it. What goes in are messages and people and resources.
Messages include:
(1) directive's from those in higher positions with
which compliance is expected; (2) recommendations which might. or might
not be followed, e.g., Research Advisory Council; (3) questions which
must be paid attention to; and (L) data, information about things in
which yoU are interested, people flowing in who are personnel and
leaders and in some organizations' like the University, people are
also processed, that is, something is being done to them. Resources
plant, equipment, materials, money coming in from different sources.
What happens when these inputs are not available in the right amount,
at the right time, etc.?
Impact on the project differs with type of
inputs as well as sheer amounts. Every organization also produces
something--at the goal level it has certain things it wants to do.
Products also are messages, people and sometimes resources, e.g.,
consumer goods.
These kinds of data are what is needed. The most
important products of yoUr work are reports.
Many researchers had
problems with these linkages. Unless a 'taxonomy facilitates something it should not be used so if these are difficult, if one worries
too much, "where should
put this," it is _not helpful. Some work
has to be done to clarify linkage. concepts. The main thing is to be
aware of linkages, collect all the relevant data, and not worry at
this point about precise classifications.'
Q:

There seem to be 'both external and internal types of linkages.
Besides those with other organizations, there must be those between,
say, leadership and personnel in,the same organization.

JN: That's right, it depends on the point of reference. If we are
standing outside this box which represents a project, we think of
inputs and outputs.
But internally, of course, there is also a
process of communication, a pattern through which information plows,
and is somehow diffused through in ternal structure.
That is correct,
c
but it may not be useful to use the term linkages for that also.
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Q:

All Outreach Projects represent some kind of interface between the
University and some group out in the community, which is as important
a box as what is coming out for University.

JN: Of course, there is no reason why after youhave looked at this box
and identified-these boxes around it in terms of input and output,
you cannot make another box and make it the center of a new diagram,
because the things you are doing to some community organization are
only one of the things that happen to it.
There are other inputs that
flow into it, and it produces certain things.
This is the way of
really defining a social system if you have the` time and energy. The
meaning of the system concept is the interdependence of part?.
Q:

Where do we stop?
on indefinitely.

This process of diagramming linkage boxes could go

JN: If I were you, I would stop at the first level, that is to say, the
organization you are studying. The boundary of your observations
would be set by the box representing UUIP and its internal composition
and inputs and outputs and the same constellation for the Outreach
project. It would be ideal with enough money to keep moving outward,
but time and resources limit you.

General Problems of Use of Institution-Building
JN: Do not at this stage confound data collection with analysis, that is,
do not decide at this stage that this (i.e., leadership role) is the
problem. First collect the data. Generating these mappings (work
sheets) is like a photograph of an operation at a certain point in
time. Life is moving but it is like running a series of photographs
at a certain rate of speed. Maybe you have to look at the situation
every three months or every six months depending on the dynamics
of the particular project.
Q:

We will try to fill in data about every month and pull it together
every three months.
There are problems about outreach data and we
probably need some of our own staff to observe and collect additional
data.

JN: We tried to convince AID of importance of attaching an observer toeach project only to act as continuous reporter, a recorder of facts,
the social history of the project, without worrying about what it
means. This is a matter for analysis, but just the fact of reporting- this is the only way we are going to learn about how organizations
evolve and change and function.
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